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14.0	 ORBITER/PAYLOAD INTER>=ACE INVESTIGATIONS
Axiomatix investigations of the Orbiter/payload interfaces have been
a continuing effort throughout the course of this contract. The majority of
this worts has been of a consulting nature, with recommendations and findings
being verbally reported at NASA gnd vendor meetings. Most of this activity
has been documented in the monthly progress reports included in Appendix A.
However, more in-depth investigations were made to: (1) review the PSP command
specification, (2) develop payload nonstandard modulation constraints to become
part of the Shuttle payload Interface Control Document (ICD), (3) analyze the
performance of the Spacelab High-Rate Multiplexer address coding using the Shut-
tle Ku-band communication system, and (4) generate a Spacelab ICD revision.
In Axiomatix Report No. R8109-3, "Payload Signal Processor Command
Data Specification Review," dated September 17, 1981, an investigation of the
apparent conflict between several of the electrical interface specifications
on the PSP command data output was conducted. More specifically, the issue of
data fitter and data asymmetry are addressed in the report. The author of this
report concludes that the problem is probably just one of the specification
being too general.
!Under previous contractual efforts (NAS 9-15240D and NAS 9-15604C),
Axiomatix generated nonstandard-payload modulation constraints so that the
Shuttle payload interrogator could be used to recover the carrier and the
resulting baseband signal could be recorded or transmitted to the ground us
ing the Ku-band system as a bent pipe. In Axiomatix Technical Memorandum No.
M8204-2, "Payload Nonstandard Modulation Constraints," dated April 30, 1982,
some of the nonstandard modulation restrictions are updated and a detailed
analysis of the manner in which the restrictions are derived is presented.
The Spacelab high-rate multiplexer uses a BCH (31,16) on the 16-bit
address of the user for each subframe. This code will provide a very low prob-
ability that any of the 16 bits are in error for channels with a random bit-
error probability (BEP) of 10-5 . The Shuttle Ku-band communication system
uses convolutional encoding and Viterbi decoding to achieve the BEP of 10-5,
however, and this coding scheme is characterized by error bursts. Axiomatix
Report No. R8304-5, "Performance of Spacelab High-Rate Multiplexer Address
Coding Using The Shuttle Ku-Band Communication System," dated April 29, 1983,
derives the probability of the codeword and the 16-bit address error at the
output of the BCH decoder when the data has been transmitted over the Shuttle
Ku-band communication system.
%" I
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14.1	 S acelab ICD Revision
During the week of February 9, 1981, a series of meetings was held
at Rockwell, Downey, to finalize revisions to the Spacelab/Orbiter Interface 	 'I
Control Document (ICD 2-05301). 'Chose in attendance included personnel from
Rockwell, NASA and ESA as well as Axiomatix. Axiomatix has been involved with
the development specification and performance evaluations of the Ku-Band Signal
Processor (SPA) which interfaces with the High-Rate Multiplexer (HRM). During
the development of the SPA, it bggame evident that the mode 1, channel 3 input
port guilt to the original design would not be capable of stable midbit detec-
tion and could not accommodate data-dependent level variations. Details of
these problems and an analysis of proposed Hughes Aircraft Company (HAC) solu-
tions are detailed by Axiomatix in r 1.
As a consequence of the HAC bit synchronizer redesign, the mode 1,
channel 3 input port has an improved tolerance to input parameter variations,
	
.,
and some thought was given to modifying the ICD to reflect the new capability.
In particular, the HAC development specification treats asymmetry and jitter
separately, whereas the ICD has a combined specification. While the HAC speci-
fication is, in general, more liberal than the ICD requirements, the phase jit-
ter	 the clock relative to data delineated in the HAC specification at ±3%
peak is not explicitly called out in the ICD but, rather, is combined with
	 h
asymmetry so as not to exceed 10% total of the bit duration. However, the HRM
clock has been built to the ICD requirements, and the error budget presented
by HAC 21 indicates that the.5PA.midbit detector can easily interface with
the HRM clock.
Consequently, Rockwell, NASA, ESA and Axiomatix agree that this por-
tion of the ICD should not be modified. This and other proposed modifications
are discussed in greater detail in the following sections.
14.1.1	 HRM Asymmetry and Jitter
6
	
	 The Ku-band system accepts data and clock from the HRM, regenerates
the clock and samples the data. Thus, jitter and asymmetry should not direct-
'
	
	 ly affect system performance until they exceed a threshold; at which point, the
regenerated clock does not track the HRM clock and/or the data is missampled.
The following text is excerpted from the ICD and, along with Figure
14.1 (ICD Figure 3.2.7.1.3-1A), represents the HRM requirements for jitter and
asymmetry.
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113.2.7.1.3 Signal'Characteristics,
1.	 Wideband Channel (Data + Clock). Applicable to direct wideband data
and-muI- p exe wideebanddata.
a. Data to ClocK16#10 Jitter and Asymmetry. The clock signal
shall be synchrbnous with the data. Phase jitter of the clock
signal with respect to the data shall not exceed ±10% of the
bit duration, including data asymmetry and jitter.
b. Data to Clock Phase Offset. The phase offset between data and
clock shall be not more than ±12.5% of the bit duration.
C.	 Rise and Fall Times. The pulse rise and fall times shall not
exceed the larger of 3.5 ns or 5% maximum of the bit period,
measured between the 10 and 90 percent amplitude points.
d.	 Phase and Frequency Characteristics of the HRM Clock. The
HRM clock shall have a duty cycle of 50% nominal. The total
phase and frequency errors (incl. asymmetry) for multiplexed
data shall be as shown in Figure 3.2.7.1.3-1A. Direct channel
total phase and frequency errors are as shown (info only) in
Figure 3.2.7.1.3-1B."
Table 14.1 is excerpted from the HAC midbit detection specification
and represents the capabilities ` of the input circuitry. Note that paragraph a.
of the ICD does not specify relative jitter and asymmetry separately but, ra-
ther, specifies a composite of 10%. Items m. and n. of the HAC specification
give data asymmetry of 17%, clock asymmetry of 30%, and relative phase jitter
of ±3% peak. Since the midbit detector is being built to this specification,
some thought was given to changing the ICD to reflect the capabilities of the
SPA, but ESA objected since the HRM was built and tested to the ICD require-
ment. HRM tests show that combined asymmetry and jitter are less than 5%, but
the jitter component cannot be measured separately. Thus, it cannot be docu-
mented that jitter is less than 3%, even though the combined number is much
less than the sum of asymmetry and jitter in the HAC specification.
The fact that jitter may be greater than 3% should not be a concern,
as can be illustrated by examining the impact of this on the unit's perfor-
mance. Table 14.2 from [ 2] shows the performance margin of the midbit detec-
tor, including 17% asymmetry and ±3% jitter, to be 1 ns (10%) at 50 MHz. How-
ever, jitter and asymmetry can be traded off. Table 14.3 shows the margin
with a combined specification of ±5% to be 6.0 ns, or 40%. Thus, we can con-
clude that the SPA midbit detector can easily accommodate the HRM jitter and
asymmetry.
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a. Data Rate
b. Clock Rate
c. Waveform: Data
Clock
d. Source Type
e. Source Impedance
f. Source Grounding
g. Data Levels
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h. Data Levels
(Pattern Dependent)
i. Clock Levels
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(20/80% points)
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Table 14.1. Input Signal Characteristics
2 to 50 Mbps
Same as data rate
NRZ -L-M-S
Square-wave (RZ)
Single-ended
50 ± 5 ohms
Shield (signal return) multipoint
ground to structure
VILT: +4.5V to +6.5V
VOLT : -0.5V to +0.5V
VIPD : VOLT + K CV i LT - VOLT)
VOPD : VILT K CVlLT_ VOLT
VI : +3.7V to +6.3V
VO : -0.3V to +15.V
< larger of 6.0 ns or 5% of bit
period
30 dB
-30 dB, maximum
17%
< 30%
± 3% of bit period, peak
< 0.01%
< 0.01%
< 0.01%
± 75' maximum
Eight transitions per 4096 bits,
minimum
74
Table 14.2. Worst-Case Error-Free Sampling Margin at 50 MHz
e	 ..
4
y
9C
rLL
Cause of
Margin Reduction
Magnitude
(ns) Remarks
Data Asymmetry (17%) ±3.4 Ref. C.C. Module Specification
Data Rise/rail Times
Plus Amplitude Loss *2.6 Ref. C.E. Module Spec. & Analysis
(13%) of Data Rise/Time Effects
Noise t0,3 Ref.	 C.E. Module Spec.	 & Analysis
Phase Jitter Data
to Clock (±3%) ±0.6 Ref. C.E. Module Specification
PLL Output .litter *0.2 Ref.	 PLL Discussion
Receiver Property
*0.6 Ref. Data & Clock ReceiverDelay Imbalance Discussion
Tolerance of Thresh- +0.7 Ref. Adaptive Threshold Detector
old Level	 (±150 mV) Discussion and Analysis
Mid-Clock Position
±0.1 Ref. Midbit Corrector DiscussionResolution
I/Q Clock Asymmetry ±0.4 Ref. Midbit Corrector Discussion
Setup/Hold Time
Differential *O.l Ref. Midbit Corrector Discussion
TOTAL T9.0 Limit at 50 MHz, ±10 ns
75
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Table 14.3. Worst-Case Error-Free Sampling Margin at 50 MHz
Cause of
Margin Reduction
Magnitude
(ns) Remarks
Data Asymmetry and
Phase Jitter Data t1.0 Spacelab ICD
To Clock
Data Rise/Fall limes Ref. C.E. Module Spec. and
Plus Amplitude Loss ±2.6 Analysis of Data Rise/Time
(13%) Effects
Noise f0,3 Ref. C.E. Module Spec andAnalysis
PLL Output Jitter tO.2 Ref.	 PLL Discussion
Receiver Property
+0.6 Ref. Data and Clock Receiver
Delay Imbalance Discussion
Tolerance of Thresh- ±0.7 Ref. Adaptive Threshold Detector
old Level	 (±150 mv) Discussion and Analysis
Mid-Clock Position 0.1 Ref. Midbit Corrector DiscussionResolution
I/Q Clock Asymmetry ±0.4 Ref. Midbit Corrector Discussion
Setup/Hold Time t0.1 Ref, Midbit Corrector DiscussionDifferential
TOTAL f6.0 Limit at 50 MHz, ±10 ns
1t;;
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14.1.2	 Data-Dependent Amplitude Variations
One of the reasons for redesigning the SPA midbit detector was an
observed data-dependent amplitude variation at the SPA input due to effects
of long lengths of Orbiter interconnect cable. Axiomatix calculated that 93'
of 80142 cable Introduced a 13% amplitude variation at the SPA. This result
has been incorporated into the 1AC specification.
The format of the ICD specified signal parameters at four points:
(1) the source, (2) ICD interface due to source, (3) ICD interface due to load,
and (4) the load. Thus, the revised maximum and minimum peak positive and neg-
ative voltage levels at the load were changed to reflect the expected range of
variation. Of course, the HRM (source) specifications were not changed.
	
14.1.3	 Transition Density
In order to provide transitions for symbol synchronization at the
ground station, a transition density requirement has been levied on the users.
This requirement is in the form of an average transition density (654 per 512
bits) and a maximum operation between transitions (64 bits). This then pro-
vides an adequate transition density of coded-channel symbols.
In an attempt to guarantee channel symbol transitions independent of
input-bit transition density, one of the two output code check symbols has
been inverted. The result of this inversion is that no combination of input
bits can result in a string of all-zero output symbols.
However, this does not totally relax the requirement for input transi-
tion. The HAC midbit detector has an adaptive threshold-setting circuit that
requires a minimum of eight transitions every 4,096 bits to set the voltage lev-
els for ones and zeros and, thus, the average level for threshold crossing. In
addition, as described in [3], a guarantee of channel-symbol transitions which
give symbol synchronization does not guarantee correct decoder-branch synchroni-
zation if the source is all zeros. This is due to the ambiguity of deinterleaver
synchronization with a transparent code, with each of the five parallel decoders
perfectly happy to output either all ones or all zeros.
The disposition of this user-transition rate requirement has not been
resolved to date, and depends on special considerations being given to the co-
ded all-zero input sequence in the decoder if the requirement is to be relaxed.
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	1.0
	 BACKGROUND
Axiomatix was asked to investigate the apparent conflict between
several of the electrical interface specifications on the PSP command data
output. In particular, one specification says that the data transition
shall conform to the subcarrier zero crossing within i100 . Assuming that
the t10° applies to the subcarrier waveform that consists of a 16-kHz sin-
usoidal signal, this specification calls for a time constraint of ±1.736 us.
On the other hand, the specification for phase jitter is 3%
maximum of the data bit period and data asymmetry is 2% maximum of the bit
period. Since the data rate can go as low as 125/16 Hz, this requirement
can be as sloppy as ±3.8 ms. The big difference between the time require-
ments prompted the question: Is there a mistake in the specification,?
	
2.0	 PRELIMINARY ANALYSIS AND COMMENTS
An examination of the method used to generate the subcarrier
0 explains why there can be a relatively tight specification on the data
waveform with respect to the subcarrier waveform. 	 The actual subcarrier
waveform is generated digitally by a counter, a ROM and a DAC. 	 The
counter phase is reset every time the data transitions, so that the phase
u
of the 16-kHz subcarrier is always tied to data edges. 	 Since all data
rates are even submultiples of the subcarrier rate, the first data tran-
sition after power is turned on will phase the subcarrier properly for
all subsequent data transactions. 	 This proper phasing will be maintained
even if data asymmetry occurs due to frequency/phase noise on the 1.024 MHz
frequency source.
It is possible, under certain circumstances, to have data phase
jitter on the order of 3% and still meet the 10° frequency-to-bit-rate
ratio.	 These special circumstances include an unusual 	 1.024-MHz clock
source which would meet a frequency stability of less than one part in
10-7 over a 10-second period, yet deviate in frequency on the order of
*40 kHz in a much shorter time period.
T
.F
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23.0	 DETAILED DISCUSSION OF PSP OUTPUT SPECIFICATION
SECTION 3.1.2.4.1.2
A brief review of the terms phase jitter and data asymmetry is
in order. Figure I shows the meaning of an asymmetry of (100)(a)%. One
data bit is shorter than the nominal data period by a factor of (1 - a) on
each end. Similarly, if it is longer by a factor of (1 + a) on each end,
it is 100a% asymmetric.
Nominal
!	 Pulse
^- Length T `4
+1
^	 1
!	 Long Pulse
	 !
—iok NRZ-L
Short	 a T
Pulse
-1
Figure 1. Waveform Illustrating As,y:nmetry
Jitter is measured in a similar fashion but the reference for
jitter measurement is not the preceding data edge, but a signal, which
may not exist physically, having exactly the same repetition rate as the
data bit whose phase does not vary. This reference permits the specifica-
tion of data edge timing tolerance on an absolute basis rather than data
edge to data edge. For this reason, a specification on jitter must al-
ways be_equal to or greater than the specification on asymmetry.
The specification of 2% tolerance on data asymmetry and 3% max.
phase jitter seems to be standard system-wide tolerances used on all data
waveforms. These tolerances are not necessarily indicative of the actual
output of the PSP which may, in fact, satisfy much more stringent
specifications.
The data rates are generated by a countdown chain from a
1.024-MHz clock supplied by the master timing unit (MTU). This 1.024-MHz
clock meets the frequency stability and accuracy specifications of 10-7
over a 10-second period and 10
-5
-long term. The countdown chain may
f
W"	
r-1
0
3
Produce some phase jitter that is not present in the 1.024-MHz clock but
e its long-term frequency accuracy is determined by the MTU frequency
accuracy.
All the individual	 integrated circuit specifications have not
arrived yet, therefore, the analysis on how much jitter the countdown chain
may add to the data edges to produce asymmetry and phase jitter has not
been completed.
	 This added jitter should be at least ±0.98 us.	 This
amount of added jitter is almost negligible compared to the data specifica-
tion of ±10 us asymmetry at a 2000 BPS rate, or ±2.56 ms asymmetry at the
lowest bit rate of 125/16 BPS.
With the arrival of the remaining component specifications, the
actual amount of phase jitter possible will be computed and compared with
the data waveform specification. 	 Results of the computation should not
be a fixed percentage of the data waveform because many components of the
phase jitter are relatively constant.	 This means that the highest data
rate will be the one that must meet specification. 	 The lower data rate
will automatically meet the percentage phase jitter requirement if the
2 I.BPS data rate does.
The final output of the circuit being discussed is called CMD
DATA.	 This signal	 is a 16•-kHz subcarrier which is phase modulated by the 	 rta
data being transmitted. 	 Biphase modulation is used, which means that the
. 16-kHz subcarrier has one of two phase values--either 0 0 or 180 0 .	 Fig-
ure 2 illustrates the ideal output waveform, where the data transitions
x
occur at the zero crossing of the 16-kHz subcarrier reference.	 This
ideal waveform will be modified as shown in Figure 3 if the data edge
4J
arrives early or late with respect to the 16-kHz reference zero crossing.
The waveform shown in Figure 3 corresponds to the actual technique used
on the Processor B card rather than a standard biphase modulator.	 The
reason for the particular waveshapes shown in Figure 3 will become clear
after the actual circuitry on Processor B is discussed. 	 Figure 4 is a
block diagram of that circuitry.
I	 3.1	 Method of Generating Phase-Modulated 16 -kHz Subcarrier
}
	
	
The 1.024-MHz input from the master timing unit is the basis
for all timing in the subcarrier generator and PSK data modulator. It is
counted down to produce the data clock rates listed in the specification.
These rates, from 2 kHz down to 125/16 kHz, are all even submultiples of
Sine Wave
16 kHz
Reference
Data
Waveform
2 KBPS
Subcarrier
output
Figure 2. A 16-kHz Subcarrier Phase Modulated by 2 KBPS Data
,D,ata Edge Delay
r t
3I
Data Edge —oq !-o—
Advance
v	 '
Data Edge Arrives Early
	
Data Edge Arrives Late
Figure 3. Waveforms Illustrating the Effect of Data Edge Jitter With Res pect to the Subcarrier
Cn
C
16 kHz
Subcarrier
Output
6
1+
1.024 MHz
Figure 4. Simplified Block Diagram of 16-kHz Subcarrier Generator
and PSK Data Modulator
l;
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the 16-kHz subcarrier frequency. The appropriate data clock frequency
(one of nine) is selected by CMOS multiplexer chips. This output is
reclocked in a flip-flop whose clock is 1.024 MHz. That reclocking
serves to reestablish the edges of the data clock with respect to
1.024 MHz, which is used to generate the 16-kHz subcarrier.
The reclocked version of the data clock and a version of it
delayed by 977 ns are supplied to the command message formatter which
outputs command data to the 16-kHz sine-wave subcarrier generator. This
data signal is fed through a digits, edge detection circuit indicated
by the d/dt box in Figure 4. This digital circuit produces a narrow
pulse whenever the command data changes state. That is, it detects
O-to-1 transitions and 1-to-0 transitions. This narrow pulse is used 	 II
to reset the :64 counter to a count of 1 or 33. From this reset posi-
tion, the counter will start cycling. 1.024 MHz divided by 64 is 16 kHz,
so the counter will cycle at a 16-kHz rate and will go through at least`''
eight cycles before another data edge can come along because the maximum
data rate is 2 KBPS. The actual data edge may not occur until 16, 24,
etc. cycles of the :64 counter have been completed. During these 8 or 	 r
8N cycles of the :64 counter, the six-bit address to the ROM also cycles.
The seventh bit is the data itself which will remain constant for at
't
least eight cycles of the counter. The ROM output selected by the
seven-bit address input represents the steps of a full cycle of a sine
wave. The seventh bit, which is the actual data bit to be transmitted,
determines the phase of the output signal by selecting different portions
of the ROM. The different portions of the ROM must be programmed with
different phases of the sine wave so that the data bit determines the
output phase of the signal from the DAC by changing the ROM output.
The logic connected with the counter which forced it to a count
of 1 or 33 with the first data transition after power is turned on is so
designed that the counter repeats with the same phasing every time another
data edge comes along. That is, once the first data edge resets the
counter to 1, all succeeding data edges will also force it to a 1, which
should be the state that it counts to by the time the data edge comes
along. As long as the data clock countdown chain has the same gate delay
time, the data edges will line up exactly with the 16-kHz zero crossings
because the period of the data clock is exactly 8N cycles of the 16-kHz
8subcarrier and the :64 counter will cycle exactly in phase with the next
reset pulse that it receives.
The only way that the succeeding data edges will not line up
properly is if there is enough data propagation delay variation from data
clock cycle to cycle or if the propagation delay is exactly the right
value to produce a race condition between data and clock at the reclocking
flip-flop. Under these special circumstances, the data clock may jitter
by 1977 ns, which will show up on the 16-kHz subcarrier output. The ef-
fects to be expected are shown in Figure 3. Since the arrival of a data
edge always resets the counter, it will produce one of the two waveshapes
shown in Figure 3.
The assumption that a count of 1 or 33 in the counter corre-
sponds to the zero voltage point on the sine-wave output was made since
it is the most probable phase to be programed into the ROM. It was
assumed in drawing Figure 3. Under this assumption, the sine wave gen- 	
!P-,
erated will always be reset to 0 V by the arrival of a data edge, and
the next cycle will start from that point. Therefore, the waveform will
be as shown in Figure 3 if the data edge jitters. If a normal double-
balanced mixer had been used, the waveshape would have been different
because the output voltage would have changed sign instead of returning 	
^' F
to zero.
4.0	 CONCLUSIONS
While the investigation is not complete, some preliminary
statements can be made:
(1) The specification on data transitions is probably met by
the system. Certainly, the system approach is capable of meeting it. The
only possible problem might be in propagation delay variation, which is
being investigated.
(2) The specifications on data waveform phase jitter and asym-
metry are almost certainly much looser than required. presumably, this
is because they are standard specifications used system wide and they
would be appropriate for many data generation schemes. About the only
way that the phase jitter and data asymmetry specifications could be
approached is if the 1.024-MHz clock from the MTU had significant fre-
quency modulation on it while continuing to meet the 10-second and long-
term frequency specifications. Such frequency modulation, which would
p
`I
9
involve deviations of greater than ±40 kHz on the 1.024-MHz waveform,
are very difficult to conceive of given the frequency stability speci-
fications. It would not be much of a surprise to find that a specifi-
cation exists on the MTU output which could preclude the frequency mod-
ulation mentioned. If the 1.024-MHz signal is frequency modulated, it
would not only produce the data asymmetry but would deviate the 16-kHz
subcarrier by *600 Hz, which would be quite noticeable. There is good
reason to believe that such frequency modulation does not exist.
k
^
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SUBJECT: Payload Nonstandard Modulation Constraints
SUMMARY
This technical memorandum considers nonstandard payload modulation
constraints based on the Payload Interrogator (PI) uplink transmission, payload
transponding of the uplink carrier with payload data modulated onto the downlink
 4
'	 carrier, and demodulation of this downlink back at the PI.
Basically, this memorandum updates the work of Springett [1]. The con-
clusions for the different modulation schemes are summarized below.
I.	 Nonsup ressed Phase-Modulated Subcarriers
>.
	
	 (a) When the subcarrier frequency is less than 250 kHz, we
require that the modulation index s satisfy
r3 < 0.066 rads (3.80)
u'-
(b) When the subcarrier frequency is greater than 250 kHz, we
require
l3 < 1.85 rads (1060)
r
s
	
	
It is recommended that only option (b) be allowed since a modulation index of
3.8 0 is impractical.
s	 II. Suppressed phase-Modulated Subcarr_iers1
l (a) When the subcarrier frequency is less than 250 kHz, we
require that the data rate satisfy
Rb
 > 6100 bps
when the data is random (transition probability	 0.5); otherwise, we require
l < 0.066 rads (3.80).
0
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(b) When the subcarrier frequency is greater than 250 kHz, the require
that the modulation index satisfy
B < 1.85 rads (1060).
III. Analog Frequency-Modulation Subcarriers--NBFM
(a) When wsc/2zr 6 250 kHz, we require that
0 < 0.066 cads (3.80)
(b) When wsc/2v > 250 kHz, we require that
0 < 1.85 rads (1060)
It is recommended that only option (b) be allowed since a modulation index of
3.8° is impractical.
IV. Digital Frequency-Modulated Subcarriers
(a) When wsc/2u < 250 kHz, we require that
either	 of >, 2.5x10' Hz	 'Rb < 60 kbps
(1)
Af > `fib Hz	 a  % 60 kbps
or
(2) s < 0.066 rads (3.80)
(b) When wsc/2Tr > 250 kHz, we require that
a < 1.85 rads (106°)
It is recommended that, if of doesn't satisfy (1), only option (b) be allowed.
V.	 Direct-Carrier Digital-Phase Modulation--NRZ Data
We require that
'^P?b '>' 1 x 106
 tan 2a< 1.85
VI. Direct-Carrier Digital-Phase Modulation--Bid-L Data
We require that
s < 0.052 rads (30)
Because of this requirement, we recommend that biphase-L modulation not be used
for direct-carrier modulation.
'	 k
I
11
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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this memorandum is to report some updates to the
nonstandard payload modulation restrictions reported in [1,2]. The basic sys-
tem under consideration is shown in Figure 1. The PI transmits a command sig-
nal to the payload which is swept at a raise of 10 kHz/s t 3 kHz/s over a range
of 75 t 5 kHz. The payload transponds the carrier back to the PI receiver which
in turn sweeps at a rate of 330 ± 10% kHz/s over --122 kHz t 10 kHz.
Since the total effective swept frequency range is ±212 kHz maximum,
it is clear that any spectral lines outside ±212 kHz cannot be acquired by the
PI. Conversely, any spectral line components within ±212 could be falsely
locked if they are of sufficient amplitude.
We now consider specific types of subcarrier modulation with phase
modulation as well as direct carrier modulation. Phase modulation (PM) of the
payload transmitter carrier shall be the only allowable type (quadriphase modu-
lation shall not be allowed). When employed, subcarriers shall be either phase
or frequency modulated. Further restrictions on the use of subcarriers follows.
Direct carrier modulation by analog signals shall not be allowed; however,
direct modulation by digital signals shall be allowed subject to restrictions
to follow. No incidental and/or spurious discrete frequency component sideband
levels shall be greater than 29 dB below the unmodulated carrier within a fre-
quency range of ±250 kHz about the carrier.
	
:'	
=	 III
	
(	 3.
	2.0	 SUBCARRIER RESTRICTIONS
	
2.1	 Phase-Modulated subcarriers
Analog phase modulation of the subcarrier shall not be allowed, so we
consider digital phase modulation of the subcarrier. Consider a signal of the
form .
s(t) = 2P cos Cot + ^ sin wsct + e d(t)fl
where
P = the unmodulated carrier power
w0
 = the carrier radian frequency
B = the carrier phase deviation
wm
 = the subcarrier radian frequency
e = the subcarrier phase deviation
d(t) = the data stream having value ±1.
(2-1)
I
r
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a
of = *75 kHz ± 5 kHz
f sw	
10 * 3 kHz /s'r
PI	 r „ ,	 Payload
1	 1	 240/221
L,
E
Sweeps
}122 kHz ±10 kHz
fsw = 330± 33 kHz/s
1
C^omes out at
181.4 kHz ± 5.4 kHz
;n
Figure 1. Payload Transponds the PI-Swept Carrier to the PI-Swept Receiver
(2-4)
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Expanding (2-1), we obtain
s{t) _ vr2f cos w0tJ0 (a) + ^j 2 J n (s)cos (nw,ct + nod M
n=2
2P sin w0ti 2J n (a) sin (nwsct + tied(t)}	 (2-2)
n=1
where 
cc	 00
 
n^2 denotes the sum over even values of n and ^ denotes the sum over
odd values of n. Now consider the J 0 (B) and J 1 0) terms of (2-2). We have
s' (t) _ vr2—P J0 (0) cos w 0t - 2P 2 J 1 (a) sin w 0t sin (Wsct+ed(t)) + 00 2 (5))	 (2-3)
where 0(J 2 (o)) denotes terms on the order of J 2 (s) or smaller. Expanding this
result yields
0
s`(t) = AT J0 (0) Cos 
(WO 
t)
2P J 1 (s) rcose jcos (w0 - wsc)t - cos (w0t + wsc)t^]
- - (p) d(t)[ine sin(w6+wsc)t + si+0-wsc )t}1
+ 0(wg ± nwSc , n > 2)
C,
C-,
where 0(w0 + nwsc ,n > 2) denotes terms located at w0 {:nwSc , where n = 2,3,4,...
Thus, we see that there is a line component at both w0 +Wsc and w0 
-wsc 
which
could be false locked. Both of these components are stronger than tho J n W
components when n > 1. It has been shown [31 that a line spectral component
will not be acquired by a second-order phase-locked-loop (PLL) if it has a nat-
ural frequency, w n , satisfying
C
wsw > wn
2
where wsw is the sweep frequency.
t
(2-5)
r^
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2.1.1
	 Nonsuppressed Subcarrier AM
Here we distinguish between the suppressed and the nonsuppressed
subcarrier cases. First, for the nonsuppressed subcarrier case, we see that
the maximum subcarrier signal occurs with a power level relative to the carrier
equal to
J,2
	
402(!3)
	
(2-6)
Since the loop natural frequency is proportional to the square root of the sig-
nal voltage, we see that, when the subcarrier frequency is near the loop opera-
ting frequency, the loop natural frequency is given by
d 1 r3
	
wn = wnm	 JO E3	
( 2-7)
:.
where wnm is the natural frequency when the signal is at the maximum carrier
signal level. Using (2-5) produces the condition
J1
{ ^ ) < WSW(2-8)
a0(R)
	
`n
m
on carrier phase deviation 0. Now we can determine the maximum of the right-
hand side of (2-8) since the minimum effective sweep rate is given by (see Fig-
ure 1)
wsw 
= minpos(*10 ±3 ±330±  33) kHz/s
	 (2-9)2Tr
where minpos(•) is the minimum positive value of (-). Evaluating (2-9) yields'
minposCwsw) = 284 kHz/s	 (2-10)
Now the threshold value of wnm is given by 2923 rad/s. Hence, we have the
condition
We have neglected the 240/221 ratio in this calculation.
iM8204-2	 ' 1^;
oalo^oo- Qu^^.^^
J 1 (B)	 28K 0^
J (s) < (2923)^ - 0.033
	 (2-11)
0
Since, for small values of B, we have
di(a)
J2 S	 = Z < 0.033	 (2-12)
we conclude that
s < 0.066 rad (or 3.78 0 )	 (2-13)
for nonsuppressed subcarriers with phase modulation, with w sc/21r << 250 kHz.
This condition on a assumes that wsc/2w < 250 kHz, as shown in Figure 2.
Now consider the case when w sc/2w > 250 kHz so that the line compon-
ent at the subcarrier frequency is entirely outside the maximum effective sweep
range of both the PI and the payload. In this case, we require only that 6 <<
1.85 rads so that the carrier is not suppressed more than 10 dB. This case is
illustrated in Figure 3.
2.1.2	 Suppressed-Subcarrier PM
In this case, we assume that the subcarrier is phase modulated onto
the carrier with the subcarrier completely suppressed so that the modulated
waveform is given by
	
s(t) = 12P cos 
IWO
t +a d(t) sink ct^	 (2-14)
ar
1!	
with d (t) assumed to be ±1 with probability 1/2. We also assume that w sc/2rr <
t
250 kHz. When the subcarrier is fully suppressed, we can expand (2-14) to
yield, for the first
-order terms,
s 1 (t) = r2VP d 0 (a) Cos wot - 2P d l (R) d(t) [COS ( WO +WSC)t + Cos (w0-WsC)t]
7
r	
+ 002(6)}
	
(2-15)
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Figure 2. Frequency Spacing When wsc /2w < 250 kHz	
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For convenience, consider the upper siddband which is described by
f
SUS(t) _ V2__P J I (s) d(t) cos r wOt + W sc}tJ	 (2-16)
On the average, when d(t) has as many +1 1 s as -1's, no line component will exist
at w0 + wsc`
A second-order phase-locked-loop will not lock to a suppressed-carrier
signal if the loop cannot recover during one bit time. For a second-order lin-
e	 earized PLL (without noise present), we have that the phase error, just after
a bit change assuming it was in lock, is given by [4]
^(t) = ire- ^wnt cos wn
	
t ----- sin wn ^ 2t	 (2-17)
I 72
If we allow the linearized phase error response to settle to only 1r/2 after one
bit time, using the dominant exponential term of (2-17), we find that
twnTb -
zre	 - 2
	
(2-18)
or
Tb <1 kn2	 (2-19)
n
For a loop with a damping factor of 0.707, we have from (2-19) that
Rb > wn	 (2-20)
'	 Since the maximum value of wn is 6120, we conclude that
ti C
	 Rb >. 6100 bps	 (2-21)
fi
	
	
in order to prevent false lock when the subcarrier is suppressed. This limita-
tion is based on random data. For cases where long strings of ones or zeros
occur, 0 <. 0.066 is the applicable constraint. When w sc/2w > 250 kHz, we then
require that 0 < 1.85 rads. The figures are similar to Figures 2 and 3 except
that there are no discrete lines at the carrier ± subcarrier frequency.
^1
e(t) = wd sin wmt
m
(2-25)
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T
	
	
Here we consider both analog and digital frequency modulation on the
subcarrier. In addition, we divide the analog modulation into narrowband and
wideband. We define WBFM to be the case when the subcarrier modulation index
is greater than 1.4, then we define the narrowband case as the case when y <. 1.4.
We write the FM'd subcarrier which is phase modulated onto the carrier
as
	
IWO
s(t) = 2P cos t + a sin (wsct + e(t) 	 (2-22)
where e(t) is the subcarrier phase modulation due to frequency modulation.
Expanding, we obtain
m
s(t)
	
VIP Cos wot JOW	 2Jn(^) cos^nwsct+ne(t))
n=2
t
- A2- —P sin w 0 t	 2 J n (S) sin ^nwsct + ne(t)d	 (2-23)
n=1
Therefore, the carrier plus the upper and lower sidebands can be written as
s'(t) _ 72P J 0 (a) cos wgt - vr2P J I (s) cos 
R 
w0 - w SC) t - e(t )^
+ 4—P J 1 0) cos
L
wo + wsc}t + 6(t)^	 (2-24)
s }
	
	
The phase modulation a(t) due to frequency modulating the subcarrier is sinu-
soidal and of the form
i)
so the upper and lower sidebands plus the carrier denoted by (2-24) can be
written as
 r
f
i?
f^
1;i
Cj
C,
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s' (t) = 3W JO(s) cos wOt - 12—P J1(0)J1(Y) oS(wO+wsc -wm)t - cos(wji-wsc W.)tj
+ 2P J 1 (0)JO(y) Cos fw + wsc)t + 2P J 1 (0)JO (y) Cos (W - w SC) t
2P J 1 (s) J 1 ( y )Cos (wO -wsc -%)t - Cos (WO -wsc +wm)t]	 (2-26)
where y = of/fm is the subcarrier modulation index, with of the frequency devi-
ation and fm the modulating frequency. This sinusoidal tone frequency-modulation
case is the worst case, leading to
J1(s)30(y) 
< wsw
	 (2-27)
JO(s)	 wn
m
which was obtained in the same manner as (2-8).
2.2.1	 Analog Frequency-Modulated Subcarriers--NBFM
When y is small (y < 1.4), J O(y) _= 1 so that (2-27) is equivalent to
(2-8). We obtain the condition for narrowband FM from (2-13):
s < 0.66 rad (3.78 0 )	 (2-28)
when wsc/27 < 250 kHz. When wsc/2R > 250 kHz, we require s < 1.85. We now can-
sidet- the WBFM case; see Figure 4.
2.2.2	 Analog Frequency-Modulated Subcarrier--WBFM
In order to address the wideband case, we consider the worst-case mod-
ulation which is tone modulation. We assume that w sc/2R < 250 kHz. With tone
modulation, many lines are present and can be locked up. Since we require s >-
1.4, we revisit (2-27) and include more terms at the carrier and above, i.e.,
s' (t) = vr2—P JO (s) cos wOt - 12—P  J 1 (s) J 1 ( y ) Cos (WO +W sc-'m) t - Cos (wO+wsc+wm)t]
2TP J1(s)J3(Y) Las (w0t + wsc + 3wm)t - cos (WO +W sc  - 3wm)t]
+ VNFJ 1(s) JZ ( y )[os (wOt+wsC + 2wm)t + Cos ^wO+wsc- 2wmlt^
+ terms around (430 - wsc
)
 
and terms 0(a4(y))	 (2-29)
4., 1
7
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Figure 4. Analog FM Subcarrier Modulavion in the Narrowband Case When w sc/2n < 250 kHz
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Thus, we see that
max J f (0) in(y)	 (2-30)
n
n>0
t	 provides the largest spectral line component which could produce false lock.
We see that the maximum value of J n (y) for n> 0, y^ 1.4 occurs for n = 1 at y =
2.4 and is equal to 0.52. It follows that, for WSFM, our condition becomes
J (0(0.54)
	 ^.►
1	 < 
ww	 (2-31)
J(s)	
2
0	 nm
we obtain
a << 0.127 rads (7.3 0 )
	
(2-32)
4
when wsc/2,r S 250 kHz. When cost /2n > 250 kHz, we require that S < 1.85 rads;
Y see Figure 5.
r	 2.2.3	 Digital Frequency-Modulated Subcarriers
In the case of binary FSK, we determine the condition of the deviation
Af such that the phase is not small after one bit time; we pick 2v rads based
on the linear-loop model for convenience. from Holmes [4], we find that, start-
ing at zero phase error, the phase error after one bit is given by
e
`•	 1-g2 w	 -^^ /Rj-11 _ 2nAf	
sin	 n e
	 n	 (2-33)
1	 j	 n	 1-2
A
where X is the data rate, Af is the frequency deviation, and
	 is the PLL damp-
ing factor. When 	 0.707. we have
^( -11 = 1 Aw	 wn	 -^rnf^^/11	 1/	 wn sin r^ e	 ( 2 -34 )
^I
t
L ^Mvi
m
coNO
.P
N
m f. I #L
e
we wsc
250 kHz
F i gure 5. Analog FM Subcarrier Modulation in the Wideband Case When w
sc/27 < 250 kHz
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If we eq!jate 016?-1 / = 2u so that the linear loop PLL model predicts an error
21T at the end of the first bit time, then the loop will never be in lock. Note
that, as R becomes smaller, the error will peak at tan -1 (1) = 4327/.W = 0.785.
tan-1 (1) = i327 = 0.785	 (2-35)Se
or
= 5512 bps
	
(2-36)
Hence, at lower data rates, the loop will also lose lock so that, for 0 < M <<
n	 5.5 kHz, we require
-
27r << 2.3 x 10 -4 Aw sin / 
	
	
4327/5.5 x 1034327	 (2-37)3 e5.5x10 }
or
	
Af > 1.6 x 104 Hz	 0 < .1t < 20 kbps	 (2-38)
At higher rates, the worst case occurs at 5.5 kHz, so we will use this con-
straint up to 20 kHz. Evaluating (2-34) at R = 20 kHz, we obtain
2 T < 2.3 x 10-4 Aw sin(0.216) a -0.216	 (2_39)
or
	
Af >. 2.51 x 104 Hz	 20 kbps < ^W << 60 kbps	 (2-40)
which we will use as a constraint up to 60 kbps since worst case is at 20 kbps.
Now consider the region from 60 kbps and up. From (2-34), we have	 {
27r << 2.3 x 10-4 Aw Sin(0. 02) a-0.072	 (2-41)
or, essentially,
2n < 2.3 x 10-4 Aw 
14372 	 (2 -42)
or
Af >. d?
	 60 kbps < J?	 (2-43)
0' r,
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By comparing (2-24), (2-38), (2-40) and (2-43), we conclude that
either
of > 2.5 x 104 Hz
	
60 kbps
of > 97	 Hz	 2 > 60 kbps	 (2-44)
or
5 <. 0.066 rads
when wsc/2zr <. 250 kHz. When w Sc/2gr > 250 I(Hz, we require that a < 1.85 rads;
see Figure 6.
2.3	 Direct-Carrier Modulation
We consider two types of direct-carrier modulation--analog baseband
and digital baseband.
2.3.1	 Direct Analog Baseband Carrier Modulation
Direct phase analog modulation of the carrier by an analog baseband
signal shall not be allowed.
2.3.2	 Direct Digital Baseband Carrier Modulation
First, we consider NRZ modulation directly onto the carrier. The sig-
nal is modeled as
S(t) = 2P Cos 
LO
t +^d(t) + e1	 (2-45)
or
s(t) _ V2—P cos ^cos(w0t+e) - ^72_P sin ^d(t) sin(wot+ a) 	(2-46)
where
P = carrier power
w0 = carrier frequency
e = carrier phase
= phase modulation value
d(t) = data-, sequence baseband.
The spectral density of (2-46) is illustrated in Figure 7.
-^x.ua-.w..-. 3 =yt^'.+m^- ^ww'	 _...r.w_ -J _.	 -1.-! My 	 ^ ^	 ..r ^ ^	 . -	 ..	 v r rALX^^Y•^^:' •.^ ' .. .- 5. ^ 6 Y ^. . 	 ^	 ^i^
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Figure 6. Digitally F1:4`d Subcarrier Spectral Density for the Case When w sc/2n < 250 kHz
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A phase-locked-loop will track this signal with a phase error given by
Vf Coss F s
	
(t) _	 s [d(t) tans + n(t	 -	 6	
s	
(2-47)
1+ 'f coss s	 T cos s	 I + Jf cos s s
Considering the data only, we can write
^(t) = H(s){d(t)tans}	 (2-48)
Hence, we now have that the tracking error due to the modulation is given by
m
a	 = f ,H(f)1 2 d (f)df tan gs	 (2-49)
m
co
_
where we modeled that data process as a stationary process in order to specify
the spectral density. If Rb >> BL , we obtain
a^2 = tan2(0)Tb (2B L)	 (2-50)
or
2B
2 = R L tan 2s
b
This result is also derived based on a more precise calculation in Appendix I.
If we require that the RM5 tracking error due to the data is no more than 0.1
rads, then (2-48) becomes
	
Rb ^ 0601 tan g s	 (2-52)
If the loop bandwidth is set to 1550 Hz at threshold, w n
 = 2923 since the maxi-
mom gain increase is4 38 or w  = 6120 and = 0.7074 38 = 1.48, then
BL	 2 ^^ + 4') = 5030 Hz 	 (2-53)
(2-51)
ti4
at large signal levels.
EV
C^
N	 6
Pt
(2-59)
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Rb ;;^ I. x 106 tan 2 s	 (2-54)
as one constraint on the data rate.
Another concern is when a string of all ones or all zeros occurs, the
phase center a would change to either o+a or a- s> causing a change of s radians.
Note that the loop gain is modified by coss so that the transient problem occur-
ring when d(t) becomes fixed (all ones or all zeros) involves a loop gain change
from cosy to 1 and a phase change from a to a+$. We will neglect the gain change
and consider only the phase change.
From (3] and Appendix I, we have that the phase error which occurs
when the modulation changes from random data to all ones (or all zeros) is given
by (assuming 4 = 0.707)
-W t/YL
	
W	 W
^ M = s 1 - e 
n	
cos nt - sin nt	 (2-55)
r	 r
For J^j << 0.2 rad, we have
0.2 3 a 
W 
2	
W << 1
	 (2-56)
or
0.2 
r2 ? t = N	 (2-57)
n	 b
Let N = 6 times the mean number of expected bits before a transition. If we
assume that the probability of a bit transition is p t , it is not hard to show
that the mean number (M) of a sequence of all ones is given by
Co
M =
	 nqn-1 pt = 1
	 (2-58)
n=1	 Pt
Hence, we have
4
^^ 1
r- - -%
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From (2-59) and (2-57), we obtain
6 a wn -R  ^	 pt 41	 (2-60)
0.2 r pt
Using W  = 6120, we obtain
Rb > 1.3 
P 
105
 B	 pt < 1	 (2-61)t
For all reasonable values of B and p t , the condition of (2-54) implies a higher
data rate than (2-61). We therefore conclude that, for NRZ data, the require-
ment is
R  > 1 x 106 tan g s	 NRZ data	 (2-62)
If Manchester-coded data is used, the self-noise due to data is much
less than with NRZ. With Manchester data, however, when the data is temporarily
all ones or all zeros, sidebands arise which can be demonstrated from (2-46) by
inserting a square wave for d(t). We have
s(t) = 2P cos scos(wOt+e - 2P s ins
n 1 n 
sin L 2n-I}2zrRb t^ sin(m0 taeD (2-63)
Considering only the carrier component and the two largest sidebands
yields
s' (t) = 2 cos a cos[w0t+eD -	 ^2_P sinscos(2wCfg+R,)t+o)- cos (21rCfg-Rb)t+d)] (2-64)Tr 
We see that the first sideband-to-carrier ratio of powers is
2 tang s	 (2-65)
Tr
Hence, to avoid false lock, using (2-5), we require that
W
S
M8204-2	 23
tang C wsw	 (2 -66)
wnm
Using wsw = 284 kHz/s [from (2-10)) and wn m
 = 2923, we have that
	
!	 0 < 0.052 rads (or 3 0 ) (Manchester data)	 (2-67)
.t
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1.0	 INTRODUCTION
Payload designers who plan to use a NASA standard transponder for
communication with the Payload Interrogator (PI) of the Space Shuttle Orbiter
(SSO) must employ direct modulation of the carrier for transmission of telem-
etry data. Since this mode of operation represents a departure from the orig-
inal design plan wherein the data was to be conveyed by direct modulation of a
1.024-MHz subcarrier phase modulated on the carrier, it is worthwhile pointing
out the possible impact of this change on the performance of the PI, which is
still configured as a discrete carrier receiver, e.g., a phase-locked-loop (PLL).
2.0
	 THE EFFECT OF SELF-MODULATION NOISE
The first consideration when using direct data modulation in a system
configured as a discrete carrier receiver is the ability of the receiver to
track the residual carrier component in the signal in the presence of the addi-
tional "noise" of the data modulation component that falls within the loop band-
width. This is explained herein.
Ordinarily, when subcarriers are employed, the data modulation is suf-
ficiently removed in the frequency spectrum so that the limitation on the track-
ing performance of the loop is imposed solely by the amount of residual power
remaining in the carrier component and the additive white Gaussian noise produced
by the channel. Clearly, in such situations, it is desirable to put as much
power as possible into the data-modulated subcarrier and still be able to meet
the tracking requirements of the discrete carrier loop caused by the attendant
suppression of the discrete carrier component.
When direct modulation of the carrier is employed, the data modulation
appears directly around the carrier and, thus, depending on the data rate, a
large or small portion of its relative power will fall within the bandwidth of
the carrier-tracking loop. For low data rates (relative to the loop bandwidth),
most or all of the data power will be within the loop bandwidth and, thus, the
loop's VCO reference signal will follow the data modulation. At higher data
rates, the data signal spectrum is sufficiently broad so that, even if subcar-
riers are not used, the part of tie spectrum that will be contained in the loop
bandwidth would be flat across this band and, thus, appear as an additional
white noise independent of the additive channel noise. This additional noise
component is referred to as "self-modulation" noise and, since the ratio of
loop bandwidth to data rate is small in these situations, it degrades the
tracking performance very little.
f,E
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• 
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• 
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To quantftatfvely d8lOnstrate ·these consfderatfons, consfder a 
resfdual carrfer sfgnal of the fol'll 
yet) • m sfn(lIIot + 8. m(t») + nf(t) 
12 
• f2P COs28m sfn "'ot + ~2P 51n2 8m m{t) cos "'at + nf (t) (1) 
where P • the totals f gna 1 power 
-0 • the carrfer radfan frequency 
8 •• the ~latfon angle a < 8 .. < ./2 
11ft) • a :1:1 binary data modulation with symbol rate lits .1/T
s 
ni(t) • a bandpass ~ite· Gaussian noise process. 
If the sfgnal of (1) fs demodulated by a reference Signal 
ret) • I'l COS(CIlat - +) 
supplied by a PLL, then the loop phase detector output E(t) i5 given by 
where 
Pc • P cos2 8m • carrier Signal power 
Pd • P sin
2 8m • data modulation signal power 
and . 
nl(t) • I'l n. (t) c~ s;,""t _ +) 1 ... v 
(2) 
(4) 
(5) 
15 an equivalent lowpass white Gaussian noise process with single-sided noise 
PSD "0 111Hz. 
When 11ft) is in the fOnl of randDI NRZ data bits at a rate Rb bps, 
its two-sided PSD is given by 
S0	 Mi8204-2
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(6)
Note that Sm(f) of (6) is maximum at f = 0 and thus, in terms of the directly
modulated carrier, the sideband spectrum is maximum at the carrier frequency
`o0'
The amount of "self-modulation noise" power that exists in the two-
sided loop bandwidth, W L , due to data modulation sideband tracking is
	
Nd = P d f Sm (f)IH(f)1 2 df	 (7)
_m
where IH(f)l 2 is the magnitude-squared transfer function of the second-order
PLL, namely,
I + 
r+l 2 	 2
2	 (2WL^ 
(2^rf)`
H(f) ^
	
= S)2	 2	 21- 1 r+1 (27rf) 2r 2WL)	
^
r+1
2WL^	
2(2rrf}
and r is a parameter related to the loop damping factor ^ by
r = 4g 2 	(9)
for a loop damping factor C = 1r. From (9), r = 2 and (8) simplifies to
2	
1 + 2WL (27rf)2
(H(f)1	 =	 2	 2	 (10)1 - 2 (2W
L
)
 
(2Trf) 2 + ^ 2 i 12(21rf)2LJ
Finally, substituting (6) and (10) into (7) and evaluating the resultant inte-
gral gives
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Nd = Pd 1 $ 1 - exp^- 3 Cos^3d^ + 3 sing 3
	
{11}
where
2R
d A	 bW 
	 (12^
L
is the ratio of data rate to single -sided loop bandwidth.
The total mean-square loop phase jitter due to both additive channel
noise and self-modulation noise is
	
2	 W8 2	 Nd
Pc
= p + tan2 em I 8 l ex+ 3s! c0S(-L)  + 3 sinl3 	 {13}
0
d a 2	 2
^4	 ^Ct
where
A2 PC	 I	 (14)
is the loop signal -to-noise ratio ( SNR) for additive channel noise alone.
When the data bit rate is much larger than the loop noise bandwidth,
;.e., d >> 1, using the approximations
38
exp ( ) = 1 - d 2(TO
+	 2
cos( 	 2M3 12
sin	 (15)
 38	
1
r,
1^:
t+
f^
e
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in (13) and keeping terms of second order or less only results in the much
simplified expression
a 2 W a+ S tan' em
0
The result in (16) can also be obtained directly by a simpler approach.
In particular, when the data rate is much higher than the PLL bandwidth, the mod-
ulation can be assumed to have a flat spectrum over this bandwidth with equivalent
single-sided spectral density
P
NOd	 Rd	 (17)
12/
Then the total mean-square loop phase jitter is simply given by
N+ N 
11 wLl	 N W	 RP/2 (2L 2_	 0	 Odl_ 2 J _	 0 L	 b	
^-
_ 1	 2	 2 ev^ - -	 Pc 	 2 Pc 	 Pc	 - a0	 8 tan	
m	 (18 )
which is the same result as (16). Figure i is an illustration of aOd/pan em
versus a.
In addition to the two components of mean-square loop phase jitter
characterized by (13), a component due to oscillator instability is usually
present. Denoting this component by o 0I 2 , the following constraints are typi-
cal for a properly designed tracking/demodulation loop:
Cr 
^0
15 0 	 10 < Cr 5 0 	 (19)
^I
If the total jitter is to be less than 20 0 , which is typically an upper limit
dictated by good engineering practice, then
cry 
d 
< 100
	(20)  
(16)
A 
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Figure 1. Self-Modulation RMS Phase Jitter
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Using the upper limit of (20) and a modulation angle am = 1.1 rod corresponding
t	 to a carrier suppression of 101og 10 cos 2 ( 180x 1.1/7r) = -7 dB, we find from
(13) that
	s > 250	 (21)
or, for a given PI receiver two-sided loop bandwidth WL,
	
Rb ^>, 125 WL	 (22)
2.1	 The Effect of Data Transition Density
Thus far, our discussion of self-modulation noise effects has assumed
a balanced modulation and a transition density sufficiently high that the PLL
tracks the mean carrier phase which, for our example, is zero since m t = 0.
Now suppose that transitions in m(t) should cease for a while, so that m(t) = 1
(or -1) for this period of time. Then the PLL reference would slew toward the
phase am (or -am} which, when the modulation transitions resumed, would initially
result in an effective loss in data power proportional to cos t a s . Here a
s
 is
the mean value of the slew of the VCO reference phase just prior to the modula-
tion resuming its transitions.
Using the well-known result for the transient response of a second-
order PLL to a step change in phase and arbitrarily setting t equal to zero at
the instant at which this step occurs, i.e., modulation transitions first cease,
the VCO reference phase stewing response then becomes
wt	 mt	 mt
	a s(t) = em 1 - exp - n	 cos n	 - sin	 n	 (23)
(F2
where wn is the loop natural frequency and is related to WL by WL = 1.06 wn.
Now, if M is the number of transition-free data bits, the total slew e s is then
obtained from (23) by
o	 MWLT
L
MWLTb _ I
	 MW Tb
e A a ^MT } = a 1 - exp -	 cos —	 sin
s	 s b	 m	 1.06 
	 1.06 ^	
2	
1.06
= a 1 -exp -	 M	 f cos	 M	 - 1 Sin	 M	 (24;
m	
0.53 F S	 T 0.53 d	
2	 0.53 d T
;F
JJ
[`W_11	 (D
C
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If it is desired that the data power loss due to slewing be no greater than
0.5 dB, then for
-10 log 10 cost e s	 0.5
	
(25)
we obtain 6s < 180 or, for 6 = 250 and 9m = 1.1 rad, we have from (24) that a
maximum of M = 30 transition-free bits can be allowed. This represents a require-
ment on the minimum transition density of the data stream, i.e., at least one
transition must occur every 30 data bits.
One way of circumventing the no-transition problem and, at the same
time, reducing the self-modulation noise is to Manchester code the data. The,
if m(t) is a random Manchester-coded bit stream of rate R  bps, its two-sided
PSD is given by
^
	
	
2
sin 
2 
Trf/2R
Sm(f) = R	 7f/2R 
b	 (26)
b	 b
Recognizing the trigonometric identity
sin4x = sin2x -I sin g 2x	 (27)
then substituting (26) into (27) results in the relation
N MANCH = 2N NRZI	 _ N NRZ	 (28)
d	 d	 $ d-^2S	 d
where the notation "a-rb" means "a rcrlaced by b." Thus, applying (28) to (11)
gives the self-modulation noise PSD for Manchester-coded data directly modula-
ted on the carrier, namely,
N  = Pd 1 + IS 3 - 4 exp ( 3S) cos 13 1 + 3 sin138^
+ exp - 36)  cos(3s) + 3 sinj^ 3,)	 (29)
[^ .j
i'I
y
-t
A
1r
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and a mean-square loop pFase jitter due to this noise equal to
v^ 
2	
tang em 1 + Sa 3 - 4 exp 3 } cos ^ ^ + 3 sin(T)d
	+ exp(- 3s) cos( a) + 3 sin{ 
d^	
(30)
Again using the approximations of (15) together with similar ones for the argu-
ment 2/36 and keeping terms of third order or less now gives the simple result
(valid for a >> 1)
Cr
2 =
	 $ tang a	 (31)
^d	 9s2	 m
For 
aid 
again upper bounded as in (20), we now have (assuming a >> 1)
a > 10.6	 (32)
:c
or, for a given PI receiver two-sided loop bandwidth WL,
Rb > 5.3 WL	 (33)
Comparing (33) and (23), we clearly observe that Manchester coding the data be-
fore direct modulation on the carrier potentially allows for data rates on the
order of 50 times lower than those for NRZ.	 The word "potentially" in the pre-
vious statements refers to the fact that the constraint on the minimum data rate
for Manchester-coded data, as given by (33), is dictated solely by considerations
i on the allowable self-modulation noise if the loop is truly locked.	 It is pos-
sible that (33) can be satisfied with a data rate sufficiently low so that, as
` r the loop is frequency swept across the sideband regions, sufficient sideband
power will fall within the PLL tracking bandwidth to cause the loop to lock onto
a data sideband.	 When this occurs, the loop acts as a modulation tracker (as
opposed to a discrete spectral component tracker) and the loop is said to false
lock.
N
In the next section, we discuss these false-lock considerations and
present an additional constraint on the minimum data rate which must be satis-
fied in addition to (33).
.r
NC
T
i
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3.0
	 FALSE-LOCK CONSIDEDTIONS
Since Manchester-coded data can be viewed as a square-wave subcarrier
of frequency Rb , biphase modulated by a random NRZ data stream d(t) of rate Rb,
the conditions under which the PLL will false lock are determined by examining
how well it tracks a signal of the form
s(t) = 72—P  sin(WOt + em d(t) Sin (2,TRbt))	 (34)
as Rb varies while w (or W L) remains fixed. Indeed, this problem was investi-
i#
gated in great detail* for the case of a biphase-modulated sinusoidal subcarrier.
Modifying these results to correspond with the effective square-wave subcarrier
of the Manchester-coded data stream, we arrive at the following relation which
must be satisfied to preclude false lock from occurring:
R2
2 tan em	
b 2	 (35)
`mn
Rb > 
wnm 
tan em
	
wnm	
(36)
v
where wnm is the strong signal natural frequency of the loop.
Clearly, then, whenever 
wnm 
is greater than 5.3 WL = 5.62 w  
Cwn
corresponds to the minimum operating signal level), the requirement of (36)
will supersede that of (33).
J. C. Springett, "Shuttle Payload S-Sand Communications Study,"
Final Report on Contract No. NAS 9-15240D, March 9, 1979.
k^
or
4 l:^
4.0
4
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4.0	 DEMODULATED DATA POWER
OF POOR QUALITY
r	 The final consideration is that of the actual demodulated data power
PD , which is related to the data sideband power Pd of (4) by	 of
PD = Pd	Sm(f) 11 - H(f)1 2 df
	 (37)
Substituting (6) or (26) together with the out-of-band magnitude-squared trans-
fer function of the loop
2
1 r+1112 (21rf ) 2
_	 ' 12WL111 - H(f) ^ 2 -	 —	 -	 (38)
2	 2
1 - r^2W1^ (27rf)2	 +^2W1) (2^rf)21 L 	 L
into (37) results in
36Pd	 41	 (Pd -	 8	 1 - exp^- 3d1
 I°5 3	 sin	 ^^	 (39)
for NRZ and
V	 PD = 3 8 d (3 - 4 ex - 3a cos^ 3S}"sin } + exp^ s^ Icos	 - sin d l {40)^	 C	 ^ 	 1
for Manchester-coded data. For a >> 1, (39) and (40) simplify to
PD - Pd 
	2	 (41)
i	 and
y	 PD = Pd 1 - 23 (42)
9a
{	 respectively. For 6 = 250 [see (17)], (41) gives PD/Pd = 0.997 = -0.01 dB, which
`	 is a negligible loss. Similarly, for a = 10.6 [see (28)], (42) gives PD/Pd
i
0.9998 = -0.0008 dB, which is an even smaller loss.
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1.0	 SYSTEM MODEL
The Spacelab high-rate multiplexer uses a BCH(31,16) error-correcting
code on the 16-bit address of the user for each subframe.
	 This code will pro- ,^I
vide a very low probability that any of the 16 bits are in error for channels
with a random bit error at 10 -5 .	 The Shuttle Ku-band communication system uses
convolutional encoding and Viterbi decoding to achieve the bit -error probabil-
ity of 10-5 , however, and this coding scheme is characterized by error bursts.
This report derives the probability of the codeword and the ( 16-bit address)
error, 
PCWE, 
at the output of the BCH decoder, where the data has been trans-
mitted over the Shuttle Ku-band communication system.
Figure 1 illustrates the concatenated coding system of the Spacelab
BCH code and the Shuttle convolutional code.
	 Note that, in order to achieve I
the maximum 50-Mbit data rate, the Shuttle Ku-band communication system multi-
plexes five Viterbi decoders capable of 10 Mbits each.
	
The binary convolutional n
code has constraint length 7 and rate 112.	 The binary BCH code is a	 (31,16) }'
three-error correcting code.	 The multiplexer plays the role of interleaver of
block length 5. 	 The error pattern at the output of the Viterbi decoder is b
usually modeled as the burst error with a geometric distribution. 	 This model
` has been studied in detail
	
[1].	 Here we summarize only the important features
of this model.	 The burst error at the output of the Viterbi decoder looks like `r
this: }
' cc..-cexx•••xecc•••cII
_ K-1	 K-1 F
where K is the constraint length of the binary convolutional code 	 c representsg	 	 9	 p
s a correctly decoded bit, a represents a bit error, x may be either correct or `.
-	 r
in error, and there is no string of K-1 consecutive correct bits in the sequence
xx ... x.
A string of c's between two bursts will be referred to as a "waiting
time."	 It was found that Viterbi decoder error bursts, as well as waiting times
between bursts, were very nearly geometrically distributed. 	 Let 8 denote the  ^
error burst length and W denote the waiting time.
	
One has
1
Prob {B=m)	 =	 p(1 -p) m-1	,	 m > 0	 (1)
9-K+1Prob{W=:21	 =	 q(l-q) 	 2 > k-1	 (2)
NA	 ^.
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1
q	 E{ - K+
	
(4)
Let the average error density in a burst be denoted by 0. In the following
derivation, we will assume that, in a burst, the bit errors occur independently
with error probability 0.
In order to make the problem even simpler, we also assume that only
one Viterbi decoder channel will create errors. The actual system will cer-
tainly perform worse.
The statistical data about the binary convolutional code with con-
straint length 7 and rate 112 is given in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Viterbi Decoder Burst-Statistics for a Convolutional Code
with Rate 1/2 and Constraint Length 7
Eb/NO(dB) PBE E{B1 E{W1 0
1.0 5.29 x 10 -2 21.07 220.5 0.571
2.0 7.166 x 10 -3 12.89 1122 0.590
3.0 6.03 x 10 -4 8.67 9596 0.584
4.0 2.243 x 10 -5 4.40 2.0 x 10+5 0.591
C
CT -
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2.0	 COMPUTATION OF THE CODEWORD ERROR PROBABILITY
According to our model, the average codeword error density PCWE is
	
PCWE _ 2	 nE{sBB,W) P(B)P(W)
B=1 W=K-1
where b = 5, n = 31, and B is the number of codeword errors at the output of the
BCH code decoder in each epoch with one burst and one waiting period. The com-
putation of E{01B,W) needs to consider the epochs before or after the given
epoch; this is a very complicated task. Therefore, we will derive a lower
bound 9 L (B) and an upper bound g U (B) on E{siB,W) such that both 9L (B) and g0(B)
can easily be computed from the given B.
When n >, bB -b +1, the error burst may be totally or partially con-
tained in a codeword.
Case 1. The error burst is totally contained in a codeword
The probability that this happens is
n-(B-1)b
n
and the probability that this burst error will create a codeword error is lower
bounded by
B
(ds) 93(1-ejB'J
j =e+1 
where a is the number of errors which can be corrected by the BCH code. In
this report, e=3.
Case 2. The error burst is partially contained in a codeword
The probability that this burst error will create a codeword error
is lower bounded by
Q:J
b(B-1) 1 L h_']+1 M+1	 J	
^+1-
 
^
i=be+1 n	 j=e+1	 J	
e 0-6)
^r
(5)
whole codewords is
I (B-1)b+l^
L n
5
In the last equation, LXA means the largest integer that is smaller
than or equal to x.
When n < b(3-1)+1, the error burst may totally or partially overlap
a codeword.
Case 3. Codewords which totally overlap the error burst
Ignoring the left-most and right- most codewords which partially over-
, lap the error burst, the error burst will overlap at least
(B_1)b+1 - I
n
whole codewords. Furthermore, the probability that the error burst will over-
lap
p
n ((B-I)b+l  - n l( B- n)b
 -J)-+11
For each of these codewords, the error probability is lower bounded by
[1b]	
n _j_1
j We +1 (
It is convenient to let
h(B)	 L(B-5)b+11 - 1 + n ((B-1)b+1 - nJ (B-nb+lj)	 (6)
a,
^e
F
P^ 
i
J,P
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Case 4. The codewords which partially overlap the error burst
The error probability of the right-most codeword which partially
overlaps the error burst can be lower bounded by
z-1	
1	 li-11 j+1
	
n-1 1	 b 
+1 
M +
	
i=fie+1 n	 j 1 j	
e3( 1 -e)
Combining the previous results, one ends up with
b(B-1) 1 ^b1^ +1 
^T^ +1 J	 L bS ^ 
+1	
n - (B-1 )b
 ( i
	
e (1-e)
	 + n)i =be+l n j e+1
x
	
	 B
1B! 
e j (1-6)B-j	 when n > (B-1)b+1
Ie+l
g^(B) -
	
L+l i-1+1	
(7)	 :;
n-1 1 - --—^^ +1	 j	 [41Y -j8 ( 1 -6)	 ". _1
i=be+1 n j ^+I	 d
fs_j-1J-1	 IIn^lbj-d-1
+ h(B)	 1	 j	 83(1- 6) 	when n < (B-1)b+1( j=e+l
The number of codewords which totally or partially overlap the error burst is
upper bounded by
RB-i)b+n^
n
where fx1 means the smallest integer that is larger than or equal to x. For
each of these codewords, the error probability is upper bounded by
j=e+1
E
4 ^:Ul
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Therefore, we may let
n
gB (B}	 B+1)b+n
[Enj)
ej(1-9)Inin	
.-e+1	
J	 ( )
From ( 5), we have
	
m ngL ( B)P(B)	
W p(W)
 (
pCWE
	BE	 b	 4l^K 1 +W
	 ( 9 )
and
co 
o9D(B)P(B)m	 P (W)
	
pCWE	 ^---	 (10)
B-1	 W=K-1 B + W
Due to the slow convergence rate of the series
Go
P
W=K-1 U TV
we need to find a fast way to compute it. From Cauchy's inequality, one has
m+) m	 W	 22 
	
^,	 P(W)(B-FW) 3
	 P(W)	 = 1
	
(W=WK-I	 (W=K-1	 (W=K-1
Therefore, one has
°° n9L(B)P(B)
PCWE	 B=1 b(B + EIW})	 (11)
Equation (11) is a loose lower bound, but it can easily be computed. Another
way to compute the series is as follows. Let
E{W} - K + 1
x =	 r	 (12)
r ()IjIGINEAL PAGE M
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where r is a parameter chosen by the user. In this report, we will choose
r = 40. It will be clear in the following discussion that, as r increases, the
bounds will be tighter but the computationa l, ti-iie will increase. We observe
Via t
P 
W	 -	
q(1 -q}W-
K+1
 -	 {q l-q) W -	 Zq(1-q)ix+J
W=K-1 B+ W	 W=K- 1	 +	 W=0 B+W+K
- 1	 i=p j=0 B+K-1+ix+j
x - 1	 ( q)^
_ I q(l-q)ix
i=0	 j=0 B+K - 1+ix +j
Now,
x-1 1 x-1 (1-q) 0 x-I x-1	 1(1 - q)
=0j B+K- l+ix+j j ,: -^0 9+K-1+ix+j jI0	 +K- l+ix+j
and
x-1
.^
dy	 > x-1 ( l -q) 0 x-1	 x	 dy
>	 (1-q)	 f	 B+	 +,x+yB+ - +ix+y
=0 B+K- +,x+ ,1 -
-1 0
Finally,
B+K-2+(i+l.)x11 ^ x-
j-
1	 (1-q) J	 x-1	 (B+K-1+(i+l ) xQnk B
+K-2+ix /' ^0 B+K-l+ix+j	 (1_ q)	 fn l B+K-1+ix
Therefore, one ends up with
P	 O ngE(B)p(B)	
q(1-q)-1 ^nrrB+K-1+(i+1)x1	 (13)CWE	 ^-(i=0 	 +K- +,xB _l 
and
C`b
ngU(B)p(B) 2+(i+1ix 2n^	 (14}B+K-)1x
P CWE	
^'—	 q(l-q)_ B+K-2+ix 1^
B =1	 ^,-o
Equations (13) and (14) can be computed much easier than (9) and (10).
8
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The bounds on the codeword error probability of the concatenated-
coding system are shown in Figure 2. The codeword error probability for the
case with an interleaver of very long depth and block length lying between the
Viterbi decoder and the BCH code decoder is also shown in Figure 2. The upper
bound used in this case is simply
n
P	 _'	
(15)
Cl^E	 I ^ n } P ' (1 ` P fin
,j=e+l 	 BE	
BE
The result shows that the ideal interleaver will greatly improve the system
performance.
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15.0	 PAYLOAD/SHUTTLE DATA-COMMUNICATION LINK HANDBOOK
Axiomatix generated a handbook to provide the payload user with the
technical performance information necessary to independently assess which as-
pect of the Shuttle communication systems capability can best be employed to
satisfy his requirements. Thus, the handbook outlines the various subsystem
L
	
	
configurations and performance parameters and develops a rationale which the
user may use to calculate the operation of his particular application. Based
on this background and the current designs for the Shuttle communication equip-
s
	
	 ment, and links, a number of typical link -performance tables are constructed as
guidance examples. This handbook is Axiomatix Report No. 88208-3, "Payload/
Shuttle-Data-Communication-Link Handbook," dated Augus t 30, 1982.
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	1.0	 INTRODUCTION
	
1.1
	
Purpose of Handbook
A user of the Shuttle Orbiter system will need to communicate
with both the Orbiter and the ground. To impleient such communication,
the Orbiter contains a versatile set of payload-oriented avionic hardware
and provides several communication links to various ground stations.
A user wishing to communicate may make use of the Shuttle communication
systems in either a standard or nonstandard manner. Standard accommoda-
tions will usually meet the majority of user requirements with maximum
flexibility and reliability and with minimum concern and cost. Non-
standard capabilities, however, are provided so that unique user needs
may be met. In the nonstandard situation, the user bears a much greater
responsibility For the design, implementation, and operation of the
communication link.
It is the purpose of this handbook to provide the user with
technical performance information that will allow the user to make his
own assessment of which aspect of the Shuttle communication capability
can best be employed to satisfy his requirements. Thus, the handbook
outlines the various subsystem configurations and performance parameters
and develops a rationale which the user may use to calculate the opera-
tion of his particular application. Based on this background and the
current designs for the Shuttle communication equipment and links, a
number of typical link performance tables are constructed as guidance
examples.
	
1.2	 ' Definition of a User Payload
A user payload may be defined as any system which is carried by
the Shuttle into orbit but which is not in any way a functional part of
the Orbiter itself. More specifically, unmanned spacecraft are the pay-
loads with which this handbook, is primarily concerned.
Payloads may be divided into two distinct classes: ( l.) those
which will be separated or become "detached" from the Orbiter and (2)
those which will remain "attached" to the Shuttle in the associative
surroundings of the payload bay. Many detached payloads will be trans-
ported into geosynchronous or other Earth orbits or placed on deep-space
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trajectories by the Inertial Upper Stage (IUS). 	 Certain detached pay-
loads (known as free-flyers) will simply operate away from the Orbiter
in co-orbit, and some of these will be subsequently recovered by the
Shuttle for return to the ground.
	 Usually, attached payloads will be
serviced via hardwire links, while communications with detached payloads
must use RF channels.
1.3	 Overview of the Payload/Orbiter Interface
In the user's planning for Shuttle operations, the key words are
"standard" and "adaptable."
	 Standard plans and equipment using standard-
ized interfaces should be the rule.
	 With the standard communication
capabilities, the user can select from among several options in equipment,
thereby tailoring a flight to his own needs.	 Users are therefore encour-
aged to design payloads that are compatible with the standard communica-
tion links.
The two largest user agencies of the Shuttle as a payload
_ launcher will be NASA and DOD. 	 Other users will be entities such as
_ COMSAT, private industry, and foreign countries. 	 NASA and DOD payload
requirements and subsystem capabili ties have been predominantly respon-
sible for the design of the avionic subsystems, especially in terms of the
detached payload communication links. 	 Thus, "standard" capabilities have
evolved to serve NASA and DOD. 	 Nonstandard conditions have also been pro-
vided for, but generally with less operational capability, especially
aboard the Orbiter.
The Orbiter communications and tracking subsystem provides links
.^ between the Orbiter and the payload, 	 It also transfers payload telemetry
and uplink data commands to and from the space networks. 	 Most payload
communications, tracking and data management can be accommodated by this
Orbiter subsystem since provisions have been incorporated to maintain a
v' large degree of flexibility.
The Orbiter can communicate with the ground stations directly or
through the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS).	 Payloads
f' can communicate with the Orbiter through hardline cables for attached
.	 = payloads or through the payload radio frequency (D.F) link for detached
payloads.	 Table 1.1 lists the major unmanned payload functions and the
communication links over which they are handled and Figure 1.1 portrays
the various communication links.
J
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Table I.1. Orbiter Avionics Services to Payloads
Payload/Ground Direct or
Through Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite Payload/Orbiter Hardline
Payload/Orbiter
Radio Frequency Link
Payload to	 Ground to Orbiter to Attached Orbiter to Detached
Ground via	 Payload via Attached Payload to Detached Payload to
Function Orbiter	 Orbiter Payload Orbiter Payload Orbiter
Scientific Data x x
Engineering Data x x Y x
Comand x x x
Guidance,
Navigation and x x x x
Attitude Control
Caution & Warning x x x
Master Timing x
Uplink Data x x
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Figure 1.1. Space Shuttle Orbiter Communication Links 
4 
The data processing and software subsystem of the Orbiter 
furnishes the onboard digital computation necessary to support payload 
management and handling. The stations in the Orbiter aft flight deck for 
payload management and handling are equipped with data displays, cathode 
ray tubes (CRT) and keyboards for onbc'ard monitoring and control of pay-
load operations. 
1.4 Scope of the Handbook 
Subsequent sections Of this handbook are designed to provide 
the user with (1) general information regarding the natt' Ie. use ancl. re-
strictions of the various communication links and, (2) specific data on 
ine characteristics and parameters which typify the links, Communication 
link models are developed, along with their link design budgets, and a 
nL~er of representative design control tables are presented. This hand-
book concludes with some guidelines for devising and interpreting the 
overall communication link capability. 
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE AVAILABLE COMMUNICATION LINKS
2.1
	 Overview and Typical End-to--End L i nks
Figure 2.1 shows a pictorial representation of the Shuttle and
the various RF channels which comprise the communication links between
the Shuttle, payloads, and ground. The links between the Shuttle and
payloads are at S-band, as are the Shuttle/ground direct links. The for-
ward frequency from the Shuttle to the DOD/SGLS is L-band. Relay links
through the TDRS are at both S-band and Ku-band.
Communication can generally be established with only one detached
payload at any time. Similarly, only one coherent Shuttle/ground direct
link is available. Since, however, the FM direct link utilizes separate
equipment, it may be used simultaneously with the coherent direct lints.
The TDRSS relay can make use of both the S-band and Ku-band capabilities
concurrently. Since the Shuttle operates in low orbit (100 to 500 nmi),
the time that it may communicate with any direct ground station is limited,
but nearly continuous contact may be maintained using the TDRS.
2.1.1	 Equipment Definitions
In the ensuing discussions, various pieces of functional':ftiter
avionic equipment, called subsystems, will be denoted. These subsystems
are listed in Table 2.1 by name (and acronym), and their principal internal
functions are indicated. A narrative description and functional block
diagram of most of these subsystems may be found in Appendix C.
2.1.2	 Typical End-to-End Link Configurations
In this subsection, some typical end-to-end crarmunication link
.configurations will be outlined. Although these configurations are by
no means exhaustive, they do represent the majority of forms and generally
portray the nature of the various forward and return data/signal links.
2.1.2.1 Detached payload standard telemetr^S-band direct link
Figure 2.2 shows a block diagram of the detached payload stan-
dard telemetry S-band direct link. Standard telemetry for NASA and DOD
payloads involves the transmission of digitally encoded data at specified
bit rates. Within the payload itself, digital data must be modulated
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onto subcarriers of specified frequency with an NRZ-type format. Table
2.2 summarizes the standard digital telemetry requirements. In addition,
for DOD payloads, certain FM/FM analog telemetry on a subcarrier is
allowed, as indicated in Table 2.2.
r>
Table 2.2. Payload Standard Telemetry Requirements
Parameter/Range
Frequency
Parameter PSK Modulation Modulation
Subcarrier Frequencies 1.024 Mliz or 1.7* MHz 1.7* MHz
Bit Rates or 256,*t 128,*t 64,* 32,* 16, 10, 100 Hz to
Modulation Response 8, 4, 2, 1, 0.5,* 0.25* kbps 200 kHz
W
DOD only
tl.7 MHz subcarrier only
The standard telemetry is transmitted via the payload tran-
sponder and received and demodulated aboard the Orbiter in the Payload
Interrogator (PI). For NASA payloads, the Payload Signal Processor (PSP)
demodulates the subcarrier and detects the data while, for DOD payloads,
the Communications Interface Unit (CIU) performs the comparable function.
(Note that, in Figure 2.2, the DOD CIU is shown as an alternate path to
the NASA PSP; these subsystems do not operate simultaneously on payload
signals.)
The Payload Data Interleaver (PDI) and Network Signal Processor
(NSP) function to multiplex the detected detached payload data from the
PSP (or CIU) with other attached payload data and Orbiter data. A com-
posite digital data stream is then transmitted directly to the ground
station via the S -band network transponder.
At the ground station, the telemetry signal is received, demod-
ulated and detected. It is also demultiplexed (not shown functionally
in Figure 2.2) so that the standard telemetry data stream, as it appeared
at the input to the payload transponder, is delivered to the appropriate
payload/user facility. Because of the noisy detection operations that
take place in the PSP (or CIU) and in the ground data detector, some bits
of information in the telemetry data stream are in error.
J
^a
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2.1.2.2 Detached payload standard telemetry S-band relay link
This configuration is nearly identical to the direct link (see
subsection 2.1-2.1) except that the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
(TDRS) is used as an intermediate channel between the Orbiter and the
ground. The link is shown in Figure 2.3.
(It should be noted that a different operating mode of the net-
work transponder and an entirely different ground station and set of ground
equipment is used with the TDRS link than with the direct link. Thus, the
block diagrams employed in this handbook should be understood as generic
to the end-to-end links and that specific flight hardware modes and ground
equipment and configurations, apart from the indicated generalized functions,
are not implied.)
?.1.2.3
	
Attached payload FM signal link
Figure 2.4 indicates the configuration for the attached payload
S-band FM signal link. This system and link are provided for the trans-
mission of payload wideband analog signals, television, and Shuttle main
engine data.
The FM signal processor appropriately conditions the analog sig-
nal inputs, frequency modulates them as needed onto subcarriers, and forms
the composite FM signal which is input to the FM transmitter. An S-band
direct link to the ground is employed. The composite FM signal is
received, carrier demodulated, and then signal processed to demodulate
the subcarriers and filter the various analog telemetry signals. If
digital data has been frequency-shift-keyed onto the carrier or a sub-
carrier, the signal processor must function to bit synchronize and detect
the data after demodulation.
2.1.2.4
	
Detached payload nonstandard telemetry bent-pipe links
The standard telemetry data capability available for detached
payloads (see subsection 2.1.2.1) provides for a reasonable degree of
flexible operation. It may happen, however, that certain payloads are
not able to avail themselves of the standard system. To accommodate pay-
loads whose telemetry formats are not compatible with standard data rates
and subcarrier frequencies, "bent-pipe" modes of operation are provided
E
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within the Shuttle's avionic equipment.
	
Several signal paths acting as
1
"transparent throughputs" are available for both digital and analog
signals.
Digital data streams at rates higher than 64 kbps (which there-
fore cannot be handled by the PDI) may directly enter the Ku-band Signal
Processor (KuSP), where they may be:	 (1) QPSK modulated onto an 8.5-MHz
subcarrier, (2) QPSK modulated onto the Ku-band carrier, or (3) frequency
modulated onto the Ku-band carrier. 	 Detection and processing of all such
1data occur at the ground stations.
Analog signals may take one of two paths.
	
If they are in the
form of a modulated subcarrier and do not have significant frequency com-
ponents above 2 MHz, they may be hard limited (i.e., a two-level or one-
bit quantized waveform produced) and treated as "digital" signals by the
8.5 MHz subcarrier QPSK modulator.	 On the other hand, if the analog sig-
nal is baseband in nature on a frequency range up ta 4.5 MHz, it may be^^'
transmitted via the Ku-band link utilizing FM.	 Again, all processing is
accomplished on the ground.
Figure 2.5 shows the subsystems that would be employed in an
FM bent-pipe link.
2.1.2.5
	 Attached payload high-data-rate Ku-band relay link
Attached payloads may have digital data rate requirements that
exceed the standard telemetry capacity.	 Thus, for data rates up to 3
50 Mbps, a high data rate link utilizing the Ku-band TDRS channel is
available.	 The end -to-end configuration is shown in Figure 2.6.
All data streams transmitted in this mode are convolutionally it
encoded aboard the Orbiter and convolutionally decoded on the ground in
order to provide low error rate communication up to the highest possible r''
data rates.
6
2.1.2.6
	
Detached payload command S-band relay link #
Commands from the ground to detached payloads may be transmit-
ted from the ground to the Orbiter by any one of three links:
	 (1) S-band
C direct, (2) S-band TDRS relay or, (3) Ku-band TDRS relay. 	 Regardless of
which link is used, detected command data aboard the Orbiter is thoroughly
checked for validity and errors before it is transmitted to the payload. i
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Figure 2.7 shows the end-to-end subsystems employed in an S-band
relay command link. Encoded (i.e., structured) payload command data bits
at the ground station are multiplexed with Orbiter commands and data and
PN code modulated in order to spread the data frequency spectrum. (This
is a requirement of the T'DRS forward link in order to satisfy transmitted
power versus frequency flux density limitations.) The resultant signal
is then carrier modulated and transmitted to the Orbiter through the TDRS.
At the Orbiter, the S-band network transponder acquires, tracks,
despreads (.removes the PN code), and demodulates the composite command
data stream. In turn, the NSP bit synchronizes and detects the cow. and
bits, while the MDM/OPC performs dermultiplexing and validation.
The payload command bit stream is input to the NASA PSP (or DOD
CIU as the alternate path), where it is transformed into the proper pay-
load subcarrier signal structure. Transmitted to the payload via the PI,
then-received, demodulated and detected by the payload's transponder, the
command data is sent to the payload's decoder (not shown in Figure 2.7)
for final decoding and disposition.
Commands to detached payloads are always in standard form; there
is no nonstandard command equivalent to the nonstandard telemetry capa-
bility. Table 2.3 indicates the standard command conditions.
Table 2.3. Command System Parameters
NASA
Subcarrier Frequency	 - 16 kHz, sine wave
Bit Rates
	
- 2000 = 2N bps (N= 021,2,.,.,8)
DOD
Signal Tone Frequencies - 65 kHz, 76 kHz, 95 kHz
Symbol Rates	 - 1000 or 2000 symbols/second
6
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2.1.2.7 Attached payload high-data-rate Ku_-band forward relay link
Certain attached payloads may require forward link (ground-to-
payload) data rates in excess of those possible with the standard command
capability. For such apoli ,^ations, the general link shown in Figure 2.8
is available to handle data rates up to 128 kbps.
The following subsections provide a technically oriented summary
of the various links which comprise the end-to-end payload/ground commun-
ication system. Block diagrams show the principal signal-processing
functions which are important to the structuring of the communication
link design budget discussed in Section 4. Some of the link parameters
are also introduced on the block diagrams; these and others are given
substantive definition in Section 3.
2.2	 Payload/Orbiter Link
2.2.1	 Hardline Interfaces
2.2.1.1	 Standard capabilities
f
Attached payloads communicate with the Orbiter over hardline
umbilicals. Standard telemetry and command capability are identical to
that for detached payloads (see Tables 2.2 and 2.3). Commands may be
transferred from the Orbiter to the payload in either a direct data or
subcarrier signal mode. Telemetry-modulated subcarriers may not be
transmitted over the hardline.
Generally, the standard hardline interfaces by themselves are
not governed by a link design budget, as all signals are very large com-
pared with any ambient additive noise.
2.2.1.2	 Nonstandard characteristics and restrictions
Nonstandard attached payload communications take place over
hard lines. Nonstandard telemetry may involve a digital data stream up
to 50 Mbps and/or analog signals having baseband bandwidths up to 4 MHz.
Digital data rates above 5 Mbps are transmitted to the ground via the
Ku-band relay link, while either digital data rates less than 5 Mbps or
analog signals may be accommodated by the S-band FM direct link. Analog
signals may also be handled by the Ku-band bent-pipe link. Digital data
from the Orbiter to the payload may be transferred at a rate of 128 kbps
over the hardline. No provision is made for Orbiter-to-payload analog
V,
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Nonstandard hardline interfaces by themselves are not governed
by a link design budget.
2.2.2	 S-Band RF Link
2.2.2.1	 Standard capabilities
Figure 2.9 shows the payload-to-Orbiter link and Figure 2.10 is
the corresponding Orbiter-to-payload channel. These links are complete in
the sense that data or signals input at one end are depicted as recovered
at the opposite end. In the case of digital data streams, the output of
the link is a two-state digital data sequence (with the possible exception
of the bent-pipe signal) with bit errors.
The general symbology employed throughout these subsections is
that P  represents power, G  antenna gain, L S
 space loss, 
eX modulation
index, (S+N) denotes a noisy signal, (S/N) X is a signal-to-noise ratio,
and E B/NO is a digital data detection bit-energy to noise-spectral-density
ratio. Error probability is designated by the symbol P E . Additionally,
certain functions are internally characterized by internal noise sources
(NO), by two-sided tracking bandwidth C2BL) and by other bandwidth and
signal component loss parameters not specifically shown on the block dia-
grams. Refer to Section 3 for a complete description of the link param-
eters and symbols and to Section 4 for their identification with the
design control tables.
Both the forward and return payload/Orbiter links are phase
coherent. Standard telemetry at rates shown in Table 2.2 are biphase
modulated onto the appropriate subcarriers. The subcarriers, in turn,
phase modulate the carrier at a NASA standard peak deviation of 1.0 rad
or DOD standard peak deviations of 0.3 or 1.0 rad. In the PI receiver,
the residual carrier component of the received signal is tracked by a
phase-locked-loop (PLL) which establishes the coherent reference for
demodulating the subcarriers from the carrier. The recovered subcarrier
is in turn processed by the NASA PSP (or DOD CIU), where it is coherently
demodulated and the coherent reference is established by tracking the
subcarrier average phase in a Costas loop. Bit synchronization and
detection then follow, with hard decisions being made as to bit polarity
(state) on a bit-by-bit basis.
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In the DOD return link, analog telemetry may be transmitted and
received using FM on the 1.7 MHz subcarrier,
	 Within the CIU, the subcar-
e
rier is demodulated and filtered, and the composite analog signal is input
to the Payload Recorder (PR).
The standard command forward link consists of prase modulating
the PI transmitter by either the NASA or DOD command signal.	 Peak carrier
phase deviation is 1.0 rad for the NASA command signal and either 0.3 or
1.0 rad for the DOD command signal.	 The NASA command signal consists of
a lb-kHz subcarrier biphase-modulated by the command bits, and the DOD
command signal is a set of three frequency-shift-keyed tones with the com-
posite tone waveform amplitude modulated by a triangular command symbol
timing function.	 Within the payload, the transponder receiver phase
tracks the residual carrier component of the received signal and coher-
ently demodulates the carrier.	 The NASA subcarrier or DOD tone set is
then processed by the command data detector to demodulate and detect the
a
command information. 	 Detected commands are characterized by an error prob-
ability which is increasingly small.	 Decoding of the command follows,
wherein the appropriate action aboard the payload takes place.
A
More detailed information regarding operation of the various {
forward and return link subsystems may be found in [1]. 	 Detailed link ;a
parameter information is listed in Appendices Al, A2, A3, A8, and A9,
and some typical standard link design control tables may be found in
Appendices B1, B2 and B3.
i	 .
2.2.2.2	 Nonstandard characteristics and restrictions
Nonstandard telemetry forms (e.g., data rate, coding) and modu-
lations . (e.g., nonstandard subcarrier frequencies, direct carrier modu-
lation by data) are allowed on a return link, provided they are compatible
with the PI.	 Specifically, they must have a residual carrier component
and sideband characteristics that do not promote PI receiver false lock
or in any way compromise PI operation.
	 Appendix D sets forth a complete
set of nonstandard payload modulation restrictions.
	 It must also be
understood that, beyond acting as a bent pipe to nonstandard modulations,
the orbiter avionic subsystems cannot be used to demodulate, detect,
decode, or otherwise process such signals. 	 Design control for bent-pipe
channels, beyond those portions of the link which are specified by the
overall Orbiter/ground communication system, is the responsibility of the
nonstandard user.
u • 	 ^^.i
I
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Nonstandard command signals to detached payloads are not
IV
	
	
possible because an external modulation port to the P1 transmitter is not
available. Only the PSP- or CIS!-generated command signals may be trans-
mitted to detached payloads.
2.3
	 Shuttle/Ground Links
2.3.1	 S-Band Links
2.3.1.1	 S-band PM direct link
Figure 2.11 shows the principal functions that concern data
transfer from the Orbiter to the ground utilizing the S-band Ground Satel-
lite and Tracking Data Network (GSTON) PM direct link. Figure 2.12 depicts
the corresponding ground-to-Orbiter channel.
These links are very similar in function to the payload/Orbiter
links discussed in subsection 2.2.2.1 in that they employ a residual car-
rier for tracking and coherence and have established data formats and rates.
(See subsection 2.2.2.1 and Section 3 for definitions of the symbols used.)
Typical operating parameters are listed in Appendices A2, A3 and A4.
Two particular features of note to payloads are that (1) payload
N
data (telemetry and commands) is multiplexed with other Orbiter data and
(2) a turnaround ranging signal may be present. The presence of ranging
is important only in that it receives a portion of the total transmitter
power and must be taken into account when constructing the payload data
portion of the link design control table. It is also noted that data
subcarriers are not used by these links. A typical Orbiter-to-ground
design L.,ntrol table appears in Appendix B4. The corresponding ground-
`°	 to-Orbiter design control table may be constructed by analogy.
2.3.1.2	 S-band PM TDRSS relay links
Shown in Figure 2.13 are the functional elements of the Orbiter-
to-ground S-band TDRSS relay link. By comparison with the S-band direct
link of subsection 2.3.1.1, this channel (1) employs convoiutionally en-
coded data, (2) uses suppressed carrier PSK modulation with no residual
carrier, and (3) is characterized by two RF links.
The two RF links complicate the design control procedure because
of the presence of two independent noise sources (one in the TDRS receiver
and the other in the ground station receiver) that are separated by inter-
mediate signal-processing functions. Especially important is that the
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The two RF links complicate the design control procedure because
of the presence of two independent noise sources (one in the TDRS receiver
and the other in the ground station receiver) that are separated by inter-
mediate signal processing functions.
	
Especially important is that the
TDRS signal processing involves an amplitude limiter which has a useful
output signal component that is a function of the limiter input signal-
to-noise ratio.
	
(The parametric nature of this portion of the channel
is discussed in subsection 3.2.15.)
Subsection 2.2.2.1 and Section 3 should be consulted concerning
the definition of symbols.
	 Appendix B6 contains a design control table
9
example of the complete link.
Figure 2.14 shows a block diagram of the ground-to-Orbiter S-band
TDRSS relay link.	 Functionally, 4 t differs from the Orbiter-to-ground
TDRSS link in that it does not employ convolutional coding of the data,
IP
but is required to PN code spread the data.	 (See subsection 2.1.2.6.)
PN code spreading and despreading does not improve the data detection
probability of error as does convolutional coding/decoding; in fact,
some fraction of the useful signal power is usually lost (see subsection
I
3.1.11.1.2).
2.3.1.3	 S-band FM direct link
Figure 2.15 indicates the principal functions associated with the
S-band FM Orbiter-to-ground direct link. (NOTE: There is no comparable
ground-to-Orbiter link.)
The FM Signal Processor (FMSP) provides mode control of the in-
put signals. Analog waveforms are simply throughput with some lowpass
filtering effects above 4 MHz, while digital data is conditioned so that
the FMSP output is bipolar at the correct drive level for the FM trans-
mitter. It must be understood that the FM transmitter deviation by analog
	
t V	signals is directly proportional to the amplitude of the signal input to
	
y	 the FMSP.
	
I'	 Appendix B6 lists the system parameters for the FM link and
Appendix B5 is a typical design control table for an analog signal.
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2.3.2	 Ku-Band TORSS Relay Links
The Ku-band links are the most complex of all the Shuttle
communication channels from the standpoint of modulation and coding.
High data rate or wideband analog signals directly modulate the carrier,
while lower data rate and narrowband analog signals are modulated onto a
subcarrier. Particulars are given in the following subsections.
2.3.2.1	 Ku-band digital channels
Shown in Figure 2.16 is a functional block diagram of the
Orbiter-to-relay-to-ground Ku-band quadriphase-shift-keying (QPSK) link.
QPSK is used at both the carrier and subcarrier levels. High rate payload
data (up to 50 Mbps) is rate one-half convolutionally coded and receives
80% of the QPSK modulated carrier power. The remaining 20% resides in the
square-wave 8.5-MHz subcarrier. A 80/20% subcarrier power split is also
achieved by means of subcarrier QPSK modulation. Payload data receives
the 80% allocations however, since the square -wave subcarrier harmonics
are lost in the ground subcarrier tracker/demodulator, 19% of this power
is effectively lost.
Apart from the above modulation considerations, the remainder of
the Ku-band digital channel is functionally similar to that of the S-band
relay link discussed in subsection 2.3.1.2. Appendix A7 contains the per-
tinent Ku-band link parameters, and a typical design control table for
subcarrier data may be found in Appendix B7.
2.3.2.2
	 Ku-band analog channels
Analog signals may be transferred from the payload to the ground
via the-Ku-band relay link operating in the FM mode. Nonstandard digital
signals may also be accommodated in this mode. For nonstandard payload
telemetry, the Ku-band relay channel is referred to as the "bent pipe"
(see Figure 2.17).
Wideband (up to 4.5 MHz) analog signals are directly frequency
modulated onto the carrier. Narrowband (up to 2 MHz) signals from payloads
are amplitude limited to produce a two-level bipolar waveform which, in
turn, modulates the 8.5-Mliz subcarrier as if it were digital data. The
subcarrier then frequency modulates the carrier. It is anticipated that
the most common form of signal to be handled in the narrowband mode will
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be a nonstandard modulated subcarrigr from the payload, as derived from
the PT receiver. Any narrowband or wideband nonstandard bent-pipe signal
processing required on the ground is the responsibility of the payload
user.
Ku-band bent-pipe parameters may be found in Appendix A7, and
Appendix 88 is a design control table example for a wideband bent-pipe
v	
link.
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	3.0	 COMMUNICATION LINK MODELS AND PARAMETERS
This section presents the typical communication links from a
communication parameter perspective. The link model is comprised of an
end-to-end series of "blocks," each of which has a set of pertinent
parameters identified With it which must be specified for the link budget
! design. A short explanation is given of the theoretical/engineering
nature of each parameter, along with the units for specification.
	
3.1	 Typical Communication Link Models
A generalized communication link block diagram is shown in Fig-
ure 3.1. The links identified in the figure are typical of those which
might be encountered in a given payload/Orbiter mission. For example,
digital or analog data could be modulated directly onto the carrier or
onto one or two subcarriers. Digital data could be encoded at rate R,
with constraint (or block) length K for error correction at the receiver
or left uncoded if the overall link bit error rate is satisfactory. Ana-
log data could use preemphasis of H(f), depending on the spectrum of the
analog waveform. Signal premodulation processing is presented in subsec-
tion 3.2.2.
When a signal modulated a carrier or subcarrier, partitioning
of the total carrier or subcarrier power occurs in association with the
modulation components. Since phase and frequency modulation are nonlin-
ear processes, a certain amount of the total carrier or subcarrier power
is also wasted or lost in unwanted harmonic-distortion-related terms.
Since the amount of available power residing in any desired
or useful component is proportional to the modulating intensity of the
particular signal giving rise to the component, this available power is
expressed as a fraction of the total power. In general, if Pmi is the
power of the ith modulation component and PT is the total power available,
the ratio Pmi /PT represents the fraction of total power allocated to the
ith modulating signal. Since this fraction is always less than unity,
it is sometimes called "modulation loss."
Prior to modulation being applied to the transmitter, all the
power resides in the discrete carrier (single frequency). With full mod-
ulation taking place, some fraction of the discrete carrier may remain;
this is denoted by the ratio PC/PT.
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Details concerning the relationships for calculating carrier
and subcarrier power allocation as a function of the modulating signal's
intensity are found in subsections 3.2.3, 3.2.4 and 3.2.5.
Following modulation, the communication signal could be spectrum
spread by a PN sequence of chip rate f  with period p chips. Whether or
not the communication signal is spread, the signal is amplified in a power
amplifier to power P PA . Note that the power amplitude can cause signal
distortion, and the associated performance loss as described in subsection
3.2.5 is denoted L PA . Additional loss is caused by the RF output network
that connects the amplified power with the antenna. The RF output network
loss is denoted by L Tx. Finally, the communication signal is transmitted
by the antenna which has gain GT , pointing loss L PT , and output power PT,
as discussed in subsection 3.2.6.
The RF channel over which the communication signal is transmitted
exhibits several losses. These losses are discussed in detail in subsec-
tion 3.2.7 and include space loss (denoted L S
 in Figure 3.1), polarization
loss [LpOL), and ionospheric and atmospheric (weather) losses [L A), as pre-
sented in detail in subsection 3.2.7.
The receiver antenna is also characterized by gain and received
power, as was the transmitter antenna. The receiver antenna gain is
denoted by GR , pointing loss by LPR , and the received power is denoted
by PR in Figure 3.1. Subsection 3.2.6 discusses the antenna gain in
detail. In addition to the gain and received power at the receiver
antenna, other parameters are necessary to describe the performance of
the receiver RF front end. First, there are the contributions to system
noise as presented in subsection 3.2.8. Figure 3.1 shows four of the con-
tributions to the system noise: (1) atmospheric noise temperature TA,
(2) system noise temperature TS , (3) noise spectral density N O , and (4)
noise figure of the RF front-end NF. Note that the RF network illustrated
in Figure 3.1 also has a loss L R associated with it. as discussed in sub-
section 3.2.6.
Following the mixing with the first local oscillator (LO) in the
 receiver, the communication signal and system noise are amplified by the IF
amplifier shown in Figure 3.1. Since both signal and noise are amplified,
38
there is no increase in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); however, the IF
amplifier has a loss 
LWF 
associated with it due to signal waveform dis-
tortion as far as the communication performance is concerned. 	 When a
spread spectrum signal is used, the receiver must remove the spread spec-
trum modulation from the communication signal.
	
As shown in Figure 3.1,
the PN despreader removes the spread spec rum modulation, but with some
loss in performance, as denoted by LPN and LCOR in subsection 3.2.10.
. The carrier demodulator shown in Figure 3.1 reconstructs the car-
rier and separates the direct modulation on the carrier from the modulation
on the subcarrier.	 The carrier-tracking loops and carrier demodulation
t are presented in subsections 3.2.10 and 3.2.11, respectively.
	
The per-
formance loss associated with carrier demodulation is denoted L
0
.	 Simi-
larly, the subcarrier demodulator separates the data modulated on each of 	 ^!
the subcarriers by reconstructing the subcarrier, as described in subset-
	
al
tion 3.2.12.	 The performance loss incurred in the subcarrier demodulator
is denoted L50'	 ;I
The digital data modulated on either the carrier or subcarrier
is detected by a bit synchronizer, as shown in Figure 3.1. 	 The performance
! ^' loss resulting from the bit synchronizer and data detection is denoted by
Lg5 and is liscussed in detail	 in subsection 3.2.13.	 If the digital	 data	 "k
was error-correction encoded at the transmitter, by using a decode), a
performance gain is then obtained which is denoted as coding gain G 	 in
Figure 3.1.	 The amount of coding gain depends on the error correction
code and the type of decoder used.	 The trade-offs in choosing the error
correction code and decoder type are presented in subsection 3.2.14.
' The analog data is output to the user following the appropriate
carrier " or subcarrier demodulation.	 If preemphasis or compression was
performed at the transmitter, then deemphasis or expansion must be per-
'formed at the receiver. 	 These postdemodulation analog signal-processing
techniques are presented in subsection 3.2.11.
	
The resulting performance	 -
® gain is denoted by G0 in Figure 3.1.
The communication link parameters shown in Figure 3.1 and presented
i in subsection 3.2 provide the necessary information to compute the circuit
margin for each possible payload/Orbiter communication link. 	 Section 4
provides the structure of the design control table in order to properly
use the information derived in this section to determine the communication
link budget and resulting circuit margin.
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3.2	 Communication Link Parameters
The communication link parameters presented in the last subsection
describing Figure 3.1 are discussed in detail in this subsection.
3.2.1	 Information Waveforms
The data to be communicated may be either digital or analog in
nature. The following two subsections describe the various forms which
the digital and analog signals might take and present the pertinent param-
eters needed to be specified for each data form.
3.2.1.1	 Digital data
Natural digital data are typically information such as commands,
addresses, synchronization words, computer data, etc. Derived digital
data is comprised of a series of binary digits (ones and zeros) to
describe the voltage or current level of a sample taken from an analog
waveform. This latter binary data aerived from analog signals is called
pulse code modulation (PCM).
To transmit digital data, some voltage waveform must exist to
represent the "1: and "0" bits (binary digits). Several different wave-
forms have been used in the formulation of a bit stream. The Inter-Range
Instrumentation Group (IRIG) of the Range Commanders` Council recognizes
seven permissible digital formats [5]. Figure 3.2 illustrates these
various formats. The "+E" and "-E" levels indicated in Figure 3.2 repre-
sent the actual voltage levels of the bit stream, while the "1" and "0"
indicate binary logic levels. It should be noted that each of the formats
illustrated in Figure 3.2 is actually a variant of one of the following
three basic formats: (1) nonreturn-to-zero level (NRZ), (2) biphase level
.(bid-Q, which is also referred to as split-phase and Manchester-coded
data (the latter designation is used throughout this handbook), and (3)
return-to-zero (RZ).
One important difference among the three basic formats is the
transmission bandwidth required. The bandwidths associated with the
various NRZ formats are the same, as are those of each of the biphase
formats. The power density spectrums for the NRZ, Manchester, and RZ
r^91
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formats are shown in Figures 3.3 through 3.5, respectively. The values
in parentheses correspond to frequencies which are multiples of the NRZ
bit rate, R 
The actual bandwidth, BW, required for transmission of a bit
stream depends on the desired signal fidelity. That is, a narrow trans-
mission bandwidth results in a train of distorted pulses and a correspond-
ing performance loss rather than the original square pulses corresponding
to the ideal performance. The allowable transmission bandwidth is typi-
cally determined by specifications necessary to eliminate interference
with the other communication channels onboard the Orbiter or payload.
The relative bandwidth requirements for the various formats may be deter-
mined from Figure 3.6, which contains plots of the percentage of total code
power contained within a given baseband (premodulation or postdetection)
bandwidth. It is evident that the NRZ-L code requires the least bandwidth
for a given percentage of total code power. The Manchester code requires
the most bandwidth.
3.2.1.2	 Analog data
Analog data may be voice, television, sensor responses, etc.
In order to transmit analog data, several processes must be performed, as
shown in Figure 3.1. The goal in the transmission of analog data is to
produce an undistorted and fairly noise free output at the receiver.
Aistortionless transmission does not necessarily imply that the output
is identical to the input. Certain differences can be tolerated and not
classified as distortion. More precisely, given an input signal x(t),
the output is undistorted if it differs from the input only by a multiply-
ing constant K and a finite time delay t 0 . Analytically, if
y(t) = K x(t -to)	 (3-1)
then y(t) is considered to be a distortionless signal. (NOTE: t 0 must
be positive or zero in a realizable system.) In order for a transmission
network to produce distortionless transmission, the network must have con-
stant amplitude response and a negative linear phase shift; that is
IH(f) ( - constant,
	
e(f) - - w t0 tmW '
	(3-2)
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where JH(f)J is the amplitude transfer response and B(f) is the phase
transfer response of the network. The term tru allows for the constant
K to be positive or negative. One qualification that can be added to
(3-2) is that these conditions are required only over those frequencies
for which the input signal has a nonzero spectrum. Thus, if x(t) is
bandlimited to W, then (3-2) need be satisfied only for lfl< W.
In practice, (3-2) is a stringent condition which can be only
approximately satisfied, at best. The three major types of distortion
are: (l) amplitude distortion, where JH(f)j^ constant, (2) phase or
delay distortion, where 6(f)# -wt0 ± mgr, and (3) nonlinear distortion.
In the third case, the transmission network includes nonlinear elements,
and its transfer function may not be defined in a linear manner.
Amplitude distortion is easily described in the frequency domain;
it means simply that the output frequency components are not in correct
proportion. Since this is caused by the JH(f)J not being constant with
frequency, amplitude distortion is sometimes called frequency distortion.
The most common forms of amplitude distortion are exces s attenuation and
enhancement of extremely high and low frequencies in the signal spectrum.
The results of amplitude distortion are difficult to quantify without an
experimental study of specific signal types. Even the experimental studies
of these signal types are usually couched in terms of the required fre-
quency response; that is, the range of frequencies over which JH(f)J must
be constant to within a certain tolerance (e.g., ±l dB) so that the ampli-
tude distortion is sufficiently small. Table 3.1 lists typical frequency
response requirements for signals commonly encountered in communiLation
systems.
Table 3.1. Typical Frequency Response Requirements
Signal Type Frequency Range (Hz)
Voice
High fidelity 20 - 20,000
Average broadcast quality 100 - 51000
Average telephone quality 200- 3,200
Barely intelligible speech 500- 2,000
Television video 60- 4,200,000
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A linear phase shift yields a constant time delay for all frequency
components in the signal. This, coupled with constant amplitude response,
yields an undistorted output. If the phase shirt is not linear, the vari-
ous frequency components suffer different amount of time delay, and the
resulting distortion is termed phase or delay distortion. Delay distortion
can be critical for television video transmission. On the other hand, the
human ear is fairly insensitive to delay distortion. Thus, delay distortion
is seldom of concern in voice transmission.
Nonlinear distortion results from nonlinear or amplitude satura-
tion in the transmission network. The input and output of these nonlinear
elements are related by a curve or function, commonly called the transfer
characteristic. The most familiar nonlinear characteristic is the flatten-
ing out of the output for large input excursions typical of the saturation
and cut-off effects of amplifiers. A quantitative measure of nonlinear
distortion is provided by taking a simple cosine wave, x(t)= cos wat, as
the input. The nonlinear distortions appear as harmonics of the input
wave. The amount of second-harmonic distortion is the ratio of the ampli-
tude of the second harmonic to that of the fundamental (i.e., the input
wave). Higher order harmonics are treated similarly. If the input is a
sum of two cosine waves Csay, cos wi t + cos w2t), the output will include
all the harmonics of fl and 1`2 plus cross-product terms which yield f l - f2,
fl + f2 , f2 - 2f1 , etc. These sum and difference frequencies are designated
as intermodulation distortion. Generalizing the intermodulation effect, if
x(t)= x l (t)+ x2 (t), then y(t) contains the cross product x l (t)x2 (t). In the
frequent domain, x  Mx 2 (t)  becomes the convolution of their power density
spectra i.e., Sxl(w)*Sx2(w ] and, even though Sx l (w) and Sx2 (w) may be
separated in frequency, Sx l (w) Sx2 (w) can overlap both of them, thus pro-
ducing one form of crosstalk.
6
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3.2.2	 Premodulation Processing
Premodulation processing is performed on the data to compensate
for some of the deleterious effects of the communication signal transmis-
sion system. In terms of digital data, some form of error-correcting code
may be employed to decrease the probability of error due to noise at the
receiver. Similarly, for analog data, preemphasis might be used to enhance
the SNR by performing deemphasis at the receiver.
Q
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3.2.2.1	 Digital coding
Coding is the process of mapping k data bits into n code symbols
to expand the transmission bandwidth in a particular way. Decoding is
the inverse process performed by mapping the detected n symbols estimated
into k data bits. If an efficient code is selected and a good decoding
scheme is used, the k data bits will have a lower average bit probability
for the same energy per bit to single-sided noise spectral density (Eb/N0)
than if they were transmitted uncoded.
When a block of data bits, taken k at a time, are mapped into a
sequence of n symbols, taken from a finite set of possible symbol sequences,
the process is known as block coding and the code is called an (n,k) block
code. Each of the 2 k possible data words is uniquely mapped into one of
2n possible codewords. If each bit in the data word is independent of the
other bits and is equally likely to be a "i ll or a "0," then all the pos-
sible codewords are equally probable. Typical block codes used for space
communication links are the Golay (24,12) code, the quadratic residue
(48,24) code, the (16,5) biorthogonal code, the (32,6) biorthogonal code,
various Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes, and various Reed--Solomon
(RS) codes. For details of these codes and their implementation, see
Peterson and Weldon [6].
Another class of error-correcting codes used for space communi-
cation links is convolutional codes. Convolutional codes have produced
performance that is uniformly better than that of block coding for given
symbol-rate-to-data-rate ratios. In addition, the encoder implementation
is simpler and thus less costly and more reliable for spacecraft operation
than that of a block encoder.
Binary convolutional codes may be generated in the manner shown
In Figure 3.7. The binary input data is shifted bit by bit into a K-stage
shift register. With every shift, the commutator samples n output lines
from adder 1 through adder n and forms a binary symbol output of the ser-
ial samplings, called a code branch. Thus, rf the input bit rate is 1/Tb5
the output symbol rate 1/T s is equal to n/Tb . Such an encoder generates
a constraint length K, rate R = 1/n (bits/symbol) convolutional code. K
is called the constraint length because each input bit affects, or con-
strains, the subsequent Kn output symbols derived from K input bit shifts.
'V'; 
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d
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COMMUTATOR
Figure 3.7. Length K, Rate R= 1/n Convolutional Encoder
In order to send a block of I data bits, the shift register is
initialized to the all-zero state. The bats are then shifted in until
all L have been shifted out of the register and it is again filled with
zeros. Thus, L input bits give (L + K)n output symbols, where the Kn
output symbols are due to the "tail" necessary to flush the shift register
with input K zeros following L data bits.
3.'.2.2	 Analog processing
Suppose that an analog baseband signal is to be transmitted using
frequency modulation which requires the best possible SNR for a given car-
rier power, noise spectral density, R  bandwidth and baseband bandwidth.
Clearly then, the baseband signal to the frequency should produce as large
a carrier deviation as possible which is consistent with the linearity of
the frequency modulator and receiver bandwidth. Distortion eventually
occurs because the frequency deviation exceeds the linearity and/or band-
width capabilties. Thus, the modulating signal level may be raised only
to the point where the distortion exceeds a specified value.
v/
K-
•p
c r.
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i
Mo 1t) White noise
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However, for some baseband signals, we find that something
further can be done. Such a baseband signal is one which has the charac-
teristic that its power spectral density (PSD) is relatively high in the
low-frequency range and falls off rapidly at higher frequencies. For
example, speech has little PSD above about 3 kHz. As a consequence,
when the spectrum of the sidebands associated with a carrier which is
frequency modulated by this type of baseband signal is examined, it is
found that the PSD of the sidebands is greatest near the carrier and
relatively small near the limits of the allowable frequency band allo-
cated to the transmission. The method which takes advantage of these
spectral features in order to improve the performance of an FM system
is shown in Figure 3.8.
	 ,
Communiauon
	
xl '
Channel	 r' ^I
Figure 3.8. Preemphasis and Deemphasis in an FM System
In Figure 3.9 observe that, at the transmitting end, the baseband
signal m ( t) is not applied directly to the FM modulator, but is first passed
through a filter of transfer characteristic H p M, so that the modulating
signal is mp(t). The modulated carrier is transmitted across a communica-
tion channel; during which process, noise is added to the signal. *The
receiver is a conventional discriminator except that a filter has been
introduced before the baseband filter. The transfer characteristic of
this filter is the reciprocal of the characteristic of the transmitter
filter. This receiver filter of transfer characteristic 1 /HP(w) may
equally well be placed after the baseband filter since both filters are
linear. Observe that any modification introduced into the baseband signal
by the first filter, prior to modulation, is presently undone by the
second filter which follows the discriminator. Hence, the output signal
I,	 l
i
F
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at the receiver is exactly the same as it would be if the filters had been
omitted entirely.
	 However, the noise passes through the receiver filter
only, and this filter may then, to some extent, be used to suppress the •^
noise.
Selection of the transfer characteristic H p (m) is based on the
following consideration.
	 At the output of the demodulator, the spectral
density of the noise increases with the square of the frequency. 	 Hence,
the receiver filter will be most effective in suppressing noise if the
response of the filter falls off with increasing frequency; that is, if
the filter transmission is lowest where the spectral density of the noise
is highest.
	 In such a case, the transmitter filter must exhibit a rising
response with increasing frequency.	 Initially, assume that the transmit- ;I
ter filter is designed so that it serves only to increase the spectral j
density of the higher frequency components of the signal m(t). 	 Such a °' 1
filter must necessarily increase the power in the modulating signal,
thereby increasing the distortion above its specified maximum value.
However, as noted above, the spectral density of the modulated carrier is
relatively small near the edges of the allowed frequency band. 	 Thus, such
a filter may possibly raise the signal spectral density only near the edges
.^	 3
o
of the allowed frequency band and cause only a small increase in distortion.
In this case, if the modulating signal power is lowered to decrease the dis-
tortion to the allowed value, there is a net advantage; i.e., the improve-
ment due to raising the spectral density near the edges of the allowable
band outweighs the disadvantage due to the need to lower the level of the
modulating signal. 	 The premodulation filtering in the transmitter used
to raise the PSO of the baseband signal in its upper frequency range is
called preemphasis (or predistortion).
	
The filtering at the receiver used
i
.to undo the signal preemphasis and suppress noise is called deemphasis.
The spectral density of the noise at the output of an FM demodulator in-
creases with the square of the frequency.
	
Hence, a deemphasis network at
the receiver will be most effective in suppressing noise if its response
falls with increasing frequency. 	 In commercial FM, the deemphasis is per-
formed by the simple lowpass resistance capacitance (RC) network. 	 This
network has a transfer function H d (f) given by
Rf_11
	 c .^, Y. I
f
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Hd (f) = 1 ^, j 1f/f1 ,	 ( 3-3)
where fl = 1121rrC is the lower frequency "break-point." An inverse net-
work is required at the transmitter.
The preemphasis network transfer function H p(f) is given by
H p(f) = R ( 1 +jwC r) = r 1 + j /f^ A ; r>R,	 (3-4)
where, as before, f 1 = 1/21TrC, and 1`2 = 1/2 •ffRC is the higher frequency
break-point. Hence, H p(f) has a frequency dependence inverse to Hd(f)
as required in order that no net distortion be introduced into the signal;
thus, H R (f)Hd (f) = R/r = constant.
Another premodulation-processing technique typically employed by
analog signals is companding. The word "compandor" is derived from two
words which describe its functions: compressor/expandor, to compress and
to expand. The simplified functional diagram and its analogy are shown in
Figure 3.9. The compressor compresses the intensity range of the baseband
signal at the input circuit, of a communication channel by imparting more
gain to weak signals than to strong signals. At the far-end output of the
communication circuit, the expandor performs the revere function. It
restores the intensity of the signal to its original dynamic range.
m	 7ransmigsWn	 a	 m
v	 v	 medium	 M	 '	 v
'C?
	
m	
a	 8
m
Figure 3.9. Functional Analogy of a Compandor
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The three advantages of ,compandors are that they:
(1) Tend to improve the SNR on noisy circuits
(2) limit the dynamic power range of signals, reducing the
chances of overload of carrier systems
(3) Reduce the possibility of crosstalk.
An important parameter of a compandor is the compression/expan-
sion ratio, which is the degree to which speech energy is compressed and
expanded. it is expressed by the ratio of the input power to the output
power NO in the compressor and expandor, respectively. Compression
ratios are always greater than 1 and expansion ratios are less than 1,
The most common compression ratio is 2. The corresponding expansion
ratio is thus 1/2. The meaning of a compression ratio of 2 is that the
dynamic range of the speech volume has been cut in half from the input
of the compressor to its output.
Another important criterion for a compandor is its companding
	 NVJ
range. This is the range of intensity levels a compressor can handle at
its input. Usually, 50-60 dB is sufficient to provide the expected SNR
and reduce the possibility of distortion. High-level signals appearing
outside this range are thereby limited without markedly affecting the
intelligibility.
	 3'
3.2.3	 Subcarrier Modulation
Modulation of digital data on a subcarrier is usually by means
of phase-shift-keying (PSK) or frequency-shift-keying (FSK). Actually, 	 3
amplitude-shift-keying (ASK) could also be used but, generally, there are
nonlinearities in the communication system that significantly degrade the
performance of ASK. Analog data is typically modulated by frequency modu-
lation (FM). Again, amplitude modulation (AM) could be used, but is not
typically employed for subcarrier modulation.
3.2.3.1	 PSK modulation
To PSK modulate a signal that takes on the values x(t) = tl, the
modulated waveform is
s(t) = 42—P sin(w0t } 2 x ( t )} ,	 (3-5)
,b oil^
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where P is the transmitted power and w0
 is the subcarrier frequency.
6	 Equation ( 3-5) can be written in an alternate form by expanding the
sine as
I cos C(dot) - cos(" x (t)) sincoot)S(t) =	 ' sin(2 x {t)  
= a'x( t) cos wot ,	 (3-6)
since sin ( ±Tr/2 ) = t1 and cos(in/2) = 0. The waveform of (3-6) may be gen-
erated by applying the waveform x(t) and the subcarrier cos mot to a
balanced modulator. A balanced modulator yields an output waveform
which, aside from a constant factor, is the product of its input
waveforms.
The PSK modulation can be generalized to multiple PSK (MPSK)
where the signals s i (t) are given by
s i (t) = 2P cos(wot + e i) ;	 0 < t 4 T ,	 (3-7)
with a  = 20-1)7r/M for i = 1 ,2,3,...,M. Note that, for M= 2, s l (t) and
s2 (t), the antipodal (PSK) signals are given in (3-5). The case M =4
produces quadriphase-shift -keying ({MPSK), and M =8 yields octaphase-shift-
keying. These three signal sets are depicted in Figure 3.10, along with
the decision thresholds that are implemented in the optimum receiver.
The spectrum of a PSK signal is the same as shown in Figures 3.3
through 3.5, depending on the format of the binary signal x(t). The only
difference is that the spectra are controlled about the frequency W 0' The
spectrum of an MPSK signal with N> 4 is most closely approximated by the
NRZ code spectrum centered at w o , and the nulls of the spectrum are at
wo ±(2zrk)/T, where T = T 1 1092 M and k is any integer.
3.2.3.2	 FSK modulation
In FSK, the binary signal x(t) is used to generate a waveform
S(t) = vr2_P cosCao - st i)t ;	 o < t 5 T ,	 (3-8)
in which the plus sign or minus sign applies, depending on whether x(t)
C9.	 ..j
^:	 8f
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Dotted lines represent decision thresholds in the receiver.
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(a) Antipodal Signals (M=2)	 (b) Quadriphase Signals (M=4)
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Figure 3.10. Signal Vectors for Various Polyphase Signal Sets
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is +1 or -1. The transmitted signal is then of,ampittude /2—P and has
an angular frequency w0 + n or w0 -0, with R a constant angular frequency
offset from the center frequency w0. For the FSK signals s ( t) to be
orthogonal over the bit duration T, A must equal (irk) /T, where k is any
integer. The spectrum of FSK beyond the first null is the sum of two
NRZ spectra, with one centered at w0 +0 and the other at w0 -n. To mini-
mize the required bandwidth to transmit an FSK signal, a should be chosen
to equal zr/T.
The generalization of FSK is multiple FSK (MFSK), where the sig-
nal set is given by
s i (t) = ,F cosCwO - n i)t ;	 0 G t < T ,	 (3-9)
in which a i = (M/2 -i )zr/T for M even. The spectrum of MFSK is the sum of
M NRZ spectra centered at w0 - ni , where T = T l 1092 M, with T1 shown in
Figure 3.3.
3.2.3.3 Subcarrier PM and FM
The basic signal form of PM and FM is given by
_	
sf l
^F
i;
l
s(t) = AYP cos [wOt+ 8(t)]	 (3-10)	 ,F
where, for an input signal x ( t), the instantaneous phase angle for the
PM signal is
8(t) = m  x (t) ,	 (3-11)
with m  defined as the phase modulation index. For the FM signal,
8(t) = mf f t x(t) dt,
	
(3-12)
0
where mf is defined as the modulation index for FM. Note that, in PM,
the instantaneous phase of the modulated signal depends linearly upon the
modulating signal x(t) while, in FM, .the instantaneous frequency varies
linearly with x(t), namely,
0
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Ott)	 wp+rnf x(t) (3-^i3)
f
u;
V^
which is equivalent to the statement that the phase depends linearly upon
the integral of x(t). As an example, when the modulating signal is a
signal -tone sinusoid so that x(t)- cos wmt, the PM signal is
sp(t) = V2'_P Cos [wpt+mp cos wmt)	 (3-14)
and the FM signal is
(WOm
sf(t) = 2P cost + wfsin wmt
m
This is illustrated in Figure 3 . 11, where the modulating signal is a
sinusoid; amplitude modulation of the carrier is also included for com-
parison. It should be noted here that a distinction can be made between
the phase- and frequency-modulated carrier only when compared with the
modulating signal, as illustrated in Figure 3.11. Also note that, for
phase modulation, the peak phase deviation or modulation index m  is a
constant independent of the frequency of the modulating signal and, for
frequency modulation, the peak phase deviation is given by mf/wm , which
is inversely proportional to the frequency of the modulating signal.
The spectral analysis of PM and FM can best be performed by
considering specific examples of e(t). As the first example, let
0(t) = a sin rat. Therefore,
s(t) = ►F cos(wpt+ S sin umt] ,	 ( 3 -15)
where a is the peak phase deviation of the modulated signal of angular
frequency wm. Hence, the instantaneous frequency w i (t) is equal to
w i (t) = wp + wm0 cos WMt = wp + An cos wmt ,	 (3-17)
where N = wma is the maximum frequency deviation of the modulated fre-
quency wp. If 5 <<I,  then s(t) is a narrowband PM signal and
,k
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Figure 3.11. Amplitude, Phase and Frequency Modulation
of a Sine-Wave Carrier by a Sine-Wave Signal
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s(t) 2P [cos Wot cos CO sin %t) - sin wot sin CO sin 
wmt)]
® = VTP [cos wot - B sin wmt sin wotj
	
B<< 1
2P [cos Wot - 2 cos(w0 - wm)t +	 cos(wa + wm)tI .	 ( 3-18)
From (3-18), note that the spectrum of narrowband P14 consists of a car-	 i
rier and two sidebands which are 1800
 out of phase.	 i
If B is not small, then s(t) is a wideband PM signal and
s(t)	 =	 2P [COS wat
 Cos Co sin wmt) - sin wot sin Co sin wmt)]
2P
Co	 m
Cos wot	 I	 Jn(B) cos(n wmt) - sin wot	 Jn(B) sin(n wmt]I
n m -W	 n--co
V$) cos w0t - J 1 (a) IcosCW0 - wm)t - cos(w0 + wm)tj	 d
+ J2 (S) [CosCwo  - 2wm)t + cos (w0 + 2wm)t)]	 I, '.
- J 3 (B) lcos&o - 3wm)t + cos(w0 + 3wm)t]
iP + ...	 (3-19)
Thus, the wideband PM signal consists of a carrier and an infinite number i
of sidebands	 whose amplitudes are proportional to J n (0). spaced at frequen-
cie5 -twm , *2wm,...(±nwm) away from the carrier, as shown in Figure 3.12.
In practice, the spectra of PM and FM signals are not infinite
	 ;5
because,	 beyond a certain frequency range'from the carrier, depending on
the magnitude of B, the sideband amplitudes which are proportional to
V i(a)become negligibly small. 	 Thus, the bandwidth of the transmittern
and receiver can be restricted to encompass only the significant bands
i without introducing an excessive amount of harmonic distortion.
-i
In order to compare FM to the spectral analysis of PM, note that,
assuming a sinusoidal modulating signal cos w
m
 t with maximum frequency devi-
ation an, the instantaneous frequency is given by
w i (t) = w0 + AQ cos wmt ;	 AQ << w0 ,	 (3-20)
,
where the frequency deviation DSO is independent of the modulating fre-
quency and is proportional to the amplitude of the modulating signal.
e
J_2(0)
w0-3wm
w0-2wm
J_.3(o)
J_ 1 (s}
JO(o)
J1 (s)
J3(s)
J2(^}
w0
 w0+	 w0+3wm
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Figure 3,12, Composition of FM Wave into Sidebands
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The instantaneous prase angle ®(t) for this special case is
given by
i
. ei(t) _	 twi (t) dt
	
w0t +A
•
n sin %t f 60 ,	 (3-21)
11 	 h__
0
where 00 may be taken as zero by referring to an appropriate phase refer-
= ence so that the FM signal is given by
'	 s(t)	 =	 2P cosc(do
	 6 sin r, t] ,	 (3-22)
where a is inversely proportional to the modulating angular frequency rum;
namely, 6 = asa/wm , which is of the same form as (3-16) for PM. 	 However,
it should be emphasized that, while (3-22) and (3-16) are of the same form,
the respective modulation indices a assume different significance.	 In PM,
Y the maximum phase deviation 6 is constant, independent of the modulating
angular frequency wm, but, in FM, the maximum frequency deviation An is
constant, independent of wm.
Since the expressions representing phase- and frequency-modula-
h^
ted signals are identical, as given by (3-22) and (3-16), it follows that,
for a single modulating frequency, the spectral representations are iden-
tical.
	 However, it is of interest to examine the spectral behavior as
wm is varied, asa being constant.	 As shown in Figure 3.13, as a+-, the
zq
x number of sidebands increases and the spectral components become more
and more confined to the band between wo ± An.
The bandwidth is equal to 2c.f 0 (asa = 2waf0] only for a very large
i modulation index. 	 For smaller values of a, we determine the bandwidth by
counting the significant number of sidebands.
	 The word "significant" is
i usually taken to mean those sidebands which have a magnitude at least 1%
of the magnitude of the unmodulated carrier.
It has been shown that, for p<< 1, the spectrum of an FM signal
is essentially a carrier and one pair of significant sidebands.
	 As S
increases, the number of significant sidebands increases, while the total
average power of the sidebands plus the carrier remains constant, equal
to P.	 Since the amplitudes of the carrier and sidebands are proportional
to the Bessei function J n 0), where n =
 0,±1,±2,..., the variation of the
® amplitudes as a function of the modulation index s can be obtained from
the plot of the Bessel functions of the first kind, as shown in Figure 3.14.
%-I
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The behavior of the carrier amplitude is determined from the zero-order
Bessel function JID (6).	 As s is increased, the value of the Bessel func-
tion drops off rapidly until, as a- 2.404, the amplitude is zero.	 As seen
from the plot, the zero-order Besse7 function is oscillatory with decreas-
ing peals amplitude, the spacing between zeros asymptotically approaching
the constant value w.	 This follows from the appr..oMmation
J0(0)	 -	 cos ,x.13- y/4)	 (3-23)6^ 37-T
An important modulating signal to be considered for FM is a
binary data stream, which is another way of generating FSK.
	 However,
when FSK is generated using FM, the phase is continuous at each bit j
transition, and the resulting spectrum is different than the FSK dis-
cussed in subsection 3.2.3.2. 	 This form of FSK is referred to as con- d,
tinuous phase FSK (CPFSK).
	 As an example of the spectrum of CPFSKy`
generated by FM, consider a square-wave FM signal, shown in Figure 3.15.
Wa(rf
I
2	 4	 4	2`.
Figure 3.15.	 Frequency Modulation by a Square Wave
The instantaneous frequency can be described as follows:
T	 T
I
w i (t) - wo - ew,	 - T < t< - T
Tm	 Tm
wi (t) = wo }AW '	 - 4 <t< 4
Tm
W.(t)	 = w
	 -Ow,	 <t <Tm .	 ( 3-24)0	 4	 2
The corresponding instantaneous phase variation may be described as
6+ :OY:Q:
Zm<t<- 4
<t<T
Ta < t < Tz
(3-25)
_	 {+fit).,
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Figure 3.16 illustrates the spectrum of the square-wave FM signal
where aw is kept constant and wm is varied to show the square-wave spectrum
amplitudes. For low SCwm > Q. the energy is now distributed among the
carrier and the first pair of sidebands. As p is increased, more and more
energy is contributed by the sidebands in the vicinity of CwO t Q. As
6 -)-M,  which corresponds to the wave frequency having an infinitely long
half-period at both CwO + Ow) and CwO - Ow), the energy and amplitude spec-
tra will consist of only two spectral lines, indicating that all the energy
is at Cw0 ± Q.
In working with the complicated mathematical expressions often
involved in complex-wave and multitone spectrum analysis, it is extremely
important to note that the spectral contributions of an FM wave are func-
tions of the rate of change of frequency during the entire cycle; the
longer the frequency of an FM wave remains in a certain range of frequen-
cies, the greater will be the spectral contribution in that frequency
range. This is clearly shown in Figure 3.11, where several complex-wave
FM waveforms are shown with typical corresponding spectra resulting from
large modulation indices.
3.2.3.4 - Subcarrier modulation losses
When multiple data streams are to be modulated on the same sub-
carrier, there is a performance loss. This loss is the result of two
effects. First, if more than one data stream is modulated onto a subcar-
rier, then the available power must be divided between the data streams.
The second contribution to the subcarrier performance loss is the spectral
restrictions placed on the data streams when modulated onto the subcarrier,
Two digital data streams can easily be modulated onto the same subcarrier
by PSK modulating the data streams onto the subcarrier separately and
i^
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then summing the two modulated signals in quadrature, as shown in
Figure 3.18. Similarly, using narrowband PM (or FM), two analog data
streams or one analog and one digital data stream can be modulated onto
a single subcarrier. When narrowband PM (or FM)'or PSK for digital data
is used to combine two data streams, there is no other subcarrier per-
formance loss than that due to the division of power. However, if more
than two data streams are combined on a single subcarrier or wideband PM
(or FM) is used to modulate the data, then the data streams must not have
spectra that overlap. Therefore, if any filtering is performed on the
data streams in order to avoid spectral overlap, the amplitude and phase
distortion introduced by the filtering, as described in subsection 3.2.1,2
must be included as a contribution to the subcarrier performance loss.
3.2.4	 Carrier Modulation
The modulation of the carrier is-similar to the modulation of the
subcarrier by analog and digital data. Analog data and data-modulated
subcarriers can be modulated onto the carrier using PM or FM. If all the
baseband data is digital and the subcarriers Mre square waves that have
been multiplied by the digital data, then the data and modulated subcar-
riers can be modulated onto the carrier using PSK or QPSK (or, in general,
MPSK). Finally, the modulated carrier can be spread using spread spectrum
techniques to achieve low detectable waveforms, multiple-access capability
or interference protection.
3.2.4.1	 Carrier phase modulation
P^
:; * r
y
This section is concerned with communication systems that phase
modulate an RF carrier with multiple modulated data subcarriers As an
.example, first consider two modulated subcarriers. The frequency spectra
of these two subcarriers must be appropriately selected since the modula-
tion technique requires that they be nonoverlapping (i.e., lie in separ-
ate portions of the RF channel) and situated outside the passband of the
RF carrier-tracking loop. This particular concept is extremely important
in assuring successful demodulation of telemetry and/or command data while
simultaneously performing the tracking function. Figure 3.19 illustrates
a typical frequency spectrum of the transmitted signal in a two-channel
system.
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Figure 3.18. Two-Channel Quadriphase Modulator
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Figure 3.19. Frequency Spectrum of an RF Carrier Which is Phase Modulated
by Two Modulated Subcarriers
The carrier modulated with two subcarriers is given by:
s(t) = 2P cos 
IWO 
t + 61y1
 (t) + 62.y2(t)] ,
	
(3-26)
where yl (t) is data-modulated subcarrier 1 and y2(t) is data-modulated
subcarrier 2, 61 and 62 are the peak phase deviations in radians for
subcarriers 1 and 2, respectively, w0 is the carrier frequency, and P
is the transmitted power.
As an example of the resulting spectral properties of a phase-
modulated carrier, consider the two sinusoidal modulations as subcarriers
to phase modulate the carrier. That is,
yl (.t) - sin wlt
	y 2(t) = sin w2t	 (3-27)
Substituting ( .3-27) into (3-26),
s(t) = Yr2_P cos 16)0t + 0 1 sin wl t + 62 sin w2t]	 (3-28)
Expanding the cosine term,
i
^r]0%.	 (e.
^-
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s(.t) =
 42—P 	 cos w^t [cos Ca 1 sin wgt) Cos CO2 sin 029
- s i nCS1
 sin w1t)^ 
Sin C62 sin w2t)]
- sin wat[inCs 1 sin w1t) Cos CO2 sin w2t)
+ Sin C62 sin w2t) cos(R 1 sin w1t)]	 (3-29)
and using Bessel function series expansion for the terms within the brackets,
s(t) =	 2P	 cos W0 	 J0(Bl) + 2 c	 Jn (5 1 ) cos nwlt
n=2
even
rl
00	
7a
x J0( S2 ) ^' 2 1 Jn ( S2 ) cos nw2t
n-2
even
cc
-	 2	 Jn(Bl) sin nw l t	 2	 c o 	 Jn ( 62 ) sin nw2tn=l	 n=i
odd	 odd i
co	 c
- sin w 0 t	 2 1	 Jn 0i ) sin nw l t	 J 0 (02 )+ 2	 1	 J n (02 ) cos nw2t	
s
n= 1	 n=2
odd	 even
co
+	 2 ^ Jn (02 ) sin nw2t
n=l
odd
X J o (s l )+ 2	 1n (0 1 )cos nw l t	 (3-30)
n=2
even
Note that, when y2 (t) is zero (i.e., a single subcarrier to phase modulate
the carrier), (3-30) reduces to the same form as (3-19), which was for a
subcarrier phase modulated by a sinusoid.
Another important example of carrier PM is for a sinusoidal sig-
nal representing analog data and a square-wave signal representing digital
data to be modulating the carrier. 	 That is,	 d
U,
r
G
^r
	 (16^ 
`''B v^'^.a^tif^`:.. ^!":.Lv^;'.•^ fan	
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y 1 (t) = sin a
Y2(t) = sq w2t 41 , 	 (3-31)
'Wherefore,
	
S(t) = 4—P cos IWO t + a  sin wl ? + ad sq w2t] ,	 (3-32)
where 0s is the peak phase deviation for the sinusoidal signal and sd
is the peak phase deviation for the digital signal. Expanding (3-32)
using Bessel functions gives
s(t) = V2_P cos wOt JO COS ) + 2
	
	
Jn ( ss ) cos nw l t cos Sd
n=2
even
- 2	 in ( S s ) sin nwl t sin Sd sq w2t
n=l
odd
co- sin wot 2 1 1 Jos ) sin wl t cos Sd
n=1
odd
00
+ sq w2t sin ad Ja($ s ) + 2	 J n (ss ) cos nwlt
n=2
even
(3-33)
Equation (3-33) presents the spectral properties of carrier PM for two
communication modes on the Orbiter. The first is the forward-link signal
when data plus ranging is modulated on the carrier. The second case is
the narrowband "bent-pipe" mode for nonstandard payload telemetry signals
from the payload to the Orbiter to be transmitted to the ground.
3.2.4.2	 Carrier PSK and QPSK
The general form of carrier PM with PSK modulation on all the
subcarrier data streams is
s(t) = v'27P sin [wct + 9(t)^	 (3-34)
4
hi., !
N
6M _ I On sn(t)
n=1
(3-35)
9.
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where we
 is the carrier frequency-and the ac,mb inad PM signal resulting
from N channels is defined by
where O
n 
is the modulation angle associated vilth the nth channel and
sn( t) = dn (t) sq (wnt) = *1.
	
(3-36)
which defines the nth digital data stream d n (t) which is PSK modulated
on a square -wave subcarrier of frequency wn.
As an example of a PSK /PM system, Figure 3,20 presents the modu-
lator for a three-channel system. For the case of three channels, the
signal is
s(t) = F2P_ sin C c  + 01 s 1 (t) + 52s 2M + S3s3 (t^ . ( 3-37)
Equation (3-37) can be rewritten in the form which shows the
orthogonal components of the RF signal:
S(t) = 2P sin w ct cos [a 1 S+ 62s2 (t) + 53s3(t)k
+ vf2__P cos w 
c 
t sin lals1(t) + 02s2(t) + 53s3(t
= 2P sin wct cos e(t) + 2P cos w 
c 
t sin 6(t). (3-38)
The trigonometric manipulations of the cos e(t) and sin e(t)
terms results in detailed expansion of (3-38) into its components:
s(t) = r2 cos wct P1 s l (t) + ATP2 s 2 (t) + NrP3 s3 (t) - Pcm 1,2,3
X s1(t)s2(t)s3(t)1
+ F2 sin wct ^
F
c -cm 2,3 s 2 (t)s3 (t) - Pcm 1,2
x s 1 (t)s2 (t) - VPcm 1,3 S I (t)s3 (t)]	 (3-39)
o;^
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S  (t)di {t)
sq (^►lt)
d2{t)	 9 (t	 Phase
Modulator
	
sin ^t + g(t)
sq (w2
 t)
SP)	 CDC
d 3 W "^
	
(Carrier)
sq (cy)
Figure 3.20. Three-Channel PSK/PM Modulator
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where
P1 W P sin' 01 cos2 02 cos2 03 = Power in channel 1
P2 = P cos2 ^ sin2 02 cos2 03 = Power in channel 2
P3 = P cos 2 al sin2 02 sin2 03 = Power in channel 3
Pc = P cos' al cos 2 02 cos 2 63 = Unmodulated carrier power
PCM(1,2,3) = P sin2 01 sin 2 02 sin2 a3 = Third-order cross modulation
Pcm (1,2) = P sin2 sl sin2 a2 cos2 a3
	P (2,3) = P cos2 a sin 2
 a sin
2 
a	
= Second-order cross-
CM	 1	 2	 3	 modulation powers
Pcm(1,3) = P sin2 al cos2 $2 sin2 $3
(3-40)
Note the obvious waste of RF power due to the cross-modulation terms.
This loss must be included as part of the modulation loss for each
channel.
With an interplex implementation of a PSK/PM system 17], the
major cross products of the conventional system are converted into a
different set of modulation components by multiplying all of the secon-
dary channels by the signal generated by the primary channel. The pri-
mary channel is generally the channel which carries the highest data
rate and thus has the major portion of the RF pourer assigned to it.
Thus, for an H-channel interplex system, the phase modulation term 6(t)
becomes
N
e(t)	 al s l (t) + I an s l (t)s n (t) .	 (3-41)n=2
Figure 3.21 shows the implementation of a three-channel inter-
plex modulator. The corresponding carrier PSK/PM signal is
s(t) = YTP- sin 1ct + a I s I M + a2s1 (t) s 2 (t) + 03 s l (t) s 3 (t)] , (3-42)
where all of the terms are as defined earlier.
of
d 1 M
d2(t)
F ain[wat +9(t)]
.. •.-•
(Carrier)
d 3 M s M 53(t)
L	 sq (w30
i
4
Figure 3.21. Three-Channel Interplex Modulator
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Rewriting (3-42) . in terns of its orthogonal W components,
one obtains
s(t) = Y127 sinwCt cos 101 S l (t) +82 Sl (t) S2 (t) +a 3 Sl (t) SPI)
+ /2—P cos wct sin 101 Sl (t) + 0 2 S1 M S2(t) + 0 3 Sl (t) S3(t)]
2P sinwct cos a*(t) +2P cos wct sin s*(t) ,	 (3-43)
where o*(t) indicates interplex tire-varying modulation angle.
Following the same procedure as for conventional PSK/PM,
(3-43) is expanded 
-
into its power term components. This results in
s (t) _	 cos wct
	
5l(t}- Pcm 1,2,3 S l (t)S2 (t) S3(t)
* I IPcm Ul,2 S 1 (t) S2 (t) f	 cm ,3 S 1 (t) SP(
+	 sin w C t Pc - f cm2,3 S2 (t) S3(t) - N 2 S 2(t) - N 3 S 3(t)1 (3-44)
where
P 
= P sin 
	 al cos 2
 
0 2 cos2
 
0 3	 =	 Power in channel 1
P 2 = P sin 
	 al sin 	 sz cos 2 8 3	 =	 Power in channel 2
P3 = P s'n 2 a l cos 2 6 2 sin 2 0 3 	=	 Power in channel 3
PC = P cos 2 0 1 cos 2 e2 Cos 2 0 3 =	 Unmodulate d carrier power
Pcm(1,2,3) = P sin 	 al sin 	 02 sin 	
s3	 =	 "third-order cross -modulation
power
P cm(1 ,2) = P cos 2 $ 1 sin 	 0 2 cos2 a3
P	 (2,3)
cm
= P cos 2 s 1 sin 	 a 2 sin 	 a	 =	
Second-order cross-
3	 modulation powers
Pcm(1,3) = P cos 2 al Cos 2 0 2 sin 	 s3	 (3-45)
The obvious significance of (3-45) is that letting sl = Tr/2 provides
the following advantages:
r'	 {
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(a) Power in all three channels is maximized
(b) Unmodulated carrier is completely suppressed
(c) All second -order cross-modulation terms are suppressed.
For the case of 0 1 = r/2, the signal portion of (3-44) can
be written as
s(t) - 2P Cos Wct [ S l (t) Cos a2 cos a 3 - Sl (t) S2 (t)S3(t) sin 132 sin a3]
u	
- A sinwct [S2(t) sin 02 cos 0 3 + S 3 (t) cos 6 2 sin 031 .	 (3-46)
Equation (3-46) is useful for providing a geometrical representation
of the three-channel interplex PSK/PM signal.
The interference to channel 1 caused by the cross-modulation
} term depends on the relationship between the signal formats and the
data rates of the three channels.	 If the bandwidth of S 1 (t) is such
s that it extends into the frequency regions occupied by S2 (t) and S3(t),
interference will show up in channel 1 but it will not exceed the
'- bounds set by power allocations indicated by (3-45).
The two-channel interplex system power allocations can be
derived from (3-45) by setting s 3 = 0.	 This results in
P 1	 =	 P sin2 al cost a2
	
=	 Power in channel 1
P2	 =	 P sing
 a l sing $2
	
=	 Power in channel 2
F
e	 <'
Pc =	 P cos t
a l cos
2 a 2 =	 Unmodulated carrier power
a Pcm =	 P cos t sl sin 2 a2	 =	 Cross-modulation power.	 (3-47)
i
Setting a^	 n/2 for maximum efficiency reduces the two-channel interplex
system to a QPSK system with unequal
	 	 q	 powers in the two orthogonal compon-
ents.	 Thus, (3-46) becomes simply
su (t)	 =	 r2_P cos tact{S Z (t) cos a2] -2^P sin wct IS2 (t) sin 021 (3-48)
where the subscript u indicates an unequal-power-division QPSK modulation.
The corresponding polar form of this equation is
`") I
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su (t) = 2P cos [Wct, + S l (t) S2 (t) 8 21.	 (3-49)
Now consider a signal which results from the addition of two
quadrature carriers, each of which is amplitude modulated (DSB-SC) by a
separate bipolar data sequence. The block diagram for the generation of
such a composite signal is shown in Figure 3.22. The resultant QPSK
signal is given by
f(t) = A a(t) cos wc t - B b(t) sin w 
c 
t ,	 (3-50)
where
a(t) = binary sequence (±1) of channel 1
A = amplitude of channel 1
b(t) = binary sequence (±1) of channel 2
B = amplitude of channel 2.
(The inversion of b(t) polarity has been introduced only for sign consis-
tency with interplex.] It is customary to reduce (3-50) to an equivalent
polar form:
f(t) = R cos Cwct + 6) .	 (3-51)
For this, using the trigonometric identity:
CosCWct+ e) = cos wCt cos 8 -sin w Ct sin e .	 (3-52)
Thus,
f(t) = A a(t) cos wc t - B b(t) sin w 
c 
t
= R c s w ct Ea(t) cos e] - R sin w c t [b(t) sin a	 (3-53)
Note that ( 3-52) is of the same form as (3-48). Furthermore, for
(3-52) to be true for all values of t , the coefficients of cos wct
and sin w ct must be such that
Elt
Aa(t) = Ra(t) cos e
B b(t) = Rb(t) sin 6
R =JA' +B2
B = tan`1 Mbt
r
(3-54)
in
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Figure 3.22. Two-Channel Quadriphase Modulator
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Hence, (3-50) can be written as
f 	 a VA-r+  Bz cos wct + tan-1 [A a t
	
(3-55)
The equivalence with two-channel interplex Col ='r%2) is established by
conversion coefficients
A = R cos o2 = 2P cos s2
8 = R sin 02 = 2 sin 82
	
A/B = tan o 2 	 i
a(t) = Sl(t)
n'
	
b(t) = S2
 ( t ) -	 (3-55)''
Thus, for the two-channel case and antipodal modulation of the primary
(high power) channel, the results of interplex and quadriphase mod-
ulation are identical.
From the standpoint of implementation, there are differences
which must be taken into account. The interplex transmitter performs
all the data combining at baseband and thus requires a phase modulator'
whose linearity and gain must be carefully controlled. This require-
ment is particularly important for suppressing the cross-modulation
and carrier terms. Quadriphase transmitter implementation, however,
is based on combining individually modulated orthogonal components of
the same carrier, a task which is relatively easy to implement.
A three-channel multiplexer/modulator which does not require
a linear phase modulator, such as required by an interplex transmitter,
can be synthesized from the basic configuration of an unbalanced two-
channel quadriphase modulator. Such a three-channel multiplexer/
modulator is shown in Figure 3.23. This configuration can be con-
sidered as a hybrid between the interplex and quadrature carrier
multiplexing. The similarity with interplex arises from the fact
that angular modulation of the two secondary channels is proportional
to the fractional power allocated to each of these channels. On the
bIFP 2 I
'Y 3 =
m (tl
Sq3()	 frm
E:rte;
Figure 3.23. Three-Channel Quadrature Multiplex Modulator
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other hand, the similarity with quadriphase modulation is because the two
quadrature components of the same RF carrier are used to synthesize the
composite signal.
The structure of the modulator shown in Figure 3.23 is such as
to form an unbalanced QPSK signal wherein the high-rate data signal,
ml (t), is biphase modulated on the inphase carrier r sin w 0t, and the
sum of the two lower rate signals, 	 m2 (t) and 11'3 m3 M, after being
modulated onto separate square-wave subcarriers, Sg 2 (t) and Sg3 ( t), are
added and biphase modulated onto the quadrature carrier, r cos w 0t. The
sum of the inphase and quadrature-modulated carriers [i.e., the unbalanced
QPSK signal s(03 is then bandpass hard-limited and power amplified,
The modulator block diagram illustrated in Figure 3.23 is used
to generate a signal for simultaneous transmission of three channels of
information on the Orbiter's return Ku-band link. Two of the channels	
^n I
represent independent data channels (one having a data rate up to 50 Mbps
while the other has a rate up to 2 Mbps) and the third channel consists of
operational data at a rate of 192 kbps.
The signal generated by the modulator of Figure 3.23 is	
u
where
	
S(t) = F2 C(t) cos w0t 4 S(t) sin wOt] ,	 (3-57)
C(t)	 Sg2(t) mgt + V sg 3 (t) m3(t)
S2(t)	 p3 s3(t)
S ( t } a _ r ml ( t ) A p1 s l (t)	 (3-58)
and s l (t), s2 (t), s 3 (t) are ±1 binary waveforms. Alternately, in
polar coordinates (amplitude and phase), (3-57) can be rewritten as
s(t) _ F V(t) sin(w0 + ^(t)) ,	 (3-59)	
F
where
V(t) =	 C2 {t} t SZ{t)
e^
^r
	
^(t)	 tan-1 S t
	
(3-60)
E
E),
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^.	 Passing s(t) of (3-59) through a bandpass hard-limiter
preserves the phase 0(t). Thus, the resultant first zone output is
given by
zl (t) = 2P sin (WOt + 0(01 ,	 (3-61)
where P is the total power in the first zone after amplification. In
terms of inphase and quadrature components, ( 3-61) can be rewritten
as
zl(t) = 2 
Htt 
sin w t + v
	
cos Wo	 (3-62)
From (3-58) and (3-60),
V(t) _ , f P1 s 1 - (t) * P2 s2 (t) + p3 s3 {t} + 2p 3 sz{t) s3(t)
.4
	
=	 P] +P2+P3+2 P2 P 3 s 2 (t) s 3 (t)	 (3-63)
`r
Let P T - P 1 +13 2  + P3 denote the total input power; then,
V(t) = J PT ( 1 + 2 P2/PT V 3/PT S2(t) s 3 (t))	 (3-64)
or, equivalently,
C
I	 ]	 ]	 ]	 +	 I
	
V t - 
J
(P-'
T 
' Z	 —
. 	1 + 2 P2/PT P 3/PT	] - 2 P2/PT P3/PT
1 - 2 P2/P.^ P3/PT	 ] + 2 P2/PT P3/PT
C2
(3-65)
62,,	 i
C?
t
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Substituting (3-58) and (3-65) into (3-62) gives
sl(t) = 2P (['IJP2-"T - '24P3/PT] s2(t) + [Cl ! 3` PT - C 2 P^] s 3(t)) cos wOt
1C pl/PT s l (t) -C24'1/PT  s l (t) 5 2 (t) s3(t)l sin wOt
= 2 C^ s 1 (t) - rPd s l (t) s 2 (t) s 3(t] sin wit
+ AT [rP
 
s2 (t) + 1,
 rP3 53(t  Cos wOt ,	 (3-66)
where
P1 = CP/PT) P1 C2
2
p2 = CP/PT) [Cl ,P2	 C2 ^P3^
P 3 	CP/PTA I C J ' 3	 C.7' 2^
Pd = 2 P1
 C 	 (3-67}
If the output level of the power amplifier is arbitrarily set
equal to the total input power level, i.e., P = P TT  for fixed values of
P1 /PT , P2/PT and P3/PT , one can then compute from (3-67) the corresponding
values of P I /PT , P2/PT1 03/PT and fd/PT for the transmitted unbalanced
quadriphase signal of (3-66). For example, suppose that the high-rate
channel contains 80% of the total power while the remaining 20% is split,
with 80% going to the next highest rate channel and 20% to the lowest rate
channel. Equivalently, P I/PT = 0.8, P 2/PT = 0,I6 and P 3/PT = 0.04. Then,
from (3-67), the transmitted power ratios are PI/PT = 0.8157, P2/PT =
0.1503, P3/PT = 0.0287 and Pd/PT = 0,00529.
3.2.4.3 Carrier frequency modulation
Carrier frequency modulation is very similar to subcarrier FNS,
as described in subsection 3.2.3.3. However, an additional concept that
is frequently employed in telemetry systems is carrier FM with the output
0
a
4^,1
j
o.
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of one or more subcarrier oscillators which, in turn, have been frequency
modulated by data signals. As an example, consider an FM/FM signal for
one subcarrier.
Let we be the carrier angular frequency,- . rjs
 the subcarrier
frequency, and wm the modulating angular frequency. The subcarrier signal
is given by
Ats-
 AJ s cos ws t + 0s + ^ sin &,t + 0^m
- 2Ps cos [WS t + 0s + 0s sin (wmt + ^0] ,	 (3-68)
where Aws is the peak frequency deviation of the subcarrier and B
s
 is the
peak phase deviation of the subcarrier. The instantaneous frequency of
the carrier wave is given by
wi (t) = we + Aw cosrwst + ^ + 65 sin {wmt + gym]	 (3-69)
where Aw is the maximum frequency deviation of the carrier.
Let the modulated carrier wave be represented by
s(t)	 2P cos e(t) ,	 (3-70)
where
e(t) = ` c^ i (t) dt
0
= t we + Aw cos [wSt + 0, + 0s sin CWmt 
+ 0m)l dt
= WC  + 0c + AwJ 
t cos [ws t + 0s + ^s sin (wmt + 0m)] dt .
D	 -
(3-71)
Evaluating the integral,
ft cos[ws t + c s + as sin Cwt + QM)] dt 	 (3-72a)
0
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ew
I = ^^ si n F)st + 0s + 0s sin Cwmt +m
	
ws
X.
 i
t
cosCWMt + 0m) cos[ws t + 0s + as sin Cwmt + Om)] dt .
(3-72b)
In practice, ws >> wm , and the term cos(wm + 0m), which is a slowly varying
function compared to cos w st, may be treated as a constant in front of
cos [ws t+cp s +5s sin wmt+0m) daring the integration period. Therefore,
aw
I = s 	
PS
-sin t + 05 + as sin (wmt + 0.)] - W s cos (wmt + 0m)I
or
I l + 
w 
s cos Cwt + gym) _	 sin C st + ^ + sS sin (wmt + gym)5	 S
Since Aws/ws << 1, the term CAWS/ws) cos(wmt + 0m) can be neglected and
I =
	
	
sinwst + s + 5s sin (wmt + gym)	 (3-73)
s
J^
by substituting this result in (3-71),
k
e(t) = wct + 0c + ww sin Cwst + 0s + as sin (wmt + ^m)^ .	 (3-74)s	 L
The modulated carrier wave of (3-70) is given by
i
i	 s(t) = vr2—P cos a(t)
= ,/2A cos wct + 0c + s sinPst + 0s + 5s sin Cy + gym)]	 (3-75)
where a= ow/w
s
 . This can be written in the complex form
^^
nJ
_... .	
K)
lk
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s(t) = 2P Re e
jCWct+o^ 
e 
j6 sin Eas t+0 s+6S sin Cwt+0m)1
^
j Cwct+0c)	 (a) a P cwst+o$)	 Jq pas) Jq &mt+0m);2—P_ 	 Re e	 e	 e -Pa-M p	 q,^,	
(3-76)
t
Final ly,
M M
s(t) = T
	
	
Jp (a) JqcPas)
p m q 
x cos [(w
c 
+ pw s + gwm)t + Oc + po s + g0MI .	 (3-77)
1
l^
In the case of n subcarriers, it can be shown that (3-77) assumes
the form
n -
s(t) = 2P TT I L jp (ad  Jq[PSsk)k=l p=-m q
x cos we + P wsk + q 2 % t + c+ P I ask + q I Fmkk=1	 k=1	 k=l	 W
(3-78)
where n subcarriers of frequencies wsl ,WSz ,...,wsn are respectively
modulated by the data input signals of frequencies wml,wm2, ... Iwmn'
3.2.4.4 Spread spectrum
Spread spectrum and modulation systems are designed to permit
communication of message information under the condition of very low SNR,
such as for low detectability, or to combat interfering transmissions, as
in military antijam or multiple-access environments.
One of the requirements for NASA communication systems to
use spread spectrum is determined by the guidelines established by
the CCIR (International Radio Consultative Committee) of the ITU
(International Telecommunications Union) on the maximum-flux density
produced at the earth's surface by emissions from space communication
systems. These guidelines are intended to prevent interference with
earth-based communication systems and theoretically can be e^cceeded
II/
n
f
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only after it has been established that there is no possibility that
interference exists at the frequency under consideration. At S-band
frequencies between 2200 MHz and 2300 MHz, it is not possible to
guarantee that there will be no interference with other communication
systems; therefore, the CCIR guidelines must be followed. Table 3.2
presents the CUR guidelines for S-band transmission. The worst case
is for a tangential angle of incidence e= 0° since the difference
between the path length for a = 00 and O = 900 is great enough to cause
a 10 dB change in signal energy due to the path length.
Table 3.2. CUR Guidelines for Maximum Flux Density for S-Band
Transmission Between 2200 MHz and 2300 MHz
Angle of Arrival Above the Horizontal Plane 8 (Angle of Incidence)
8 = 00 to 50 50 to 250 8=250to 900
-154 dBW/m2
per 4 kHz
154 + 825	 dBW/m2
per 4 kHz
-144 dBW/m2
per 4 kHz
The most straightforward way to widen the spectrum of a mes-
sage signal is to multiply (modulate) it by a wideband signal. Such a
spreading signal must have correlation properties that aid in acqui-
sition and tracking. The best signal that fits these specifications
is the binary pseudonoise (PN) signal. The basic modulator is shown
in Figure 3.24. The data is modulated onto subcarrier:; and then onto
a carrier using any of the modulation techniques described in this
section. The balanced modulator multiplies by +1 or -1 (i.e., inverts
the signal) according to the PN code.
The power spectrum of a PN waveform is given by
Wt 2
sin	 c
S(W)	 P-2-	 Wt 
2	
S w - 2n 
+ 2 d(W) .
p	 c	 n100	 p
t 
c	 p
z	 nOO
where p is the period of the sequence, tc = 1/fc
 is the chip period
(or signaling period) of the PN waveform, and $(w) is the Dirac delta
r
Ca L,
(3-79)
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Figure 3.24. Biphase PN Modulator/Transmitter
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function. Note that this spectrum is a line spectrum, with frequencies
at multiples of the fundamental frequency. Since the binary waveform
Is a constant-amplitude square-wave having constant power, there is
a scale factor inversely proportional to the period of the sequence.
Thus, if the period of the sequence is doubled, the lines in the
spectrum become twice as dense and the power of each is reduced by
®	 a factor of 2. The envelope of the spectrum is defined completely
by the chip period. This means that the possible spectrum spreading
is determined independent of the period of the sequence and solely
on the chip period. For very long periods, the spectrum is essen-
tially continuous, having the form
which is the same as the NRZ spectrum shown in Figure 3.3. Note that
multiplying the normal communication signal by the PN signal has the
effect in the frequency domain of convolving the normal communication
signal spectrum with the PN spectrum. The convolution of the two
spectra tends to make the PN line spectrum in (3-79) merge into a
continuous spectrum, so even short-period PN codes can be used to
spread a normal communication signal.
3.2.5	 Transmitter Power Allocation
The efficiency of a communication system design is measured
by how much power is required to achieve a given data rate with a given
maximum-bit-error rate or equivalent analog data criterion. Therefore,
one of the important system parameters to be determined is the allocation
of the total transmitter power to the data streams, to the residual car-
rier, and to undesired cross-modulation terms (modulation loss terms).
The following sections present the transmitter power allocation results
for phase modulation (PM), phase-shift-keying (PSK) and frequency modu-
lation (FM).
a
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3.2.5.1	 Phase modulation power allocation
Subsection 3.2.4.1 presented the spectral properties of two
subcarriers phase modulated onto a carrier. The first example was
two sinusoidal subcarriers with peak phase deviations pl and a2 (in
radians) for subcarriers 1 and 2, respectively. From ( 3-30), it can
easily be shown that the power in the carrier Pc is given by
Pc 
= J2 03l)JO
	
	
(3-81)
CO2)PT •
where PT
 is the total transmitted power. Similarly, the power in the
subcarriers is given by
Psi = 2J 1 l ) J0 [02) PT
Ps2 = 2 J 2 C0' )J l2 (O^ PT .	 (3-82) ^;l 1
The power division (depending on whether the data is digital
or analog) shown in Figure 3,1 is then Psl/PT or Ps2/PT , given in
(3-82) for subcarriers 1 and 2, respectively. Figures 3.25 and 3.26
a
plot Pc
 and Psl as a function of 8l and S2 . Since the expressions
for Psl and Ps2 are symmetric with respect to 8 1 and s2 , only one
plot is shown.
If only one subcarrier is modulated Onto the carrier, then
the power in the carrier Pc is given by
Pc = 1 20 	 PT	 (3-83)
and the power in the subcarrier is given by
Ps = 2J^ (a) PT •	 (3-84)
Figures 3 . 27 and 3.28 plot P c and P s as a function of ^.
,n
The second example presented in subsection 3.2.4.1 was for a
sinusoidal subcarrier and a square -wave digital data stream modulated
onto the carrier. In this case, it can be shown from (3-33) that
4
the power in the carrier P c is given by
3Pc = J^ (S s) cos t ad PT .	 (3-85)
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The power in the sinusoidal subcarrier is given by
Ps : 2 J l2(Ss ) cost
 8d PT .	 (346)
and the power in the square-wave digital data stream Pd is given by
Pd
 =	 J2 (8 s )sin 2 6d PT .	 (3-87)
r
The power divisions shown in Figure 3.1 are P
d
 /PT
 and Ps/PT. Figures
3.29 through 3.31 plot Pc , Ps , and Pd , respectively,	 l
3.2.5.2	 PSK and QPSK power allocation
The transmitter power allocations for PSK/PM and QPSK were	 ^I
presented in subsection 3.2.4.2. For reference, Table 3.3 summarizes
the transmitter power allocation for each of the modulation techniques
	 ? °`
presented in subsection 3.2.4.2. Dote that the data power is maximized'''
in the single-channel case or the interplex and QPSK cases if 0 = 7T/2,
which results in completely suppressed carrier operation.
	 7
^•r	 L:,. 3.2.5.3	 FM modulation index versus bandwidth 	 .^
z^
The problem of bandwidth design is of paramount practical 	 `-
importance in the design of communication systems.
	 The bandwidth
of the bandpass filters for the transmission and reception of the
modulated carrier should be adequate enough to encompass the signi-
ficant sidebands only.
As noted previously, the theoretically infinitely wide fre-
quency band of an FM signal	 is in practice limited to a finite number
of significant sidebands compatible with the distortion and intermodu-
lation specifications, the number of significant sidebands being a
function of the modulation index $ and the peak deviation Aw.
	
For
0< 1, the spectrum is limited to the carrier and one pair of signi-
ficant sidebands only of amplitudes A c and sAc/2, respectively,
because Jg (0) = 1 and J l (S) = V2.	 The second and subsequent side-
bands can be neglected because, for small a we have 3n(0)= an/2nn...
for O>> 1 or Aw >a wm , the required angular bandwidth is given by
2Aw, as shown in Figure 3.13.
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Table 3.3. Transmitter Power'Allocations for PSK/PM and QPSK
Channel Power Allocation
Type of Modulation Power Ratios for Each Component
Single-Channel Pc/PT costs
PSK/PM
Pd/PT sins
Two-Channel Pc/PT cos2 0 i Cos 202
ASK/PM
Pdl /PT sin 	 sl Cost 02
Pd2 /PT Cost 0l
Cost a1
sin 
	 62
Cost 02Two-Channel Pc/PT
Interplex
or QPSK Pdl /PT sing 0 1 cos2 a2
Pd2 /PT sin 	 0 1 sing 02
Three-Channel Pc/PT cos2 0 l Cost 6 2 cos2 a3
PSK/PM
Pdl /PT sing 01 Cost 6 2 cos2 a3
Pd2 /PT Cost a 1 sin 	 0 2 Cost 03
Pd 3/ PT Cost 0 1 Cost 6 2 sin 	 03
Three-Channel Pc/PT Cost 01 cos2 62 Cost 03
Interplex
or QPSK
Pdl/PT sin2 0 1 cos 2 0 2 cos2 03
Pd2/PT sin 	 a1 sin 	 0 2 cos2 03
Pd 3/PT sin 	 a 1 cos2 02 s i Fi2 03
4;,
_	 1
f,
1z	
PT = Total transmitted power
PC = Carrier power
Pdi = Data power in channel i
0 = Peak phase deviation
r
r
D
J alim^il	 '• _	
^ !I
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In case of multitone modulation, as the number of modulating
signals is increased, the amplitudes of the sidebands decrease rapidly,
as expected, since the total energy of the modulated wave is constant
and independent of the form of the modulating signal. Since the side- 	 3,
s
bands extend from zero to infinite frequencies, it is impossible to
assign a definite bandwidth for the frequency-modulated wave, but it
is obvious that, in general, beyond a certain frequency range from the
carrier, the amplitudes of the sidebands are negligibly small and con-
sequently may be neglected. In fact, if each value of w  is fairly
large compa^ed to unity, the sidebands which lie very far outside the 	
'I
band w
e
 ± 
mr
l 3mwm can be neglected.	 !
If the component waves of the complex signal have a low modu-
lation index, the spectrum will consist of a pair of sidebands for each
component wave of frequencies (wc - wn). The bandwidth is thus twice the
R
highest modulation frequency. In some practical applications, the com-
plex signal will have a low-frequency component of high modulation index
and a high-frequency wave of low modulation index. In this case, the IF
bandwidth is approximately given by
BIF = 2Af + 2fm 0	 (3-88)
w4i:ry ►'e Af is the peak frequency deviation of the carrier due to the low-
frequency component and fm is the frequency of the highest frequency com-
ponent of the complex modulation signal. Thus, the bandwidth equals twice
the maximum deviation of the low-frequency wave plus twice the maximum
modulating frequency.
For intermediate values of s, there are several approximate
expressions available for use in the design of multiplex communication
systems. An approximate formula which is commonly used for the IF band-
width required for such systems is
B7 F = 2 (Af	 2fm) = 2of (1 +
	
(3-89)
where of is the peals frequency deviation of the system and f m is the
highest baseband frequency. A plot of (3-89) is shown in Figure 3.32,
where the bandwidth occupied by the significant sideband is plotted
(3-90)
i
t
t -
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(normalized for of) versus the modulation index 0. Note that, for
a >> 1, B IF -j- 2af, as expected.
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Figure 3.32. Significant Bandwidth (Normalized) versus Modulation Index
'.6	 Antennas
In order to permit the transfer of information between the trans-
mitter and receiver, the radio signal is radiated into space by an antenna.
The simplest conceptual antenna is tihe isotropic radiator, which distrib-
utes the radiated power uniformly into space. Thus, for a total radiated
power P, the radiation intensity is P /4 ,r per unit solid angle, independent
of ac; ,,0 ar position with respect, to the antenna.
With a preferred direction or range of directions, it becomes
desirable to concentrate the radiated power in the useful areas. For this
purpose, a directional antenna may be designed so that the radiation inten-
sity iz a fu;ictlon of the direction, P.
Cafining U W as the radiation intensity for a total radiated
power R cad U0 = P/4,r, the antenna gain function is then
C
h ♦+
,r
L
POOL
4
102
Plots of G(n) = constant are known as antenna pattern contours.
Gm
 = max [G(R)l is called peak antenna gain or, frequently, antenna
gain. In general,
fall Q
G02) dQ = 47TP t ,	 (3-91 )
where Pt , the power transmission coefficient, is less than 1 for
realizable antennas because of resistive losses in the antenna
structure.
3.2.6.1
	
An*enna gain function
The antenna gain function G(n) is generally a complicated
relationship which depends on the type of antenna, the type of feed,
the structure on which the antenna and the feed are mounted, and
the perturbations due to fabrication. It can be closely approximated
by numerical techniques during design.
It is important to note that the gain functions for receive
and transmit are identical for a given frequency by reciprocity. How-
ever, when referring to a receiving antenna, the concept of capture
area is useful. The antenna capture area, AC , is defined as the ratio
of the power P delivered by the feed to a matched load and the power
density P I
 (watts per unit area) normally incident on the antenna
aperture by an infinite plane wave:
A^ ° P
	
(3-92)
I
The aperture efficiency n is defined as
n = AC/A
	
(3-93)
where A is the physical aperture area. In general, n ranges between 0
and I but, theoretically, may be greater than 1. The power transmission
coefficient is absorbed into n. A O
 may be found by the relationship
G ?2
'	 AC	 m	
(3-94)
where A is the wavelength of the signal. 	 t,
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Simple representations of the antenna gain function may
be used to understand parametric variations but are not useful for
detailed analysis because of the invalidity of the simplifying
assumptions.
Finding G(w) for a uniform feed is a considerable under-
taking and gets too deeply involved in antenna design rather than
system design. Thus, the best course of action is to use measured
E atterns scaled approximately. 'cable 3 . 4 presents some scaling
parameters.
For a quick estimation of the antenna gain pattern and nulls
of an axisymmetric antenna, a useful approximation formula is:
sink2
G(e) = k1
	
2'
	
(3-95)^
pi
where kl = GmA22 , k2 = 2.78/e 0 , and Gm= 9.4200-1.95 . Gm is the on-axis
gain (the antenna gain) expressed as a ratio, 0 0
 is the half-power beam-
width 
L" 
dB beamwidth, i.e., G[e 0/2) = Gm/ 	 and e0 and 0 are measured
in radians.	 ^,I
In (3-95), the parameter e 0 , the 3 -^* B beamwidth of the antenna,
is used; e0
 is defined as the central planar angle over which the antenna
3
gain function remains within 3 dB of the peak antenna gain. Depending on
the type of antenna, the 3-dB beamwidth may differ in different directions k
and in different planes; however, it is commonly used as a measure of the
directivity of the antenna, a small beamwidth implying a highly directive
antenna and vice versa. Thus, for increasing gain, the beamwidth decreases
and proper antenna pointing becomes more important. The concept of beam-
width it usually used only for antennas with a single primary lobe, but
.can be useful in other cases if care is used in specification.
3.2.6.2
	 Pointing loss
The maximum communication system performance is obtained when
both the transmitter and receiver antennas are lined up alone their max-
inqum gain points. Deviation from the maximum gain point of either antenna
results in a pointing loss. The transmitter pointing loss L PT is given by
l 04
Table 3.4. Properties of Typical Antennas
Configuration
Gain Above
Isotropic Radiator
3-dB Beamwidth
(deg)
Isotropic radiator l 360
Infinitesimal dipole 1.5 90
or loop (toroidal pattern)
Half-wave dipole 1.64 78(toroidal pattern)
Paraboloid (area A, (6.3 to 8.8)A/a2 (60 to 70)a/D
diameter D)
Open-mouth waveguide 10A/a2 6E = 56 k/DE
(area A, E-plane dimension
D E , H-plane DH) 6H = 67 a /DH
Optimum horn (mouth area A, 7.5A/d2 0  = 56 A/DE
E-plane dimension DE,
H-plane DH) 0  = 67 a /DH
Optimum biconical horn
(height h)
Vertical polarization 1.2 h/x 56 x/h(toroidal pattern)
Horizontal polarization 1.6 h/x 67 A/h(toroidal pattern)
02.=1.,---
^ty
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LPT r 	
(3-96)
m
where GT (n) is the transmitter antenna gain along the axis determined
by the autotrack error or open-loop pointing error and GTm is the maxi-
mum gain of the transmitter antenna. Uith autotracking, the pointing
error is due to receive noise in the antenna servo-tracking loop. The
normalized RMS tracking error for a monopulse antenna is
ee =
	
1	 (3-97)
80 	 K SNR L
where a0 is the RMS tracking error, ( SNR), is the SNR in the servo
loop bandwidth, and K is the gain slope constant. Therefore, the
n'
narrower the servo loop bandwidth, the greater the (SNR)
L
 and the
smaller the normalized error.
Open-loop pointing error occurs because the antenna maximum
gain is not along the assumed line-of-sight. There are several con-
tributions to the open-loop pointing error. First, there are errors
due to the inaccurate knowledge of the receiver location. Second,f.
there -ire errors due to the alignment of the mechanical boresight and P4
the electrical boresight with the direction of maximum gain.
The receiver pointing loss L PR is similarly given by
GR(Q)
LPR -
	
	 (3-98)
Rm
where GR M is receiver antenna gain function along the axis deter-
mined by the autotrack error or open-loop pointing error, and GRm
is the maximum gain of the receiver antenna.
3.2.6.3	 Polarization loss
The gain function of an antenna does not completely charac-
terize its performance. G(a) includes information on the magnitude
of the electric field vectors of the antenna radiation, but discards
f
V.,
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information as to their relative phase. An antenna transmits an
electric field (E) in a preferred way which can be described by the
polarization factor, p, of the wave at each point in space, where
p =E 
y 
/E 
X  
in a Known coordinate system. By the theory of reciprocity,
a receiving antenna will select incoming waves of the polarization
of its transmit pattern and discard all others. The antenna is said
to have a polarization pattern, and the ratio of the power delivered
to the antenna terminals, P R , to the available power, P A , which would
be received by an antenna matched to the incident polarization is
called the polarization efficiency, v;
This is referred to as polarization loss, measured in dB, and it must
be added to the transmission equation to obtain the true received
power.
In general, p is a function of the coordinate system chosen
and is a complex number. In practice, the antenna is usually designed
so that orthogonal E-vector components are 90 0 out of phase with one
another in time. In this case, the E vector describes an ellipse with
major axis R 1
 and minor axis R 2 . For this case,
^
P = ±j 
R
Rl - ± j R
where j= /--1 and R is called the axial ratio. The sign denotes the
direction of E-vector rotation. The term ellipticity is used to express
°he axial ratio in decibels, where
ellipticity = 20 log 10 R .	 (3-100)
Generally, the antenna is characterized by a gain pattern and an
ellipticity pattern.
C
(3-99)PRv 
= PA .
fIr
0
D
tsl^
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For R= 1, the E vector traces a circle corresponding to
circular polarization. If the E vector rotates counterclockwise to an
observer looking from the receiver to the source, p= -j and the wave is
right-hand circularly polarized (RHCP). For p= j, the wave is left-hand
circularly polarized (El1CP).
All antennas have some ellipticity. It may be shown [8] that
the polarization loss, [.POE , between two stations with RHCP generally
can be written:
E	 _	
I + RR)(1 + Ri ) + 4R TRR * T - R') (1- 	 R^ cos 20 (3-101)1POE'2(1 + R 
R 
1 +RT 2) f!
I
where RR is the receiving antenna axial ratio, R T is the transmitting
	 t	 °'
antenna axial ratio, and	 is the angle between the major axes of they
polarization ellipses.
In general, the relative orientation of the polarization
ellipses is not known. Therefore, 0 is assumed random between 00
and 901 (for greater than 90°, the pattern repeats since the angular
factor is 2^). If the polarization loss is denoted by L POE (^), then
EPOL(0°) is a maximum (favorable), L POE(90°) is a minimum (adverse),
and LPOE(451 is the average value. Figure 3.33 presents a plot of
LPOL(45°) versus transmitter and receiver antenna ellipticities.
3.2.6.4	 Antenna feeds and cables	 j
The antenna system looking outward from the transmitter (or
from the receiver) consists of a transmission line (waveguide or
coaxial cable), the antenna reflector (or device), and a feedhorn
(or feeding device). The antenna feeds and transmission lines, as
well as any included circulators, directional couplers, filters, and
switches, attenuate the transmitter or receiver signal. This power
loss due to attenuation from the transmitter to the antenna is defined
as the transmitter circuit loss, L T . Similarly, the loss due to	 '.
signal attenuation between the antenna and the preamplifier in the
receiver is defined as the receiver circuit loss, LR.
C
7%.
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These circuit losses must be measured to find the actual
radiated and received powers. The individual component losses are a
complex function of both dissipative and mismatch (reflective) losses,
which are commonly lumped together as insertion losses used to charac-
terize the net attenuation of LT
 and LR . However, the mismatch loss
concept is somewhat misleading in that the reflected waves from each
component in the system combine such that the total system circuit loss
is not truly multiplicative. The concept of impedance transformations
is required to account for the mismatch losses of the final circuit, and
it is therefore essential to actually measure the final total attenuation
of the entire circuit. The individual insertion and mismatch losses of
each component are specified to be as low as possible to ensure that the
final circuit losses are reasonable.
The mismatch loss, LMM (in dB) is equal to
LMM = 10 log (1 - [PI 2 ) ,	 {.3_102}
where the reflection coefficient p is obtained by the ratio
IpI = Ireflected voltage/incident voltagel, which is obtained
from voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR) measurements:
VSWR 4 1 +
	 = maximum peak volta- e 	 (3-103)
- T-- - Ipl	 minimum peak voltage
Figure 3.34 plots L MM versus VSWR.
The final total system mismatch loss then can vary depending
on the circuit configuration because it relies on the phase relation-
.ships of reflected waves (i.e., VSWR) of each component in the system,
The insertion loss consists of both the attenuation and the mismatch
by
	
	 losses so that it characterizes the decrease in available signal output.
Due to the complex nature of the cascaded mismatch losses, the total
system insertion loss can be obtained only by measurement of the final
system configuration.
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LS (dB) = 37.796 + 20 log10 d + 20 logl0 f ' (3-108)
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The basic communication transmission path for space communi.
cation consists of a propagation medium whichA s a vacuum (i.e., free
space). However, significant effects may be observed if the RF signal
is transmitted through the atmosphere and ionosphere to the ground.
The atmosphere and ionosphere may alter the signal power, the frequency
spectrum, the signal phase relationships, and the ray path because of
their dissipative and dispersive nature.
3.2.7.1
	
Space loss
The power PR available at the aperture of a receiving antenna
from an isotropic transmitting antenna is equal to the ratio of the
area of the receiving antenna aperture A R to the area of a sphere whose
radius is the distance d between the two antennas times the power out-
put of the transmitting antenna P T . Thus,
P =	
q 
R	 P	 (_3-104)
R	 V47td') T
But, substituting for AR from (3-94),
PR =	 (4-7rd— '	
(3-105)
T	
GR
The so-called space loss LS is defined as
L S = (4h }2 '	 (3-106)
For d in kilometers and the carrier frequency f in MHz, the space
0	
loss can be expressed in dB as
LS (dB) = 32,446 + 20 log 10 d + 20 log 10 f	 (1-107)
or, if d is in nautical miles,
Im i
P
^a.
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3.2.7.2 Atmospheric and ionospheric effects
When an RF signal passes through an atmosphere, it is altered
in a manner generally inimical to communication systems performance. The
communication system designer must be aware of atmospheric effects since
they can have a large effect on signal power, system noise temperature,
system frequency choice, and even antenna pointing. The major effects
on signals at S-band and higher frequencies are:
(1) Attenuation of the signal caused by weather conditions
such as rain, clouds, wind, snow, etc.
(2) Increase in the system noise temperature due to weather
(3) Rending and defocusing of the signal due to the differ-
ential index of refraction between the atmosphere and the ionosphere.
Weather conditions at the ground station can cause severe
attenuation of the electromagnetic signal. The effect is frequency
dependent so that, while X-band and higher frequeocy signals are
severely attenuated, the effect on an S-band signal may be negligible.
The atmosphere contains oxygen, water vapor, and water droplets which
absorb and reradiate electromagnetic waves. Since the oxygen content
is fairly constant in time, it produces a constant background noise,
However, the water vapor and water droplet content of the atmosphere
fluctuate radically in time and in geographical location as the weather
changes.
The atmospheric water content causes two major effects:
attenuation and increase in noise temperature of the ground system,
At centimeter wavelengths, attenuation is caused primarily by water
droplets of rain and fog, with rain the major offender. For s lain, the
attenuation depends on such parameters as drop size, geometry and dis-
tribution, rain rate, signal propagation distance, and the signal fre-
quency. For clouds, the attenuation depends on the water content and
cloud thickness.
The attenuation due to rain increases with frequency and
increasing precipitation rate. Figure 3.35 shows the frequency depen-
dence of attenuation due to rain and fog. The contribution to the
atmospheric loss, LA , due to rain is a function of equivalent path
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length through the rain. Fi-re 3.36 shows the equivalent path length
versus elevation angle for various rainfall rates. At very heavy rain
rate , R > 40 mm/hr, the effective path length is equal to 4 km and is
nearly independent of elevation angle.
At frequencies above 10 GHz, the atmospheric attenuation due
to water vapor and oxygen can have significant effects on the communi-
cation link. These effects are even greater at some frequencies than
the effects of rainfall. Curves for both 0% and 100% humidity are shown
in Figure 3.37. dater vapor causes the peaks at 22.2 and 183.3 GHz, and
oxygen causes a family of absorption lines at 60 GHz (56-65 GHz) and an
isolated line at 118.8 GHz, as shown in this figure. The curves show
the minimum attenuation values that occur between the oxygen absorption
lines. Hence, the individual lines are not visible ;^t 60 MHz in Fig-
ure 3.37. The very high attenuations at the oxygen absorption frequen-
cies, which are over 100 d8 more than the background, render these fre-
quencies unusable for earth/satellite links.
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Attenuation for other elevation angles 0e can be computed
using the effective path length r as related to the vertical extent
of the troposphere r  =10 km and the effective earth radius r0:
h
r = rO sin ee + rv ( 2r0 + rv ) 1/2 - r0 sin ee .	 (3.109)
The total attenuation A (dB) for a given effective path length r
relative to the vertical attenuation A  (dB) is given by A/A v = r/rv.
Oxygen and water vapor attenuation, as a function of elevation angle,
P	 is plotted in Figure 3.38, using data for standard atmospheric con-
ditions and the value of r calculated above.
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Another frequency-dependent attenuation effect is ionospheric
scintillation. Ionospheric effects are of primary importance at fre-
quencies below 1 GHz. However, even at the microwave frequencies
above 1 GHz, the effects can still be of significance.
Ionospheric scintillation is caused by irregularities in the
the night-time i=-layer ranging from 200 to 600 km in altitude. The
irregularities appear to be elongated regions with the major axis
parallel to the earth's magnetic field lines. Axial ratios greater
than 60 to 1 have been measured. The effect of these irregularities
Is to alternatively produce signal enhancement and negative fades.
The refractive index of the ionosphere is a function of radio fre-
quency, and irregularities in the ionosphere have progressively less
effect as the frequency increases. The exact nature of the frequency
dependence appears to depend somewhat on the ionospheric conditions,
but the absolute value of the scintillation attenuation seems to vary
approximately as the square of the wavelength.
Measured data for a 95% confidence of fading less than a given
value yield results generally consistent with the following:
f 250 MHz 2.3 GHz 7.3 GHz
Attenuation, dB 22 dB 2 dB <0.5 dB
For the most part, scintillation effects above 7.3 GHz are practically
absent.
For wideband signals, the phase distortion of the ionosphere
becomes an important factor. For propagation through a uniform
ionosphere, the phase shift can be written as [12]:
S =	 ^w2 - wp )/c 2	(.3-110)
where
2
	
wp = m = 324 7A	 ( 3-111)
and	 0
c = velocity of light in free space (m/sec)
= 27rf, radian frequency (rad/sec)
T)
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)
q - electron charge (coulombs)
C  = dielectric constant of free space .
For propagation through distance r, the total phase shift is 0 = Or.
T(. 
=etermzne t he phase distortion, 3 can be expanded in a power
series about the center frequency we as follows.
2
= o r -- r R(m c) + & -w^	 Iw + Z Cw - wc) 2	 ...
c	 dw m c
r 
w-w2)1/2 + w c Cw-w c) - wp Cw - w^2 } 
.,
C W
c2 
p 	 2- w 2 2 2 ( w 2_ w	 (3-112)
(WC	 P^	 1c	 P)
The first term of the expansion is a fixed carrier phase shift which
does not affect the correlation amplitude. The second term repre-
sents a fixed delay which the receiver tracks. The third term is
the first actual distortion term 0d. Thus,
	
rw 2 Cw-WC) 2 	rw2Cw-w
 c
)2
Od(w-wc	 p)	
" 2c w2-w213/2 	 2c w3	
for wp <wc .	 (3-113)
c	 p	 c
For notation convenience, let
	
W  = w-wc	(3-114)
rw2
and
	 D = --- 3	 ( 3-115)
2c wC
To determine the performance loss due to phase distortion, consider that
the transmitted spectrum is ideal rectangular bandpass filtered to band-
width 2B. The ionsophere then distorts the phase.
The correlation output of a wideband PN spread spectrum signal
can be found by multiplying the filter characteristic times the filter
response, then tatting the Fourier transform. Thus, the peak correlation
R(Q) is given by
i
It
F
IL 4.
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Tc	 " sin (m0 Tc/2 2 ej
^'R(0)
	
0 dw	 (3 116)I	 i 271 
-TrB	 Wo C/2	 0 '
where 
Tc is the PN chip duration. Equation ( 3-116) is numerically
evaluated ( step size Sw = 27r/100 Tc ) in Figure 3.39 for correlation
loss (performance loss). dote that the loss can increase as the
bandwidth becomes wider due to phase cancellation when the distortion
is present. The normalization in Figure 3.39 is the phase distortion
at the first null. That is,
Od [27r/Td = 47r2D/T 2 = Phase distortion at first 	 (3-117)
c	 null (in radians).
In Figure 3.39, the performance becomes significant when the
phase distortion becomes greater than 1 radian. Therefore, the maximum-
allowed distortion for a PN system might be set at 2 radians. Then,
^	 2
Od (wd = 2 = r---- 3 (T^72 	(3-118)
2c we	 c
or the maximum allowed chip rate Rc = 1/Tc is
2c f3
(3-119)
-	
Rc <	
rr fP
It may be noted [13] that a worst-case value of N r is roughly
2 x 101$ electrons/m2 . Assuming r = 105
 m for this worst case, then
N = 2 13 electrons/m3 and, from (3-111), fp = 40 MHz. For S-band at
f =
c	
2200 MHz, the maximum-allowable PN chip rate is 113 MHz.
(11
sIS.
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3.2.8	 System Noise
Noise and interference from other communication systems are
two factors limiting the useful operation of all radio equipment.
There are a number of different sources of radio noise, the most
important being atmospheric noise, galactic noise, man-made noise,
D and receiver noise.	 The levels of noise may be expressed in various
ways; perhaps the most convenient way is to refer the received noise
power to the thermal noise power at a reference ambient temperature
of 290°K.
In estimating the noise level at the receiver due to external
sources, the gain and orientation of the receiving antenna must be
considered.	 Since, in general, the available noise power is propor-
tional to bandwidth, it may be expressed in terms of an effective
antenna noise factor fa , which is defined by
N	 T
aB - 
a	 (3-120)fa	 kT	 T0	 0
r ^;
wh , rie	 Na = noise power available from an equivalent 1 nss-free
antenna (watts)
k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38x 10 ­23 watts per ''K per Hz
TO
 = reference ambient temperature, taken as 290 K
10
B = effective receiver noise bandwidth (Hz)
/ T	 = effective antenna temperature in the presence of
/ a	 external	 noise (°K); that is,
N Ta	 =	 kB	 (3-121) 
3.2.8.1	 Sources of	 noise
Figure 3.40 summarizes the sources of noise for a ground
terminal.
	
The noise level
	 fa (i.e., fa in dB) above kT0B is shown
in Figure 3.40, as well as T 
	 (in °K), as a function of frequency
for the more important sources of radio noise. 	 Atmospheric noise
curves [14] are shown for New York City for the summer nighttime and
winter daytime.	 These two curves represent the extremes in expected
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levels of atmospheric radio noise at this location. This atmospheric
noise is mostly produced by lightning discharges in thunderstorms.
The noise level thus depends on frequency, time of day, weather,
season of the year, and geographical location. Subject to variations
due to local stormy areas, noise generally decreases with increasing
latitude on the surface of the earth. Noise is particularly severe
during the rainy seasons in areas such as the Caribbean, East Indies,
equatorial Africa, northern India, etc, However., note from Figure 3.40
that this atmospheric noise is not a significant contribution to the
total system noise for UHF and higher frequencies.
FREQUENCY IN ME"KRTZ
Figure 3.40. Median Values of Average Noise Power
Expected from Various Sources
(Omnidirectional Antenna Near Surface)
Noise due to atmospheric absorption can be of importance above
1 GHz when low-noise amplifiers are employed at the receiver. The sky
temperature for an infinitely sharp beam is given in Figure 3.41. For
For an elevation angle of 0.1 radian, the typical effective sky tempera-
ture is 13 K for 1 GHz and 25 K at 10 GHz, increasing to 80 K at 20 GHz.
Galactic noise may be defined as the noise at HF caused by
disturbances that originate outside the earth or its atmosphere. The
chief causes of such radio noise are the sun and a large number of
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discrete radio sources distributed chiefly along the galactic plane.
Galactic noise reaching the surface of the earth ranges from about 15 MHz
to 100 GHz, being limited by ionospheric absorption at the low end of the
spectrum and by atmospheric absorption at the high end. In practice, the
importance of galactic noise is restricted to frequencies no lower than
about 18 MHz by atmospheric noise, and to frequencies not higher than
500 MHz by receiver noise and antenna gain, as shorn in Figure 3.40. How-
ever, with a high-gain receiving antenna directed at the sun, the antenna
noise temperature may exceed 290 K at frequencies as high as 10 GHz.
Figure 3.42 shows the level of galactic noise in decibels
relative to a noise temperature of 290 K when receiving on a half-wave
dipole. The noise levels shown in this figure assume no atmospheric
absorption typical of spacecraft and refer to the following sources of
galactic noise.
Galactic Plane: Galactic noise from the galactic plane in
the direction of the center of the galaxy. The noise levels from other
parts of the galactic plane can be as much as 20 dB below the levels
given in Figure 3.42.
uiet Sun: Noise from the "quiet" sun; that is, solar noise
at times when there is little or no sunspot activity.
Disturbed Sun: Noise from the "disturbed" sun. The term
disturbed refers to times of sunspot and solar flare activity.
Cassiopeia: Noise from a high-intensity discrete source of
cosmic noise known as Cassiopeia. This is one of more than a hundred
known discrete sources, each of which subtends an angle at the earth's
surface , of less than half a degree.
The level of cosmic noise received by an antenna directed
at a noise source may be estimated by correcting the relative noise
levels with a half-wave dipole (from Figure 3.42) for the receiving
antenna gain realized on the noise source. Since the galactic plane
is an extended nonuniform noise source, free-space antenna gains
cannot be realized, and 10 to 15 dB is approximately the maximum
antenna gain that can be realized here. However, on the sun and other
discrete sources of galactic noise, antenna gains of 50 dB or more
can be obtained.
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Figure 3.42. Galactic Noise Revels for a Half-Wave-Dipole Receiving Antenna
The effective antenna noise temperature is defined by
f T(n)G(n)dn
Tde = 47r fG((3-122)
 s^)dSa
47r
whare T(fl) is the blackbody temperature of the environment in the
direction sa. At 2 GHz, typical spacecraft values of T de , including
noise contributions due to surface finish errors and other antenna-
generated sources, are
Tde = 50 K, no bright noise sources occupying a significant
fraction of the beam
Tde = 200 K, entire beam intercepted by the moon
Tde = 290 K, entire beam intercepted by the earth
Tde = 43,000 K, entire beam intercepted by the sun.
The effective antenna noise temperature (brightness temperature)
decreases significantly as the RF frequency is increased above
2 GHz, as is shown in Figure 3.43.
The remaining external noise source shown in Figure 3.40 is
man-made noise. The amplitude of man-made noise decreases with in-
creasing frequency and varies considerably with location. It is
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due chiefly to electric motors, neon signs, power lines, and ignition
systems located within a few hundred yards of the receiving antenna;
certain high-frequency medical appliances and high-voltage transmission
lines may, however, cause interference at much greater distances.
The average level of man-made noise power can be 16 dB or more higher
in urban than in suburban areas of the United States; in remote rural
locations, the level may be is dB below that experienced in a typical
surburban site. In quiet remote locations, the noise level from man-
	
'	 made sources will usually be below galactic noise in the frequency
range above 10 MHz.
Propagation of man-made noise is chiefly by transmission over
power lines and by ground wave; however, it may also be by ionospheric
reflection at frequencies below about 20 MHz.
Measurements indicate that the peak level of man-made noise
	
y	 is not always proportional to bandwidth for bandwidths greater than
about 10 kHz. According to the best available information, the peak
field strengths of man-made noise (except diathermy and other narrow-
band noise) increase as the receiver bandwidth is substantially
increased for bandwidths greater than about 10 kHz, as shown in
Figure 3.44.
s
Receiver Bandwidth, kHz
Figure 3.44. Bandwidth Factor for Man-Made Noise
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Internal noise sources are referred to as receiver noise,
and the Ri:
 and IF stages, mixers, etc., often acid more noise to the
system than the external noise. In the next subsection, receiver
noise is computed and added to the external noise in the proper way
to compute the overall system noise temperature.
3.2.8.2 Noise temperature, figure and spectral density
In the system considered here, the noise contribution to the
signal can be a,sproximated by an additive white Gaussian process. Thus,
the noise power into the detector is equal to the system noise spectral
density, Ng, times the system noise bandwidth, Bn.
The two-sided noise bandwidth, B nj , of a system element j is
defined by:
ZTr -00
 
f
o
G . (^ w)dw
	
Bnj	 G . r	 (3-123)
3	 max
where G  W = JHj 0 01 2 is the gain function of the element j, HjOW)
is its frequency characteristic, and i=4­7 .
Bnj can be viewed as the bandwidth of an ideal bandpass filter
whose maximum response is the same as that of Hj (im) and whose output
power in the presence of white noise is equal to that of Hj O W).
The system noise bandwidth is then:
^Co
 G ( f )df
B -	 m s	 (3-124)
	
n	 G ( f )lmaxs
_ where
M
G (f) = 7 G•( f )	 (3-125)
	
S(f)
	 j=1
is the system gain function of a system of M elements.
The contribution to the noise spectral density of a system
element j, NGj , can be represented by
NGj = kTj Gj ,	 (3-126)
i
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where
k = Boltzmann's constant
Gj = gain of element j ° [G3(f)]max
Ti  effective noise temperature of element J.
The effective noise temperature T
i 
is that temperature at the input to
a noiseless element which would result in a noise spectral density N 0
at its output.
The effective system noise temperature can be found by con-
sidering each element separately and combining them, as shown in the
following paragraphs.
System Noise Temperature, TeS . R receiving system is a cas-
cade of electronic elements, each of which contributes noise power to
the system. The total noise power depends on the gains and bandwidths
of the various components. Since the ratio of signal power to noise
power into the detector determines the system performance, it is vital
to know the noise power contribution to the system.
It is convenient to replace the receiver by an equivalent
noise source and define the effective noise temperature, T n , of the
receiver by
'	 NG = B =k [Tn + T i ] Gs ° k TeS GS	 (3-127)
n
where
N  = system noise spectral density
N = total noise power
Bn
 = receiver noise bandwidth
T i = NGi /k, where N Gi is the input noise spectral density.
GS is the total system gain from the antenna terminals to the
measurement point, kT I GS Bn is the input noise power in the receiver band-
width multiplied by the system gain, and T i is equal to Tae , the effective
antenna noise temperature.
T  + T i is called the effective system temperature T eS , referenced
to the antenna terminals. Note that T eS differs from T  in that different
M^
{
C
G 4aA e
ref
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systems are involved. The theory is identical for both, but it is
convenient to use T  sint.e T, is an exogenous variable.
Noise Temperature of an Element. The effective noise temper-
ature referenced to the input of an element can be determined from the
ratio of input to output SNR. For a physical temperature T ij at the
input to element j, w- define the noise factor or noise figure NF of
element j by
NFj(Tij) = SSin IN in'
autj outj
where
(3-1''8)
v
C
4:
S inj = input signal power
Ninj = input noise power ° kTij 3nj
Soutj = output signal power
N
outj = output noise power
Remembering that the output noise power is the sum of the input
noise power and the noise power generated by an element, it can be.hown
that
L
TjNFj(Tij) = 1 +,
where Ti , the effective noise temperature of element j, is that
temperature at the input of a noiseless element which would result
in Noutj at the output.
. For convenience in comparing different elements, the noise
figure is usually measured at an input noise temperature:
Tij = TO = 290 K
giving
NFj = 1 + Tj/TO
or
Tj = NFj -I) To.
The unmodified term "noise figure" in the literature refers to this
NF j = NFj
 CTO) .
( 3-129)
(3-130)
(3-131)
(3-132)
^ !
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L
oNFj (Tij ) _ (NFj -1)	 +1 ,	 (3-133)
lj
so that the effective noise temperature measured at T ij is
	
T j = (NFj (Ti j) - 1) T i j = (NF i - 1) TO -	 (3-134)
For an active element, such as an amplifier, NF  determines
T  independent of the input noise temperature and the physical tem per-
ature of the input. However, for a passive element (such as a cable)
of gain G  (loss L  = I/Gj ) in thermal equilibrium with its environment,
	
Tij = Toutj = ambient temperature ° T	 (3-135)
and
NFj (T i j ) _	 = L3 ,	 ( 3-136)
J
so that the effective noise temperature of a loss is
	
TLJ = (Lj - 1)T ,	 (3-137)
where T is the ambient temperature. Mote that for a loss, the effective
noise temperature is dependent on the physical temperature of the
component. The noise factor NF  could be defined as
NFj = 1 + h - 1) 7 	(3-138)0
Since NF  for a loss depends on the physical temperature of
the component, it is not an especially useful concept and, when speak-
ing of the noise temperature of a passive element, (3-137) is used
instead.
Receiver System Temperature.
elements, passive or active, it can be
tive noise temperature can be written
T	
Bn1 + T2 Bn2
= T
	
...
n	 1 B	 G1 B
	
n	 n
For a cascaded system of M
shown that the system effec-
as
B
+	
^M	 nM	 (3-139)G 1 G 2	 GM-1 B   
-map
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where 
Ns
Tn = k B  Gs
NS = noise power contributed by the system = 
Nout " N i G s
Nout = total output noise power of the system due to N s and
the input noise
The temperatures Ti are referenced as shown in Figure 3.45.
INPUT ELEMENT	 Oi^TPUT2	 ...	 M - i	 M
1
	
T^^ I T 	 N2 TM-1	 NM-1 TM'	 NM
. Tn 
* Tj 
	
NOUT
Figure 3.45. Noise Powers and Their Associated Noise
Temperature Reference Points
For Bni = Bn , we have the more common form of the system
effective noise temperature:
	
T = T + T + ... +	
TM	
(3-140)n	 1	 G 1	 G1 G2 ... GM-1
We shall make this assumption in what follows.
!Vote that, if the gain of one element in the cascade is very
high and the noise figures of succeeding elements are not large, the
expression for effective noise temperature may be truncated after the
noise temperature term for that element. For example, if G 3 >> 1,
a,
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2
and Ns - kTn8nGs , since the noise power contributions from elements 4
to M are small.
The effective system noise temperature as defined here is the
temperature at the input to the system which would result in a noise
spectral density N O
 = kTesGs at the system output. It is also called
the system noise temperature referenced to the system input.
Frequently, the system noise temperature is noted as refer-
enced to a convenient point within the system. Thus, one may speak
of the system noise temperature referenced to the receiver input.
This noise temperature is defined as that temperature at the refer-
ence point which would result in the system noise spectral density
at the system output. What this change of reFerence point amounts to
is a lumping of the appropriate subsystem gains into the definition
of noise temperature.
The system noise temperature referenced to the input of
element j would be:
Tej = G 1 G 2 ... Gjw1 Tes	 (3-142)
and
WO = kTej (GjGj+l ... GM) = kTeS G s .	 (3-143)
The term in parentheses is called Gs and is the system gain which
follows• the reference point.
3.2.8.3
	
Cumulative noise (tandem links)
A tandem link contains one or more transponders as relays. Two
examples of tandem links are (i) the Orbiter using the TDRSS as a relay
and (2) a payload using the Orbiter "bent-pipe" mode. The bent-pipe
mode is a two-relay tandem link since the Orbiter is used as a relay
by the payload and the Orbiter uses the TDRSS as a relay. Figure 3.46
illustrates a simplified two-relay tandem link.
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In a tandem link, the desired signal, as well as noise. is
amplified through the relays. Therefore, the noise is cumulative.
Consider the example shown in Figure 3.46. The total received signal
power in the first relay is P i , which is received along with a noise
power of N1 B 1 , where Nl
 is received noise spectral density and B 1 is
the transponder bandwidth for a linear transponder. The total power
to be transmitted is P 2 , which is shared proportionately by the signal
and noise according to their respective powers. For a nonlinear
channel, the signal is suppressed or enhanced by a l
 with respect to
the noise, depending on the ratio pl ` P ] /N 1 B 1 . The output SNR is
related to the input SNR by
(SNR )OUT = a(SNR) IN	(3-144)
where, for a hard limiter, the limiter suppression factor a is given
by [16]
Tr
exP (-P) [1 0(p/2) + I1(p/21Z
(3-]45}a	
] - 4 P exp (-P) [10(p/2)+I,(p/2])2
where I n ( ) is the modified Bessel function of order n.
For the linear transponder the transmitted relay power P2
depends on the transponder gain,
P
A l = P * N	 (3-146)1	 1B 1
.and the total input power level P 1 + N 1 B 1 . Thus, the transmitted power
is
P2 = Al [P 1 + N l l l) = P2yl [l +N I B 11  1	 (3-147)
where yl
 =1/(PI + N I B,) is the denominator of the power-sharing factor
between signal and noise. For a hard-limited transponder,
ALI
P	 135
P2
 = P2yl ^al pi +, .
	 (3-148)
where y^ =1/
 Cal pl + 1D .
The signal plus noise is received by the next transponder,
along with its noise power N ZB2 , for a total received power-piss- noise
of
P3 + N2B2 = P2L2yl [Pl + N l B I] + N2B 2 	(3-149)
4	 or	 P3 + NZB2 = P2L2y I [al P1 + 1] + N2 B2`	 (3-150)
where L2 represents the system losses and gains over the second link. By
similar arguments, the transmitted power at the second transponder output
^r	 is
P4 = P3y2 ^
P2L2yl ^Pl + Nl Bl] + NZB2	 (3-151)
where the power-sharing factor
y2 " (P2 L 2y] [Pl + Nl B1] + Nh 	 (3-152)
For a hard-limited transponder,
P4 
= [PA 0'2A2 + 1]
where
PLy'p
P2 = p2 ^2 1 1+ 2	 (3-153)
Y; = "(a2P2 + l )'	 (3-154)
and the hard-limiter suppression factor is computed from (3-145) using
P2.
The signal is finally received along with ground-station
receiver noise N 
3 
B 3 for a total received power for the linear tran-
sponders of
697
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I
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P5 + N363 = P4L3y2
(1
2L2y l [P i + Ni B11 + N2B2) + N3B3
 ,	 (3-155)
where L3 represents the system losses and gains over the third link.
For the hard-limited transponders, the received power-plus-noise is
P5+N 
3 
B 3  = P4L3y2 IC92P2 + 1 I + N3B3 .	 ( 3-156)
It is seen from this example that noise is added for each
relay link. If the SNR for any of the links to the relays is small,
the relay transponder noise dominates the output power and is wasted
transmitted noise. Thus, if P 1 /N i s i >>1, the output (SNR) 9 at the
ground station for linear transponders then becomes
(SNR) g
 - P !. y PPLy2+ 
N B
71 + N 8	 (3-157)4 3 2 2L 2y 1 N 16 1	 2 2	 3 3
But, y  = 1/N i B I . Let P2L2 >> N2B 2 ; then Y2= 1/P2L2 and
P4 3L/NiBi
(SNR) g = 
P
4 L 3
+ N3 B3
(3-158)
If P 
4 
L 3 >> N 3B 3 10 then
Pi
(SNR) g = N 
B	
(3-159)
Il
which is just the received SNR at the first relay transponder. In
the cases when the assumptions P 2L
2 
>>N 
2 
B 
2 
and P 
4 
L 
3 
>>N3
 B 
3 
are not
valid, then these links add to the noise as well. In fact, if
P 
2 
L 2 << N 
2 
B 
2 
and P 
4 
L 3 << N3B3 , then in the example,
(SNR) =	 P 1	 P2L2	 4L4	 (3-160)
g	 N1B1 N2B 2 N3B3
and the SNRs for each link are multiplied together to give a very
small SNR on the ground.
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3.2.9
	
Received Signal-to-Noise-Spectral Density
In the previous subsection, SNR was used to illustrate the
contribution of signal and noise.
	 To establish the overall system
perf,. rmance, however, the parameters of most interest are:
	
( 1) the
received signal power to single-sided noise spectral density (PR/Nd
measured in dB-Hz, ( 2) the energy per bit to single-sided noise
spectral density CEb/N0) measured in dB for digital data, and (3)
demodulator output ( SNR) 0 for analog data.
The value of PR is found from the transmitter power P T by
multiplying by the system losses and the transmitter and receiver
antenna gains presented in the previous subsections.
	
The value of
N0
 is computed as described in subsection 3.2.8. 	 The resulting PR/N0
is independent of the reference point in the system and becomes a
'Y. fundamental system parameter.
	
By dividing PR/N0 by different band-
, widths, the SNR at a given point can be computed.	 For example, in the
previous subsection, the SNR at the demodulator ( or receiver) input
was used.	 In this case, the demodulator (or receiver) input bandwidth
BIN was used to divide PR /N0 to compute the (SNR ) IN .	 That is,
	 4
t
P
(SNR)IN 
r !Q_	 (3-161)0 IN
3.2.9.1	 Carrier power-to-noise spectral density
For coherent demodulators, the carrier power-to-noise spectral
density CC/NO) is an important parameter. For residual carrier PM
links,
C/NO - 
N
R
	 P^	
(3-162)
0 T	 R
	
'	 where P
T
 /P
R
 is equal to the product of the system losses and antenna
gains, and PC/PT
 is the transmitter power allocations to the residual
F
carrier. Subsection 3.2.5 presents the relationships of P C/PT for
each type of residual carrier PM. Note that another important param-
eter used in connection with coherent demodulators is the net carrier
	
_.	
signal power to noise spectral density CPNC/NO ), which is
It
94^1
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(3-163)PNC/NO ^ CC/N0) 'IF '
where LIF is the receiver IF losses which include, as shown in Figure
3.1, noise oscillator loss CLOSC), PN filtering loss CLPN], and PN
correlation loss CLCOR] for the spread spectrum case, and limiter
loss [LLIM) if a bandpass limiter is used before the phase-locked
loop (PLL). These receiver IF losses are discussed in detail in
subsequent subsections.
For suppressed carrier modulation links, C/N0
 is defined as
being equal to P R/N0 , and
1(P R
PHC/NO - CC/ N0^ LIF - N LIF	 (3-164)0
,r	 But there is additional loss included in L IF . As shown in subsection
3.2.10.2, suppressed carrier-tracking loops exhibit a squaring loss
LSQ . Included in LSQ is the miscellaneous waveform loss L WF resulting
from filtering and nonlinear distortion present in the IF amplifier
chain.
3.2.9.2	 Information energy-to-noise spectral density
The Eb/N0 is an important fundamental parameter for digital
data links. In general, E b/N
o
 is defined by
Cb/NO = ST^
	
(3-165)
0
where S• is the signal power for the particular digital data channel
and T  is the bit duration, or
T  = 1/Rb ,	 (3-166)
where R  is the bit rate. When error-correcting coding is used, it
is important to distinguish between energy per coded symbol E s and Eb.
An error-correcting code introduces parity bits into the channel and
increases the total number of symbols (i.e., information bit plus
parity bits) that must be transmitted. Thus, an error-correcting
-C
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code is described by a code rate R'(symbols/information bit) which is
E	 equal to k/n for block codes and 1/n for simple convolutional codes,
as presented in subsection 3.2.3.1. In order to transmit the bits at
rate Rb , the symbol rate must be
Rb
RS = R
	
(3-167)
Hence, the symbol duration Ts is
1 _ R	 (3-1 FS}'	 Ts	 RT
- Rs - Rb
	
b f
and the energy-per-symbol-to-single-sided noise spectral density Es/NO
is given by
E	 ST	 SRT	 E
NO = N 
S= 
N 
b 
= R NO (3-159)
0	 0	 0	 0
Thus, even though the carrier tracking loop or subcarrier -
tracking loop and the bit synchronizer operate at the symbol rate Rs,
the output of the decoder is at the information bit rate Rb . There-
fore, the fundamental parameter at the information output is Eb/NO,
whether error-correcting coding is used or not.
The received E b/NO computed from P R/N o is given by
EbA r NR P 	 PT L IF LD R	 (3-170)
	
0 (PTD)
	 b
.where Pd/PT represents the transmitter power allocations to the data
and LD is the demodulation loss. Subsection 3.2.5 presents the relation-
ships of Pp/PTfor each type of modulation. The demodulation loss L D in-
cludes the carrier phase noise loss L and the miscellaneous waveform
losses LwF presented in subsection 3..11, the subcarrier demodulation
loss LSD presented in subsection 3.2.12, and the bit synchronization
f	 loss LgS presented in subsection 3.2.13.
The demodulator output (SNR) O for analog data cannot be
expressed as straightforwardly as C/NO or EbA 	 The expression for
(SNR) O under various conditions is presented in subsection 3.2.11.2.
^+^,
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The value of (SNR) 0
 is a function of the predemodulation (S/N) I , the
peak carrier deviation AF, and the postdemodulation bandwidth B0.
The predemodulation SNR is given by
(S/N) I - (NR) L SF 	 .. l'	 (3-171)1I
where LSF is signal filtering loss presented in subsection 3.2.11.2
and 8  is the predemodulation bandwidth.
3.2.10	 Carrier-Tracking Loop
Successful transmission of information through a phase-coherent
communication system requires, by definition, a receiver capable of
determining or estimating the phase and frequency of the received
signal with as little error as possible. Quite often the data-bearing
signal is modulated on an RF carrier in such a way that a residual
component at RF exists in the overall signal power spectrum. This
component could be tracked with a narrowband phase-locked-loop (PLL)
and used to provide the desired reference signal. On the other hand,
the power contained in this residual component does not convey any
information other than the phase and frequency of the carrier. Thus,
it represents power not available for the transmission of data and
in practice, techniques that conserve energy are always of interest.
More specifically, the data is often angle modulated on a secondary
carrier (i.e., a subcarrier) which, in the absence of a DC component
in the data signal spectrum, requires some type of suppressed carrier
tracking loop for establishing the coherent subcarrier reference.
3.2.10.1 Discrete ca rrier-tracking l oops
The essential elements of a phase -locked -loop which govern
the behavior of a PLL receiver are shown in Figure 3.47. The input
signal x(t) is multiplied by the output signal of the VCO in the phase
detector. An error signal is generated which is filtered to remove
the high-frequency terms of the multiplication process. The filtered
error signal drives the VCO frequency in such a manner that the VCO
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F (s)
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AK 1 KM
 sin 0(t)	 Z (N)	 1
Kl RMS output of the VCO
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KVCO KM	 KI V2_ cosPot + 9 (t)	 KVCOC	 ^
Figure 3.47. Simple Model of a Phase-Lack
	
p
	 Loop
frequency and phase approximate the frequency and phase of the input
signal. The characteristic equation which describes the dynamic
behavior of the loop is
6(t) - 0(t) + J2V K^ sin 0(.t)
or
8(t} =
	 '	
PF	
sin o(t)
	
(3-172)
where
e(t) = input signal phase
^(t) = error signal = e(t) - e(t)
e(t) = phase estimate generated by the VCO
P = input signal power
K = loop gain
F(p) = transfer function of the loop filter
p = differential operator, d/dt
The loop order L is L= n + 1, where n is the number of poles
in the loop filter transfer function
G'
it
ft'%
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Typically, the input phase consists of modulation and
doppler due to the radial motion of the spacecraft relative to the
transmitter. Thus,
9(t) = x(t) + d(t) ,
	
(3-173)
where x(t) is the modulation and d(t) is the doppler shift.
The doppler shift can be expanded in a Taylor series to obtain
n
d ( t ) = 00 + not + Tt2 	. , .	 rp ,	 (3-174)
where
$0 = initial phase offset of the incoming signal from the
free-running VCO phase
no = frequency offset of the incoming signal from the free-
running VCO frequency
AO
 = rate of change of the incoming signal frequency
x  = nth time derivative of the incoming carrier phase,
The first three terms of (3-174) are the most important for
typical spacecraft trajectories.
A steady-state phase error 
0 s will occur when d(t) has a
finite number of Taylor series coefficients such that
n = k + 1 ,	 (3-175)
where u is the number of poles at the origin of F(s) and n is defined
in (3-174). If n> z+ 1, 0(t) is unbounded and the loop will eventually
lose lock.
Most typical spacecraft receivers use passive second-order
loop filters of the form:
1+T s
F(s) _ + cis	 (3-176)
The time constants are usually chosen with T 1
 >> T2 , so that F(s)
approaches the perfect integrator:
^	 1 + T2s
F(s) =	 for TS >>1 .	 (3-177)T
1s
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For the filter of (3-175), the PLL can track the doppler
signal
	
d(t) = c 0 + i2 0t	 (3-178)
with a steady-state phase error [17]:
	
d(t)^r	 n
'ss	
sin	
^ K
	 K	
= sin	
K	
(3-179
given that the loop is initially in lock and that no noise is present
in the loop. The phase error is commonly referred to as static phase
error and 
n0 is referred to as the doppler frequency shift.
Given that the loop is out of lock, the PLL will be able to
acquire lock in a finite period of time if d(t)= ^0 + Pot and n0 is
less than a certain magnitude, called the loop pull-in range. The loop
pull-in range must be determined experimentally since current models
are of insufficient accuracy.
If the initial frequency offset, sa 0 , is within the loop pull-in
range, the time required to achieve lock is given by [181:
t	
2 L2( r + 1 ) PO'
freq acq -	 2^r T 1
 ` r	 wL (3-180)
where wL is the PLL bandwidth, r = vTP- K z2/Tl, and the signal-to-
noise power ratio in the loop is greater than 10 dB. For SNR less
than 10 dB, the equation consistently gives the time a smaller value.
If a small rate [n0) is present in d(t), then the 
0 s will
vary slowly according to
.^	 -1	 n0	nOt	 AOT,v	
SS
= sin
	
►TVK + 2 K + ^K	
(3-181)
Eventually, the loop will reach a maximum value of ^ for which
it will lose lock. The frequency offset corresponding to this condition
is called the hold-in range of the loop.
H(s) -	 F(s) ^2_P K
S + VTP_ KF(s)
( 3-184)
1
t^
TYor. P00,111 QUALI
Also of interest is the maximum doppler rate for which the
loop can acquire phase lock. This is termed the maximum sweep rate
and is of interest because many receivers sweep the frequency over
some range in order to acquire initial phase lock in the spacecraft
receiver. The maximum sweep rate must be determined experimentally,
but a good approximation may be found from [19]:
1 - (n)-1/2 
1 
lot }
facq-	
(3-182)
ff T2
where
f	 = sweep rate that provides 90% probability of
acy	
acquisition
n = signal-to-noise power ratio in the loop bandwidth
aQ = limiter signal amplitude suppression factor
aP.0 
= limiter signal amplitude suppression factor, at
loop threshold.
According to Gardner [20], f acq predicted by (3-182) should
be reduced by F to compensate for an error in the value of loop gain
used in [19].
Two additional characteristics of PLL receivers are their
transfer function H(s) and two-sided loop bandwidth wL C= 2B0* .  The
transfer function is defined by
144
6(s) = H(s) e(s)	 (3-183)
where 6(s) and e(s) are the Laplace transforms of e(t) and e(t),
respectively.
When the phase error 0 is small, 0 = sin ¢ and H(s) is approxi-
mately:
r.
	
	
^L is the two-sided bandwidth of the PLL, BL is the single-
sided loop bandwidth. Both notations are conventionally used in the
literature.
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When the loop filter is of the form
1 + T 2s	 •^
F(s) _	
s
then,
l^T s	 1
U(S)	
l	
2	 T,	 2	
(3-185)
	
1+ T2+K^$ + 2 K S	
J
1
The loop bandwidth, wL , is defined to be
10L
	 27Tj	 1H(s)12 ds .	 (3-186)
-3«,
Using the linearized loop,
r+ l	 (3-187)WL 
= 2T2
where the assumption rT l » T2 has been used.
Receivers used in most spacecraft are of the double-conversion
superheterodyne type preceded by a bandpass limiter, as shown in Fig-
ure 3.48. The heterodyne design is employed to translate the RF signal
down to a frequency for which stable phase detectors can be built. Auto-
matic gain control is required to provide a signal whose amplitude is
within the dynamic range of the amplifier stages. The bandpass limiter
minimizes the total mean-square error of the loop over a wide range of
input SNR's. This configuration has been shown in [21] to provide near-
optimum PLL performance.
The noise-free characteristics described in the preceding para-
graphs apply to these receivers, with the exception that the amplitude
gain product, 2P K, is computed using the relation:
K = 360 aR 
K  KVC0 
M K
DC	 IS 
ec- 
1
	
(3-188)
"	
fl
RECEIVED
UPLINK
SIGNAL
-7
1
fc+
FJ
Figure 3.48. Typical Spacecraft Receiver
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where
a  = limiter suppression factor (to be discussed)
KB
 = phase detector gain (volts/deg)
KVCO = VCO gain (Hz/volt)
M = VCO multiplication factor
KOC = gain of the loop filter
In its first stage, the spacecraft receiver will generate white
Gaussian noise which is added to the received signal. This noise pre-
vents the receiver from making a perfect phase reference estimate even
in the absence of doppler shift or phase modulation.
The probability density function of the PLL phase error for a
first-order loop when the signal is corrupted by white Gaussian noise
was shown by Viterbi [22] to be:
P(0) = ex
	
I2^r Ocrojs
	
^^ s 7r 	 (3-189)
where
p(o) = probability density function of the loop phase
error at the phase detector output
n = N2PL = SNR in the bandwidth of the linearized loop,
Q	 i.e., SNR in BL
wL = PLL two-sided loop bandwidth
LO ( ) W 0th Order imaginary Bessel function
NO = input noise spectral density, W/Hz.
Bandpass limiters (a bandpass filter followed by an amplitude
hard limiter) are used in phase-locked-loop receivers to maintain a con-
stant total power at the input to the loop. This minimizes the total
mean-square error of the loop over a wide range of input SNR.
The bandpass limiter may be characterized by the filter band-
width, w 
	
If nQ is the SNR in the filter bandwidth, then the power
in the signal component of the limiter output spectrum, a2 , is deter-
mined from
a^
T (L,
 2 ^1/2 exp ^- Z } IO 2 } 	 I 1 2 }	 ( 3-190)
6
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where
 2B
ng = N2w- = 2n0
/"'LO) = n° 8^°	 (3-191)
°	 `21
and n° , defined as P/ CNowLO], or SNR in the threshold loop bandwidth
C2B
LO
), is not the SNR in 26 L at threshold in the bandpass limiter
case. The quantity a  is commonly referred to as the limiter signal
amplitude suppression.
Equation (3-190) may be approximated by the rational poly-
nomial [17]:
	
2	 0.7854. n R + 0.4768 nR2
	
aQ	
1 + 1.024 n t + 0.4768 n 2
(3-192)
which is plotted in Figure 3.49. For the linear model of a PLL, the
variance of the phase error is given by
N W
o	 =	 2PL(3-T93}
For the linear model of a PLL preceded by a bandpass limiter,
2	 NOwL	 1	 (3-194)
^0 _ k 2P ) r - T '
where r is the limiter performance factor or limiter loss [17], and
n is the SNR in B L . r can be approximated by [23]:
T + n^
r ` 0.862 +	 for ua^ > l o wL 	( 3-195)
n,
(refer to Figure 3.50). The loop bandwidth is now
_
L	
T
	
I +r	 (3-196)us
2T2 (1 + r
2
T l
where r becomes
360 {xQ K  KVC0 M K DC T 2 2
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It is useful in the design. specification and performance
analysis of PLL receivers to define a receiver threshold or design-
point condition. By convention, the design point condition occurs
when the variance of the loop phase error is unity and the variance
is represented by a linearized PLL. In actual fact, the variance of
a linearized loop is different from that of an actual nonlinear loop
when its variance is 1. The fiction that the loop is linear in the
definition of threshold is used so that the mathematically tractable
expression:
PO	
NO wLO
	
(3-198)
at threshold* can be used to define the threshold condition.
In practice, PLL receivers are designed by specifying the
threshold loop bandwidth w L0 and the receiver noise spectral density
N0 . The receiver sensitivity PO is then determined by definition
from (3-198). The limiter suppression factor at threshold may be
calculated by substituting n9,0 = 2BL0/Bt into (3-190) or (3-192) tor> s!
u	 obtain a^0.
Now the PLL receiver characteristics may be determined as a
function of a signal Ievel referenced to the threshold loop bandwirth.
For instance, the actual loop bandwidth is
V^
T
1 + r0	 1 * rOTI
wL = wL0 1----^—	 2	 .	 (3-199)
0 1 +.f
r 
,^
0I
where
ak0
2
r - 360 
a'0 KD KVCO M KDC T2 = 
ur	 ( 3-200)0	 Ti
By convention, the subscript (0) represents a threshold
condition.
..1k 11	
U kiw v
152
e
Typically, rO TI >> r2 , so that	 ORIGINAL P^,G^ ^^
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r 
0
w L - 
w 
LO -----^'— .
1 + rO
(3-201)
t
With no limiter in the system, BL/BLO = 1. However, with
a bandpass limiter, B L/BLO is a function of no, rO , and 2BL018 V
For 2B LO/BR very small (<0.002), there is no significant dependence
on this parameter. For this case and r0T1 >> z2' Figure 3.51 plots
BL/BLO versus PO , Figure 3.52 plots BL/0LO versus n, and Figure 3.53
plots n versus no for various values of rO . Note that n is the SNR
in BL , whereas no is defined as the SNR in 2B LO , and that BL/BLO
evaluated at n -3 dB is not equal to 1. This is because n o is a
definition and does not include the limiter performance factor r;
thus, the SNR in 2B LO is not the actual SNR in the phase-locked-loop
bandwidth. These curves were derived through equations (3-191),
(3-192), (3-194), (3-195), and (3-201), and the definition
2B	 0.862 + NO 
2B LO
n - 
n0
L
	 BLOB	
(3-202)
1 +r0^'
When the signal level at the input to a PLL preceded by a
bandpass limiter is so low that the loop is in its nonlinear region
of operation, phase error variance a2 is [24]:
2	
m (-1)
 
kik(n)
3 + Io (n ) k 
= 
i	 k
--- k2------ ,	 (3-^ 203 )
0
where
2P	 I	
l+r
r ]	 r0	 (3-204)
` 1 +^
u
Above a value of n of 7 or 8 dB, the linear theory results of
(3-194) hold quite accurately.
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In order to accurately demodulate the data, the SNR in the
loop n must be large enough that the probability of slipping a cycle
is very low. The loop will lose lock momentarily if the instantaneous
phase angle, 0, exceeds the range ter/2 radians. The probability of
this occurrence can be chosen to lie at some multiple of a. Then (3-193)
gives the corresponding n, and use of (3-199) and (3-194) with the prop-
er parameters gives the minimum SNR in 2B LO to provide for low probabil-
ity of loss of lock. Figure 3.53 also plots the relation between n and
ri0 for 2BLO/Bk <t 1.
Empirical results which include limiter suppression and system
efficiency suggest a minimum recommended operating SNR in 2B LO of 10 dB.
3.2.10.2 Suppressed carrier-tracking loops
Suppressed carrier modulation is an efficient technique for
transmission of digital data over space and terrestial links. Because
of carrier suppression, demodulators which use information contained
in data sidebands must be employed to provide for coherent carrier
tracking and data recovery. Such demodulators consist of either a
squaring loop, a Costas loop, or a data-aided loop.
For the purpose of the following discussion, the received
si,,nai that is input to the receiver will have the form
X(t) = /2__P_ d(t) cos wc t + n i (t) ,	 (3-205)
u
t^
0
where the input noise n i (t) is bandpass with one-sided noise spectral
density N0 [W/Hz].
The basic squaring loop is shown in Figure 3.54. The signal
x(t) is bandpass-filtered and squared (multiplied by itself) to pro-
duce z(t), which has a discrete frequency component at 2w c . The loop
locks to this component, and the output of the VCO is divided in fre-
quency by 2 and phase-shifted 90° to provide the reference r 2(t) which
coherently demodulates the carrier. The output of the data detector
is the maximum-likelihood estimate d(t) of the transmitted symbols.
The performance of the squaring loop, as measured by the vari-
ance of the phase error is related to the PLL by
I•
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Figure 3.54. Squaring-Loop Receiver
where the variance is measured as twice the phase error 0 (i.e., 20)
since the PLL in the squaring loop is tracking 2w  and n is the SNR
in BL . The squaring loss LSQ is largely a function of the SNR into
the square-law device. This loss L SQ is giver, by [251:
D
LSQ =	 m B i Rs	 (3-207)
Ks * L 2 Dm Rd
where
Dm = modulation distortion factor due to the input bandpass
filter
B i = two-sided noise bandwidth of the lowpass equivalent of
the input bandpass filter
Ks = constant depending on the data modulation spectrum
and the filter type
0 
=
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K  = constant depending on the filter type
Rs r data rate (symbols/second)
Rd = Es/N0'
The two-sided noise bandwidth B i corresponding to the input
bandpass filter is defined as
Bi =f Ht(j2Trf) 12 df	 (3-208)
where H.(s) is the lowpass equivalent of the bandpass filter transfer
function H(s). For an n-pole Butterworth filter,
(HQ(j2nf)l 2 =	 1	 2n	 (3-209)1 + ^f/fc]
Evaluating (3-208) using (3.209),
f
c	 (3-210)Bi	
sin 2n
The modulation distortion factor due to the input bandpass filter is
defined as
Dm
 JW
S(f)  I HQ [j 27rf)1 2 df	 ( 3-211)
_CO
with S(f) denoting the power spectral density (PSD) of the data modula-
tion. For NRZ coding of equiprobable independent transmitted symbols,
the PSD is
S(f) _	 1 sing C7rf/2R s) . (3-212)
Rs {rf/2Rs)
Alternately, for Manchester-coded data, the PSD is
..I
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s	 (3-219)
Rs [^f/2R^
Figure 3.55 presents the results of numerically integrating (3-213)
for Manchester-coded data and various filters.
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Figure s . 55. Modulation Distortion Factor Versus Bi/Rs
for Various Input Bandpass Filters
The two constants r and K  in (3-207) are defined as
m
1 S(f HQ( j2Trf)14df
K ( 3 .. 214 )
s -
f S(f) f W Q(j2Trf) 1 2 df
_^
and
91
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K^	
)HZ(j27rf)
	^
	
(3-215)
_m 
I Hg(j2,rf )I 
df
df
where Ks
 is dependent on both the baseband data power spectrum density
and the filter type and, like Dm , must be numerically integrated. Note
that KL is dependent only on the filter type, with K h = 1 for an ideal
R	 lowpass filter and KL
 = (2n-1)/2n for an n-pole Butterworth filter.
Using the results for Dm
 from Figure 3.55 in (3-207), Figures
3.56 through 3.58 illustrate the squaring loss L 	 versus B i /Rs with
Rd as a parameter for one-pole, two-pole, and infinite-pole Butterworth 1
filters.	 In each case, it is observed that, for a fixed R d , there
exists an optimum noise bandwidth B 	 for the input bandpass filters
in the sense of minimizing the squaring loss.	 These values of optimum
input bandpass filter bandwidth occur in the vicinity of the Nyquist
;.	 bandwidth.	 The optimum bandwidth (which minimizes the effects of the
squaring loss on loop-tracking performance) choice for the input band- {
pass filters as a function o`l Rd is illustrated in Figure 3.59. 	 These
results indicate that, as the number of filter poles increases, the
sensitivity of the optimum input bandpass filter bandwidth with SNR
ratio diminishes.
Although the numerical results given in Figures 3.55 through
3.59 pertain to the case of Manchester-coded data, similar results for
v	 NRZ data (or any other data format) can be easily obtained from (3-207).
In fact, the only terms in this equation which are data-format dependent
are Dm and Ks which, for NRZ data, can be calculated using (3-212) ;-ather
than (3-213)	 in (3-211) and (3-214). 	 Figure 3.60 plots Dm in dB versus
the ratio B i/Rs for single-pole, two-pole, and infinite-pole Butterworth
filters, the latter being equivalent to an ideal lowpass filter. 	 For
a single-pole filter, Dm can be evaluated in closed form with the
result [26].
Dm	1 -	 2Bi /R5
 
rl - exp (-2B i /Rs ^	 (3-216)
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The constant Ks can also be evaluated in closed form for a single-pole
filter as:
3 - C3 f 2B i /Rs) exp C 2Bi /Rs3
1 -	 4B /R
	
s	 (3-217)Ks 
r	1- 2B 1 R
	
1- exp C-2Bi /RS]
i s
Also, for an ideal filter, K s = 1.	 Further NRZ numerical results are
included as a special case of a more general problem concerning bandpass
limiters preceding the suppressed carrier-tracking loops discussed in sub-
sequent paragraphs.
The Costas loop, shown in Figure 3.61, does not require that
the input BPF have a specified bandwidth; rather, its performance depends
upon the specification of the two lowpass filters, G(s).
	 Actually, the
Costas loop is nothing more than a lowpass version of the squaring loop
and has the identical stochastic differential equation as that of the
squaring loop, provided the noise spectrum formed by the filters for each
configuration is the same.	 Thus, the performance of the Costas loop and
the squaring loop have the identical performance if G(s) is substituted
for H P (s)	 in	 (3-208),	 (3-209),	 (3-211),
	
(3-214), and
	
(3-215).	 Figures 3.55
through 3.59 present the results for the Costas loop if B i refers to the
arm filter bandwidth rather than the input bandpass filter bandwidth.
It should be noted that, for both the squaring and Costas loops,
no attempt is made to optimize the receiver performance with respect to the
modulating signal d(t).
	
That is, the nature of d(t), other than its power
spectrum, plays no real part in the formation of the loop error signal. 	 An
optimum receiver would, however, make proper use of the data estimate d(t).
A receiver configuration which accomplishes this is the data-aided loop
(DAL); the basic configuration is shown in Figure 3.62 for Manchester-coded
data.	 For NRZ data, the integration limit on the integrate-and-dump circuits
would be 0 to Ts rather than the divided integration limits required for
Manchester-coded data.	 The topology of the DAL is very similar to that of
the Costas loop;	 however, there are major differences. 	 First. the data
ff detector is now an integral part of the loop.	 Secondly, the lowpass filters
I
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Figure 3.62. Costas Loop With Active Arm Filters
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G(s) are not required, and the input BPF serves only to limit the total
input noise voltage.
Operation of the Costas loop with matched filters in the arms
required accurate estimates of the instants in time at which the symbols
may ci; q nae states; however, symbol synchronization acquisition with a
Costas-type loop that requires symbol synchronization would seem to
involve one of those unstable situations in which the carrier cannot be
acquired unless symbol synchronization has been obtained and vice versa.
Fortunately, this is not the case as, under certain conditions,
it is possible to obtain a good estimate of symbol synchronization even
though the carrier loop is not locked. This is qualitatively explained
in what follows.
The effect of the carrier loop being out of lock is to ampli-
tude modulate (100%) the data symbol stream by the quadrature error signal
Cos 0(t), 0(t) being the instantaneous phase error, If the symbol rate is
less than the beat-note frequency out of the coherent amplitude detector,
then the symbol synchronization loop sees ±cos ^M and the symbol transi-
tions which carry the clock information are not affected by carrier lock.
The fact that amplitude modulation exists at the beat-note frequency can
be accounted for in the design of the symbol synchronizer by considering
the average SNR reduction which it would see during symbol synchronization
acquisition. This is easily argued (worst-case) to be 3 dB. Thus, for a
given frequency uncertainty region assumed to be less than the symbol rate,
the symbol synchronizer can be designed such that, as the carrier VCO is
swept through the zero-beat frequency region, it acquired rapidly, thus
giving the carrier loop a coarse estimate of the clock. Assuming that
this takes place quite rapidly, the carrier VCO will acquire the swept
signal as it passes through the zero-beat region. The lock detector rec-
ognizes this state and correspondingly kills the sweep. This coupled
synchronization process does affect the receiver/bit synchronizer inter-
face, which should create no major problems in practice.
1P,
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The equivalent squaring-loss for a Costas loop which uses
integrate-and-dump circuits as arm filters is given by the simple
expression [25]:
LSQ = 11	 (3-218)
1 + 2 d
for either Manchester-coded data or NRZ coding.
At large values of Rd = Fs/N0 , better performance can be obtained
from a DAL with a hard-limiter in the upper arm of the Costas loop in Fig-
ure 3.61. In this case, the squaring-loss is given by [27]:
LSQ = Cl - 2Ps) 2
 ,
	 (3-219)
where P s is the average symbol probability of error. For P s less than
10-2 , LSQ is less than -0.2 dB.
Figure 3.63 illustrates the comparison of the squaring losses
which give the minimum phase jitter achievable with passive arm filters
to that implemented with active (integrate-and-dump sample-and-hold)
arm filters. In addition, the squaring-loss performance is compared
with that of a CW phase-locked-loop operating with the same S/N0 and no
data modulation. Typically, the active matched filter (integrate-and-
dump, sample-and-hold) gives approximately a 4 dB or greater advantage
over the passive single-pole circuit for R d <. 0 dB. For example, at
Rd = -4 dB, advantage is 5.16 dB. When compared to an ideal filter, the
improvement is typically only 4.4 dB at R d = -4 dB. This improvement
directly translates into an Affective improvement in S/N O . Also notice
that, for Rd >, 6 dB, the Costas loop with active matched filters in the
arms gives approximately the same performance (0.5 dB inferior) to that
of a CW PLL with no modulation present. With RC filters in the arms, it
is 1.4 d8 inferior at Rd = 10 dB, and 2.48 dB inferior at R d = 6 dB. On the
other hand, for two-pole Butterworth filters and ideal lowpass filters,
the performance is, respectively, 2.33 dB and 2.31 dB inferior to the CW
loop for Rd = 6 dB. In conclusion, as the SNR increases, the value of the
optimum squaring loss becomes less sensitive to the order of the filter.
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Bandpass limiters (BPL's) are used in suppressed-carrier
receivers for the same reasons they are used with the phase-locked-loop
receivers described in subsection 3.2.10.1. Ideally, one might like to
implement a soft-limiter characteristic, which serves to control loop gain
during synchronization acquisition and where the signal level is larger
than the tracking loop can tolerate. Also, the bandpass limiter serves
the additional function of protecting various loop components (e.g., the
loop phase detector, where signal and noise levels may vary over several
orders of magnitude, possibly exceeding the dynamic range of its consti-
tuent components). Once the coherent AGC loop sets the signal level to
the desired design point value, i.e., after phase lock, the soft-limiter
characteristic would manifest itself in the receiver as a linear ampli-
fier. In thin case, the limiter degradation-to-loop performance would be
effective only during synchronization acquisition.
In what follows, the tracking performance of a Costas loop is
discussed for the case where the bandpass limiter is characterized by a
soft limiter which has the transfer characteristic. [27]:
y(x) = L erf (1211 x}
where L is the peak limiter output, K is the slope of the transfer
characteristic at x = 0, and
x	 2
erf x = ?	 e-z dz .
0
Obviously, if K approaches infinity, then
(3-220)
(3-221)
In other cords, the soft limiter approaches a hard limiter. Further-
more, as K approaches zero, then
lim y(x) = Kx
	 (3-223)
K-*.O
D
It'
4	 ^ III
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which is the result for a linear amplifier of gain K (i.e, no limiter).
Thus, the parameter K represents a measure of the "softness" of the
limiter, as well as a design parameter selectable by the design
engineer. Furthermore, by applying the above limiting arguments on
K to all the results which follow, the hard,limiter and no-limiter
applications fail out as special cases of the general theory.
Consider the block diagram of the BPL illustrated in Figure
3.64. The first block is a bandpass filter (usually the IF filter)
with center radian frequency w 0
 and equivalent single-sided noise
bandwidth BH << w0/27r defined by
	
Q 
1	 m	 ^2
$	 1	 H .^ 1 dc^
	 (3-224)H
0	 c3 0)
where H(j w) is the transfer function of the filter. The second block
in Figure 3.64 is a soft limiter with input/output transfer character-
istic given in (3-220). Finally, the third block of the BPL is a
zonal filter which passes only the first harmonic Cthe term at wo)
of the limiter output. This first zone output, denoted by yl(t),
serves as the input to the Costas loop. Herein it is assumed that
the input IF filter H(s) completely passes the input signal modulation
but filters the input noise, thereby setting the input SNR.
In
	
wBPF	 ^x(t) Soft	 YL(t} Zonal	
,Y1 
BH ,Nz	 Limiter°" Filter	 !
I
Figure 3.64. Bandpass Limiter Model
t)
PH
+DTIL 	 , (3-225)
D A 'H	 1	 2
Tr (,/72 *PK) .
(3-226)
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The a l
 is the limiter amplitude suppression factor defined in
(3-190). However, for a soft limiter,
t
	
where PH Q P/N 0BH is the SNR input to the limiter and D is a "softness"
parameter defined by
,,
kv
tl?
9
Note that, as K-}­, D goes to 0, n. goes to pH , and the suppression
factor is for a hard limiter. The parameter P 1 =.8/7T 2  represents the
fraction of the signal-plus-noise power that falls in the first zone
output.
The equivalent limiter suppression factor as for a Costas
loop depends on the noise variances at the phase detector, as well as
the filtered data. It is of interest to compare the signal suppression
for the Costas loop a s 2 to that of the CW loop preceded by a soft BPL,
Figure 3.65 gives this comparison as a function of IF SNR and for a
single-pole RC filter in the arms of the loop. In this figure, the
optimum bandwidth-to-data-rate ratio is chosen so as to minimize the
combined limiter-squaring loss. Notice that a s 2 changes by approxi-
mately two orders of magnitude as pH varies between -20 dB and -5 dB;
as one would expect, the loop bandwidth and the square of the loop
damping would also vary by this amount over the dynamic range of the
SNR PH. Figure 3.66 illustrates this variation in the loop bandwidth
versus pH for those values of B i /Rs which minimize the combined limiter-
squaring loss. Although the curves in Figures 3.55 and 3.66 have been
drawn for the single-pole RC filter, these results are virtually insen-
sitive to the choice of arm filter type.
Now consider the evaluation of the modulation distortion fac-
tor, Dm , when the input modulation m(t) is an NRZ coding of equiprobable
independent transmitted symbols. Since it is assumed that the input IF
filter bandwidth is wide enough so as not to distort the modulation, the
evaluation of Dm
 (due to the arm filters) is independent of the presence
.W/
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of a BPL. Figures 3.67a-d illustrate the squaring loss L SQ versus Bi/Rs
and D, the "softness" of the BPL, for two (low and high) values of Rd
as a parameter for single-pole and infinite-pole Butterworth filters.
The IF filter is assumed to be a Gaussian filter. The dotted curve on
each figure corresponds to the hard-limiter case, whereas the curves
for D= 200 essentially represent the results for the no-limiter case,
i.e., D= m.
 In each case, it is observed that, for fixed values of D
and Rd , there is an optimum bandwidth B  for the arm filters in the
sense of minimizing the squaring loss. These values of optimum arm
filter bandwidth occur in the vicinity of the Nyquist bandwidth. As an
example, for the ideal lowpass filter, the optimum ratio B i /Rs varies
from 1.0 to 1.6 as R_ varies between -10 dB and +10 dB and D varies
between 0 and 200.
Figure 3.68 plots the ratio L (in dB) of L SQ computed for the
Costas loop preceded by a BPL with the L SQ for the same Costas loop in
the absence of the BPL at the optimum values of B i /Rs as a function of
Rd,
3.2.I0.3	 Unbalanced QPSK carrier-tracking Ioops
Unbalanced quadriphase-shift-keying (UQPSK) used on the Ku-band
return link is an attractive means for transmitting two digital data
streams which have different average powers. The two data streams are
not constrained to have identical data rates nor must they have the
same data format, e.g., one might be an NRZ sequence and the other a
Manchester code. In fact, it is the difference in data rates which
causes the imbalance of power when it is desired to have symbol energies
and therefore error rates on the two channels within the same order of
magnitude.
When the unbalanced power ratio is large (e.g., approximately
4:1 or greater), a biphase Costas loop, as presented in subsection
3.2.10.2, is more efficient for carrier tracking than the normal QPSK
fourth-power tracking loop. To characterize the Costas loop for carrier
tracking of UQPSK, L SQ must be computed. The analysis of the Costas
loop for tracking UQPSK is given in [29-311. Using these results, the
evaluation of L SQ can be obtained for each case of interest.
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As a numerical illustration, consider the case where the
low-rate modulation m 1 (t) is Manchester-coded data, the high-rate modula-
tion m2 (t) is NRZ data, and the arm filters are single-pole Butterworth
(RC) filters. Then Figure 3.69 illustrates (for fixed fractional chan-
neI powers n l and n2 corresponding to a 4:1 power ratio on the two chan-
nels) the behavior of LSQ as a function of the ratio of two-sided arm
filter noise bandwidth B  to the higher of the two data rates R2 = 1/T2,
with the ratio of data rates R2/R1 and PTT2/N0 as parameters, where
P 
T 
A 0 is the total power-to-noise spectral density, Assuming P T/N0 to
be fixed, the variation of squaring loss with P TT2/N0 directly reflects
the eff , -t of changing the high data rate R 2 . Furthermore, at low
values of B i /R2 , we observe from Figure 3.69 that additional interesting
peaks and valleys of the squaring loss characteristic occur. These
extremes represent tradeoffs between SxS distortion and cross-modulation
noise or SxN power, depending on which of the latter dominates the total
noise.
The corresponding numerical evaluation of the tracking jit-
ter, for a fixed ratio of arm filter noise bandwidth to the loop noise
bandwidth (B i /B0 is shown in Figure 3.70. The minimum values of a 0 for
soma ratios of R 2/RI represent best design points when the combined
effects of NxN distortion and cross-modulation noise or SxN power is
minimal. Assuming PT/N0 to be fixed, the variation of a 0 with PTT2/No
is shown in Figure 3.71. As is intuitively true, the tracking jitter
performance improves with the increase of PTT2/N0.
In a Costas loop study for biphase modulation [25], it was
demonstrated that considerable improvement in tracking performance
could be obtained by employing active arm filters of the integrate-
and--dump type as upposed to passive arm filters. An investigation to
determine if a similar performance improvement can be obtained for an
unbalanced OPSK modulation is presented in detail in [29].
It is observed from the previous discussion that, for given
values of the data rate ratio R2/R 1 , power ratio P l /P2 , and total SNR
in the high data rate bandwidth PTT 2/N 0 , an optimum arm filter band-
width Cor equivalently, B i /R2) exists in the sense of maximizing LSQ
(i. e., minimizing the squaring loss). Using that value of Bi/R2,
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CBi/R2)opt, and defining the corresponding value of L SQ by CLSQ)opt , the
!
minimum improvement in tracking performance (or, equivalently, in squar-
ing- j oss performance) obtained by employing active integrate-and-dump
arm filters as opposed to active arm filters is given by I= LSQ/CLSQ]opt,
where LSQ is used to denote the squaring loss of the Costas loop with
integrate-and dump arm filters.
Closed-form expressions for LSQ are derived in [29] for all
combinations of NRZ and Manchester data formats for the two channels
and both synchronized and unsynchronized symbol clocks. 	 As an example,
assuming single-pole (RC) arm filters as the basis of comparison for
the Costas loop with passive arm filters and assuming unsynchronized
symbol clocks for the Costas loop with integrate-and-dump filters, Fig-
ures 3.72 and 3.73 illustrate I 	 (in decibels) versus the channel	 power
ratio P l /P2 with the data rate ratio R2/Rl as a parameter and values
of total power-to-noise ratio P TT 2/NO typical of coded and uncoded
systems.	 It is observed from these figures that the improvement in
squaring-loss performance of using integrate-and-dump arm filters as
opposed to single-pole arm filters is an increasing function of P1/P2
and depends heavily on the choice of data formats for m l (t) and m2(t).
Similarly, using many numerical 	 illustrations,	 it is shown
[29] that, for a fixed ratio of data rates and total power-to-noise
ratio in the higher data bandwidth, the squaring loss itself increases
with the ratio of powers in the two channels, and the rate at which
k
this loss increases 	 (i.e., tracking performance deteriorates) also
depends heavily upon the data formats in each channel. 	 Thus, it is
concluded that, when the ratio of data rates is of the same order of
magnitude as the inverse of the power ratio,	 i.e., approximately equal
signal energies in the two channels, the biphase Costas loop can be
used as an efficient demodulator of QPSK. 	 On the other hand, if the
F energy in the two channels is very unbalanced, e.g., one channel 	 is
{ coded and one is uncoded, then 	 it is still	 possible to efficiently
use a biphase Costas loop for demodulation of unbalanced QPSK, provided
the higher data rate channel 	 is Manchester coded. 	 It is understood
that the foregoing conclusions are quite general and are not intended
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to rule out specific design situations in which sufficient total
power-to-noise ratio is available to tolerate large squaring losses.
In an individual situation, one must resort to the specific numerical
results giv e n in the illustrations to determine the suitability of
employing a biphase Costas loop ro • demodulation of unbalanced QPSK.
So far, the problem of tracking an unbalanced QPSK signal
with a conventional biphase Costas loop with analog input phase detec-
tors and an analog third multiplier (the one that forms the loop error
signal) has been addressed. Because of DC offsets associated with
analog multipliers, it is common practice to hard - limit the inphase*
channel arm filter output and replace the analog third multiplier
with a chopper-type device ( switched multiplier) which typically ex-
hibits much less offset (see Figure 3.74). While it is also possible
to replace the input inphase and quadrature analog phase detectors with
switched multipliers, the impact on the resulting tracking performance
will be minimal since the arm filters will pass only the first harmonic
of t hese phase detector outputs. Thus, aside from the 8/w 2 power loss
associated with the first harmonic of a square wave, Ghe performance of
the loop would be identical to that given in the previous paragraphs for
an analog third multiplier or that to he presented here for a Switched
third multiplier. For ease of terminology, d conventional biphase Cos-
tas loop with a switched third mult.i;)lier is referred to as a "biphase
polarity-type Costas loop" or, even simpler, a "polarity-type Costas loop."
Generally speaking, introduction of a limiter (hard or soft)
into a system results in signu! suppression, the aMi nt of which is a
function of the 5NR at the limiter input. This signal suppression in
turn reduces the total loop gain arid, as a consequence, the loop band-
width. Another potential problem with the limiter under strong signal
conditions is that 0^ may inc.rea-w the tendency of tho loop to false lock.
For unbalanced quadripnase, we shall arbitrarily refer to the
in-ph se channel as that corresponding to the point of data extraction
for the higher power signal
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The tracking behavior of the polarity-type Costas loop with
.jnbalanced QPSK input is discussed in detail in [29] and its performance
compared to that of the conventional Costas loop. In particular, for
the case of single-pole Butterworth (RC) arm filters and a particular
combination of NRZ and Manchester-coded data on the two channels, the
squaring loss (tracking jitter penalty relative to a linear loop) is
evaluated and illustrated as a function of the ratio of arrit filter band-
width to higher data rate and total signal power-to-noise ratio in this
higher data Nate bandwidth. Also numerically illustrated is the corre-
sponding mean-squared tracking-jitter performance as a function of these
same receiver parameters. A summary of the results is given as follows.
Figure 3.75 illustrates the variations of L SQ versus B i /R2
 with PTT2/N0
as a parameter. Superimposed on these curves (in dashed lines) are the
corresponding results obtained from Figure 3.69 for the biphase Costas
loop with passive arm filters. It is observed from these numerical re-
sults that, for high SNR, the hard-limited loop actually outperforms the
conventional loop and, depending on the data rate ratio, the improvement
(in terms of squaring loss) might be as high as '.8 dB. Also, for a given
SNR and an arm filter bandwidth to high-data rate ratio, the squaring loss
does not change significantly with data rates when the ratio of the data
rates is high. This is particularly true for small values of arni filter
bandwidth to high-data rate ratio. A comparison with the dotted curves
of Figure 3.75 reveals that the same i5 not true for the conventional
Costas loop with passive arm filters. flnwever, the fact that the polarity-
type Costas loop produces an improvement in tracking n p rformance at high
SNR over the biphase Costas loop with passive arm filters is not surprising
in view of similar results recently demonstrated for biphase modulation [22].
3.2.10.4 PN spread spectrum , tra cki nq loops
There are two PN tracking-loop configurations which are used
extensively in PN spread spectrum communication systems These loops are
the delay-lock-loop (DLL) shown in Figure 3,76 and the tau-dither loop
(TDL) or time-shared loop shown in Figure 3.77. Consider the noncoherent
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noncoherent delay-locked-loop illustrated in Figure 3.76. The input
signal x(t) is cross correlated with advanced and retarded versions
of the local PN code-generator sequence. The results of these cross-
correlation operations are then bandpass-filtered, squared and dif-
ferenced to produce an error (discriminator) characteristic. The
loop is closed by applying this differenced output to a loop filter
and voltage-controlled clock (VCC) that drives the PN code generator
from which the PN reference sequence is obtained. When the advance
(and retard) interval is equal to one-half of a PN code chip, the
loop is commonly referred to as a "one-o" loop, where A denotes the
length (in seconds) of a PN code chip.
The tracking performance of the DLL is measured by the variance
of the timing jitter. For large n, to a first approximation,
2 —7
[
lot	
T 	 -	
1
2	 nLS	 (3-227)1	 ^	 - 2	 'Q
where T  is the delay error equal to T d --^d . Note that (3-227) is the
identical form as (3-206) for a squaring loop except for a factor of 8.
The LSQ for a DLL is given by
D
LSQ 	 2B./R S
^s + KL RdDm
where the terms in the expression for L SQ are identical to the LSQ
for the squaring loop in (3-207) except for a factor of 4 in the sec-
ond term of the denominator of L SQ . This factor of 4 has the effect
of decreasing the effective Rd by 6 dB. Therefore, the curves used
for the squaring loop can be applied to the DLL, and vice versa, by
adjusting Rd by 6 dB.	 Thus, if the Rd in Figures 3.57 and 3.58 is
increased by 6 dB, the L SQ for the DLL is obtained.
A more exact value of o y = 
a t/0 can be computed by performing
a nonlinear tracking performance analysis of the DLL [33]. Figures
3.78 and 3.79 illustrate [GY]min versus Rd with a = R s /BL as a param-
eter for a two-pole Butterworth and ideal equivalent lowpass filter,
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respectively. Mote that Ca y)
	
is obtained by minimizing ay with
min
respect to B
i
/Rs . It may be observed from Figures 3.78 and 3.79
that the results are relatively insensitive tm the filter type.
Now consider the noncoherent TDL illustrated in Figure 3.77
whose operation is described as follows. The received signal-plus-
noise is alternately (as opposed to simultaneously) correlated with
the advanced and retarded versions of the locally generated PN code
(thus, the name "dither" loop) to produce an error signal which, when
bandpass filtered, envelope detected and alternately inverted in syn-
chronism by the binary signal q(t), drives the VCC through the loop
filter F(s). One obvious advantage of the TDL over the DLL, which was
alluded to previously, is the fact that only a single input correlator/
filter is required, thus eliminating the problems of gain imbalance and
other mismatches which are present in a two-channel loop such as the
DLL.
The tracking performance of the TDL is measured by [at/o)
which is, for large n, to a first approximation
(cq
 
2
	 1
a	 2n L' (3-229)
SQ
LSQ is the squaring loss of the TDL. Thus, a comparison of the
linear tracking-jitter performances of the DLL and the TDL depends
simply on the ratio of LS Q to LSQ , namely,
2B /R
KK ^-
L l _ s L Rd Dm	 (3-230)
LSQ	 2Bi/Rs
Ks { KL Rd Dm
where
2
2 1	
5(f)IHQ02,rf)12`HZ[i2n(--,n,- - f^ ( ^ df
°°	
2	 L 	 !^ 	 (3-231)^	 1
1
K s, = Ks	
2 11 1 nT
	
f S(f) JH Q U27rf)1 2 df
odd
_m
0
POWN, (t.)7
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r (
	
2
2 2 ^ (HQ(J2^rf)^2 NL2^\Td-f^df
KK 2— 	 (3-232)L	 L	
n=1 n"	
f W
FEodd	 ^t (j2nf)j2 df
Since the ratio of the integrals in (3_231) and ( 3-232) are bounded
by K
s 
and KL , respectively, then
Ks' < 2Ks
(3-233)
K^ < 2K 
and
L^ >1
	
(3-234)
SQ
or, equivalently, the linear theory mean--squared timing error for the
TDL is less than 3 dB worse than that of the DLL.
Although the integrals in (3-231) and (3-232) are difficult
to evaluate, Figures 3.80 and 3.81 plot K^ and KS, respectively, as a
function of B i T d for an ideal lowpass filter and Manchester-coded data
with various values of filter bandwidth to data rate, Bi/Rs.
At this point, it is reasonable to expect that, if one were
to plot L 5 versus B i /Rs with Rd as a parameter, then there would be an
optimum filter bandwidth at each value of R d in the sense of minimizing
the loop's squaring loss. Figure 3.82 illustrates the validity of this
statement for the case of an ideal filter. In Figure 3.82, B i T d is
chosen equal to 4. As B i T d is increased (typically, by lowering the
dither frequency relative to the arm filter bandwidth), the performance
penalty in comparison to the DLL also increases, approaching 1.5 dB in
the limit as B i Td approaches infinity. Clearly, this situation is never
reached in practice or theory since the assumptic: that the dither fre-
quency is large relative to the loop bandwidth breaks down in the analysis.
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Again, a more exact value of aY = aj/A can be computed by
performing a nonlinear tracking-performance analysis of TDL [33]. Fig-
ure 3.83 illustrates N)	 versus Rd with S as a parameter for BiTd
G and an ideal arm filter. Note that
C (1Y`)mi n 
is obtained by minimizing
Cr Y with respect to Bi /Rs.
3.2.11
	 Carrier Demodulation
This subsection identifies the various losses associated with
carrier demodulation. Both coherent demodulation losses for carrier
demodulation using the carrier-tracking loops presented in subsection
3.2.10 and FM demodulation losses are presented.
3.2.11.1 Coherent demodulation losses
The additional coherent demodulation losses that were not dis-
cussed in subsection 3.2.10 are noisy oscillator loss 
LOSC, 
PN despread- =
ing losses Cincluding the PN filter loss Lp N and the PN correlation loss
LCOR'' the waveform distortion loss LWF , and the carrier phase noise loss
LC In order to define losses due to demodulation, it is helpful to estab-
list the ideal performance of coherent demodulation. The most commonly
used performance measure for digital data is the probability of symbol
error P S versus Es/NO or, equivalently, the bit error probability P b ver-
sus E b/NO for no error-correction coding. For antipodal signals (binary
PSK) and ideal coherent demodulation, P S is given by [35]
Ps = Q
(FS/ No ^
where the function Q( ) is defined by
Q(x) - -3-
42_7 
fca
2_
finexp (-y2/2) dy .
X
(3-235)
(3.236)
For orthogonal signals (binary FSK) and ideal coherent demodulation,
PS is given by [35]
P s = Q	 S//NO J .	 (3-237)
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Figure 3.84 presents PS versus ES /N0 for antipodal and
orthogonal signals. The demodulation loss due to a particular contri-
bution is defined as the increase in EsIN0 that is required to achieve
the same average P S
 as an ideal coherent demodulator.
To determine the demodulation loss due to oscillator instabil-
ities, the oscillator phase statistics must be modeled and related to
commonly measured frequency stability measures. The carrier, neglecting
modulation at the input to the carrier-tracking loop, is assumed to be
of the form
It,
z
s(t)	 2P sin WOt f O(t) + d2 (3-238)
where d represents the aging effect (long-term drift) of an oscillator
and ^(t) represents the phase jitter. Several oscillators in the com-
munication link may have contributed to this phase noise. All the local
oscillators or frequency synthesizers in the transmitter upconverter,
the relay frequency translator and the receiver downconverter contribute
to the phase noise.
The phase noise ^(t) is a superposition of causally generated
signals and nondeterministic random noise. The causally generated
effects are created by changes in the oscillator temperature, supply
voltage or power--line fluctuations, magnetic field, humidity, physical
vibration, or output load impedance.
The PSO representation of phase noise relies on an assumption
of a wide-sense stationary model for the process that produced the col-
lected oscillator phase noise statistics. However, one need assume only
that the measured data is consistent with a stationary model over the
interval of interest, not that the oscillator physical noise sources are
completely stationary since, in nature, very few sources are.V	
A spectral model that has been found very useful represents
the phase noise PS g (one-sided) as:
G#(f) = k_• + k-, ^ + k- = fl--°; + k , + kor0 fr SI Sf+
random	 flicker	 random	 dicker	 white
frequency fmqueaoy phase 	 phase	 phase
walk	 noise	 walk or	 noise	 noise
white
frequency
noise
(3-239)
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The phase noise spectral density is zero outside of this
frequency range. The frequency cutoff f  may be selected as a frequency
below the fundamental frequency of the 'longest observation period.
Notice that the low-frequency cutoff is necessary if G 0 (f) is to have
finite power. However, much of the following discussion is meaningful
in the limiting case as fk -^- 0 and, indeed, some noise spectral effects
have been found at as low a frequency as one cycle per year.
The variance of ^(t) at the output of the carrier-tracking
loop is computed as
m
a^ _	 jl-H(j27rf) j2 G (f) df	 (3.240)
0
where H(j2Trf) is the two sided closed-loop transfer function of the
carrier-tracking loop. Assuming that 0(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian
process, then
P W =	 - 
a1 
exp 02/2a	 (3-241)
T	
11
For PSK modulation with a phase error c, the energy per symbol is
P s cos 2 0. Therefore, from (3-235),
	
P SW = Q( 2E s cos 2
 O/NO ^	 (3-242)
and the average probability of error is computed by averaging by the
probability density of 0; that is,
Ps =^ ar Q[ ^,cos 2 O/NO ! I exp 0 2/2a2)d^ .	 (3-243)! 427 a0
Figure 3.85 presents a set of probability of symbol error
curves as a function of E s/N0 for various values of a in degrees.
At P S = 10-4 and a^ less than 10°, LOSC is less than 0.2 dB. The
value of 
LOSC 
can be computed for other modulation types by computing
ES = PQ/RS ,	 (3-244)
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where P D
 is the data power in the baseband channel, as given in Table
3.3 and subsection 3.2.5.
The PN despreading losses are caused by filtering the PN
signal and imperfect tracking of the PN signal. The first contribu-
tion is denoted L PN and the second contribution is denoted LCOR'
Almost any communication channel required bandpass filtering
in order to reduce received interference and noise. This filtering
causes a certain amount of signal distortion and intersymbol interfer-
ence, thereby degrading the system noise performance. For a filtered
signal with parabolic phase distortion, L PN can be computed by
1	 - sinCw/2fcl
L PN	 lfc	 to/2f IH(jw}E
2
 exp (jDw') dw	 (3-245)
_"
where f  is the PN chip rate, N(jw) is the filter transfer function,
and D is the phase distortion in radians at the first null of the PN
spectrum (i.e., w = 27rfc). Figure 3.86 plots L PN for an ideal rec-
tangular bandpass filter of bandwidth 28. The loss L PN can be seen
to become significant when the phase distortion is greater than one
radian. Note that LPN can increase as the bandwidth becomes wider
due to phase cancellation when the phase distortion is present.
The PN despreader imperfect tracking causes an effective
signal loss at the punctual correlator (i.e., the communication signal
channel). This signal loss is defined as LCOR and is given by [35]:
LCOR ^ 10 log10(1 - 1.6 ay) ,
	 (3-246)
a
IL
where a  is the normalized RM5 tracking error given in Figure 3.71 and
3.78 for the DLL and in Figure 3.82 for the TDL.
The waveform distortion loss 
LWP 
is typically due to filter-
ing. The filtering may be at the transmitter or the receiver, or both.
The transmission filter is usually employed to limit the interference
with adjacent communication channels. The receiver filter is used to
reject interference from adjacent channels and keep RF front-end noise
from overloading the demodulator circuits. The filtering of the signal
i
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causes filter distortion and intersymbol interference. A filter at the
transmitter causes the filter distortion, but it occurs in the link before
the introduction of the noise. If the same filter were placed in the link
after the addition of noise to the signal, it would serve to filter out
some of the noise prior to detection and thereby tend to compensate some-
what for distorting the signal. Figure 3.87 compares the use of a symmet-
rical bandwidth-limiting filter acting as either a transmission filter or
a predetection filter. The filter chosen for this comparison is a five-
pole Chebyshev type with 0.1 dB ripple in the passband. The data filter
is of the integrate-and-dump type.
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Figure 3-87. Comparison of Transmission and Predetection Filtering
Curves of the resulting degradation for both applications
are compared in Figure 3.87 as a function of Rs/B, where B is the
3-dB RF bandwidth of the filter [36]. As Figure 3.87 indicates,
the bandwidth--limiting degradation is less for a filter used as a
predetection filter than for one used as a transmission filter.
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The lower loss is due strictly to noise rejection of the predetection
filter. With the use of other data filters (e.g., the two-pole Butter-
worth) instead of the integrate-and-dump, the improvements would be less
significant.
Using an integrate-and-dump filter, L WF increases slowly at
first with Rs/B to about the vicinity of R S/B = 0.5, beyond which the
loss grows rapidly as the filter bandwidth is decreased further. At
the point Rs/B = 0.5, the filter bandwidth is about twice the symbol
rate, which corresponds to passing only the major lobe of the signal
of the PSK signal spectrum. As the filter bandwidth shrinks inside
the width of the major spectral lobe, degradation rapidly increases.
Clearly then, limiting the channel bandwidth to the symbol rate is
out of the question. To avoid excessive degradation for this class
of filters, the 3 dB RF filter bandwidth should be at least twice the
symbol rate C R S /B <. 0.5). At the point R S/B = 0, the bandwidth-limiting
degradation is zero with the integrate-and-dump filter. Figure 3.87
shows LWF for Ps = 10-6 [PB if there is n^ Arror correction coding).
The degradation is typically smaller for larger P S , but Figure 3.87
can be used as a worst-case LWF.
T,ie carrier phase noise loss L^ is computed very similarly
to 
LOSC. 
Using P S W in (3-242) and P(^) in (3-189), then
PS = f ' Q(FH cos2 ^/NUJ ) 
ex
c roj s	 ) d^	 (3-247)2(ION
where n is the SNR in B L and, for a PLL,	 is related to the variance
of the phase error o^ by
n =	
2
(3-248)
o^
and, for a suppressed carrier-tracking loop, by
n	 =	 2 (3-249)
c2^	 SQ
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(3-250)
The loss Lo is then found by solving
n
Q 2L Es /NO } =	 Q (J2_Es cos t ^/N0 ) ex	 cos	 do .
-^	 0
Figure 3,88 plots L^ versus n as a function of E s/N0 . Note that
L is greater for the same value of n if error-correction coding is em-
ployed. Figure 3.89 plots L^ versus E b/N0 as a function of n for convo-
lutionally encoded/Viterbi-decoded data with rate 1/2, constraint length
7, and eight-level quantization (see subsections 3.2.2 and 3.2.14).
3.2.11.2 FM demodulation
An idealized FM receiver is shown in Figure 3.92. A frequency-
modulated signal of transmission bandwidth B T (}iz) is first passed
through an ideal limiter which removes all amplitude variations. The
limiter output, after filtering, goes to the discriminator which is
assumed to give an output directly proportional to the instantaneous
frequency of the signal, then to an ideal lowpass filter of bandwidth
B Hz CB < BT/2). B is the maximum bandwidth of the actual information
signal f(t) being transmitted. The unmodulated carrier plus noise is
of the form
v(t) = Ac cos wot + n(t)
= [A
c 
+x) cos wot - y(t) sin wot
= r(t) cos wot + 0(t) . (3-251)
In this unmoduiated carrier case, it is apparent that ^(t) represents
the noise at the discriminator output. In particular, since
^ = tan' 1 (x + A
c
where x and y are the inphase and quadrature noise components,
respectively, the discriminator output is given by
(3-252)
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0	 Y + lx + Ac
For large C/N a, this expression simplifies to
V	 ; = R y .	 (3-254)
Ac
The discriminator output noise is thus proportional to the time
derivative of the quadrature noise term y(t).
Since the discriminator is followed by a lowpass filter,
the spectral density of the discriminator output noise $ must be
found in order to take the effect of the filter into account, To
do this, it is simply noted that differentiation is a linear opera
tion. Hence, (3-254) indicates that $ may be considered the response
at the output of a (linear) differentiator H( ) with y applied at
the input. Thus,
S$ (f) = IH(w) l 2 Sy (f) .	 (3-255)
n
But differentiation of a time function corresponds to multi-
plication of its Fourier transform by j w. Then H(w) = jw/Ac,
I H (w)I 2 = w2/A^ , and
2
S (f) = w2 Sy(f)
n	 A,
(3-256)
As an example, first consider a rectangular If spectrum as
shown in Figure 3.91(a) where S'(f)= S y (f)= N., a constant. The two-
sided spectral density of the detected output noise is shown in Figure
3.91(b). The detected output noise can be expressed in terms of the
input carrier-to-noise ratio (C/N) i = P R A 0 8 i as
S; (f)
	
B	 ^'C/N)` B i /2 < f < B i /2	 (3-257)
n	 i
qu,
Ur 1; jP
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FM Noise Spectrum Input. Rectan9ular IF Spectrum: (a) Spectrum of Input IF Noise 
(b) Spectrum of Detected Output Noise 
Assuming an ideal lowpass filter of cut-off frequency BO at the FM 
detector output. the total output noise power is 
For a Gaussian IF spectrum with a 3-dB bandwidth equal to 
2B, the one-sided spectral density is given by 
where the parameter f 0 = 1. 7B; and N equa 15 the mean no; se power at 
the IF output. The two-sided noise spectral density at the output 
of the FM detectors is then 
2/ 2 
2 -f/ 2fO f e 
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and
2 2 -fz/0.78i
S$ (f} = 0. B{ ^ f 
e (C/N) i ,_,,.,	 (3-260b}n
It should be noted here that, in the region where f << B i , the spectral
distribution for the Gaussian IF case is very nearly equal to that of
the rectangular IF case, as illustrated in Figure 3.92.
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Figure 3.92. FM Noise Spectrum Input, Gaussian IF Spectrum:
(a) Spectrum of Input IF Noise
(b) Spectrum of Detected Output Noise
Assuming again an ideal lowpass Biter at the detector out-
put, the total output noise power for f <<B i is
B	 2 B3
(N) O = kdf
5o
DS ;(f) df = kd T (0.94)1	 0 i	 (3-261)n	 C
The signal-to- noise
 improvement ratio for the high (C/N) i and rec-
tangular IF spectrum is found as follows. As before, the (S/N) O is
defined as the ratio of the mean-squared output signal voltage (in
the absence of noise) to the mean-squared noise voltage at the output
of the ideal FM detector (in the absence of signal):
.4e; 1
c,Y
40",
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kd (AP)2-
SO 	- (3-262)
2
where k 	 is the constant of the discriminator and 60 is the peak
angular frequency deviation. Hence the output SNR for high (C/N)i
and rectangular IF spectrum is
2}	 _ 1(	 =	 2 62 NpB (3-263) 0	 0 00
For large 6, the transmission bandwidth B 	 = 2Af and (3-263) reduces to
^N
l
8	
3
3 (3-264)
1 r, o
A similar equation can be derived for the (S/N) 0 for a par-
ticular data-modulated subcarrier.
	 Consider the noise contribution
due to a particular channel	 in the baseband CO -f M )  occupying the
frequency range from f l	 to f2 . Thus,
2
f2R° N0 (f l - f2 )	 =	 Ad 2	 f	 : ' (fc + f) df. . (3-265) 
c f
f ]
For white noise, this becomes
!^	 2	 f3_ f3
d	 2	 1N 0 (f1 - f2) = Ac 2N0 	3
Let the channel bandwidth B - f., - f l and the subcarrier frequency
f5 = (fl +f 2)/2. In practice, the channel bandwidth B  <<f mj;
therefore,
(3-266)
sIt
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2
NO (fI - f2) =	 Atl 2NOBc fS	 (3-268)
It should be noted that the noise contribution of a particular channel
varies with the position of the channel in the baseband, being greater
for the high-frequency channels. The problem of noise equalization
in a multichannel system is therefore of great practical importance
in the design of communication systems.
The (S/N) C in a particular channel is readily found to be
1
2	 2
5	 )(I m _ 1 PR 
Afm
	 (3-269)N ^0 = 2 C	 iNi Bc fs - 2 NOBc fs
where Afm is the peak channel-frequency deviation. It should be noted
that the IF bandwidth B  does not affect (S/N) C . However, the IF
bandwidth does play a very important role in setting the threshold
level. Figure 3.93 shows a comparison of AM and FM receivers for
o z--4  and a = l . Note that , for 6 = 4, the FM output (S/N) 0 deteriorates
rapidly for P 
R 
A 0 
8 i less than 13 dB. For P R/N0B i > 15 dB, however,
the FM system shows an improvement of 14 dB. For a = 4, the theoretical
improvement should be 3a2 = 48, or 17 dB. For a-1, the threshold
level is experimentally found to occur at 2 dB. Above this value of
AM carrier-to-noise ratio, the FM improvement over AM is 3 dB. The
theoretical improvement would be expected to be 3a 2
 = 3, or 4.8 dB.
It should be emphasized here that the above equations for (S/N) a hold
provided (C/N) i is greater than a specified threshold level; thus,
the IF bandwidth determines the service range of the communication
systems, and consequently, it should be designed as narrow as possible
in keeping with the allowable distortion requirements.
The maximijm operating range of any communication system is
determined by the location at which the carrier falls below the
improvement threshold. When this occurs, even in ordinary double-
sideband amplitude modulation, there is a relatively sudden large
E
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Figure 3.93. Measured Characteristics, FM and AM Receivers
rise of the noise level which effectively blankets the signal. This
fact should be considered in the design of communication systems.
If the (C/N), ratio is much higher than the improvement threshold,
the bandwidth of the IF prior to the limiter can be increased many-
fold, and as long as the bandwidth is again narrowed to its optimum
value by the audio (or video) amplifier, there will be no loss in
(S/N) 0
 ratio in the final output. However, in case of the (C/N)i
ratio near the improvement threshold, widening the predetection (IF)
bandwidth to the extent that the (C/N) i ratio falls into the range
of the improvement threshold will cause a rise in noise which cannot
be eliminated by narrowing the bandwidth of the audio amplifier.
This threshold level therefore determines the point at which the
communication system fails or determines the maximum operating
range.
The FM performance presented above is degraded for narrow
IF filter and postdetection bandwidths by causing signal distortion.
Thus, there is a limit as to how narrow the IF filter bandwidth can
be made and, hence, how low the threshold can be made. The loss due
to signal distortion of the IF and postdetection filters is denoted
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LSF . While there are analytical techniques that aid in the calculation
of LSF , typically, the communication system is tested to determine LSF
since the effect of signal distortion depends a great deal on the type
of baseband signal that was modulated.
In subsection 3.2.2.2, preemphasis (or predistortion) by a
filter at the transmitter was presented as a way of improving the
(S/N) 0 at the receiver by using deemphasis. The deemphasis network
discussed in subsection 3.2.2.2 was
^;
0-
^y
^.,
el
t
where T is the time constant of the deemphasis filter. With deemphasis,
the spectral distribution of the noise power is modified by jH(j27f)j2,
and the total mean noise power at the output of the ideal lowpass filter
of bandwidth B 0 is given by
2	 2
(N)	 - kd N	 BO	 f2 df	 kd 2N (Bo - 1 tan -1 (21r6 TO,d - A	 O^	 + ,T2 2 T - A^ 	0 	 2 T	 0
c	
-g	 i 4 f
0
(3-271)
The improvement factor 
aFM 
is given by
(N)0	
_	
(27rB0t)3
(3-272)Cy
	 0	 3 27rB 0 i - tanFM 	 ^2'ffB0r^
For narrowband FM, uFM + 1. For wideband, B 0 is large, and
(27rB0T) 2
CT F .
M3	
(3-273)
Thus, for small B05 the improvement factor due to deemphasis reduces
to unity. For large B 0 , the improvement factor is proportional to
B 02 . Finally, the mean S/N output power ratio for FM with deemphasis
is given by
t
X-I I
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(3-274)
With T= 75 us and BO
 = 15 kHz, QFM : 20, or the S/N improvement due to
deemphasis is 13 dB. For 8 0
 = 21 kHz, the improvement due to deemphasis
is 16 dB.
Demodulation of FSK signals can also be performed by an FM
demodulator. in subsection 3.2.3.3, FSK signals generated by FM were
presented. The frequency discriminator demodulation approach is of
general interest because the same modulation/demodulation equipment
used for transmission of binary FSK data can then be used for trans-
mission of analog data.
The analysis of systems employing discriminator detection of
FSK is complicated by (1) the fact that it is very difficut to account
for the effects of signal distortion due to bandpass filtering and (2)
the prr5ence of non-Gaussian noise at the discriminator output and the
resulting difficulties associated with computation of error probabilities.
Many studies of error probabilities in noncoherent FSK sys-
tems have been performed. However, these studies assumed a sufficiently
broad bandpass filter in the system for negligible distortion of the
FSK signal. In fact, it is possible to make a favorable trade-off be-
tween signal distortion and input noise reduction, so these results
do not indicate error rate performance of the "optimum" FSK system
F	
employing discriminator detection.
Bennett and Salz [37] determined error rates for a binary FSK
system, taking into account the effects of distortion due to a bandpass
filter. However, their receiver model did not include a data-matched
filter after the discriminator.
y
	
	 Tjhung and Wittke [38] evaluated error probabilities for a
binary FSK system (utilizing discriminator detection), taking into ac-
count the effects of both a bandpass filter and a data-matched filter.
In order to account for the FM signal distortion due to bandpass fil-
tering, a periodic modulating signal (a 30-bit pseudorandom sequence)
was used. The particular sequence used was 11000 00101 10111 00111
11010 01000, and it was determined that the FBI spectum for this signal
^11
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was a good approximation to the spectrum for FM by a random binary signal.
The predetection bandpass filter was assumed to have a symmetrical pass-
band and a linear phase characteristic. Results were obtained for two
filter models--rectangular passband and Gaussian passband. Using Rice's
click theory of FM noise, Tjhung and Wittke computed overall error prob-
abilities by taking the average of the error probabilities for the indi-
vidual bits. A number of error rate curves were calculated as functions
of Eb/N0 (for the unfiltered FM signal), with 2Af and BT (the product of
the filter bandwidth and the bit period or, alternately, the ratio of
the filter bandwidth to the bit rate) as parameters. The simulation
results indicate that, for a given filter type and bit rate, t'nere is
a bandwidth B and a frequency deviation Af that minimize the probability
of error. Tables 3.5 and 3.6 were provided by Tjhung and Wittke to
allow some degree of precision in determining the optimum values of these
parameters for an error probability of 10 -4 . It can be seen from these
tables that, for both the Gaussian and rectangular bandpass filters, a
value of 2Af = 0.7R is best in that it requires the smallest value of
E b/No to achieve a 10-4 bit error probability. The optimum IF bandwidth
for Pe = 10-4 is seen to be 1.2 times the bit rate for the rectangular
bandpass filter and 1.0 times the bit rate for the Gaussian filter.
It is very significant that (from Table 3.5) using discrimi-
nator detection of binary FSK, it is apparently possible to achieve an
error probability of 10-4 for Eb/N0 - 10.65 dB. This is only 2.25 dB
more than is required for coherent PSK and is within 0.1 dB of the best
performance achievable using coherent detection of FSK. Thus, the results
of Tjhung and Wittke indicate that the performance bound represented by
coherent FSK is almost achievable using discriminator detection, given
that some discretion is exercised in the choice of frequency deviation
and IF filter bandwidth.
Figure 3.96 compares the measured suboptimum FSK system per-
formance (for best-case parameters) with the theoretical performance for
coherent PSK and coherent FSK systems [39]. It should be noted that
9
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Table 3.5. Eb/NO in dB Required to Achieve a 10 -4 Bit Error Probability
in Binary FSK Systems Employing Discriminator Detection
(Rectangular Bandpass Filter)
i
4
BT or B/R
2Af 1.0 1.2	 1.6 2.0	 3.0
0.5R 12.27 10.95 11.7 12.63
0.7R 11.28 10.65 11.7 12.23
1.OR 13.8 13.25 12.8
T
C.
Table 3.6. Eb/NO in dB Required to Achieve a 10 -4 Bit Error Probability
in Binary FSK Systems Employing Discriminator Detection
(Gaussian Bandpass Filter)
BT or B/R
2Af 0.8w 1.0 I2^ i . E	 2.0	 3.0
0.5R 13.2 12.26 12.08 12.42 13.0
0.7R 11.09 10.74 11.0 11.13 12.45 14.06
1.OR 12.38 12.23 12.53
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the bit synchronizer degradation is included as part of the measured
suboptimum FSK system performance. No attempt was made to adjust the
measured data or the theoretical predictions to account for bit syn-
chronizer degradation in the presence of the non-Gaussian, white
noise encountered with discriminator detection.
As seen from Figure 3 . 94, the suboptimum system performance
was surprisingly good even without accounting for the degradations in
the measured performance due to the monitor bit synchronizer (1.5 dB
for white Gaussian noise condition) and in fact is approaching the
bound for the theoretical coherent FSK system.
These results agree quite favorably with the simulation results
of Tjhung and Wittke discussed previously, and are presented in tabular
form in Table 3.7 for comparison with Tables 3.5 and 3.6.
4:i 1
Table 3.7. Measured Eb/N0 in dB Required to Achieve a 10 -4 BER in
Binary FSK Systems Employing Discriminator Detection
(NRZ Data Format, Integrate--and-Dump Bit Detection*)
2Af
BT or B/R
0.98 1.4 2.7 3.5
0.5R 15.E 13.0 15.7 15.9
0.728 13.6 11.4 12.8 13.0
1.OR 14.8 12.5 13.2 13.6
Bit detector performance degradation is 2.5 dB
for white Gaussian noise operation.
There are no theoretical or simulation results available for
FSK Manchester-coded data system performance,
 under the conditions of
suboptimum (discriminator) detection. Therefore, the test results
described herein provided the basis for the Shuttle Orbiter FSK system
parameter optimization and performance margin calculations. The data
is felt to be general enough in nature to be utilized for any FSK
tr	 system employing discriminator detection and has been tacitly verified
by the NRZ system test results discussed previously which were shown
to agree very well with earlier theoretical and/or simulation results,
l^
i
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Figure 3.95 snows the comparison of the suboptimum FSK system
(discriminator detection) best-case performance with coherent PSK and
coherent FSK theoretical performance. It should be noted again that
the measured performance data includes the monitor bit synchronizer
performance degradation (2.0 dB for Manchester-coded data in the pre-
sence of white Gaussian noise). There has been no atCempt to adjust
either the measured or theoretical curves to account for bit synchron-
izer degradation when operating in the presence of the nonwhite, non-
Gaussian noise Lncountered at the discriminator output of the FSK system.
For completeness, Table 3.8 provides data for the biphase-level FSK
system performance similar to that for the NRZ-L system performance
provided in Table 3.7.
Table 3.8. Measured Eb/NO in dB Required to Achieve a 10 -4 BER in
Binary FSK Systems Employing Discriminator Detection
(Manchester Data Format, Integrate-and-Dump Bit Detection*)
BT or B/R
2Af 1.4 2.7 5.0 10.5 21
1.0R 16.4 14.2 15.4
i .,'4R 15.3 13.4 15.0
2.OR 24.6 15.2 16.3
2.42R 15.7 16.3 16.4
4.84R 16.9
Bit synchronizer performance degradation is 2.0 dB
for white Gaussian noise operation.
3.2.12	 Subcarrier Demodulat on
The losses due to subcarrier demodulation for coherent demod-
ulation are, for the most part, the same as those presented for carrier
tracking in subsections 3.2.10 and 3.2.11. The subcarrier demodulation
losses for FM and FSK using a limiter/discriminator demodulator are also
223
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the same as the results presented in subsection 3.2.11. Therefore,
0	 this subsection relies heavily on the two preceding subsections. In
addition, however, demodulation of FSK using a bandpass filter and
an envelope detector is treated in this subsection.
® 3.2.12.1	 PSK subcarrier demodulation
When digital data is modulated on a subcarrier, the subcarrier
is typically suppressed by using PSK or QPSK modulation. 	 Therefore,
the results presented in subsections 3.2.10 and 3.2.11 	 for suppressed-
4P carrier tracking using a squaring loop, Costas loop, or a DAL are equally
valid for subcarrier tracking.	 However, an important subcarrier tracking
topic is the demodulation of the three-channel Orbiter Ku-band return
link.
Having examined in subsection 3.2.10 the many ways in which
a biphase Costas loop can track an unbalanced QPSK signal, the tracking''
performance of the subcarrier loop for the three-channel Orbiter Ku-band
return link can be analyzed.	 The primary difference between the subcar-
rier loop tracking behavior and that of the loops discussed in subsection
3.2.10 is the fact that the inphase and quadrature data modulations which
are input to the subcarrier loop are biphase modulated onto quadrature
square-wave subcarriers as opposed to sine-wave subcarriers. 	 A secondary
difference is t;ie fact that, since the output of the quadrature phase
detector of the carrier-tracking loop serves as the input to the subcar-
rier loop, the performance of the latter depends on the carrier-tracking
loop phase error. 	 An analysis which takes both of these differences into
account is given in [29].	 For simplicity of numerical evaluation, it was
convenient to assume perfect carrier tracking.	 The additional degradation
due to the phase-tracking jitter of the carrier loop itself can easily be
assessed from the results in [40], wherein the performance of a Costas
	 }
loop for recovering the carrier from the three-channel quadrature multi-
plex signal	 was	 studied.
r
Some specific results [29] are summarized herein, 	 In addition	 s
to perfect carrier tracking which was already mentioned, the following
assumptions were made.
	
The subcarrier frequency is 8.5 MHz, the high
If
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rate modulatinn m 1
 M in Mode 1 is rate 1 /2, constraint length 7,
convolutional code (NRZ format) with data rate R1 = 50 Mbps, and the
arm filters i n the subcarrier loop are one -pole Butterworth (RC).
Under these assumptions, Figures 3 . 96 and 3.97 illustrate the sub-
carrier tracking-jitter behavior for a fixed ratio of arm filter
noise bandwidth to loop noise bandwidth [B i /B
L
). In particular,
Figure 3.96 illustrates the case where m 2 (t) is NRZ data at 500 kbps
and ma(t) is Manchester-coded data at 192 kbps, while Figure 3.97
corresponds to the same parameter values as Figure 3.96 with the
exception that now m2 (t) is also Manchester coded. In both figures,
the RMS tracking jitter, a^ (in % radians), is plotted versus the
ratio of two-sided arm filter noise bandwidth CB I) to the higher data
rate CR2), with total power-to-noise ratio in the higher data rate band-
width CPT T2/N^ as a parameter. It is observed that the changes in
the subcarrier tracking jitter as a function of B i /R2 are more obvious
when m2 (t) and m3 (t) are both Manchester codes than when m2 (t) is NRZ
and m3 (t) is Manchester. Upon establishing a subcarrier reference
signal, the two lower rate modulations, m2 (t) and m3 (t), can then be
demodulated.
Evaluation of error probability performance of BPSK, QPSK,
and offset (staggered) QPSK receivers has been extensively covered in
the literature. While the techniques used there are certainly applic-
able to demodulation of unbalanced QPSK as on the two lower rate chan-
nels of the three-channel signal, the complexity of the evaluation
when the ratio of data rates in the two channels is large prompts one
to look for a simpler calculation procedure. Indeed, such an approach
is possible when the noisy reference loss* is small or, equivalently,
the effective SNR in the tracking loop bandwidth is large, i.e., the
loop operates in its so-tailed linear region. Making such an assump-
tion for purposes of error probability performance evaluation is quite
reasonable when one realizes that this very same assumption has already
been implied in assessing the tracking performance of the subcarrier
"Noisy reference loss" is defined mere as the equivalent
increase in signal power required to produce the same error probability
as obtainable in a perfectly ,yr(.hronized system.
7I '^ 16
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Figure 3.96.	 Subcarrier-Tracking Jitter Versus Ratio of Arm Filter Bandwidth
to High Subcarrier Data Rate R2 ; PTT2/N C is a Parameter; ml(t)
and m2 (t) are NRZ, m 3 (t) is Manchester; R l > R2 > R3.
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r Figure 3.97.	 Subcarrier-Wracking Jitter Versus Ratio of Arm Filter Bandwidth
to High Subcarrier data Rate R2;	 PTT2/N 0 	 is a Parameter; ml(t)
is NRZ, m2 (t)	 and m3(t) are Manchester codes; R1> RZ > R3
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loop.	 The approach taken is to expand the error probability condi-
9 tioned on the subcarrier loop phase error ^ in a power (Maclaurin)
series in 0 and then, keeping only the first few terms of this series,	 •^
average this conditional error probability over the probability density
function (PDF) of ^-	 By doing this, we obtain the additional error
probability due to a noisy subcarrier reference as an additive term
directly proportional to the mean-squared phase jitter a^2 directly
associated with the receiver's subcarrier-tracking loop.
	
In this
regard, the results [29] play an important role in assessing this
error probability performance. 	 Finally, similar arguments can be
advanced toive closed-form results for the noisy reference lossg	 Y	 ,
itself.
A detailed discussion of the general problem of assessing
a	 the error probability performance of unbalanced QPSK receivers under
4;1 '
the abovementioned assumptions is presented in [29]. The key results
from this discussion are summarized as follows. In terms of the total
	 =
SNR R
T2 {RT2 PTT2/Nd in the higher data bandwidth and the transmitted
modulation indices n2 and 
n3 defined by	 {
R	
- 
{P2 P3]T 2	 n• =
	
Pi	 i = 2,3	 (3-275)
T2	 NQ	 P2 P3
j	 the error probability performance of channels 2 and 3 become
f
u'	 P	 - erfc R n +	 R
T2" 
exp [-R n ] 1 + 2R n m o 2
a	 E2	 2	 T2 2	 2	 T2 2	 T2 3 32
PE 
3 
= 2 erfc RT2 YT n 3 + 2 
RT2 ^T n3 exp {-R T2 YT n 3) 1 + 2R T2"2 mnV cl^ ,
(3-276)
where YT A R2/R3 is the ratio of data rates and the normalized mean-
squared crosstalk 32 is tabulated in [29] for various combinations
'I	 of data formats in the two channels. The corresponding expressions
^1
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for the noisy reference loss or subcarrier demodulation loss 
LSD 
(in
decibels)
	 itself are
10 iogl0
	
1 + R2	 1 + 2R3(rn/yT! a22
LSD2
R 2^ (3277)
10 log10
	
1 + R 3 1 + 2R2 3
^^
L
SD3 R 
3^
In applying the results of (3-276) and (3-277) to Channels 2
and 3 of the three-channel Orbiter Ku-band return link signal, it is
assumed that m2 (t) is NRZ data with a maximum rate R 2 = 2 Mbps and 
m3 (t)
is a Manchester-coded data stream at R3 = 192 kbps.	 Further, it is
assumed that the power allocation is chosen :n that, for the given data
rate ratio YT =R 2 /R 3 =10.42, the SNR's R 2
 and R3 in the two channels
are made equal,	 i.e., both channels operate at the same error rate.
' Thus, R2 = R3 implies P2T 2
= P3 T 3 9 and the modulation indices n2' n3
become
'
P	 Y
r^2	 P	 +P	
=	
+1	 =	 0.91242	 3	 T
` (3-278)
F
P
Q	
3	 1
i
=	 0.0876	 .
+ Pn3	 -	 P 2	 3	 -	 YT + 1
if
Further, it is typical to design the Costas loop bandwidth on the
order of R 2/100 (or less) since most of the power is in the high rate
+
	
	
channel which controls the performance of the tracking loop. "hus,
assuming BL/R2 = 0.01*, Figures 3.58 and 3.99 illustrate B i /R2 versus
LSD2 and L SD3 
of (3-277) for error probabilities of 10- 4 , 10-5,
and 10-6 , corresponding respectively to R 2 = R3 = 8.4, 9.6, and 10.5 dB.
Several conclusions may be drawn from these figures. First, the
3 ,
Smaller values of BL/R2 as would be typical in practical
a	 receiver design would yield insignificant losses in E. SDZ 
and L5p3'
16
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Figure 3.98. Channel 2 Noisy Reference Loss (in dB) Versus the Ratio of Two-Sided
Costas Loop Arm Filter Bandwidth to Channel 2 Data Rate; m 3 (t) is
192-kbps Manchester-Coded Data, in 2(t)is 2--Mbps NRZ Data
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Figure 3.99. Channel 3 Noisy Reference Loss (in dB) versus the Ratio of Two-Sided
Costas Loop Arm Filter Bandwidth to Channel 2 Data Rate; m 3 (t) is
a	 192-kbps Manchester Coded Data, m
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the noisy reference loss on Channel 2 is considerably smaller than that
of Channel 3.	 The principal reason for this can be easily explained
in terms of the result in (3-277), where it is observed that the effec-
tive cross-modulation loss on Channel 2, m32 , is divided by YT which,
in this case, has a value equal to 10.42,
	 Secondly, for either channel,
the noisy reference loss decreases with increasing error probability.
This is intuitively satisfying when one realizes that the slope of the
error probability versus SNR curve becomes steeper as P E becomes smaller
and, thus, for a given a,, the parallel ideal and noisy synchronization
error probability curves become closer together. 	 Finally, observe that
there is an optimum arm filter bandwidth (for fixed R 2) in the sense
of minimizing 
LSDi	 O= 2,3).	 Since only 
T 2 depends upon this bandwidth,
it is clear that this bandwidth choice is identical	 to that which mini-
mizes a02 or, equivalently, the loop squaring loss. 	 Note that, if BL/R2
is decreased, then the noisy reference loss will also decrease since
the equivalent loop SNR p increases.
In summary, it is concluded that the crosstalk degradation due
to noisy subcarrier demodulation references is quite small 	 (on the order
of tenths of a decibel or less, depending on the particular channol and
the ratio of loop bandwidth to data rate in that channel. 	 When toe
higher data rate channel
	
is l-Mbps Manchester-coded data, since both
channels are now Manchester coded, the crosstalk loss would then be
' even smaller.
While the results of [29] have been directed principally toward
the demodulation of unbalanced QPSK by a conventional (single-channel)
Costas loop, the expressions for average error probability [see (3-276)]
and noisy reference loss [see (3-277)] apply in a much broader sense,
In particular, the two-channel-type Costas loops have a mean-squared
phase jitter given by (3-206) where, however, L SQ is a much more com-
plex function of the various system parameters such as data rates and
channel power ratios. Nevertheless, once L SQ (and thus a 2 ) is deter-
mined, (3-276) and (3-277) apply directly toward evaluation of the noisy
synchronization reference effects of these loops on error probability
performance.
11i:.
•
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3.2.12.2 FSK subcarrier demodulation
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In subsection 3.2.11.2, FSK demodulation was performed by a
limiter discriminator. Another technique for FSK demodulation is to
use envelope detection. Figure 3.100 presents a binary FSK demodulator
where one channel is tuned to frequency f l and the other channel to f2.
	
h►1(W1	 V1	 Enveapetletectar	 ri
t
Samplu
	
^	 2 _	 Fade QfN'^W^
^ detects
	
r=
	
11-In
Figure 3.100. Noncoherent FSK Envelope Detection
The outputs of the two envelope detectors are compared to determine
whether one binary symbol or the other was transmitted. The envelope
detector in each channel is really just measuring the energy in each
channel, but the random statistics are different depending on whether
there is noise or signal (tone) plus noise in the filter. When only
noise is present in the filter, the random variable r at the output
of the envelope detector is Rayleigh distributed;
fn (r) _ r exp {-r2/2N}	 r 3 0	 (3-279)
where
u
	
N = N0	I12 df = NOB i	(3-280)
with H z (j2zrf) equal to the lowpass equivalent of the bandpass filter
transfer function H(jw) and B  is the two-sided noise bandwidth. If the
signal is a sine wave for amplitude 2P for all time, the random vari-
able r at the output of the envelope detector is Rioian distributed:
i)
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2
fs (r}	 n ex	 2N exp	
((- ND 10 2 7 I
	
(3-281)
where P is the average signal power and P/N is the power SNR.
For correct FSK demodulation, the sampled value of (rl-r2)
should be positive for a "0" transmitted Ci.e., f l ) and negative for
a "1" transmitted [i.e., f2). Therefore, the probability of symbol
error, P s , assuming a "0" transmitted is
^r	 r2	
(	 11	
r 3 	 /`ter	 r2
P , =	 2Nexp(- 0 I O 1	 J
	
ex - 24 dr2dr1
Na	 i
PS = 2 eXp {- O	 {3-282}
For communication signals, the signal tone is present for only
Ts seconds then switches to the other tone or stays the same, with equal
probability. Therefore, since the bandpass filter bandwidth is chosen
to maximize the output SNR, not all of the signal power P may be passed.
This loss of signal power due to filtering corresponds to the signal
distortion factor V presented in subsection 3.2.10.2 where
m
'%-,^
884
Dm
 Jm
S(f)  JH(j2Trf)1 2
 df (3-283)
where S(f) is the power spectral density of the data modulation. For
data (symbol) rate R s , Figures 3.54 and 3.59 present Dm versus Si/Rs
for Manchester and NRZ data formats., respectively. Including D m in
the calculation of probability of error,
1	 P Dm
Ps T 
2 
exp	 2N051
E
= 2 eX p - zN L	
(3-284)
a
1P
r0
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where the FSK demodulation bandpa,s-en velope detector loss, L BE , is
given by
Dm
LBL - BiAS	 (3-285)
3.2.13	 Digital Data Detection
After the carrier and subcarrier demodulation have been per-
.
	
	
formed, the data is at baseband. This subsection presents the losses
from ideal detection that result in practical systems. In order to
establish performance losses, the ideal detection performance must be
established. The ideal detector is referred to as a matched filter,
3.2.13.1 Matched filter detecti on
The digital data detection problem is to minimize the proba-
bility of error for a given a b/N0 . Consider the received signal S(t)
M„-
;r	 representing one digital pulse arriving at t = 0 which is contaminated
by white noise with single -sided Noise spectral density N 0 . Presumably
a filter should be inserted ahead of the demodulator to limit the noise.
The optimum receiver filter has transfer function H(s) which maximizes
.	 the SNR at the filter output or maximizes the expression
+	 IH(j2-nf)  S(2rif) exp (j2Trf-r) df1
SNR =	 m -	 --- y
	
,	 ( 3-286)
NO f JH(j27f)l 2 df
where T is some time at which the SNR is maximized and S(2Trf) is the
signal power spectral density. The only variable to maximize SNR in
(3-286) is il(jw). The optimum filter is
exp ( - jw-r) s	 (3-287)
,i
which has impulse response
®	 h(t) = s(T - t)	 (3-288)
6
fdt
it
9
C
9
NO,
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Filters having the property of (3-288) are said to be matc-hed
filters, matched to s(t), in that the impulse response has the shape
of s(t) delayed by T and reversed in time. dote that matched filtering
is of the form of correlation detection. That is, in the absence of
noise, the filter output is s(t) correlated with itself, since
y(t) = s(t)*h(t) _ /	 h(t') s(t - t') dt'
m
s( T
 - t') s(t - t' ) dt'
	 (3-289)
-CO
At t = T , the peak output is then
A-0 = f s2 (T--t') dt T s2 (t) dt	 (3-290)
_00
there are two practical difficulties with matched filters:
(1) usually they cannot be physically realized and, (2) the output y(t)
has roughly twice the duration of s(t), leading to problems of inter-
symbol interference. At tine cost of increased transmission bandwidth,
bath of these problems can be overcome by using rectangular pulses
(or the mudulated equivalent). Then the matched filter's impulse
response i^ also rectangular and, in the absence of noise, the output
waveform is ariangular with twice the duration of the input pulse.
To prevent overlapping outputs, the filter is discharged (shorted)
just after the output peaks.	 Since this process is equivalent to
integrating over the input pulse duration, such devices are known as
integrate-and-dump filters.
As an alternative to the integrate-and-dump method, one can
design the filter in reverse order, with y(t) being a specified output
pulse shape chosen to minimize intersymbol interference. The time
delay t0
 is then relatively unimportant and can be as large as required,
within reason, to facilitate filter approximation.
For binary data transmission in the presence of white Gaussian
noise, one of two equiprobable pulses, s 0 (t) and 5 1 (t), is transmitted.
*%-, I
0
ri
Jr- Sic'(jr QLbC'^^.^r l	
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The energies of the pulses are given as
	
1
W
EO =
	
	 so(t) dt	 !^
COC
(3-291)
E 1 =f s 1 (t) dt
and the average energy is
E
	
(EO+EI)E
	
(3-292)
The correlation coefficient of s 0 (t) and s l ( t) is defined as
r'
e•
p = Esa(t)s l (t) dt	 (3-293)''
where -1 < p < 1.
Because there are two pulses in question, optimum detection
involves a pair of matched filters
ha(t) = s0 (T - t)	 h1(t) = s l (T - t)	 (3-294)
In the absence of noise, each filter produces a maximum output only
for its matched input. Therefore, the filter outputs can be subtracted ry:
and an appropriate: threshold can be used to determine which pulse actu-
ally arrived. Figure 3-101a diagrams the complete detector, Alternately,
since the filters are linear, the same effect is achieved more conveniently
by a single filter with
h(t) = h l (t) - ho (t)= s l (T - t) - SO (T - t) ,	 ( 3-295)
giving the simplified system of Figure 3.101b.
For either arrangement, the detection is properly classified
®	 as being coherent in the sense that the receiver has available stored
copies of the uncontaminated pulse shapes. Emphasizing this point,
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Figure 3.101. Coherent Binary Detection. (a) Two Matched Filters;
(b) Equivalent Single Matched rilter
Figure 3.102 shows the equivalent product-type coherent detector with
4	 the reference signal r(t) = s 1 (t) - s0(t).
i
TX	 !et	 Decisioneiecw r
r(t)-sl (t) -s0(t)	
-A)
Figure 3.102. Coherent Detection With Reference Signal
	
k
The performance in terms of probability of symbol error, P,,,
for signals of equal symbol energy E s is equal to
^
	=N0P = Q	
(3-296)s 
i^
The two cases of most interest in terms of the correlation
coefficient are:
P = -1 antipodal
(3-297)
p = 0 orthogonal .
f	 Binary PSK is an example of p= -1 and binary FSK is an example of p = 0.
EWE
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When the received carrier phase is not known, the received
signal i s of the form
Y(t) =2s cos (Wkt+ a) + n(t) ; 0 S t < T, 	 (3-298)
for a pulse of duration T where a is the random phase shift, introduced
by the channel, which is assumed to be a uniformly distributed random
variable between -n and 7r and independent of frequency. It is assumed
for the matched-filter performance that the receiver is operating with
perfect time and frequency synchronization.
For PSK, the information is lost unless 9 can be estimated in
some way or eliminated. Differentially coherent reception (OPSK) assumes
that a does not change over two symbol times (i.e., 2T). Therefore, if
an NR2-M format is used (or Manchester M format), then, for s 0 (t) trans-
mitted, followed by an input data stream of 1101, the next four trans-
mitter signals are s 1 (t), s l (t), so(t), s l (t). Also, for PSK,
s 1 (t)= -s 0 (t). Since the phase is constant over 2T, then
1 for input symbol 0
s i (t) s i t +T} _	 (3-299)
1-1 for input symbol 1 .
s,
	
	
Figure 3-103 presents the matched filter DPSK demodulator.
Note that the decision output does not depend on the value of a as
long as it is constant. The symbol probability of error for DPSK
can be shown to be [41]:
P = 2 exp-E /N O }	 (3-300)
t=ta+T
Rreivw
sip^al	 ro+r^ Idt	 Dacidan)(	 ^	 1luothold
0
One-bit
dalay
Figure 3.103. Optimum DPSK Demodulation
i^
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For FSK, k = 1,2...N for the carrier frequency w k
 in (344).
The optimum noncoherent receiver for FSK (p= 0) is to eliminate the
i
influence of a by computing the following set of samples:
Mk	 =	 Xk + Y 2 ;	 k= 1,2,...,N
	 (3-301) i
where i
T
aX =	 2Sf A t) cos mkt dtk i
0	 (3-302)T
Yk	 =	 2S	 y(t) sin wk 	 dtf i
and select, on the basis of these samples, the signal that gives rise ;}
to the largest Mk	 Note that (3-301) and (3-302) depend on the
envelope of the cross-correlation function of the received signal
y(t) and the kth stored message waveform.
	 By "stared," it is meant
that the waveforms are stored in time and in frequency (assumed per-
fect).	 Alternately, the probability computer contains a set of N,
-^
matched filters (one matched to each signaling waveform), each fol-
lowed by an envelope detector (usually, a linear rectifier and a
lowpass filter are sufficient) and a device which samples the output,
envelopes.	 Figure 3.104 illustrates the cross-correlation version of {
.the receiverrand its alternate matched-filter realization for one
particular element.
The symbol probability of error for binary FSK (N=2) with
noncoherent reception is given by [41]:
P s
 =1 exp (-E s/2N0 ) .	 (3-303)
Figure 3.105 compares the performance of binary PSK and FSK
for optimum coherent, differentially coherent, and noncoherent
reception. Note from (3-296), (3-300), and (3-303) that coherent
reception of FSK (i.e., p= 0, orthogonal) is a factor of 2 (3 dB)
worse than PSK (i.e., p= -1, antipodal) and that noncoherent recep-
tion of FSK is 3 dB worse than differentially coherent reception of
241
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PSK. As E S /N0
 becomes large, Figure 3.105 shows that the performance of
coherent and differentially coherent reception of PSK become essentially
equal, which is also true of coherent and noncoherent reception of FSK.
Binary signaling can readily be extended to the N-ary case by
considering one of N known ^ignals to be transmitted. The mechanization
of the optimum receiver can be realized with a bank of N multipliers and
finite-time integrators of the type shown in Figure 3.105, with the input
to the multiplier now being S Z (t). These devices are again referred to
as correlatoos and the process as correlation detection. The quantities
q i
 are referred to as the correlator outputs.
Figure 3.106. Correlation Receiver For N-ary Decision Problem
At the conclusion of the signaling interval, a decision mechanism
examines the outputs, determines the greatest, and announces that
signal for which the output is greatest. To describe the N signal
properties, it is convenient to denote the set of normalized signal
inner products 
Xii 
of the signal set {s i (t)j for all i and 3 as
3 .Lol
to
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Xij 
Q E
	
' si(t) sj (t) dt ,	 (3-304)
0
where it is assumed that all N signals have equal energy:
E
 = f
T
si ( t) dt ;
	
i = 1,2 9 ...,N
	
(3-305)
0
The set of signals s i (t),i = 1,2,...,N ^is  said to be orthog-
onal only if
0 ;	 i t j
X ' 3	 1	 i = j
	 (3-306)
Multiple FSK (MFSK) is an example of orthogonal signal sets.
The biorthogonal signal set can be obtained from an orthogonal
set of N /2 signals by augmenting it with the negative of each signal.
Here,
0; i# j, i- j	 N/2
Xij -	 -1 ; i # j, i - j = N/2	 (3-307)
1 ;	 i = j .
PSK and QPSK correspond to biorthogonal signals with N = 2 and 4,
respectively.
Figures 3 . 107 and 3.108 present the binary symbol probability
of error P b ( N) versus Rb = ST b/ N0
 for orthogonal and biorthogonal signals,
respectively. Note that T b is the input bit duration at the modulator.
Figure 3.109 presents Pb (M) versus R b for MFSK with noncoherent
demodulation.
3.2.13.2 Bit/symbol synchronization
Thus far, two aspects of the synchronization problem (carrier
and subcarrier synchronization) have been discussed. The problem of
symbol synchronization deals with the estimation of the time-of -arrival
or epoch of the received data symbols. Data-derived symbol synchroni-
zation i s where the receiver includes a device that extracts the
0
0
0
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synchronization directly from the information-bearing signal. This
subsection investigates several data-derived symbol synchronizers but
is in no way a complete catalog of possible configurations.
For digital implementations of the symbol synchronizer, the
data-transition tracking loop (DTTL) shown in Figure 3.110 is one of
the most promising configurations. The input noise-free signal s(t,E)
is a random pulse train as characterized by
K
s(t,e) = 
JO
ak ps [t - (k-1)T - e]
	
(3-308)
where ak is the polarity (±l) of the kth transmitted symbol with random
epoch a assumed to be constant for KT seconds. The basic pulse shape
PS
 (t)is defined to be nonzero only over the interval (O,T). For rec-
tangular pulses, p s (t) is equal to AS for 0 < t <T. The sum of signal-
plus-noise y(t) is passed through two parallel branches which are
triggered by a timing pulse generator according to a digitally filtered
Y ^ ^
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Figure 3.110. Digital-Data-Transition Tracking Loop (.DTTL)
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 of an error signal formed from the product of the branch
aotputs. Furthermore, the two branches are held at a fixed phase
relationship with one another by the timing generator. Basically,
the inphase branch monitors the polarity of the actual transitions of
input data and the quadrature (midphase) branch obtains a measure of
the lack of synchronization. The particular way in which these two
pieces of information are derived and combined to synchronize the loop
is described below.
The input signal is passed through inphase and quadrature
integrate-and-dump circuits. The output of the inphase integrate-
and-dump is sampled at intervals of T and a plus/minus decision is
made corresponding to each input symbol. The decision device is simply
a hard limiter with a signum function input-versus-output character-
istic. The transition detector then examines two adjacent decisions
a k-1 , a  and records an output I  according to the following rules:
If a  = a k-1 ,	 then I  = 0
if a  = -1, ak_I - +1,	 then I  = +l	 (3-309)
if a  = +1, a k_ l = -1,	 then I  = -1 .
The output Jk of the quadrature integrate--and-dump is also
sampled at intervals of T and must be delayed before multiplication
with the appropriate I k . An improvement in steady-state mean-squared
synchronization error and mean-time-to-first-slip performance can be
obtained by integrating in the quadrature branch only over a portion
of the symbol interval [e.g., S OT; 0 4 
^0 
X11 Then, for proper loop
operation, the delay in the quadrature branch must be chosen equal to
Cl - ^0/2)T- As an example, for full symbol integration in the quad-
rature branch corresponding to true midphase sampling in that branch,
the required delay for correct formation of the error signal e k 4 IkJk
is T/2. Actually, for many practical applications, the loop bandwidth-
symbol time product is much less than unity; hence, the delay factor
exp I-sT 0 -&0/2)] has a negligible effect on the analysis of the loop
operation. The error signal e  is digitally filtered, with the result-
ing output being used to control the instantaneous frequency of the
I1
K_ 2 Kg
^s0 = BST (3-311)
y	 f
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timing pulse generator. Thus, an estimate a of the input random epoch
is formed.
Two other implementations of the symbol synchronizer of
Figure 3.110 have been considered. In one case, each branch is split
into two subbranches, each having an integrator. Now, the integrators
need not be dumped, since one can be resetting while the other is inte-
grating. The outputs of the two subbranches are then multiplexed to
give the resultant output waveform for that branch. In fact, when
90 < 1/2, one subbranch from each branch can be eliminated since the
waveform will no longer overlap in time.
In another implementation, the output of the integrator is
processed before decision by removing the previously integrated value,
a procedure equivalent to dumping the integrator after each sampling
instant.
The normalized symbol synchronization error is
A = (E - E )/T .	 (3-310)
Figure 3.111 presents the variance of the normalized symbol synchro-
nizer error a  versus Rd = STA for values of 8 s0 = 20 and 100, when
where K2 is equal to the gain of the quadrature arm (e.g., see Figure
3.710) and Kg is phase detector gain given by (421:
' r^dK  = erf	 ^ - 	 exp (-R
9	 (VI d	 T	 d) .	 (3-312)
Also included in Figure 3.111 (solid line) are the corresponding values
t.^	
obtained by optimizing the value of ^ 0' Several interesting results
can be observed in Figure 3.111, namely:
(I) For small R d 5 s0 , the PDF pW becomes uniform in the
interval (-112, 112) and thus is independent of CO . In fact,
	
1 im aX = 112
	
for al 1 C o .	 (3-313)Rd-).0
C
t
1
• 
•• 
• 
-
Ffgure 3.111. 
a 
d 
Variance of the Norma 1 f zed Symbol Synchronf zatf on Error Versus Sfgnal-to-Nofse Ratio for Various Values Of 6s0~ to: 1. and to : t opt 
(2) For large Rd6s0 and ~O: I, ptA) has the form 
251 
(3-314) 
wfth zero mean and variance 
(3-315) 
The factor 1 - 2/6s0 represents the increase in mean-squared synchroni-zation error due to considering the variation of the noise spectrum with A which. for large 650 , becomes negligible. It is desired to optimize the performance of the symbol syn-chronizer by varying the integration interval toT fn the quadrature branch along with the input SNR Rd' In terms of the above model. a I 
I 
K-107.
I	 I
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system constraint is imposed whereby the average power of the equivalent
feedback reference signal that is cross-correlated with the input signal-
plus-noise will be maintained constant as g0 i s varied at fixed Rd.
Curves of a A 2 versus g0 with Rd and 
as0 as parameters are illustrated in
Figures 3.712 and 3.113.
	 It may be observed that, for each value of Rd,
• an optimum g0(goopt) exists, along with a corresponding value of q,2.
Figure 3.114 illustrates the variation of 
g0 opt versus Rd for 6 s0 = 20 and
100.
v ; It is also possible to optimize the mean time to first half
slip performance of the symbol synchronizer by varying C 0 at fixed Rd.
Figure 3.115 plots T 1/2 versus g0 as a function of Rd .	 In this figure,
the normalized time-bandwidth product a s0 is held constant.	 Fcr each
SNR, there is an optimum (maximum) mean time to first half slip. 	 The
value of g0 at which the maximum occurs ^ C0 opt)is a function of the SNR
Rd and 6 s0 .	 This functional	 relationship is illustrated in Figure 3.116.
"
r
The optimum mean time to first half slip T1/20pt is plotted against Rd in
_ Figure 3.117 for 8 s0 = 100 along with the values of TI/2 1 ,_ 1 ,	 the latter
corresponding to the case of no optimization. 	 It is interesting to com-
pare the values of E0 that minimize a^ 2 with those that maximize T1/2'
In the actual design of a system, 90 is chosen as some compromise between
these two optimum values, depending on the relative importance of a, 2 andn
to be above a certain thresh-Tl/2 .	 Alternately, one can constrain T1 /2
zold value and choose 60 an the basis of aa.
In practice, there are several other classes of symbol synchro-
nizer configurations that exploit the idea of shaping the equivalent loop
nonlinearity.	 One such class contains synchronizers of the early/late
gate integration type (Figure 3.118). 	 Several possible circuit topologies
(Figure 3.119) have been suggested for implementing the associated phase
detector characteristic.
	 Of these, the one of most interest is the abso-
lute-value type (Figure 3.119a).
	
Also, for comparison purposes, the re-
sults for the phase detector topology of Figure 3.119b, which synthesizes
a difference-of-squares (DSL) type of loop error signal, is presented.
The limiter approximation topology of Figure 3.119c is merely a circuit
simplification of Figure 3.119b that allows one to use a chopper rather
than an analog multiplier to form the loop error signal.
I
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Figure 3.120 is a functional diagram of the absolute value
type (AVTS) of the early/late gate symbol synchronizer.
	
An error signal
e 
	 is generated by differencing the absolute values of two integrals of
the input signal-plus-noise, each taken over a full symbol interval T.
starting A 0 T early and A 0 T late, respectively. 	 In the absence of noise
the ideal operation of the loop is as follows.
	
For a given phase off-
set XT between the actual transition time 
I t k ^ 
and their local estimates
Nthe error signal ek is (1) zero when no transition occurs at tk
and (2) linearly proportional to X when a transition occurs at t k ,
	
inde-
pendent of its polarity.	 The polarity independence in (2) is a direct
consequence of taking absolute values before differencing. 	 The filtered
error signal	 is used to drive a timing pulse generator, which controls
the charging and discharging instants of the matched filters.
rWhen comparing the performance of several different symbol syn-
chronizer configurations, one must choose a fixed operating condition
that is common to all.	 One possible basis for comparison is to require
equal loop bandwidths for all configurations at every Rd .	 This compar-
€ ison is meaningful when considering the actual design of a loop having
a specified bandwidth operating over a given range of input SNR's.
k
Figure 3.121 plots (I	 versus Rd for 8 s = 20 and 100.	 Included
in this plot are the corresponding curves for the DTTL with full
	 integra-
l tion in the quadrature branch and DSL. 	 The asymptotic behaviors of ax2
for lz ge Rd are described as
	
2	 1	
DTTL: Q 2	 1
	
RUTS : ^a = ^ Rd ds	 ^ = 2 Rd 8s
DSL:	 A2	 16R 6	 (3-316)d s
Hence, in the linear region, the AVTS synchronizer offers a 3-dB advan-
tage over the DTTL and a 0.97-dB advantage over the DSL. Furthermore,
the AVTS appears to be unif-rmly better than the other two configurations
at all values of SNR. In the limit, as Rd -}0, all three configurations
give the variance of a uniform distribution, that is, aa 2 = 1/12.
4*)
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A comparison of performance on the basis of mean time to first
i
slip can also be made for the three symbol synchronizer topologies.
	 As
one might expect, the relative rankings of the three configurations
remain the same, as in the case where a. 2 is compared at each value of
Rd and Ss.
To determine the bit synchronizer loss L gS , the effect of symbol
synchronization error on symbol error probability needs to be computed.
Since the optimum detector for known signals is a cross-correlator, the
interest is primarily in examining the performance degradation of this
device when the symbol synchronization reference is noisy. 	 The first
step in the computation is to determine the error probability of the corre-
lation detector conditioned on a symbol synchronization error. 	 This con-
ditional error probability is then averaged over the PDF p(A) of the syn-
chronization error to yield the average error probability of the receiver.
When compared with a source of perfect symbol synchronization, the perfor-
mance degradation due to symbol synchronization error can be assessed.
Figures 3.122 through 3.124 present the average probability of
0 symbol error P s versus E s /N0 , with a. as a parameter for NRZ, Manchester
and Rz data formats, respectively. 	 The value of LBS is equal to the
amount that E 
s 
A 0 (in decibels) must be increased for a given a 	 to achieve
the same error probability as the perfectly synchronized Caa = 0) system.
4
3.2.13.3 Detection signal losses
In addition to the loss due to the symbol synchronizer tracking-
loop timing error, there are waveform losses. Detection signal losses
due to filter distortion effects are presented in subsection 3.2.11.1.
A loss that has not been considered thus far is data asymmetry. To quan-
titatively determine the degrading effect of NRZ symbol asymmetry on
error rate performance, one must develop a suitable asymmetry model
which accurately describes the physical source from which the asymmetry
originates. The data symmetry model assumes that +1 NRZ symbols are
elongated at AT/2 (relative to their nominal value of T seconds) when a
0
Ya/1
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negative-going data transition occurs and -1 symbols are shortened by
the same amount when a positive-going data transition occurs.* Other-
wise (when no transition occurs), the symbols maintain their normal T-
second width. Thus, AT represents the relative difference in length
between the elongated +1 and shortened -1 symbols. An example demon-
strating this model is illustrated in Figure 3.125. Data asymmetry is
defined as the difference in length between the shortest and longest
pulses in the sequence divided by their sum. Th;s definition gives
255
V T(1 +	 - T(1 -1
Asymmetry 9 n --	 _	 .
T (1 + D + T (1 - ^)
	 2
(3-317)
In the absence of noise, the timing instants for the inphase
q
w
integrate-and-dump occur at t = T(n +A/4); n =O,±1,±2,.... Based on the
foregoing definition of asymmetry and the ac•:^mpanying clock misalignment,
for random NRZ data, the average symbol error probability associated with
w1
	
	hard decisions made on the inphase integrate-and-dump output of the symbol
synchronizer is given by [29]:
Ps = 8 Q( 2Es/N 0 ^ + 4 Q^ 2E5/NO	 .(1-n)) + $ Q( 2Es/N0 (1-2n))	 (3-318)
The asymmetry performance loss, L CA' is the additional Fs/N O required
due to asymmetry to produce the same value of symbol error probability
when n = 0 i.e.,^   	 P ^} , where
r
Ps  - Q (Vffs  /NO	 (3-319)
It is assumed in (3-318) that the symbol synchronizer produces a perfect
clock which is locked up with a misalignment equal to half the asymmetry.
The losses due to asymmetry and symbol synchronizer timing jitter do not
add directly.
*
Due to symmetry in the data itself, it is immaterial whether
the elongated pulse is of positive or negative polarity, and vice versa
for the shortened pulse.
I
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Figure 3.125. Asymmetric Data Stream Definition
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An approach to assessing SNR degradation due to both
asymmetry and symbol synchronization misalignament is to assume a model
probability density function p(a) (PDF) for a and average the condition
error probability P
s 
(A)over this PDF to obtain the average error prob-
ability performance. In this regard, a Tikhonov PDF for p(A) which is
entirely characterized in terms of the variance a 
x 
2 of the synchroniza-
tion error is used. Thus, for NRZ data,
expcos 2Tr A/ [2Tr a^
_	
PM(1/2Tra
	
I (3-320)
1 0
	 0l
For random NRZ data with equiprobable symbols, the average
probability of error conditioned on the misalignment (XT) of the symbol
n'
synchronization clock relative to its nominal position is given bye'
5 Q
^
11 
E N+ 81 Q V2 /N (1 - n- 2Ea^}8 	 s 0
+ Q RE—S /N O (1 - n + 2	 + Q2F s N O (1 - 2n) ;	 4:
P W =	 0 s.^a^ s 2
	
(3-321J	
i
2Q 2Eq—/ 
N O
+4Q ` s 0( 1 -n-217^I J
r^
+	 Q	
s NO (] -4 2IX1
	
;	 2 < JaJ c 2
Thus, using ( 3-320) and (3 -321), the average error probability can be
computed from
ps _ f1/2 
p 5(a) p (a) da	 (3-322)	
I.
Figures 3.126 and 3.127 illustrate P s [as computed from ( 3-322)] versus
FS/NO in dB with ax as a parameter for asymmetry values of 3% and 6%,
respectively.
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Data detectors that employ DC restoration* tend to reduce the
degrading effects of data asymmetry. The effect of DC restoration on
data detection is most easily accounted for by artificially shifting
the decision threshold (nominally at zero) against which the matched-
filter output is compared. The amount of this artificial shift in
threshold depends upon the specific way in which DC restoration comes
about.
The simplest method of achieving DC restoration is to capaci-
tively couple the input signal to the symbol synchronizer. In this
G	 case, the artificial threshold shift equals the DC component of the
asymmetric data waveform in front of the capacitor which, for random
data with transition density D, is
b	 a At	 =	 n D	 Es/-r
	
a (3-323)
a,
::#F
K'
whereEs T is the data pulse amplitude in Figure 3.125. Computing the
matched-filter output for the eight possible three-symbol sequences made
up of the present, preceding and succeeding symbols, and shifting these
outputs by A t
 gives the result for the error probability performance of
asymmetric NRZ data with DC restoration by capacitive coupling, namely,
r
Ps = 2 4 C E s /N 0 (1 - nD) + 8 Q	 E s /NO ( l - 2rj + nD }
+ 4 Q 2 s 0 (l - n ,- nD) I ¢ g QPff;7_0 (7 + nD} I. 	 (3-324)
For equiprobable data symbols (D= 0.5), (3-324) simplifies to
P s 	 4 Q PE S70 i  l - 2] * 8 Q Vrs7ffO  ll 2 )]+ 8 Q ^2_E s /N 4 l l } 2] -
(3-325)
DC restoration refers to the process by which the DC value of
the asymmetric data waveform is forced to zero.
ID
At - n Es/T (3-326)
F 7 a. 11:6.,
f
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Comparing (3-325) with (3-318), note that the effect of DC restoration
is to compensate for the data asymmetry by shifting the effective deci-
sion threshold away from the shortened symbols.
For a given value of asymmetry, the value of E s/N0
 required
to obtain P S
 [as computed from (3-325)] equal to 10 -5 can be calcu-
lated. Comparing this value of E s /N0 with that obtained from (3-319)
for the same P s gives the SNR degradation for asymmetric NRZ data with
DC restoration by capacitive coupling. Figure 3.128 illustrates this
NRZ degradation versus asymmetry along with the comparable results
obtained from (3-318) corresponding to no DC restoration (direct
coupling).
Another method of achieving DC restoration, which depends
specifically on the symbol synchronizer implementation itself, is to
require the matched-filter output to have zero crossings at the center
of each symbol period that starts with a data transition. In this case,
the effective shift in decision threshold relative to its nominal (zero)
value is
4, l
Comparing (3-326) with (3-323), it can be concluded that the error
probability for this method of DC restoration is given by (3-324)
`( A
with D= 1, i.e.,
Ps	 8 Q	 s N0 (1 -`^] + 4 Q [%1-2^s] { B Q [VYE'JIT 0+^Jl . (3-327)
C,
Again by determining those values of E s /N0 required to obtain Ps= 10-5
for various values of asymmetry, one can compute the SNR degradation
for DC restoration based on symbol timing. The results of these cal-
0
	
	
culations are illustrated in Figure 3.129, along with experimental
test results taken in the Electronic Systems Test Laboratory (ESTL)
at JSC for the salve of comparison. It is to be noted that the experi-
mental results include the effect of bandlimiting, whereas the theory
0
	
	
as predicted by (3-327) in no way accounts for th 7 s effect. Further-
more, the data detector used in the experimental setup is not a true
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matched filter as is assumed for the analytical model. Surprisingly
!	 enough, however, the analytic and experimental results show reasonably
good agreement.
3.2.14	 Digital Data Decoding
Digital coding was introduced in subsection 3.2,2.1. The
coding gain 00
 is the decrease in E b A 0 required to achieve a given
probability of bit error, P b , from the Eb/N0 required for the uncoded
channel. This subsection presents G0
 and the performance curves {i.e.,
Pb
 versus Eb/N0) for various codes and decoders. The two basic classes
of error-correcting codes considered are block codes and convolutional
codes. Against random channel errors, convolutional codes have con-
sistently been shown [43] to outperform block codes with coding and
decoding equipment of equal complexity. For instance, Figure 3.130
presents a comparison of rate 112 codes for PSK modulation. The block
codes shown are the best available in terms of decoding simplicity and
coding gain, yet the convolutional codes still outperform the block codes.
For comparison purposes, the hard decision decoder for the (24,12)
Golay code is about as complex as the K =5 hard decision Viterbi decoder,
while the (48,24) quadratic residue decoder is about equivalent to the
K=7 hard decision Viterbi. The new (23,12) soft-decision decoder for
the Golay code is more complex than the K= 7 soft-decision decoder.
The most complex mechanization considered for a desired output BER of
10-3
 is the soft-decision sequential decoder. The complexity of this
mechanization is due to the urge input buffer and fast processor needed
to prevent buffer overflow and loss of message.
From Figure 3.130, it is clear the convolutional codes do
indeed outperform block codes of equivalent mechanization complexity.
There are several reasons. The most basic reason is that Viterbi
decoding actually performs maximum-likelihood decoding, and large
buffer sequential decoding very nearly approximates it. This means
that no matter what channel response is received, the decoder will
find the codeword which is the closest match to the received sequence.
Practical block decoders, on the other hand, are limited in the sense
that the received sequence must not be different than the true codeword
275
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in more than t symbols before decoding correctly. This type of
decoding is, in general, limited to half the number of identical sym-
bols between the two closest codewords in the codebook. So if the
block code is a three-error-correcting code and a received sequence
occurs which has four symbols different from the correct codeword,
the decoder makes an error, even if the correct codeword is the closest
match to the received sequence.
The second advantage of convolutional over block codes is
the ability to perform simple soft-decision decoding. Until very
recently, block codes were constrained to hard-decision decoding in
which the received sequence is hard quantized and the decoder had to
work with this binary message stream. On the other hand, convolutional
codes, using either Viterbi or sequential decoding, can operate on
"soft" decisions from the channel. For Binary channels, this means
that a measure of the probability of the transmitted bit being a one
or zero is used directly in the decoding. Simulations of the Viterbi
algorithm [44] and the sequential algorithm [45] have shown that an
incremental 2 dB in coding gain may be realized by using soft decisions
as opposed to hard decisions. Recent theoretical work on block codes
[46] has made possible soft-decision decoding of these codes. The
performance of soft decoding the (23,12) Golay codes is also shown in
Figure 3.130. Note that the use of soft decoding in this case only
gains about 1.5 dB (not maximum-likelihood decoding) and that the
resulting decoder is slightly more complex than the full K= 7 soft
Viterbi decoder which does 1.5 dB better.
Block decoders also have a disadvantage in the area of syn-
chronization. Block codes must be synchronized to the edge of each
codeword because the encoding/decoding is always performed on a fixed-
length basis. Although this does not affect performance, it does rep-
resent additional complexity in the decoder.
Three classes of convolutional decoding algorithms are in
general use: the Viterbi algorithm, the Fano sequential algorithm,
and the feedback decoder. The Viterbi decoding algorithm performs
optimum decoding and generates the maximum-likelihood codeword based
on the whole received sequence. Practical Viterbi decoders operate
ilk
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on a moving window of five constraint lengths of data and perform
within 0.05 dB of the theoretical optimum limit.
	 The algorithm decodes
by postulating, at each clock time, all 2K possible encoder states for
a "constraint length" K encoder.
	 Each postulated state is examined
for all possible ways to reach that state, and the likelihood of each
way is evaluated.	 This evaluation consists of summing an incremental
metric (log likelihood) of the received message conditioned on the old
state to new state hypothesis plus the stored minimum metric of getting
to the hypothesized old state.	 This total metric is compared for all
ways of getting into the postulated state, and the minimum metric entry
' is determined.
	 This becomes the stored "minimum metric" of getting
into the postulated state to be used during the next clock period
(iteration of the algorithm).	 Since all possible states must be
examined at each time, the decoder complexity grows exponentially in
constraint length K.	 For this reason, practical Viterbi decoders are
1
limited to codes with constraint lengths on the order of 7.
	 Figures
3.131 and 3.132 present the performance of convolutional encoding/
Viterbi decoding in terms of P b versus Eb/N0 .	 Figure 3.131 shows how
the required E b/N O to achieve a given P b can be reduced by increasing 	 c
the constraint length K.
	
Figure 3.132 illustrates the decrease in
Eb/NO to achieve a given P b by decreasing the code rate R.
	
Figures
3,133 through 3.135 compare the performance of biorthogonal (codes
with rate R = 1/3) convolutional encoding/Viterbi decoding for various
constraint lengths.	 Note in Figure 3.133 that a K =8 biorthogonal block
{ code is needed to give approximately the P b as a K =4 Viterbi-decoded
convolutional code.
Sequential decoders are suboptimum "valley-seeking" decoders
which attempt to follow along the locally best symbols of a codeword
as long as good agreement is observed between the local symbols and
the received sequence.	 Where poor agreement is noted, back searches
are initiated to find codewords with better agreement. 	 For fast pro-
cessors and large input buffers (during back searches, the inputs con-
tinue), very deep back searches can be tolerated, and the undetected
error performance of the suboptimum sequential algorithm approaches
optimum.	 However, the time to decode each bit is still random,
I
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t
depending on the number of back searches needed, and the inputs must
be buffered to allow for this delay. If the input buffer capacity is
exceeded, then a portion of data is lost, causing a gap in the output
stream. For 
Pb=10-3 
voices this may be unacceptable, or at least less
desirable than sending through a message, even if it is noisy. The
problem can be circumvented by using a systematic code in which one
of the channel bits is the uncoded data stream, and this stream may
be directly output (still noise corrupted) when buffer overflow occurs.
However, the fact still remains that the sequential decoder has large
complexity in the fast processor and large backup buffer.
Sequential decoding complexity is independent of constraint
length, so very long codes ( K =40 or above) are used for extremely good
error-correcting capability. The source of errors is thereby restricted
to the overflow problem mentioned above. For fixed processor rate and
ill;	
t.. _	
r	 a .
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buffer sizes the likelihood of buffer overflow can be found by calcu-
lating the probability that the number of computations will exceed the
product of computation rate times the time to fill the buffer. This 	 •i
quantity has been evaluated and found to exhibit a Pareto distribution.
For a desired ouput bit error rate, the sequential decoder speed and
buffer are sized so that the probability of overflow times the number
of bits lost due to overflow meets the requirements for Pb.
There is a fundamental limitation on the amount of improvement
available, however. Above a certain channel bit error rate, the expected
number of computations needed to decode goes to infinity. By evaluating
the expected number of computations as a function of error rate, the i
information rate at which the expected value becomes infinite may be
determined. This value is known as Rcomp.
Note that the difference in performance between the rate 1/2, 	
N-11
K= 7, soft Viterbi decoder and the rate 1/2, K= 41, soft sequential
decoder is less than 0.5 dB at P b = 10-3 . Similar analysis at rate 1/3
shows that K= 7 soft Viterbi decoding is within 0.3 dB of the R
comp
limit at P b = 10-3.
Another type of suboptimal decoding is feedback decoding, a>
special case of which is threshold decoding [47}. Although the per-
t
formance of Viterbi and sequential decoding is generally superior to
that of feedback decoding, the latter has the distinct advantage of
being easy to implement. The operation of a feedback decoder is de-
scribed as follows. The first L 
t 
n symbols (Lt is a parameter of the
decoder) are examined, and the path yielding the largest metric with
respect to the first L t   symbols of the received sequence is selected.	 f
At this point, the first information bit corresponding to the first n
a,
symbols on the maximum metric path chosen is decoded. This decision
uniquely moves the decoder to a specific encoder state. Starting there,
all paths of length L 
t 
n symbols emanating from that node are considered 	 !
and, again, a maximum metric selection is made--now with respect to the
4
sequence of Ltn received code digits whose first is the n+lst. Then the
second information bit is decoded. This process continues in the manner
just described. The technique is called feedback decoding because each
decoding decision on an information bit is fed back to affect future
decisions. Hence, decoding schemes of `his tape possess the undesirable
OF POOR QUALITY
property of error propagation caused by incorrect decisions. For a
large class of convolutional codes, however, the error propagation is
very short.
It should be clear that the decoding accuracy of a feedback
decoding scheme improves as the parameter L t increases, Unfortunately,
however, the complexity of the decision device also grows as L t gets
large. Threshold decoding provides a partial solution to this paradox,
but it is only useful for a specially constructed class of convolutional
codes and only for moderate values of L t . Further details of this spe-
cific type of feedback decoder are well documented (47].
While 't"he previous discussion presented the performance for
PSK modulation, it is not necessary to restrict the specific form of
modulation. The results presented apply to a general class of memory-
less channels, which include additive white Gaussian noise channels.
using polyphase and MFSK modulation. However, when soft decisions are
employed, the performance depends on the PDF of the symbol detector.
In many applications only hard decisions are available. In this case,
the decoding performance is specified in terns or input symbol error
probability, P S , to output bit error probability, P b . Figure 3,136
presents the hard decision coding performance of several codes. The
convolutional encoding/Viterbi decoding performance is for K= 7 and
rates R = 112 and 1/3. The convolutional encoding/binary feedback
decoding is R= 112 and K= 10. The convolutional encoding/sequential
decoding is R= 112 and K= 41. It is important to note that the results
presented in Figure 3.I36 are valid for any memoryless channel, regard-
less of the type of modulation. The coding gain G E or E b/N0 required
to achieve a given Pb can be determined by finding the P s that corre-
sponds to the given P b for a particular decoder. Let E s/N 0 be required
to achieve P s for the type of modulation used. Then, the required
[Eb/N0) to achieve P b for the particular decoder is
It
	
[Eb/NQ^ = R E sA	 (3-32$)G
Let (£b/N0] 
U 
be required to achieve P b with no coding; then
O
	
GE = [E b/N^ - CE b/N0	(3-329)
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3.2.15	 Tandem Lints Considerations
A tandem link is defined in this handbook as one that contains
two or more independent and accountable noise sources. Figure 3.137
shows the general model for a tandem link with three additive noises.
Each noise source is introduced between a transmitter and receiver
pair. The noise at the output of receiver #1 depends only on noise #1,
while the noise output of receiver V is a function of both noise #1
and noise #2. Finally, the end output noise depends upon all three
noise sources.
An example of the generalized tandem link depicted in Figure
3.137 would be the payload-to-Orbiter-to-TDRS-to-ground link shown in
Figure 2.3. Functionally, this link is comprised of Figures 2.9 and
2.13 combined. An identification of the Figure 3.137 blocks with sub-
systems would be:
Ir;,
9
Transmitter #1 = Payload transponder transmitter
Receiver #1	 = Payload interrogator
Transmitter #2 = Network transponder transmitter
Receiver #2
	
= TDRS S-band receiver
Transmitter #3 = TDRS S-band transmitter
Receiver #3	 = Ground station receiver.
The next two subsections discuss two particular tandem link
models that are useful to the design control procedure.
3.2.15.1
	
The TDRS model
A functional block diagram of the TDRS return link channel may
be found in Figure 2.13. The analytical model appears in Figure 3.138.
Two channels comprise the TDRS link. One of two, the TDRS-to-
ground channel is relatively strong by virtue of the fact that high-gain
antennas are employee' on the satellite and at the ground station. On
the other hand, the Orbiter-to-TDRS l ink tends to be SNR limited because
the Orbiter's antenna has a comparatively much lower gain. Thus, when
considering the composite TDRS channels, the effects of noise from the
TDRS to the ground may be neglected.
What remains to tie accounted for is the signal-to-noise spec-
tral density CS/N D) loss associated with the TDRS itself. Mathematir-ll?,,
0
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Figure 3.137. Generalized Tandem Link 	
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the satellite may be modeled as a bandpass limiter which transforms the
input signal-plus-noise into a constant-envelope bandpass waveform. 	 The
effect of this operation insofar as the throughput is concerned is to
decrease the input S/N0 by a factor 
LTDRS'	
LTDRS is a function of the
SNR at the limiter input, and analyses [48] have shown that the loss is
fairly constant for low SNR. 	 Therefore, when dealing with the 'TORS
return link, 
LTDRS is assigned a value of -2.0 dB, indicative of a low J
SNR condition.
The TDRS forward link may be analytically modeled akin to the
return link.
	 In this case, however, the SNR into the limiter is rela-
tively large and, as a result, the value assigned to LTDRS is -1.0 dB.
3.2.15.2
	 Accounting for multiple noise sources
The bent-pipe link (see subsections 2.1.2.4 and 2.3.2.2)	 is a;';
prime example of a tandem link where two independent noise sources must
be accounted for.	 An analytical model is shown in Figure 3.139.
	 The
left-hand noise source, N00 , is to be associated with the PI receiver,
while the other noise, NO2 , is the TORS receiver. 	 A block labeled r,
Baseband Processing is a combination of the PI receiver and KuSP filter-;
ing and amplitude regulation circuits.
	
The block P0H/PR accounts for
the Ku-band transmitter power allocation to the particular bent-pipe
channel	 under consideration (see subsection 2.3.2).
The model may be explained as follows. 	 A signal with power P
and noise with spectral density N00 are added at the input to the base,
band processor.	 The processor functions to filter and amplitude scale
the signal-plus-noise.	 Amplitude scaling may be comprised of (1) a
linear RMS or peak-to-peak regulator or (2) a hard-limiter (clipper).
Whatever the nature of the amplitude scaling, the output of the processor
may be viewed as having a signal component plus noise components in a
noise bandwidth of B BP .	 Total output power of the processor as manifest
in the received total power at the TDRS is designated as P R .	 This power
is decreased by the factor P CO/PR to account for the poorer allocation to
the particular bent-pipe channel	 under consideration, the effective
signal-plus-noise power being given the symbol 	 PS*N ,	 The individual sig-
nal and noise power components are then obtained respectively by ,
QO
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Figure 3,139. Bent-Pipe Dual-Noise-Source Analytical Model
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multiplication with the factors 
PSR/PS+N and PNR/PS+N. These factors
have values that are dependent upon the nature of the baseband process-
ing. (NOTE: As of the first edition of the handbook, analytical and
graphical data which relate these factors to the physical subsystems
involved was not available. This information is planned to be supplied
in subsequent editions of the handbook.) Finally, the tandem equivalent
noise spectral density, N 09 is obtained by adding the bandwidth-normalized
received noise power component, PNR/BBP = N 01 (this creates the noise
spectral density form of the received noise power), with the TDRS receiver
noise spectral density, NO2 . (Note that this addition is accomplished
with absolute forms of the noise spectral densities, not their dBW/Hz
equivalents.) Table 4.6 in section 4.2 shows the design control proced-
ure for handling the case of two noise sources.
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4.0	 THE COMMUNICATION LINK DESIGN BUDGET
4.1	 The Nature and Structure of the Link Equation
Section 2.0 discusses the functional composition of the various
E end-to-end links which comprise the overall payload/Orbiter/ground com-
munication system.	 The concept of a generalized link block diagram'i.s
then introduced in Section 3.0, and the various types of performance
parameters which characterize the end-to-end link operations are defined
and explained.	 In this section, the practical means for calculating the
expected end-to-end link performance are developed, and guidelines are
given which allow a link design budget to be generated for any channel
of interest to a payload user.
To begin with, it may be simply stated that calculation of a
particular desired performance quantity is obtained through multiplica-
tion and division of the separate link parameters, viz.,
Z	 yl 2 ... N s	 (4-1)
1Y	
y
2	 M
s	
where Z is the performance quantity to be calculated and X n and Ym are p.
the link parameters. A simple example would be the calculation of the
effective power radiated at a transmitting directional antenna. Given
`
	
	
that a power amplifier supplies power P T to a cable having transmission
loss LC which feeds the antenna having on-axis gain G T , the effective
radiated power calculation is
Pradi ated	 PT LC GT '	 y
A second example would be the deterwJ nation of receiver SNR given the
received signal power PR , a lossy cable L C , a receiver noise figure NF,
e
the ambient noise spectral density N 0 , and a bandwidth B. The receiver
SNR is then calculated by
SNR =	 P
R LC
NF NCB
t!
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It is much easier to add and subtract numbers than to multiply
and divide them. Thus, it is common practice to deal with (4-1) in its
logarithmic form. Taking 10 logl o of both sides of (4-1) gives
10 loglo (Z) = 10 log10 y7Y2 ... 
YN
®	 12... M
= 10 log l o (X1 ) + 10 109 10 ( x2 ) + -•• + 10 10910 (XN)
- 10 10910 (Y l ) - 10 10910 (Y2 ) - ... - 10 10910 (YM) '
In order to write this result in more compact form, it is desir-
able to introduce new symbols for each of the variables 10 logl0 ( ).
However, since there are so many parameters for a typical link, symbology
is already a problem, and a dual set of symbols to denote absolute and
logarithmic quantities would be confusing. Therefore, the same symbols
are employed, the above equation being written as
4
Z = X  + X2 + ... + X  - y  - y2 	 YM	 (4-2)
If the parameters Xn and Ym are given in absolute form, then (4-1) is
used while, if they appear in logarithmic form (as denoted .,/ their
dB or dBx units), (4-2) applies.
At this point, a word of caution is invoked; absolute and luy-
arithmic units must not be mixed in the calculation. This is a common
error. When parameter,; are initially specified or determined from the
physical subsystems involved, some will often appear in absolute units
and others in logarithmic form. Since the usual procedure is to con-
struct the link design budget using parameters in logarithmic form, all
E	 quantities given with absolute units must be converted before the link
performance calculation is made.
r
An end-to-end link equation, for which (4-2) is the archetype,
involves many parameters. Thus, a tabular form of the equation, known
9
	
	
as a design control table, is used. Typical link equations will there-
fore not be explicitly written out but will be structured according to
the tabular organization presented in the subsequent subsection.
A051k, 4L
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4.2	 Typical Design Control Table Configuration
A design control table (OCT) is a tabulation of all pertinent
link parameters for a given channel in an order akin to tracing through
the end-to-end system from input to output. Additionally, the entries
are arranged in such a way as to expedite the logical order of calcula-
tion, along with instructions for adding and subtracting the numbers.
Since RF channels may be signal-wise subdivided into their
various component parts (e.g., a typical downlink may be partitioned into
its carrier component, telemetry component and ranging component), the
OCT is sectionally organized according to such components. Consider the
simplest of links, which involves only one transmitter and one receiver.
The first section would then involve the calculation of the total SNR
spectral density ratio at the receiver. Table 4.1 shows the OCT total
channel section. mote that this table has a provision for entering the 	 .4:" I
nominal parameter value and parameter tolerance information. The use of
tolerances is discussed in section 4.3. The grouping brackets under the
parameter column are also associated with these tolerance calculations.
Each parameter has an entry number, symbol (for keying to the link block
diagram), and a logarithmic unit. The entry number is prefixed with an
alphabetic code to indicate the OCT section or table type. In the case
of Table 4.1, the "T" denotes "total signal." Other common prefixes would
be as follows:
CT = carrier tracking
DC = data channel
DCX = data channel	 "X"
A = analog channel
CM = command channel
R = ranging channel
The prefixes allow for ease of cross-table parameter reference when the
entire OCT is comprised of several sections, as will be discussed subse-
quently. Calculation procedure/notes appear in the parameter column
enclosed in parentheses (or brackets), where unprefixed numbers refer to
entries within the immediate table and prefixed numbers are entries found
in the corresponding tables.
f,l
Table 4.1. Design Control Table, Total Signal for a Single Channel
Entry Parameter Nominal Tolerance
No. (Ca:culation) Symbol
	
Units Value
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Bev.
T1 Total Transmit Power PT	 dBW
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses LTX	 dB
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain
G 	 dB
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss
LPTX	
dB
T5 Space Loss, f =	 MHz LS	 dB
T6 Atmospheric Loss LA	 dB
T7 Receive Antenna Gain
G 
	 dB
T8 Polarization Loss
LPOL	 dB
T9 Receive Pointing Loss LPR	 dB
T10 Receive Circuit Losses
L 
	 dB
T11 Total Received Power P	 dBW(E1 through 10) R
T12 Receive Noise Density N	 dBW/HzNF =	 dB 0
T13 Receiver Signal/Noise Density P IN	 dB-Hz(11 -	 12) R	 0
00
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Coherent communication systems require a carrier phase-tracking
function regardless of whether the carrier is spectrally discrete or sup-
pressed.	 Some noncoherent FM receivers employ AFC loops which, in effect,
track the mean carrier frequency.
	 For these reasons, a DCT is needed for
the carrier-tracking function; an example is shown in Table 4.2. 	 This
table is universal in that it may be used with any carrier-tracking func-
tion found in any of the payload links.	 The difference concerns which of
the loss terms (entry numbers 3 through 7) are considered applicable.
' The nature and relevance of each of these losses is discussed under Sec-
tion 3.0.
	
(Note that the first line entry is obtained from line 13 of
Table 4.1 or line 14 of Table 4.5 or line 12 of Table 4.6.)
	 Examples for
the various types of tracking functions may be found in Appendix B.
Table 4.2 also introduces the use of the measure "margin" which 	 $,
z ~ is found in all of the end-point performance DCT's.	 "Nominal value margin",'
5 is simply the difference between some DCT-calculated nominal performance
parameter and the specified/desired value of the same performance param-
eter.	 This latter value is supplied by the user as a necessary minimum
level of operation.	 Interpretation of margin, taking into consideration
the parameter tolerances, is discussed in the following subsection.
i A digital data channel	 DCT appears in Table 4.3.	 Again, this	 t
table is universal to all digital configurations, with and without sub-
carriers, coding and PN spreading. 	 Entries are defined in Section 3.0,
and several examples of its use are found in Appendix B.
Table 4.4 is for an FM analog channel.	 Computation of the demod-
ulator output SNR (Tine A7) requires the use of an appropriate formula re-
lative to the input SNR conditions and whether preemphasis/deemphasis is
employed.	 For a discussion of such formulas, see subsection 3.2.11.2.
Appendix B5 provides an example of this table. 	 If the modulation is FSK
and a postdemodulation synchronizer/detector is used, it is usually neces-
sary to compute the equivalent noise spectral density (see 3.2.11.2.4).
Following this, Table 4.3 may be employed to complete the FSK performance
calculation.
Two tandem-link DCT's are now presented. 	 Table 4,5 is a total-
10 signal DCT for use with the TDRS, where the Orbiter/TDRS links are SNR
limited.	 It may therefore be used for the Orbiter-to-TDRS-to-ground link
where the transmit and receive parameters apply respectively to the
l<
r 	
XZ
Table 4.2. Carrier-Tracking Design Control Table
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (;alculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
CT1 Receiver _.anal/Noise Densi ty P /N dB-Hz(T2 or T13 or T14) R	 O
C-2 Carrier; 7e;:al Power Pc/PR t^v
CT3 I fg,zl zy C: ci 11 z ._ r Loss LOSC dB
C 4 1:: Fi 7^  tering Loss LPN dB
CTU Phi Correlation Loss LCOR dB
CT 5, Squaring Loss LSQ dB
C €7 L^+i ter Loss LL1M dB
^-,
C` "
Ne"t Carrier-Signal /Noise-
Density	 (E 1 through 7) P	 /NNC	 0 dB-Hz
C19 Carrier Loop Noise Bandwidth, 2B dB-HzTiro-S i da d L
CT10 Carrier Loop SAR(.g - 9) (N^) 213L dB-Hz
CT11 Required Carrier Loon dB
Minimum SNR
CT12 Carrier Loop SNR Margin ' dB(10 - 11)
CTi 3 Adverse MarginAdv ao[12+ (.12	 .	 Tol .) ]
CT14 Rean Tolerance Margin dB[12+ (12 Mean Tol .) ]
CT15 3Q Tolerance Margin dB
114+3x(12 Std.	 Dev.)]
Q D
^n :0
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e0 ^
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Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
DO Receiver Signal/Noise Density p /N dB-Hz
CT12 or T13 or T14) R	 0
DC2 Data/Total Power PD /P R dB
DC3 PN Filtering Loss(CT4) LPN dB
DC4 PN Correlation Loss(CT5) LCOR dB
DC5 Carrier Phase Noise Loss L^ dB
DC6 Subcarrier Demodulation Loss LSD dB
FD--.7 Bit Synchronization Loss dBLBS
DC8 Miscellaneous Waveform Loss
LWF dB
DO Data Bit Rate
R dB-bps
DCIO Net Bit Energy/Noise Density E /N dBUZI through 8) - 91 b	 0
DCI 1 Required E B/NO	 Coded dBP	 =	 Uncoded
DC72 Data Channel Margin dB(i0^11)
OC13 Adverse Margin dB[12 + (,12 Adv. To] . )^
DC14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12+ (12 Mean TO.)]
DC15 3a Tolerance Margin dB[14+3x(12 Std.
	
Dev. )]
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Table 4.3. Digital Data Channel Design Control Table
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
NO (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
Al Receiver Signal/Noise Density P/N dB-Hz(1712 or T13 or T14) R	 O
A2 Predemodulation Bandwidth
B 
dB-Hz
A3 Signal	 Filtering Loss LSF dB
A4 Predemodulation SNR S dB(I	 - 2 + 3) (#)Bi
A5 Peak Carrier Deviation Af Hz
r	 A6 Postdemodulation Bandwidth Bo Hz
A7 Demodulator Output SNR SNR dB(Formula) O
A8 Minimum Required SNR 0 dB
A9 SNRD Margin dB(_7-8)
Al0 Adverse Margin dB[ 9+ (9 Adv. Tol . )]
All Mean Tolerance Margin dB[9+ (9 Mean Tol . )]
Al2 3a Tolerance Margin dB[11+ 3x(9 std.	 Dev. )]
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Table 4.4. FM Analog Channel Design Control
i
Table
4
NTable 4.5. Desi n Control Table, Total Si nal for the TDRS Link
F
Entry
No.
Parameter
(Calculation) Symbol Units
Nominal
Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
TI Total Transmit Power PT dBW
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses LTX dB
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain G dB
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss LPTX dB
Tq Space Loss
f =	 MHz
L
S
dB
Tb Receive Antenna Gain 7 G dB
T7 Polarization Loss LPOL dB
T8 Receive Pointing Loss LPR dB
T9 Receive Circuit Losses LR dB
Tl0 Atmospheric Loss LA dB
TI TDRS Loss LTDRS dB
T12 Total Received Power(E1
	
through 11)
P
R
dBW
T13
^---
Receiver Noise Density
NF =	 dB
N
0
dBW/Hz
T^	 14 Receiver Signal/Noise Density PR/N0 dB-Hz
OHO
O
rO
m^
M
cqr).	 _.
-	
-	 -	 -	
-.	
-	
dw
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Orbiter and the TDRS or for the ground -to-TDRS-to -Orbiter link, where
the transmit parameters are those of the TDRS and receive parameters are
associated with the Orbiter
	
In this latter link, care must be exercised
when dealing with the TDRS multiple-access mode to make sure the correct
amount of "per-channel" power is inserted on line 1; for the Ku-band
return link, the proper transmitter power components must be accounted
for (see subsection 2.3.2). 	 TDRS/ground system performance is accounted
for by a single entry, the "TDRS loss" on line 11.
	
Note that the atmo-
spheric loss, now on line 10, has been statistically associated with the
IF TDRS loss.	 A typical DCT for the Ku-band link is found in Appendix B6.
A second type of tandem link is the " bent-pipe."	 The nature of
the noise equivalent calculation involved for feedthrough modulation noise
is discussed in subsection 3.2.1.5.2, and Table 4.6 shows the accounting
procedure.
	
Appendices 87 and B8 provide sample calculations.
In summary, this subsection has introduced six typical DCT's 	 4;y
that cover the majority of possible payload/ground configurations. 	 These
DCT's have been made as universal as possible; however, some revision/cus-
tomizing by the user to exactly suit the end-to-end link being considered
is likely to be required.
G
 ^I
4.3	 Tolerances
L
4.3.1	 The Source and Nature of Tolerances
Tolerances are assigned to each nominal parameter by cognizant
individuals, and are based upon both objective and subjective considera-
tions. Some of the major factors which give rise to tolerances are as
follows:
(a) Inability to manufacture electrical and mechanical com-
ponents exactly to specification
(b) Nonconstant environmental conditions (e.g., temperature,
pressure)
(c) Component aging I
(d) Electrical operating -point drifts, especially power supplies 	 3
(e) Inability to measure performance beyond a certain level of
accuracy
(f) Imperfect theoretical performance models
(g) Past experience with identical or similar equipment
(h) Risk conditions.
Tolerance
Entry Pa -ametF- r Nominal
No. (Cal	 dCion) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
BP1 Total Received Power P dBW(T12) R
BP2 Ku-Sand Channel/Total Power PCH/PR dB
BP3 Channel S+N Power
+ 2) PS+N dBW(1
BP4 S/(S+N) Power PSR/PS+N dB
P
- effective Received Signal
PSR dBWPower	 (.3 + 4)
BP6 N/(S+N) Power
P NR/ PS+N dB
SP7 Effective Received Noise P dBW
Power	 (3 + 6) NR
BP8 Channel Noise Bandwidth BBP dB-Hz
BP9 Effective Received Noise N dBW/Hz
Density	 (7 - 8) 01
BP10 Receiver Noise Density(T13) N 02 dBW/Hz
BPl l Total	 Density) Noise NO dBW/Hz
BP12t Channel l l^gnal/Noise Density PSR/NO dB-Hz
p
00
n ;a
-00
O
to
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Table 4.6. Bent-Pipe Effective Signal and Noise Levels
 ( M OI) 	 ( NO2]
*NO = 10 log log-1	 10 + Iog-i 10)
(NOTE: When supplying this entry to line DCi of a Data Channel DCT, also enter values of zero on line DC2.
Ku-Band Mode
Ku-Band Channel
w
a0
p"qb►
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When tolerances are specified, they should be realistic. Under no
circumstances should they be "padded" to embody "safety margins." Gen-
erally, they should be small for communication links--on the order of
several tenths of a decibel. Tolerances that exceed 1 dB or more should
be suspect and invest gated as to their validity. Meaningful tolerances
are specified only after careful consideration of all factors, including
previous knowledge and experience.
Electrical circuits that must maintain linearity or some pre-
scribed level of constant performance usually have the larger tolerances.
Microwave components (especially power amplifiers) and subsystems are
found to have the largest tolerances of ail. Microwave connectors and
joints, when used in sufficient quantities, give rise to undue cumulative
tolerances. Digital circuits and subsystems, on the other hand, have
relatively low tolerance margins. Digital functions, rather than being
graded by tolerances, are usually rated by their probability of failure
(i.e., either they work or they don't).
Some parameters, such as atmospheric loss, are in reality random
variables with a mean value which is called the parameter nominal value.
Other parameters, such as data bit rate, have such small tolerances that
it can be argued that no tolerances need be assigned. in addition, there
are parameters such as required thresholds or desired operating-point
values which have no tolerances because they are specified operational
conditions which are inviolate with respect to equipment performance.
4.3.2	 Tolerance Accounting
The usual approach to tolerance specification is to supply the
most adverse and most favorable values that a particular parameter may
attain. From a statistical point of view, such values represent the
extremes of the distribution of possible values for the parameter; as a
®
	
	 result, their likelihood of occurrence is rather small. Yet, there has
been a pre ailing feeling that, unless the communication link design
margin is sufficient to overcome the most adverse tolerance possibilities,
the link cannot be relied upon. Although this approach had much merit in
the earlier clays of the U.S space programs, many years of experience,
4n d
1
0
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i together with significant refinements in equipment and techniques, make
its use in the Shuttle era overly conservative. 	 Therefore, in addition
to the adverse or worst-case tolerance method, a statistical procedure*
is also outlined in the following paragraphs.
Reference to any of the DCT's in section 4.2 shows that col-
umns have been provided for listing the favorable and adverse tolerances
of each parameter.	 The calculation information listed in the parameter
column of the DCT used to calculate nominal values is also used to cal-
culate tolerance.	 Specifically, with reference to Table 4.1, all the
parameter nominal values and favorable and adverse tolerances are supplied
on the DCT on lines i through 10 inclusive.	 The parameter nominal value
and tolerances for the entry on line 11 are then calculated by summing
the values of lines 1
	 through 10 as indicated by t1,. 9
 (zl	 through 10)
found in the parameter column on line 11.
The statistical or probabilistic method of tolerance accounting
is now reviewed.	 In the DCT's, this involves the twi tolerance columns
designated "mean" and "std. 	 dev." (standards deviation).
	 Use of the statis-
tical method requires that a PDF be assigned to each of the parameters. 	 In
order to limit the number of PDF's employed, only four different forms are
considered:	 (1) discrete,
	
(2)	 rectangular,	 (3)	 triangular, and	 (4) Gaussian.
u; Figure 4.1	 shows these PDF's and the relationship of their mean and stan-
dard deviation to the extreme points.
	
When applying them to the DCT, the
extreme points of the PDF are set exactly equal to the specified adverse
and favorable tolerances. 	 Thus, in Figure 4.1, "a" is the adverse number
u' and "f" is the favorable number, while u and a are, respectively, the mean
and standard deviation.
	 'Wote that, since the adverse tolerance is expres-
sed in decibels,	 "f" is generally a positive number and "a" is a negative
number.)
Q5 The assignment of a PDF form to any parameter is dependent upon
experience and measurements.
	 The example given in Table 4.7 has it-1
 PDF
selections based upon practice and may therefore be used as a guideline.
Once the PDF's have been assigned along with the favorable and adverse
tolerances, the parameter means and standard deviations are easily
u
This method is based upon the approach developed in [3].
0
_... DI
I9 60
(1) Discrete PDF Q) Rectangular PDF
0
-0
1
f-a
a	 r
= z(f+a)
r
a = = (f2 +af+a2 ) - (f+a)2] 
1/2
(3) Triangular PDF
2
f-a /*^
a	 f
u = ^ (f +a)
r	 1/2
a = 11 (f2 +af+a 2 ) - 1 (f+a)2^
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CAFigure 4,1. Parameter Tolerance Probability Density Functions
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i
calculated from the formulas given in Figure M.
	 In the DCT's previously
introduced, some parameters are grouped because of a statistical inter-
relationship betwoen them.
	 Where this occurs, the favorable tolerances
are summed together, as are the adverse tolerances, to form a combined
parameter tolerance pair used to compute the mean and standard deviation
	
,I
of the grouping.
` Once all of the means and standard deviations have been deter-
mined for the specified parameters, the calculated parameters have their
' means and standard deviations calculated according to the relationships
N
Total - 1 un	 (4-3)
-	 Z/2
_	 (4-4)
Total	 cn
n=
in accordance with the calculation instructions found in the parameter
column of the DCT, which determine N.
	 lj
An example at this point will
	 best serve to dispel any confusion.
	 =	 f^
Table Ma shows a total signal DCT for a hypothetical link; thus, the
j numbers, although realistic, do not represent an
	 p	 y particular channel. :;a
Note for the sake of this example that an additional column has been
added to indicate the PDF form used (D= discrete, R= rectangular, T=
triangular, G= Gaussian).
	 On line 11, the "mean" and "std, dev." values
IP
are calculated using (4-3) and (4-4), respectively, with N = 7.	 The
nominal value on line 11	 is taken to have a Gaussian PDF by virtue of
applying the central-limit theorem when combining all of the specified
parameters.
1 Table 4.7b continues the calculation begun in Table 4,7a through
the carrier-tracking DCT.
	 The results of Table 4.7b are discussed in
the next subsection.
0
..l
Table 4.7a. Design Control Table, Total , Signal for a Single Channel.
(Hypothetical Example)
r
En try
No.
Parameter
(.Calculation) Symbol Units
Nomi na 1
Value
Tolerance
Favorable
	
Adverse	 Mean	 Std. Dev.	 PDF
Tl Total Transmit Power PT dBW -8.5 1.2 -1.5 -0.10 0.55	 T
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses LTX dB -0.4 0.2 -0.3 -0.05 0.14	 R
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain
G 
dB 12.5 0.6 -0.6
-0.03 0.35	 TT4 Transmit Pointing Loss
LPTx dB -0.3 0.L -0.2
T5 Space Loss
f =
	 15,000
	
MHz L S dB --206.0 0.0 0.0 0.00 0.00	 D
T6 Atmospheric Loss LA dB -0.8 0.8 -0.8 0.00 0.27	 G
T7 Receive Antenna Gain G dB 36.2 0.7 -0.9
-0.10 0.43	 T
T8 Polarization Loss LPOL dB -0.3 0.1 -0.2
T9 Receive Pointing Loss LPR
LR
dB -0.1 0.1 -0.1
T10 Receive Circuit Losses dB -0.2 0.1 -0.1 0.00 0.04	 R
Tll Total Received Power(El	 through 10) P R dBW -167.9 4.0 -4.7 -0.28 0.84	 G
T12 Rece
iver 
4
Noise
 
Density
NO dBW/Hz -200.0 -0.3 0.3 0.00 0.10	 G
T13 Receiver Signal /Noise Density(11	 -	 12) P /NR	 0 dB-Hz 32.1 4.3 -5.0 -0.28 0.85	 G
0®
ro-y
c
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Table 4.7b. Carrier Tracking Design Control Table
(Hypothetical Example)
Tolerance
Entry	 Parameter
	 Nominal
No.	 (Calculation)	 Symbol	 Un;ts	 Value	 Favorable
	
Adverse
	 Mean	 Std. Dev.	 PDF
CT13)	 R	 0CT1	
Receiver Signal/Noise Density
	
P /N	 dB-Hz	 32.1	 4.3	 -5.0	 -0.28	 0.85	 G
CT2	 Carrier/Total Power	 PC/PR	 dB	 0.0	 0.0	 0.0	 0.00	 0.00	 A
CT3	 Noisy Oscillator Loss
	
LOSC	 dB	 -0.3	 0.0	 0.0	 0.00	 0.00	 D
CT4	 PN Filtering Loss
	 LPN	 dB	 -0.5	 0.1
	 -0.1
CT5	 PN Correlation Loss	
LCOR	
dB	
-0.8	 0.3	 -0.1	 0.07	 0.12	 T
CT6	 Squaring Loss
	 LSQ	 dB	 -0.6	 0.1
	 -0.2	 -0.05	 0.11	 R
CT7	 Limiter Loss
	 LL1M	 dB	 0.0	 0.0
	 0.0	 0 . 00	 0.00	 D
Density	 (E1 through 7)	 NC	 0
CT8	 Net Carrier Signal/Noise 	 P	 /N	 dB-Hz	 29.9	 4.8	 -5.4	 -0.26	 0.87	 G
Two-Sided	 L
CT9	 Carrier Loop Noise Bandwidth, 	 2B	 dB-Hz	 17.8	 0.0
	 0.0	 0.00	 0.00	 D
CT1 O	 Carrier Loop SNR	 S
C8 - g )	 (9)2BL	 dB	 12.1	 4.8	 -5.4	 -0.26	 0.87	 G
Required Carrier LoopCT1l	
Minimum SNR	 dB	 9.0
CT72	 Carrier Loop SNR Margin(10 - 11)	 d6	 3.1	 4.8	 -5.4	 -0.26	 0.87	 G
CT13	 Adverse Margin	 d6	 -2.3[l2 + (12 Adv. Tol . )
Mean Tolerance MarginCT14	 [12+ (.12 Mean Tol .) ] 	 d6	 2.84
CT15	 3a Tolerance Margin
114+3x(12 Std. Dev.)]	 dB	 0.23
00n 
0
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4.4	 Interpreting Link Performance
4.4.1	 Specified Versus Calculated Performance-Link Margin
	 •^
As previously stated in section 4.2, "margin" is an important
	 J
endpoint performance measure. 	 Any nominal-value margin is defined as
the difference between a given DCT-calculated nominal performance param-
eter and its specified or desired minimum value,
	
When, therefore, the
margin is positive, the designer knows that nominally an adequate link
design exists.	 On the other hand, when it is negative, the link design
t is inadequate and some redesign or tighter specifications are required.
Table 4.7b continues the hypothetical example introduced in the
previous subsection through the carrier-tracking function.
	
Line 12 of
Table 4.7b therefore shows a nominal carrier loop SNR margin of +3.1 dB.
On the surface, this might appear quite adequate; however, when toler-
ances are considered, it will be seen to be only barely adequate, as
discussed in the next subsection.
4.4.2	 Tolerance Conditions
Line 12 of Table 4.7b illustrates a carrier loop SNR margin of
+3.1 dB, along with the margin tolerances.
	 If the favorable tolerance is 	 t
considered, the margin could be as large as 7.9 dB.	 However, this is very
likely and, even if it did occur, it is of little merit as the improved
J
link performance is, by definition, not required.
On the other hand, the adverse margin considering the adverse
tolerance is -2.3 dB.
	 This has been entered on line 13 of Table 4.7b.
Since the adverse margin is negative, the link, taking the most conser-
vative point of view, could be judged inadequate.
	
However, consider the
probabilistic margins based upon the PDF parameters.
	 The mean-tolerance	 i
margin (line 14) is almost as large as the nominal margin.	 Taking into
4P
account the 3a adverse tolerance, the 3a tolerance margin (line 15) is
i
still positive, although quite small. 	 The 3a tolerance margin for this
example is interpreted to mean that the carrier loop SNR margin will not
fall below +0.23 dB with probability 0.99. 	 From a risk point of view,
this would appear to be satisfactory performance and Should be accepted
in lieu of the -2.3 dB adverse margin which would call for link redesign.
I308
In summary, the exclusive use of adverse margin results in an
overly conservative approach to acceptable link performance. The 3q
tolerance margin should generally be applied when dealing with channels
for which there is considerable experience and corroborating data.
t
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5.0	 DESIGN CONTROL TABLE PREPARATION
5.1	 Organizing The Effort
The DCT procedure should begin by identifying the necessary
payload functions and requirements.
	 Standard telemetry and command capa-
bility should be reviewed next to determine whether it will satisfy the
needs.	 If it will, then the remaining DCT procedure is straightforward,
and it is likely that the link configurations and OCT`s presented in this
handbook will suffice with little, if any, modification.
! Given that the standard capabilities are inappropriate, the next
two steps should be:	 (1) establish the most appropriate end-to-end link
configuration that will meet the requirement (refer to subsection 2.1.2)
and (2) construct a functional block diagram showing those flight and
ground subsystems that will be involved (see subsection 2.1.3 for guidance).
Major system/subsystem performance parameters should be identified on the
functional diagram.	 Next, DCT forms should be prepared for all sections
of the Zink that have separate end-point measures.
	 The DCT forms pre-
sented in section 4.2 should be used as the basis for this aspect of the
effort.
5.2	 User Variable Parameters
Once the DCT forms have been prepared, parameter nominal values
and tolerances must be specified. Actually, the payload user has only
a few independent options ins:)far as the parameters are concerned. All
of the Orbiter and much of the ground parameters are inviolate. They
comprise the bulk of the DCT entries and may be readily obtained by
reference to Appendices A and B of this handbook.
Parameters over which the user does have control are obviously
those associated with the payload itself and any special-purpose ground
equipment. Certain payload parameters, however, are constrained (see
Appendix D for such restrictions).
When selecting parameters over which the user has a choice, sound
engineering judgment and potential cost consciousness must be exercised.
The state-of--the-art relative to hardware capability must be appreciated
such that desired parametric values may be easily realized. Further,
"inventive" approaches should be avoided, as they will probably increase
C- 5
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,f
costs considerably in development. All in ail, the degree of flexibility
available to the user is limited, and proven techniques should therefore
be implemented.
	
5.3	 Maximizing Desired Performance
When specifying parameters over which the user has control,
trade-off studies should he conducted to maximize the needed transmitter
power/antenna gain product relative to cost. Improvements on the order
of a few decibels may be most economically obtained through the use of
coding or highly efficient modulation methods. Clearly, as outlined
in subsection 4.4.2, small but positive 3u tolerance margins should be
accepted as indicative of valid link performance, whenever possible.
	
5.4
	
How To Obtain Additional Information
It may be necessary for those users who do not have extensive
experience with DCT procedures or the Shuttle communication system to
obtain guidance beyond that which is provided in this handbook. Tech-
nical questions and inquiries relative to parameter values and tolerances
should be addressed to:
Mr. William Teasdale, EE8
Systems Analysis Branch
NASA Johnsor ;pace Center
Houston, Texas 77058(713)483-4647.
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Al	 PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR MAJOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
1
The function of the Payload Interrogator (PI) is to provide the
.,
RF communication link between the Orbiter and detached payloads. For
communication with the NASA payloads, the PI operates in conjunction with
the Payload Signal Processor (PSP). During DOD missions, the PI is
interfaced with the Communication interface Unit (CIU). Nonstandard
(bent-pipe) data received by the PI from either NASA or DOD payloads
is delivered to the Ku-band Signal Processor (KuSP), where it is encoded
for transmission to the ground via the Shuttle /TDRS link.
The tables on the following pages summarize the major performance
I
parameters of the Payload Interrogator equipment.
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Table Al.l. Payload Interrogator Operating Channels
Frequency Range
(MHz)
Number of
Channels
Channel Spacing
(kHz)
STDN
Transmit 2025.833- 2118.7 808 115
Receive 2200	 - 2300.875 808 125
DSN
Transmit 2110.243- 2119.792 29 341.049
Receive 2290.185- 2299.814 27 370.37
SGLS
Transmit 1763.721 -1839.795 20 4004
2202.5
	 - 2297.5 20 5000
it
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Table A1.2. Payload Interrogator Antenna Characteristics
Parameter Value
Operating frequency 1740 to 1850 MHz
(VSWR <	 1.5:1)
2000 to 2300 MHz
(VSWR < 2.0:1)
Gain 2.5 dB
Beamwidth (3 dB) ±500	 (100 0 cone)
Polarization Right-hand circular (RHCP)
RF cable losses 9.6 dB (max)
it
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Table A1.3. Receiver and Transmitter Performance Characteristics
0
0
f
t
RECEIVER
Noise figure
Doppler accommodated
Doppler rate accommodated
Static phase-tracking error
Mean phase-tracking error
Acuisition threshold
?carrier component)
Acuisition time
?probability 0.9)
Tracking threshold
(carrier component)
Mean time to lose lock
Dynami c range
Receiver sensitivity
(maximum no-damage input)
Minimum signal level
(modulated)
TRANSMITTER
RF power output (2:1 load)
(minimum)
Transmit frequency stability
Sweep capability
Wide (STDN or SGLS)
Narrow (DSN)
Phase noise (steady state)
7 dB max
±75 kHz
44 kHz/s.
±3°
<150
-122.2 dBm
<3 s
-129.2 dBm
>10 s
110 dB
Low	 Medium	 High
	35 dBm
	
30 dBm	 20 dBm
	
-87 dBm
	
-107 dBm	 -120 dBm
	
4 dBm	 27 dBm	 37 dBm
< +0.001%
±50 kHz @ 35 kHz/s
±30 kHz @ 0.6 kHz/s
4° RMS
r
RECEIVE PM CHARACTERISTICS (TELEMETRY DATA)
NASA (STDN/DSN)
Data rate 1, 2, 4, 8	 or	 16 kbps
Subcarrier waveform 1.024 MHz PSK
Modulation index 1.0 rad
DOD (S&LS
Data rate 0.25 to 256 kbps in steps of 2
Subcarrier waveform 1.024 MHz PSK and/or 1.7 MHz FM/FM
Modulation index 0.3 or 1.0 rad each Subcarrier
Bent-Pipe
Any of the above NASA or DOD forms or baseband analog signals
up to 4.5 MHz or 3 Mbps digital data (biphase-L or NRZ-L) phase
modulated onto the carrier
TRANSMIT PM CHARACTERISTICS (COMMAND DATA)
iNASA	 STDN/DSW
Data rate 125/16,	 125/8,	 125/4,	 125/2, 125,	 250,
500, 1000, 2000 bps
Subcarrier waveform 16 kHz PSK
Modulation index 1.0 rad
DOD	 SCLS
Data rate 1	 ksps or 2 ks p ,
Subcarrier waveform Ternary F'SM/Uj (65, 76 or 95 kHz tones)
Modulation index 0.1 or 1.0 rad
0
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Table A1.4. Ra,eband Receive and Transmit Characteristics
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A2	 NASA PAYLOAD SIGNAL PROCESSOR MAJOR PERFORMANCE PARAMETERS
The Payload Signal Processor (PSP) performs the following func-
tions:	 (1) it modulates NASA payload commands onto a 16-kHz sinusoidal
subcarrier and delivers the resultant signal to the PI and the attached
payload umbilical,
	 (2) it demodulates the payload telemetry data from
the 1.024 MHz subcarrier signal provided by the PI, and (3) it performs
bit and frame synchronization of demodulated telemetry data and delivers
this data and its clock to the Payload Data Interleaver (PDI).
Presented in the following tables are the salient parameters of
the NASA Payload Signal Processor equipment.
Table A2.1. PSP Command Processing Section Parameters
PSP/MDM COMMAND INTERFACE
Mode	 Half duplex
Data rate	 1 Mbps
PCM format	 Manchester
COMMAND DATA OUTPUT
Bit rate	 125/16, 125/8, 125/4, 125/2, 125,
250, 500, 1000 or 2000 bps
PCM format	 NRZ-L, NRZ-M or NRZ-S
Modulation	 PSK on 16-kHz sine-wave subcarrier
Data asymmetry	 < 2%
Phase jitter 	 < 3`,'
t
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Table A2.2. PSP Telemetry Processing Section Parameters
PCM format NRZ or Manchester L, M, or S
Data word length 8 bits
i
Data frame length 1, 2, ...,	 1023 or 1024 words
Frame sync word
Pattern Programmable
Length
I
8, 16, 24 or 32 bits
Subcarrier Demodulator/Bit Synchronizer
Subcarrier frequency 1.024 MHz
i
Subcarrier stability 0.01%
Bit rate 1,2,4, 8 or 16 kbps
Bit rate stability 0.1%
Transition density <. 64 transitions in 512 bits
64 consecutive bits without
transition
Acquisition threshold E b/N0 4 dB
Tracking threshold Eb/N0 2 dB
Hard decision data detection 4.5 dB from theory
(2 dB < E b/N0 < 11 dB)
Acuisition time	 2 seconds maximum
?0.9 probability)
Mean time to lose lock	 > 10 seconds minimum
(subcarrier demodulation)
t
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A3	 DOD COMMUNICATION INTERFACE UNIT SALIENT PARAMETERS
The Communication Interface Unit. (CIU) is the DOD equivalent of
the NASA PSP. The major differences are that the CIU (1) handles ternary
commands in both baseband and FSK tone formats and (2) accepts Orbiter
crew-generated commands. The salient parameters of the CIU are summarized
in Table A3.1 on the following page.
0
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Table A3.1, CIU Parameters Summary
Item
	 I	 Parameter and Range
Payload Interrogator or attached
payload
FSK/AM tones
1 or 2 ksps
Attached payload
Two-level four-line signaling
Payload Data Interleaver or Ku-Band
Signal Processor
NRZ
Up to 64 kbps to PDI; up to 256 kbps
to Ku-Band Signal Processor
Payload Interrogator
1.024 MHz and/or 1.7 MHz
PSK (1.024 and 1.7 MHz subcarriers)
FM/FM (1.7 MHz subcarrier)
0.25 to 256 kbps in steps of two
Payload umbilical
1.024 MHz and/or 1.7 MHz
PSK (1.024 MHz subcarrier)
FM/FM (1.7 MHz subcarrier)
Out
FSK/AM Commands
Destination
Modulation
Data rate
Ternary Commands
Destination
Signal form
Telemetry
Destination
Signal form
Data rate
Inputs
' Detached Payload Telemetry
Source
Subcarrier
Modulation
Data rate
Attached Payload Telemetry
Source
Subcarrier
Modulation
Onboard Commands
Source
Ground-Generated Commands
Source 1
Input data rate
Source 2
Input data rate
Crew inputs
Ku-Sand Signal Processor
128 kbps
Network Signal Processor
1 Mbps bursts
A9
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A4	 S-BAND PHASE • MODUlACED ( PM) DIRECT LINK
i
The S-band PM direct link consists of the forward ( ground-to-
Orbiter) and r6turn (Orbiter-to-ground) segments. The onboard equipment
servicing this link consists of the network transponder and the Network
Signal Processor (NSP). The tables presented below summarize the salient
parameters of the direct S-band PM link.
Table A4.1. Data Rates for Network PM Links in Direct Mode
0
Is
I®
9
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Link Rate Channels Available
Composite
Link Rate
Two 32 kbps Voice
High 72 kbps
Forward One 8 kbps Command
(Ground to
Orbiter) One 24 kbps VoiceLow
32 kbpsp
One 8 kbps Command
Two 32 kbps Voice
Highg i92 kbpsp
Return One 128 kbps Telemetry
(Orbiter to
ground) One 32 kbps Voice
Low 96 kbps
One 64 kbps Telemetry
9
Table A4.2. S-Band Direct Forward Link Network Subsystem Bit Error Rate Performance
Network Transponder/Network Signal Processor Bit Error Rate
Required Input Levels
32 kbps 72 kbps
Pecei ver
PT/N0 PT/NO PowerInput Maximum Power
Mode Port Modulation BER (dB-Hz)* (dBm)
-
(d6 Hz)* (dBm)
SGLS/STDN-Lo COMM PSK 10-4 58.8 -107.2 62.3 -103.7
SGLS/STDN-Lo COMM PSK 10-6 60.9 -105.1 64.4 -101.6
SGLS/STDN-Lo COMM PM Composite 10-4 62.1 -103.9 65.6 -100.4
SGLS/STDN-Lo COMM PM Composite 10-6 64.3 -101.8 67.7 -98.3
STDN-Hi TDRS PSK 10-4 58.8 -92.2 62.3 -88.7
STDN-Hi TDRS PSK 10-6 60.9 -90.1 64.4 -86.6
STDN-Hi TDRS PM Composite 10-4 62.1 -88.9 65.6 -85.4
STDN-Hi TDRS PM Composite 10-6 64.2 -86.8 67.7 -83.3
COM14 Port: Noise density corresponding to 8 dB noise figure.
TDRS Input Port: Noise density of -151 dBm/Hz added to input signal (see note in Appendix A5).
Ix
0
A
C+
8dBmax
±60 kHz
5 kHz's max
1.5 to 1.9 MHz
1.0 ps max
39.0 ns max
-30 to -122 dBm min
2 to 6W
1 W± .8 dB
7° RMS max
Minimum Signal Level
into Transponder
32 Ups 72 kbps
-121.0 dBm -120.0 dBm
AT1
Table A4.3. Network Transponder Characteristics
Pertinent to S-Sand Direct-Link Operation
V
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Receiver
Noise figure
Doppler accommodated
Doppler rate accommodated
Tone-ranging response (±1 dB)
Tone-ranging delay
Tone-ranging delay variation
Dynamic range
Receiver
RF power	 SGLS/STDN 2:1 load
Output	 TDRS matched load
I
Phase noise (during vibration)
Probability of phase lock in
6 seconds > 0.9:
Mode Modulation
STDN/SGLS Biphase-L,	 PSK
(no ranging)
11
lei,
Table A4.4. Network Signal Processor Salient
Performance Characteristics
Al2
Bit Synchronizer
Acquisition and tracking threshold E/N0
Hard decision uncoded data detection
(-5 dB < E/N0 5 10.6 dB)
Acquisition time
Uncoded, E/N 0 > 0 dB
Coded, E/N0 > -3 dB
Viterbi Decoder
For BER 10- 1 to 10-6
Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocguenghem (BCH)
Command Decoder
Probability of undetected error
-5 dB
<0.6 dB from theory
1 second maximum
2 seconds maximum
<1 dB from theory
,Tl I
10 -18 maximum
^S	
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A5	 S-BAND AM TDRSS RELAY LINK
The function of the S band TDRSS relay link is the same as that
of the direct S-band STDN link with the exception of the requirement to
operate via the TORS.
	 The latter requirement necessitates the addition
of the following functions and equipment to the direct S-band link
onboard communication equipment:
(1)	 The forward link signal is spread in frequency by means
of a pN code
(2)	 A low-noise preamplifier is used with the network tran-
sponder for the reception of the TDRS signal*
(3)	 A traveling wave tube (TWT) amplifier is added to boost	 ^I
the output power of the network transponder 	 j
(4)	 Both the forward and return signals are rate 1/3 encoded 	 °,f
to provide an additional margin for both links.
' _	 1
The tables which follow describe the performance of the equipment
required for operating the S-band link via the TDRS.
Q	
4d`
y	 ^
9
Since receiver noise figure is usually referenced to the tran-
sponder receive port which follows the preamplifier, the received signals
and noise levels at the receive port in the TDRSS configuration are nom-
inally 20 dB greater than in the non-TDRSS configuration,
f
Probability of Phase Lock in 6 sec > 0.9
Minimum Signal Level
into Transponder
Mode Modulation 32 kbps 72 kbps
STDN High Power Biphase-L, PSK* -105.3 dBm -104.3 dBm
(no tone ranging)
TDRS* Biphase-L, PSK -103.5 dBm -99.8 dBm
Carrier Only ..105.1	 dBm -101.3 dBm
PT/NO
Average 
Ac^sueics)ition 
Time
Average Time to Unlock
(dB-Hz) 96 ksps 216 ksps (sec)
48 < 48** NA > 3600
51 < 15 < 22.5 >, 3600
54 <	 7.5 <	 7.5 3600
E
I
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Table A5.1. Data Rates for Network PM Links in the Relay Mode
Link Rate Channels Available
Composite Link Symbol Rate
(Rate 1/3 Coded)
Forward High Two 32 kbps Voice 216 ksps (72x3)
(ground-to- One 8 kbps Command
Orbiter) Low One 24 kbps Voice 96 ksps (32)c3)
One 8 kbps Command
Return High Two 32 kbps Voice 576 ksps (192x 3)
(Orbiter-to- One 128 kbps Telemetry
ground) Low One 32 kbps Voice 288 ksps (96 x 3)
One 64 kbps Telemetry
i
Table A5.2. Network Transponder Forward-Link Performance
in the TDRS Relay Mode
W
^11
	
Input noise power spectra] density of -151 dBm/Hz, following preamp.
**
Code doppler 100 chips/sec.
0
Table A5.3. S-Band TDRS Relay Forward-Link Bit Error Rate Performance
Network Transponder/Network Signal Processor Bit Error Rate
4
Required Input Levels
32 kbps
	
72 Ups
PD/N0 Power PD/N0 PowerReceiver
Mode Input Port Modulation BER (dB-Hz) (dBm) (dB-Hz) (dBm)
E	 TDRS TDRS PSK 10-2 49.8 -101.2 53.3 -97.5
TDRS TDRS PSK 10-4 51.6 -99.4 55.1 -95.7
TDRS TDRS PSK 10-6 52.7 -98.3 56.2 -94.6
NOTES: TDRS Port: Noise density of -151 dBm/Hz added to input signal, measured at the receive
port following the preamplifier.
BER in TDRS mode is for a convolutionally-coded link at the output of the Viterbi
decoder. Zero doppler rate assumed for all modes.
lip
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Passband (MHz)
Gain	 ripple (1	 dB) (MHz)
Self-interference rejection (dB)
Noise figure (dB)
Gain (dB)
Input dynamic range (dBm)
Transmit channel attenuation
Maximum input power
0
C
Recei ve Transmit
24 (3 dB) 5	 (1	 dB)
16	 (1	 dB) 5	 (1	 dB)
103 at ftr 115 at free
2.6
20-26
-130 to -55
1.3 dB max
200.0 W max
LF
i
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Table A5.4 TDRS/High-Power STDN Mode Orbiter
IP	 Rf Equipment Characteristics
Power AmQ1ifier (Each Channel)
RF output power (into 2:1 load mismatch)
	 100 W min
(input between 26.0 and 31.5 dBm)
	 175 W max
Gain ripple (0.5 dB p-p) 	 10 MHz
Phase fluctuation - added 	 20 mrad max
AM/PM conversion	 141/dB max
Output maximums:
Harmonic	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7	 8	 9	 10+
Leve l (dBm)	 +42 +32 +27 +22 +17 +12	 +7	 +2	 -3
Preamplifier (Each Channel
a
r
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A6	 S-BAND FM LINK
The S-band FM downlink function provides one-way communication
between the Orbiter and either the NASA-STON or the DOD-SCF ground stations.
The avionics equipment used on board the Orbiter to provide the FM downlink
consists of the following three major subunits: (1) FM signal processor,
(2) FM transmitter, and (3) antenna. The salient parameters of these sub-
units are summarized in the following tables.
Table A6.1. FM Signal Processor Characteristics
Q'
;r.
F
9
TV channel	 input E1A TV Standard RS 170
TV channel gain 19 dB (+0.8 to -0.25 dB)
TV channel dynamic range 51 dB {0.25 dB
Frequency response ±0.25 dB DC to 4.5 MHz
and phase ripple ±1.0°
CUR K factor <2%
Main Engine
Data in three channels 60 kbps Manchester
Subcarrier frequencies 576 kHz, 768 kHz,	 1024 kHz
Subcarrier modulation ±180° at *15°
Analog data bandwidth 300 Hz to 4 MHz
Wideband digital data rate 200 bps to 5 Mbps NRZ	 or
200 bps to 2 Mbps Manchester
Recorder data, two--channel data rate 25.5 to 1024 kbps
Narrowband DOD digital data rate 250 bps to 256 kbps
Input common mode voltage
TV max(DC to 2 MHz)
IP
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Table A6 2. FM Transmitter Characteristics
Frequency	 2250.0 MHz 10.003%
Output power	 10 W min, 15 W max
Deviation sensitivity for 	 1 MHz/V pk ±10%
deviation up to ±4.5 MHz pk)
Frequent , response ±1 dB
	
DC to 5.0 MHz
Incidenta'l AM
	 5% max over input range
Incidental PM
	 <5 kHz RMS over modulation BW
Intermodulation distortion 	 z40 dB with frequency
(2-tone equal amplitude)
	 deviation ±1 MHz
Table A6.3. FM Downlink Antenna Parameters
Parameter Value
Operating frequency 2250 MHz	 (VSWR X1.5:1)
Gain i dB*
Beamwidth (3 dB) ±72.50 (1450 cone)*
Polarization Right-hand circular
RF cable loss 6 dB
Ix 
These are nominal design goal values. Actual values are
expected to be as follows: upper hemi gain of 1 dB with
1400 cone W0 1 ) coverage and lower hemi gain of 1.5 dB
with 120' x 100' coverage.
P
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A7	 KU-BAND TDRSS RELAY LINK
The Ku-band TDRSS relay link provides for two-way communication
between the ground and the Orbiter. Similar to the S-band PM TDRSS link, the
Ku-band link has the forward and return link segments.
The forward link carries the data from the ground via the TDRS to the
Orbiter. The salient parameters of this link are summarized in Table A7.1.
The primary operating mode is Mode 1, which employs a 216-kbps biphase-L-encoded
data stream composed of (1) 72-kbps operational data, (2) 128-kbps scientific
and instrument data, and (3) 16-kbps overhead. Because these data streams are
time-division-multiplexed (TDM), a demultiplexer is employed at the Orbiter.
The demultiplexer separates the 72-kbps data stream and applies it to the Net-
work Signal Processor (NSP), which is not a part of the Ku-band equipment. The
recovered 128-kbps stream may be routed to either an attached payload or other
equipment on board the Orbiter.
In Mode 2, a selectable data configuration is available. Because no
TDM is used, the demultiplexer is bypassed and any one of the data streams (32,
72, 96 or 216 kbps) is applied directly to the NSP.
In both modes, the forward link, like the S-band relay signal, is
spread by superimposing a PN code on the data-modulated carrier. The Ku-band
code rate, however, is 3.03 Mcps and the code length is 1023 chips.
The forward-link budget is given in Table A7.2. The acquisition and
track entries refer to open-loop TDRSS pointing (acquisition) and closed-loop
TDRSS pointing (track). No bit error rate requirements are impose% while TDRSS
is acquiring angle track of the Shuttle, which is to be accomplished within 10
seconds of detection of the return-link signal from the Shuttle. Table A7.3
defines the performance characteristics of the Ku-band forward-link subsystem
the PN despreader, carrier recovery loop and bit synchronizer. The cumulative
implementation loss of these subsystems is 3.5 dB.
The return-link carries data via TDRSS from the Orbiter to the ground.
This link has two modes: Mode 1 is a digital PM link, and Mode 2 is a composite
digital/analog link employing FM. The return-link channelization is given in
Table A7.4. Return-link power sharing is shown in Table A7.5. In both Modes 1
and 2, the relative power split between the two flow data rate channels is deter-
mined by the phase shift on the 8.5-MHz subcarrier. The subcarrier to Channel 3
power split is determined by the relative amplitude of the 8.5-MHz subcarrier
n' I
ry
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and Channel 3 convolutional encoder output in Mode 1, or the Channel 3 data in
b
	
Mode 2 The power sharing shown for Mode 2 corresponds to peak input amplitude.
Return-link throughput fidelity is determined not only by the Orbiter
Ku-band system, but also by the total TDRSS performance. However, if the Orbi-
ter Ku-band system performs within specified limits, the total Ku-band distor-
0 tion will be within specified limits, as defined in [1]. The relevant Orbiter
Ku-band constraints are given in Table A7.6. Parameters specific to the trans-
mitter are given in Table A7.7.
^0
1 
0
1 TDRSS "Telecommunication Performance Interface Document (TPID),"
TRW Document No. 29000-200-016, dated February 7, 1979.
M
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Table A7.1. Forward-Link Data Parameters
Mode 1 Mode 2
Channel
Number Rates Modulation Type Rates Modulation Type
216 kbps 32 kbps or
Single (Composite, Biphase on carrier 72 kbps or
Channel see 96 kbps or Biphase on carrier
Only Comments) Data format bio-L 216 kbps
(See
Comment)
1.	 216 kbps is composed of:
72 kbps operational data
123 kbps scientific and
instrument data
Comments
16 kbps overhead
PN code superimposed on carrier
All three are time-division- to reduce spectral density.
multiplexed (TDM)
2. PN code superimposed on
carrier to reduce spectral
density
jk
V,I
4
NOTES: 1. Orbiter receives forward link data on carrier frequency of
fRX 27' 13.775 GNz.
2. PN code clock = 3.028 Mcps; code length = 1023 chips.
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Table A7.2. Forward-Link Budget
A22
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0
Item Nominal
Specifications
Worst Case
Acquisition Track
I.	 TDRS EIRP, dBW 49.5 40.0 46.5
2.	 Path Loss, dB/m
2
-163.5 -163.5 -163.5
3.	 Incident Flux Density, dBW/m 2 -114.0 -123.5 -117.0
4.	 Antenna Area, dBW -5.7 -5.7 -5.7
5.	 Pointing Loss, dB -0.3 --0.3 -0.3
6.	 Received Power, dBW -120.0 -129.5 -123.0
7.	 System Temperature, dB°K 32.0 32.0 32.0
8.	 Boltzmann's Constant,
-228.6 -228.6 -228.6
dBW/°K Hz
9.	 N0 , dBW/Hz -196.6 -196.6 -196.6
10.	 CA 0 , dBHz 76.6 67.1 73.6
11.	 Data Rate, dB-Hz	 (216 kbps) 53.3 53.3 53.3
12.	 Received E b/N0 , dB 23.3 13.8 20.3
13.	 Implementation Loss, dB -3.5 -3.5 -3.5
14.	 Eb/NO2 dB 19.8 10.3 16.8
15.	 Required E b/N0 , dB (10-6 BER) 10.5 DNA 10.5
16.	 Margin, dB 9.3 DNA 6.3
17.	 Bit Error Rate << 10-6 DNA << 10-6
*_, l
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Table A7.3. Forward-Link Performance Characteristics
A23
PN Code Chip Rate
PN Code Acquisition 'Threshold CPACQ = 0.99]
Minimum Available Acquisition C/NO
Maximum Time to Acquire PN Code at Threshold
False-Alarm Probability (10-second interval)
IF Center Frequency
Carrier Acquisition Threshold CPACQ = 0.99]
Minimum Available Acquisition C/N O , TDRS Open-Loop
Pointing
Maximum Time to Acquire Carrier at Threshold
lImplementation Loss in PN and Carrier-Tracking Loops
Data Rate (Biphase-L)
Prebit Synchronizer Filter One-Sided Noise Bandwidth
Bit Synchronizer Acquisition Threshold CPACQ = 0.99)
Minimum Available Eb/NO , TDRS Open-Loop Pointing
Minimum Available Eb/NO , TDRS Angle Tracking
Maximum Time to Bit and Frame Synchronization at
Eb/NO ^ 0 dB
(Implementation Loss in Bit Synchronization
3.028031 MHz ±1 Hz
64 dB-Hz
67.1 dB-Hz
10 seconds
10-6
647.025 MHz ± 141 kHz
64 dB-Hz
67.1 dB-Hz
0.6 second
2.0 dB
216,000 bps
2.16 MHz
10.5 dB
10.3 dB
16.8 dB
10 seconds
1.5 dB
I, i
5
Total Implementation Loss
	
3.5 dB
6
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Table A7.4. Return
-Link Source Data- -Channelization Summary
Source Data Rate Channel Mode Data Type
OPS NSP 1 192 kbps 1 1 or 2 Biphase-L
OPS NPS 2 192 kbps 1 1 or 2 Biphase-L
LDR Payload Digital 16 kbps - 2 Mbps/ 2 1 or 2 NRZ-L-M-S/16 kbps - 1.024 Mbps Bi¢-L-M-S
Payload Recorder Digital 25.5 kbps-1.024 Mbps 2 1 or 2 Biphase-L
OPS Recorder System 25.5 kbps-1.024 Mbps 2 1 or 2 Biphase-L
(LDR) Channel 2 Compatible 2 1 or 2 Arbitrary
PI 1
I(HDR) 0 -4.5 MHz 3 2 Arbitrary
(LDR) Channel 2 Compatible 2 1 or 2 Arbitrary
PI 2
I(HDR) 0- 4.5 MHz 3 2 Arbitrary
HDR Payload Digital 16 kbps - 4 Mbps 3 2 NRZ-L-M-S
HDR Payload Analog 0 -4.5 MHz 3 2 Analog
CCTV 0 -4.5 MHz 3 2 Analog TV
HDR Digital Max 2- 50 Mbps 3 1 NRZ-L-M-S
•	 4l
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Table A7.5. Return-Link Power Summary
1
Mode Channel Nominal Performance Tolerance
1* 4.4% 3% Minimum
1 2* 11.8% 10.4% Minimum
3 80% 75% Minimum
1+2 ± 6 MHz Deviation +30%/-20%
2
3 t11 MHz Deviation t-5%
Includes subcarrier bandpass filter loss
Table A7.6. Return-Link Distortion Requirements
0
!
0
0
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Parameter Requirement
Transmitter Noise
• Mode 1 17° RMS	 (1 Hz to 1 kHz)
< 3 0 RMS (I kHz to 50 MHz)
• Mode 2 <. 75 kHz RMS (i-second average)
Spurious
• Radiated Emissions <
<
-40 dBc (inside data band)
-60 dBc (outside data band)
• Phase Modulation (Mode 1) < 2° RMS (100 Hz to 100 MHz)
Incidental AM < 5%
I/Q Orthogonality
• Carrier (Mode 1) 900 ± 2.50
• Subcarrier 900 t 2.50
Mode 2 Distortion
• Differential Phase ±20/1.50/20 at 10/50/90 APL
• Differential Gain ±0.25 dB/0.15 dB/0.25 dB at 10/50/90 APR
Subcarrier
• Frequency 8.5 MHz t 600 Hz
• Phase Noise < 1 0 RMS (1 kHz to 4 MHz)
d^
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Table A7.7. Return-Link Transmitter Parameters
A26
Parameter
Transmit Carrier Frequency
Narrow-Beam Antenna
• Polarization
• Axial Ratio
Wide-Beam Antenna
• Alignment
• Polarization
EIRP
• High-Gain Antenna
* Wide-Beam Antenna
Transmitter Frequency Stability
• Mode 1
• Mode 2
Requirement
15.0034 GHz * 0.001%
RHCP
1.5 dB, maximum on axis
3 dB, maximum over 3-dB beamwidth
: 1 x 10-g 1-second
± 1 x 10
-5
 5-hour
± 1 X10- 5  48-hour
± 1.5 MHz
Within ±1° of electrical axis of
high-gain antenna
Linear
52 dBW minimum*; 56 dBW maximum
30 dBW minimum over minimum of ±15°
4y
f, r
r^
Includes pointing loss and polarization loss.
s'dLA.
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A8	 TYPICAL NASA AND DOD TRANSPONDERS
b
	
	 Table A8.1 lists the salient parameters associated with typical
NASA and DOD payload transponders.
Table A8.1. Typical Payload Transponder Characteristics
Item Parameter and Range
Receive frequency range
L-band frequency (DOD) 1760-1840 MHz
S-band frequency (NASA) 2025-2120 MHz
Transmitter frequency range 2200-2300 MHz
Tracking-loop bandwidth 18, 60, 200, or 2000 Hz
Tracking-loop order Second
A&C dynamic range 100 dB
Command channel frequency response 1	 kHz to 130 kHz
Ranging-channel frequency response 1	 kHz to 1.2 MHz
Noise figure 5 dB to 8 dB
Transmitter phase deviation Up to 2.5 rad
Transmitter output power 200 mW to 5 W*
W
Up to 200 W with external power amplifiers
A
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BI	 TYPICAL DESIGN CONTROL TABLES
The tables in this appendix have been assembled using preliminary
and unofficial data pertaining to the parameter values. Many of the numbers
are specified or expected values and do not reflect actual hardware capabil-
ity. They are reasonable, however, and are based upon sound engineering
Judgment and past experience. Tolerances have not been supplied as it is
too early for rational values to be assigned to many parameters.
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Table Bl.l. Orbiter-to-Payload S-Band Total Channel Design Control Table
Entry
No.
Parameter
(Calculation) Symbol
Nominal
Un'`.	 Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
T1 Total Transmit Power PT dBW 7.0
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses
LTX
dB -6.0
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain G  dB 2.5
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss
LPTX
dB 0.0
T5 Space Loss	 10 nmi
f =	 2100	 MHz LS dB -124.2
T6 Atmospheric Loss LA dB 0.0
T7 Receive Antenna Gain G  dB 1.5 j
T8 Polarization Loss
LPOL
dB -0.3
T9 Receive Pointing Loss LPR dB 0.0
k10 Receive Circuit Losses LR dB -2.0
T11
Total	 Received Power
(E 1	 through 10)
P
R
dBW -121.5
Tit Receiver Noise dDensity NO dBW/Hz -197.0
T13 Re(eiverlSignal/Noise Density P R /N 0
d6-H` 75.5
t	 ^
t
CO
N
t
a	
m
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Table B1.1. Orbiter-to-Payload S-Band Carrier Design Control Table
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
CT1 Receiver Signal/Noise Density p IN dB-Hz 75.5(T13) R	 0
CT2 Carrier/Total Power(1.0 rad)
pp
C/ R dB -2.3
CT3 Noisy Oscillator Loss LOSC dB -0.1
CT4 PN Filtering Loss LPN dB 0.0
CT5 PN Correlation Loss—
LCOR dB 0.0
CT6 Squaring Loss
LSR
dB 0.0
CT7 Limiter Loss
LLIM dB -0.3
CTS Net Carrier Signal/Noise
Density	 (El through 7) p	 INNC	 0 dB-Hz 72.8
CT9 Carrier Loop Noise Bandwidth, 2BL d6-Hz 33.0
Two-Sided	 (2000 Hz)
CT10 Carrierg}oop SNR
~N)2BL dB-Hz 39.8
CT1 l Required Carrier Loop dB 15.0
Minimum SNR
CT12 Carrier Loop SNR Margin dB 24.8(10	 -	 11)
CTl3 Adverse Margin dB[12+ (12 Adv. Tol .)]
CT14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12+ (12 Mean Tol . )]
CTIT[14+3x(12
a Tolerance Margin dB
 Std.	 Dev.)]
w
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Table B1.3. Orbiter-to-Payload S-Band NASA Command Design Control Table
Tolerance
En try Parameter Nominal
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value
DGl Receiver Signal/Noise Density
(T13) p /NR	 0 dB-Hz 75.5
DC2 Data/Total Power
(1.0 rad)
pp
D/ R
dB
-4.1
DO PN Filtering Loss(CT4)
L
PN dB 0.0
DC4 PN Correlation Loss(.CT5) LCOR dB 0.0
DC5 Carrier Phase Noise Loss L dB -0.1
DC6 Subcarrier Demodulation Loss LSD dB -0.4
DC7 Bit Synchronization Loss LBS dB -0.3
DC8 Miscellaneous Waveform Loss
LWF dB -0.2
DC9 Data Bit Rate
(2000 bps) Rb dB-bps 33.0
DC10 Net Bit-Energy/Noise-Density E /N dB 37.4[(El through 8) - 91 b	 0
DC11 Required Eb/NO	 Coded dB 9.6Pe =	 10-5	 Uncoded	 x
DC12 Data Channel Margin
(10 -	 11) dB 27.8
DC13 Adverse Margin dB[12+ (12 Adv. .	 Tol .) ]
DC14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12 + (12 Mean Tol .) ]
DC15 3cF Tolerance Margin dB[14+ 3x(12 Std.	 Dev. )]
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Table B2.1. Payload-to-Orbiter S-Band Total Channel Design Control Table
Entry
No.
Parameter
(Calculation) Symbol Units
Nominal
Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
T1 Total Transmit Power PT dBW 3.0
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses LTX dB -2.0
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain GT dB 0.0
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss LPTX dB 0.0
T5 Space Loss	 10 nmi
f =	 2300	 MHz
L 
S dB -125.0
T6 Atmospheric Loss LA dB 0.0
T7 Receive Antenna Gain G dB 2.5
T8 Polarization Loss
LPOL dB -0.5
T9 Receive Pointing Lossi LPR dB 0.0
T10 Receive Circuit Losses LR dB -6.0
Tll Total Received Power(El	 through 10) P R dBW -128.0
T12 Receiver Noise DensityNF =	 7.0	 dB
N
0 dBW/Hz -197.0
T13 Receiver Signal/Noise DensityCl 1	 - 12) P /NR	 0 dB-Hz 69.0
m01
F	
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Table B2.2. Payload-to-Orbiter S-Band Carrier Design Control Table.
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
CT1 Receiver Signal/Noise Density P /N dB-Hz 69.0(T13) R	 0
CT2 Carrier/Taoo al Power PC /PR dB -2.3
CT3 Noisy Oscillator Loss LOSC dB -0.2
CT4 PN Filtering Loss LPN dB 0.0
CT5 PN Correlation Loss
LCOR
dB 0.0
CT6 Squaring Loss LSD dB 0.0
CT7 Limiter Loss i	 LL1M dB 0.0
CT8 Net CarrierSignal/Noise P	 /N
NC	 0 dB-Hz 67 4
r	
7)Density	 E1 through
CT9 Carrier Loop Noise Bandwidth, 2B dB-Hz 31.0
Two-Sided
	
(1260 Hz) L
CT1O Carrier 9^oop SNR (	 )2BL dB-Hz 36.4
CT11 Required Carrier Loop dB 15.0Mi ni r,.am SNR
CT12 Carrier Loop SNR Margin dB 21.4(10	 -	 11)
CT13 Adverse Margin dB[12+ (12 Adv. Tol.)]
CT14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12+ (12 Mean Tol . )]
CT15 3a Tolerance Margin dB[12+3x(12 Std.
	 Dev. )]
EDON
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Table B2.3. Payload-to-Orbiter S-Band Telemetry Design Control Table
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse dean Std. Dev.
DCI
Receiver Signal /Noise Density
(T13) P INR	 D dB-Hz 69.0
DC2
Da(1/Total Power PD /PR dB -4.1
DC3 PN Filtering Loss(CT4) LPN dB 0.0
DC4 PN Correlation Loss(CT5) LCOR dB 0.0
DC5 Carrier Phase Noise Loss L^ dB -0.1
DC6 Subcarrier Demodulation Loss LSD dB -0.5
DC7 Bit Synchronization Loss LBS dB -1.0
DC8 Miscellaneous Waveform Loss
LWF dB 0.0
DC9 Data Bit Rate(16 kbps ) Rb dB--bps 42.0
DC10 Net Bit-Energy/Noise-Density E /N dB 21.3[(El through 8) - 91 b	 0
DC11 Required Eb/NO	 Coded dB 9.6Pe =
	 10- 5	 Uncoded	 x
DC12 Data Channel Margin dB 11.7(_10 -	 11)
DC13 Adverse Margin dB[12+ (12 Adv.	 Tol . )^
DC14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12+ (12 Mean Tot . )]
DCIS 3a Tolerance Margin dB[14+3x(-12 Std.	 Dev. )]
v
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Table B3.I. Orbiter-to-Payload L-Band Total Channel Design Control Table
Entry
No.
Parameter
CCalculation) Symbol
Nominal
Units
	 Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse glean Std. Dev.
T1 Total Transmit Power PT dBW	 7.0
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses LTX dB	 -6.0
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain G dB	 2.5
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss L.PTX dB	 0.0
T5 Space Loss	 10 nmif =	 1800	 MHz LS dB	 --122.9
T6 Atmospheric Loss LA dB	 0.0
T7 Receive Antenna Gain G dB	 0.0
T8 Polarization Loss
LPOL dB	 -0.3
T9 Receive Pointing Lossj LPR dB	 0.0
T10 Receive Circuit Losses L. dB	 -1.0
TlI Total Received Power(El through 10) pR dBW	 -120.7
T12 Receiver Noise Density
NF =	 5.0
	
dB N 0 dBW/Hz	 -199.0
T13 Receiver Signal/Noise Density
(11	 - 12)
p /N
R	 0
dB-Hz	 78.3
L
Table B3.2. Orbiter-to-Payload L-Band Carrier design Control Table
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. CCal cul ation) Symbol Units Value	 Favorable	 Adverse	 Mean	 Std. Dev.
CT1 Re eiv r Signal/Noise Density PR/NO dB-Hz 78.3
CT2 Carrier/Total Power(_0.3 rad) PPC/ R dB -0.2
CT3 Noisy Oscillator Loss
LOSC
dB -0.1
C174 PN Filtering Loss LPN dB 0.0
CT5 PN Correlation Loss
LCOR
dB 0.0
CT6 Squaring Loss
LSD#
dB 0.0
CT7 Limiter Loss LLIM dB 0.0
CT8 Net Carrier Signal/Noise-
Density	 (El through 7) P/NNC	 0 dB-Hz 78.0
CT9 Carrier Loop Noise Bandwidth, 2B dB-Hz 36.0
Two-Sided	 (4000 Hz) L
CTlO Carrier Loop SNR(.8 -	 9) ^^N)2BL dB-Hz 42.0
CT11 Required Carrier Loop dB 20.0
Minimum SNR
CT12 Carrier Loop SNR Margin dB 22.0(10 -	 11)
CT13 Adverse Margin dB[12+ (12 Adv. Tol.)I
CT14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12+ (12 Mean Tol . )]
CT15 3a Tolerance Margin dB[14+ 3X(12 Std. 	 Dev.)]
m
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Table B3.3. Orbiter-to-Payload L-Band DOD Comand Design Control Table
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. {.Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std, Dev.
DCI Receiver Signal/Noise Density P /N dB-Hz 78.3(T13) R	 0
DC2 Data/Total Power P /P dB -13.6(O.3 rad) D	 R
DO PN Filtering Loss(CT4) LPN dB 0.0
DC4 PN Correlation Loss L dB 0.0(CT5) COR
DC5 Carrier Phase Noise Loss L^ dB -0.1
DC6 Subcarrier Demodulation Loss LSD dB
-3.2DC7 Bit Synchronization Loss LBS dB
DC8 Miscellaneous Waveform Loss LWF dB
DC9 Data Bit sRRate Rb dB-bps 33.0
DC1O Net Bit-Energy/Noise-Density E /N dB 28.4[(E1	 through 8) - 91 b	 0
DC11 Required Eb/NO	 Coded dB 13.3
Pe =	 10- 5	Uncoded	 x
DC12 Data Channel Margin dB 15.1(10 -	 11)
DC13 Adverse Margin dB[12+ (12 Adv. Tol.)]
DC14 Mean Tolerance Margin
dB
[12+ (12 Mean Tol . }1
DC15 3a Tolerance Margin dB[144-3x(12 Std. 	 Dev. )]
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Table B4.1. S-Band PM Direct-Link Total Channel Design Control Table
Entry
No.
Parameter
(Calculation) Symbol Units
Nominal
Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
T1 Total Transmit Power PT dBW 3.0
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses LTX dB -6.6
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain G  dB 3.0
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss
LPTX
dB -0.5
T5 Space Loss	 1122 nmif =	 2287.5	 MHz L S dB -166.0
T6 Atmospheric Loss LA dB 0.0
T7 Receive Antenna Gain GR dB 43.5
T8 Polarization Loss LPOL dB -0.5
T9 Receive Pointing Lossi LPR dB -0.5
T10 Receive Circuit Losses L. dB 0.0
TI Total Received Power
(zl	 through 10)
P
R
dBW
-124.6
T12 Receiver-NoisedDensity NO dBW/Hz --207.2
T13 RecliverlSignal/Noise Density
PR/NO dB-Hz 82.6
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
DC1 Receiver Signal/Noise Density
PR/'O dB-Hz 82.6(T13)
DC2 Data/Total Power P /P dB -1.50.0 rad) D	 R
DO PN Filtering Loss L dB 0.0(CT4) PN
DC4 PN Correlation Loss(CT5) LCOR dB 0.0
DC5 Carrier Phase Noise Loss L dB -0.1
DC6 Subcarrier Demodulation Loss LSD dB 0.0
DC7 Bit Synchronization Loss LBS dB -1.5
DC8 Miscellaneous Waveform Loss LWF dB -0.2
DC9 Data Bit Rate(192 kbps)
R
b dB-bps 52.8
DC10 Net Bit-Energy/Noise Density E /N dB 26.5[(E1	 through 8) - 91 b	 0
DC11 Required Eb/NO	 Coded dB 8.4
Pe =	 10-	 Uncoiled	 x
DC12 Data Channel Margin dB 18.1(10 -	 11)
DCl 3 Adverse Margin dB[12+ (12 Adv. Tol.)]
DC14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12 +(12 Mean Tol .) ]
DC15 3a Tolerance Margin dB[14+3x (12 Std.	 Dev. )]
m
N
Table B4.2. S-Band PM Direct-Link Data Channel Design Control Taole,
F,
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Table B5.1. S-Band FM Direct-Link Total Channel Design Control Table
Entry
No.
Parameter
(Calculation) Symbol Units
Nominal
Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
T1 Total Transmit Power PT dBW 10.0
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses
LTx
dB --7.2
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain GT dB 1-0
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss
LPTX
dB 0.0
T5 Space Loss	 1122 nmi
t =	 2250	 MHz
L S d6 -1b5.8
TG Atmospheric Loss LA dB 0.0
T7 Receive Antenna Gain GR dB 43.5
T8 Polarization Loss
LPOL dB -0.5
T9 Receive Pointing Loss LPR dB -0.5
T10 Receive Circuit Losses LR dB 0.0
Tll Total Received Power
W through 10)
P
R
dBW -119.5
T12 Receiver-Noise
 
dB nsity NO dBW/Hz -207.2
T13 Receiver Signal/Noise Density(11	 -	 12) P /NR	 0 d6-Hz 87.7 w
Table B5.2. FM Direct-Link Analog Signal Design Control Table
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
Al Receiver Signal/Noise Density P / ►4 dB-Hz 87.7(T13) R	 0
A2 Predemodulation Bandwidth B dB-Hz 71.2(13.2 MHz) i
A3 Signal	 Filtering Loss LSF dB -1.0
A4 Predemodulation SNR (S)R B dB 15.5(_1	 - 2+ 3) i
A5 Peak Carrier Deviation Af MHz 4.0
A6 Postdemodula4.ion Bandwidth Bo MHz 2.0
A7 Demodulation Output SNR (SNR) dB 34.5(Formula) 0
A8 Minimum Required (SNR) dB 15.5
A9 (SNR)0 Margin dB 19.5(7 - 8)
A10 Adverse Margin dB[9+(9 Adv. Tot.)]
All Mean Tolerance Margin dBL^+ (9 Mean Tol . )]
Al2 36 Tolerance Margin dB[11+ 3X (9 Std.	 Dev. )]
.A
0Table B6.1. Design Control Table, Total Signal for Ku-Band TDRSS Return Link
Entry
No.
Parameter
(Calculation) Symbol Units
Nominal
Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
TI Total Transmit Power PT dBW 17.0
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses LTX dB -3.6
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain GT dB 35.4
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss LPTX dB -0.7
T5 Space Loss	 22,786 nmi
=	 15,000	 MHz LS dP -20.5
T6 Receive Antenna Gain G  dB 52.6
T7 Polarization Loss LPOL dB -0.3
T8 Receive Pointing Loss LPR dB -0.5
T9 Receive Circuit Losses LR dB -0.3
T10 Atmospheric Loss LA dB -1.0
I'll TDRS Loss LTDRS dB -2.0
T12 Total Received Power(El	 through 11) PR dBW -111.9
T13 Receiver Noise DensityNF =	 4.9	 dB
N 0 dBW/Hz -199.1
Tl4 Receiver Signal/Noise Density
(12 -	 13) P /NR	 0 dB-Hz 87.2
m
En
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Table B6.2. Design Control Table, Data Channel for Ku-Band TDRSS Return Link (Mode 1, Channel 3)
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Bev.
DC1 Receiver Signal/Noise Density(Tl 4) P/NR	 0 dB-Hz 87.2
DC2 Data/Total Power PD /P
R
dB -1.0
DC3 PN Filtering Loss LPN dB 0.0(CT4)
DC4 PR Correlation Lass(_CT5) LCOR dB 0.0
DC5 Carrier Phase Noise Loss L^ dB 0.0
DC6 Subcarrier Demodulation Loss LSD dB 0.0
DC7 Bit Synchronization Loss LBS dB -1.0
DC8 Miscellaneous Waveform Loss
LWF dB -0.5
DC9 Data Bit Rate(50 Mbps) Rb dB-bps 77.0
DC1O Net Bit-Energy/ Noise--Density E /N dB 7.7[(E 1 through 8) - 91 b	 0
DC11 Required Eb/NO	 Coded	 x dB 3.2Pe =	 10-4
	Uncoded
DC12 Data Channel Margin dB 4.5(10 - 11)
DC13 Adverse Margin dB[ 1 2+ (12 Adv.
	 Tol . )]
DC14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12 + (12 Mean Tol.)]
DC15 3o Tolerance Margin Q[1'4+3x(12 Std.	 Bev.)]
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Table B7.1. Design Control Table, Total Signal for a Bent-Pipe Digital Channel
Entry
No.
Parameter
CCal cul ati on) Symbol Units
Nominal
Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
Ti Total Transmit Power PT dBW 17.0
T2
T3
Transmit Circuit Losses
Transmit Antenna Gain
LTX
GT
dB
dB
-3.6
35.4
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss LPTX dB -0.7
T5
T6
Space Loss	 22,786 nmi
f =	 15,000
	
MHz
Receive Antenna Gain
L
S
G
dB
 dB
-208.5
52.6
T7 Polarization Loss
LPOL dB -0.3
T8 Receive Pointing Loss LPR dB -0.5
T9
T10
Receive Circuit Losses
Atmospheric Loss
LR
LA
dB
dB
-0.3
-1.0
Tll TDRS Loss LTDRS dB -2.0
T12 Total Received Power
(Z 1 through 11)
P
R
dBW -111.9
TI Receiver Noise Density
NF =	 4.9	 dB
W0 dBW/Hz -199.1 cb
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Table B7:2. Effective Signal and Noise Levels for a Bent-Pipe Digital Channel
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
BPl Total Received Power P dBW -111.9(TI 2) R
BP2 Ku-Band Channel/Total Power PCB/PR dB -1.9
BP3 Channel	 +N Power PS+N dBW -113.8
BP4 S/(.S+N) Power
PSR/PS+N dB -0.1	 (Hypothetical',
BP5
Effective Received Signal dBW -I13.9
PSR
BP6 N/(S+N) Power PNR/PS+N dB -16.4 (hypothetical)
BP7 Effective Received Noise p dBW -130.2
Power	 C3 + 6) NR
BP8 Channel Noise Bandwidth(,2.5 MHz)
B 
BP dB-Hz 64.0 ( ypothetical
BP9 Effective Received NoiseDensity
	
(7 - 8) N 01 dBW/Hz -194.2
BP10 Receiver Noise Density NQ2 dBW/Hz -199.1
BPl l Total Noise Density NO dBW/Hz -193.0
BP12 Channel Signal/Noise Density P	 /N dB-Hz 79.1(5 -	 11) SR	 0
EN O = 10 log 1 l og-1	 10F401 ) } log-1
	 10
NOTE: When supplying this entry to line DCl of a Data Channel DCT, also enter values of zero on line DC2.
Ku-Band Mode
	
I
Ku-Band Channel	 2
m
.mss
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Table B7,3. Digital Data Channel for the TDRS Bent-Pipe Link
Tolerance
Entry parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
DC1 Receiver Signal/Noise Density P /N dB-Hz 79.1(.BP12) R	 0
DC2 Data/Total Power PD/PR dB 0.0
DC3 PN Filtering Loss
(CT4) LPN dB 0.0
DC4 PN Correlation Loss(CT5)
L
COR
dB 0.0
DC5 Carrier Phase Noise Loss L^ dB 0.0
DCb Subcarrier Demodulation Loss LSD dB -0.5
DU Bit Sycnronization Loss LBS dB -1.0
DC8 Miscellaneous Waveform Loss LWF dB -0.5
DC9
Da(32Bit Ra)e Rb dB-bps 55.1
DC10 Net Bit-Energy/Noise-Density E /N dB 22,0[(,E 1	 through 8) - 91 b	 0
DCll Required EbNO	 Coded dB 9.6
Pe = _10-5
-
Uncoded	 x
DC12 Data Channel Margin dB 12.4(10 - 11)
DC13 Adverse Margin dB[12 +(12 Adv. Tol.)]
DC14 Mean Tolerance Margin dB[12+ (,12 Mean Tol .) ]
DC15 3a Tolerance Margin dB[14+3x(12 Std.	 Dev.)]
to
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Table B8.1. Design Control Table, Total Signal for a Bent-Pipe Analog Channel
Entry
No.
Parameter
(Calculation) Symbol Units
Nominal
Value
Tolerance
Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
T1 Total Transmit Power P^. dBW 17.0
T2 Transmit Circuit Losses
LTX
dB -3.6
T3 Transmit Antenna Gain GT dB 35.4
T4 Transmit Pointing Loss— LPTX dB -0.7
T5
T6
Space Loss	 22,786 nmi
f =	 15,000	 MHz
Receive Antenna Gain
L
S
GR
dB
dB
-208.5
52.6
T7 Polarization Loss
LPOL
dB -0.3
T8 Receive Pointing Loss LPR dB -0.5
T9 Receive Circuit Losses LR dB -0.3
T10 Atmospheric Loss LA dB -1.0
T11 TDRS Loss LTDRS dB -2.0
Tl2 Total Received Power(E 1	 through 11) PR dBW -111.9
T13 Receiver Noise Density
NF =	 4.9	 dB
N 0
dBW/Hz -199.1 mNO
VTable B8.2. Effective Signal and Noise Levels for a Bent-Pipe Analog Channel
A	 :'
Tolerance
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
Bpi Total Received Power P dBW -111.9(T1211 R
BP2 Ku -Band Channel /Total Power PCH/PR dB -1.0
BP3 Channel S+N Power P dBW -112.9(1	 + 2) S+N
BP4 S/(S+N) Power PSR/PS+N dB -1.1	 (hypothetical)
BP5 Effective Received Signal P dBW -114.0Power	 (3 + 4) SR
BP6 N/ (S+N) Power PNR/PS+N dB -6 . 5 (hypothetical)
BP7 Effectiv^3Receeived Noise PNR dBW -119.4
BP8 Charnel Noise Bandwidth(.5 MHz)
g
BP d6-Hz 67.0 (hypothetical}
BP9 Effective Received Noise N dBW/Hz -186.4
Density	 (7 - 8) 01
BP10 Receiver Noise Density(T13) N02 dBW/Hz -199.1
BPII Total )Noise Density N0 dBW/Hz -186.2
BP12f Channel Signal/Noise Density
PSR/NO dB-Hz 72.2
( No	 N 12^
N 0 = 10 log log-1
	
101
) + log
-1	 10
tNOTE: When supplying this entry to line DCI of a Data Channel DCT, also enter values of zero on line DC2.
Ku-Band Mode	 2
Ku-Band Channel 3
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Table B8.3. FM Analog Channel Design Control Table for the TDRS Bent-Pipe Link
Tolerancq
Entry Parameter Nominal
No. (Calculation) Symbol Units Value Favorable Adverse Mean Std. Dev.
Al Receiver Signal/Noise Density P/N uB-Hz 72.2
R	 0
A2 Prede0mzlation Bandwidth Bi dB-Hz 70.0 (hypothetical)
A3 Signal Filtering Loss LSF dB -1.0 (hypothetical)
A4 Predeir^odul ation SNR dB 1.2
0 - 2 + 3) 4)Bi
A5 Peak Carrier Deviation of MHz 2.0 (hypothetical)
A6 Postdemodulation Bandwidth Bo MHz 3.0 (hypothetical)
A7 Demodulator Output SNR (SNR) dB ? Because the predemodulation SNR (A4) is below(Formula) 0 10 dB, the FM demodulator is below threshold
A8 Minimum Required (SNR) 0 dB 15.0
A9 (SNR)0 Margin dB(7 - 8)
A10 Adverse Margin dB[9+ (9 Adv. Tot . )]
All Mean Tolerance Margin dBE9+ (9 Mean Tol . )]
Alt 3a Tolerance Margin dBEll + 3x(.9 Std.	 Dev. )]
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Cl	 PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR
The function of the Payload Interrogator (PI) is to provide the
RF communication link between the Orbiter and detached payloads. For
communication with the NASA payloads, the PI operates in conjunction with
the Payload Signal Processor (PSP). During DOD missions, the PI is
interfaced with the Communication Interface Unit (CIU). Nonstandard
(bent-pipe) data received by the PI from either NASA or DOD payloads
is delivered to the Ku-band Signal Processor (KuSP), where it is pro-
cessed for transmission to the ground via the Shuttle/TDRSS link.
Simultaneous RF transmission and reception is the primary mode
of PI operation with both NASA and DOD payloads. The Orbiter-to-payload
link carries the commands, while the payload-to-Orbiter link communicates
the telemetry data. In addition to this duplex operation, the PI provides
for "transmit only" and "receive only" modes of communication with some
payloads.
Figure C.l shows the functional block diagram for the Payload
Interrogator. The antenna connects to an input/output RF port which is
common to both the receiver and transmitter of the PI unit. E;.cause of
a requirement to operate the PI simultaneously with the Shuttle/ground
S-band network transponder which radiates and receives on the same fre-
quency bands, a dual triplexer is employed. The S-band network transponder
emits a signal at either 2217.5 MHz or 2287.5 MHz; both frequencies thus
fall directly into the PI receive band of 2200 MHz to 2300 MHz. Conversely,
the payload transmitter, operating in either the 2025-2120 MHz (NASA) or
1764-1840 MHz (DOD) bands, can interfere with uplink signal reception by
the S-band network transponder receiver. Therefore, by use of the tri-
plexer and by simultaneously operating the PI and network transponder in
the mutually exclusive subbands, the interference problem is effectively
eliminated.
When detached payloads are in the immediate vicinity of the
Orbiter, excessive RF power levels may impinge on the Payload Interrogator
antenna. Thus, the RF preamplifier of the receiver is protected by a com-
bination of sensitivity control attenuators and a diode breakdown limiter.
b	 The output of the preamplifier is applied to the first mixer where it is
converted to the first IF for amplification and level control. The first
s
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Figure C.I. Payload Interrogator Functional Block Diagram
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local oscillator frequency, fL01' is tunable and its frequency corresponds
with the desired PI receive channel frequency.
	
Except for channel selec-
tion, however, fL01 is fixed. 	 Consequently, any unspecified frequency
difference between the received payload signal and fLOI will appear within
the first IF amplifier and at the input to the second mixer.
The receiver frequency and phase tracking loop begin at the
second mixer.	 As shown in Figure C.1, the output of the first IF ampli-
fier is downconverted to the second IF as a result of mixing with a vari-
able second LO frequency, fL02 .	 'she portion of the second IF which
involves only the carrier-tracking function is narrowband, passing the
received signal residual carrier component and excluding the bulk of the
sideband frequencies.	 Demodulation to baseband of the second IF signal
is accomplished by mixing with a reference frequency, f R .	 The output of
the tracking-phase detector, after proper filtering, is applied to the
control terminals of a VCO which provides the second local oscillator
signal, thereby closing the tracking loop.
	 Thus, when phase track is
established, fL02 follows frequency changes of the received payload
,W signal.
For the purpose of frequency acquisition, the fL02 may be swept
over a F75 kHz uncertainty region.	 Sweep is terminated when the output
of tae coherent amplitude detector (CAD) exceeds a preset threshold,
& indicating that the carrier-tracking loop has attained lock.	 The output
of the CAD also provides the AGC to the first IF amplifier.
	 To accommodate
payload-to-Orbiter received signal 	 level changes due to range variation
from about a few feet to IO nmi,
	 110 dB of ACC is provided in the first
IF amplifier.
A wideband phase detector is used to demodulate the telemetry
signals from the carrier.
	
The output of this detector is filtered,
envelope-level	 controlled, and buffered for delivery to the PSP, CIU,
and Ku-band Signal
	 Processor units.
The PI receiver frequency synthesizer provides the tunable
first LO frequency and the corresponding exciter frequency to the trans-
mitter synthesizer.	 It also delivers a reference signal 	 to the transmitter
phase modulator.	 Baseband NASA or DOD command signals modulate the phase
of this reference signal, which is in ^jrn supplied to the transmitter
synthesizer, where it is upconverted to either the NASA or DOD transmit
frequency and applied to the power amplifiers.
0
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For transmitter efficiency optimization, separate NASA and DOD RF
power amplifier units are used. Depending on the operating band selected,
transmitter output is applied to either the high- or low-band triplexer.
To compensate for varying distances to payloads, each transmitter has
three selectable output power levels.
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C2	 PAYLOAD SIGNAL PROCESSOR
The Payload Signal Processor (PSP) performs the following func-
tions: (1) it modulates NASA payload commands onto a 16-kHz sinusoidal
subcarrier and delivers the resultant signal to the PI and the attached
payload umbilical, (2) it demodulates the payload telemetry data from
the 1.024-MHz subcarrier signal provided by the PI, and (3) it performs
bit and frame synchronization of demodulated telemetry data and delivers
this data and its clock to the Payload Data Interleaver (PDI).
The PSP also transmits status messages to the Orbiter's general-
purpose computer (GPC); the status messages allow the GPC to control and
nfigure the PSP and validate command messages prior to transmission.
The functional block diagram for the PSP is shown in Figure C.2.
The PSP configuration and payload command data are input to the PSP via
a bidirectional serial interface. Transfer of data in either direction
is initiated by discrete control signals. Data words 20 bits in length
(16 information, 1 parity, 3 synchronization) are transferred across the
bidirectional interface at a burst rate of I-Mbps, and the serial words
received by the PSP are applied to word validation logic which examines
their structure. Failure to the incoming message to pass a vilidation
test results in a request for a repeat of the message from the GPC.
Command data is further processed and validated as to content
and the number of command words. The function of the command buffers is
to perform data rate conversion from the 1-Mbps bursts to one of the se-
lected standard command rates. Command rate and format are specified
through the configuration message control subunit.
From the message buffers, the command bits are fed via the idle
pattern selector and generator to the 16-kHz subcarrier biphase modulator.
The idle pattern (which in many cases consists of alternating "ones" and
"zeros") precedes the actual command word and is usually also transmitted
in lieu of command messages. Subcarrier modulation is biphase NRZ only.
The 1.024-MHz telemetry subcarrier from the PI is applied to
the PSK subcarrier demodulator. Since the subcarrier is biphase modula-
ted, a Costas-type loop is used to lock onto and track the subcarrier.
The resulting demodulated bit stream is input to the bit synchronizer
subunit, where a DTTL bit synchronization loop provides timing to an
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integrate-and-dump matched filter which optimally detects and reclocks
the telemetry data.
Detected telemetry bits, together with clock, are input to the
frame synchronizer where frame synchronization is obtained for any one
of the four NASA standard synchronization words. The frame synchronizer
also detects and corrects the data polarity ambiguity caused by the PSY
demodulator Costas loop.
From the frame synchronizer, the telemetry data with corrected
frame synchronization words and clock are fed to the PI. The telemetry
detection units also supply appropriate lock signals to the Orbiter's
operational instrumentation equipment, thus acting to indicate the pre-
sence of valid telemetry.
!C8
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C3	 PAYLOAD DATA INTERLEAVER
A block diagram of the Payload Data Interleaver (PDI) is shown
in Figure C.3. The PDI is basically a multiplexer capable of combining
various asynchronous data streams into a single serial data stream.
The PDI provides for the reception of up to six asynchronous payload
pulse code modulation (PCM) streams, five from attached payloads and
one from the PSP that is active (detached payload). An input switch
matrix selects four of the inputs for the bit synchronizers. The
"chain" functions of bit synchronization, decommutation, and word
selection are provided for up to four simultaneous PCM streams in two
possible modes.
Mode 1
In this mode of operation, a chain bit synchronizes, master
frame synchronizes, minor frame synchronizes, and word synchronizes to
the incoming data stream. The word selector blocks data into the proper
words for storage in the data random access memory (RAM), and/or toggle
buffer (T8). PCM code type, bit rate, PCM format, synchronization codes,
and word selection are programmable under control of thF decommutator
format memories. Two word selection capabilities for thi s erode of oper-
ation are as follows:
!
	
	 Type I: The first type selects all of, or a subset of, the
words in a payload PCM format minor frame (or master frame for formats
without minor frames) for storage in the toggle buffer.
Type II: The second type of word selection is by parameter.
The specification of a parameter consists of its word location within
a minor frame, the first minor frame in which it appears, and its sample
rate. The specification is provided as part of the decommutator control
memory format load.
.9
Mode 2
In this mode of operation a chain bit synchronizes to the incom-
ing data, blocks it into eight-bit words, blocks the eight-bit words into
frames, supplies synchronization pattern at the start of each frame, and
includes the status register as the last three 16-bit words of
.9
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each frame. A homogeneous data set for this mode of operation is defined
as all information within this PDI created frame. Code type, bit rate,
frame length, and synchronization pattern are programmable under control 	 'f
of the decommutator format memories. The frames are supplied to the
toggle buffer for storage in homogeneous data sets. No data is supplied
to the data RAM in this mode of operation.
A status register containing the status and time for a given
chain operation is provided by the word selector to the toggle buffer
control logic. This logic regulates access to and from the half buffers
by the word selectors and the data buses. All requests for TB data by
the data bus ports are processed through the fetch pointer memory (FPM)
and the toggle buffer identifier (TSI). The TS control logic also
partitions data from the word selector into homogeneous data sets for
access by the data bus ports.
^" h
The FPM is used to identify which TB is to be accessed by a
data bus port. It also allows access to any location in the data RAM by
any of the PDI data bus ports at any time. FPM control logic routes all
requests for TB data to the location in the FPM identified by the data
bus command word. It further provides for loading and reading of formats
to and from the FPM at any time by the data bus ports.
t
A data RAM for the storage of data from the word selector by
parameter is provided. The data RAM control logic steers data provided
by the word selector into addresses in the data RAM as specified by the
decommutator control memory.
There are three data bus ports for interface with the Orbiter's
GPC that have read and write access into the switch matrix, the decom-
mutator control memory, the FPM, the PDI, and the data RAM.
An IRIG "B" receiver/decoder accepts an IRIG "B" code from an
external source, decodes time, and supplies it to the four status
registers.
D
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C4	 KU-BANE} SIGNAL PROCESSOR (SPA)
The signal processor (shown in Figure C.4) performs the functions of
data and signal processing for the Ku-band forward and return links. For the
forward link, two modes are available, as follows:
(1) A special mode from amplification and impedance matching of data
from the Ku-band receiver and communication processor assemblies for delivery
to the NSP.
(2) A nominal mode which performs the operations of bit synchroni-
zation, clock generation, ambiguity resolution (data and clock), bit detection,
frame synchronization and data decommutation of Ku-band received data.
Return-link signals are handled in the KuSP by modulating the data
in one of two modes before upconversion to Ku-band frequencies. The two selec-
table modes multiplex three channels carrying a wide variety of data. In mode
1, the PM mode, the high-rate data channel is convolutionally encoded before
modulation onto the carrier. The lower rate data channels 1 and 2 are QPSK mod-
ulated onto a square-wave subca rrier which is, in turn, PSK modulated in quadra-
ture with channel 3 onto the carrier.
In mode 2, the FM mode, the two lower rate channels are QPSK modulated
onto i, sgt.,are-wave subcarrier, as in mode 1. The resulting signal is summed
with the third wideband channel, and the composite signal is then frequency
modulated (FM) onto the carrier.
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CS	 FM SIGNAL PROCESSOR AND TRANSMITTER
Figure C.S shows the diagram of the FM signal processor and
transmitter. The functions of baseband modulation, mixing, routing,
impedance matching and operational switching are accomplished by the
signal processor. Payload signals, whether wideband analog, high-rate
digital or low-rate digital, are buffered in a matching network and
passed through the mode selector and wideband amplifier to the FM
transmitter.
The FM transmitter provides the functions of carrier frequency
modulation and RF power amplification. No preemphasis or other special
processing is employed.
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C6	 NETWORK SiGNAI. PROCESSOR
The block diagram of the Network Signal Processor (NSP) is shown
in Figure C.6. The NSP consists of individual forward link, return link, -
and record mode processing circuits. The three processes operate con-
currently, thus providing, in addition to the record mode processing,
full duplex operation of the forward and return links.
Mode controls define the particular data rates, the nature of
the data, the need for convolutional encoding and decoding, and the
need for voice delta modulation or demodulation. Interface controls
define the input data source and the PCM telemetry source.
All input data is introduced through the bit synchronizer, with
four input controls identifying the data source, one input control iden-
tifying the data rate, and another input control identifying the hard
or soft decision. When bit synchronization is achieved, a status bit is
provided to the multiplexer/demultiplexer (MDM) via the summary built-in
test equipment (BITE) circuit.
The bit synchronization data output and the derived clock are
delivered to the convolutional decoder and to the selector A via a data
invert control logic. Selector A is where the mode control determines
if the convolutional decoder is to be employed. In the coded mode, the
convolutional decoder provides its own data-inv_rsion capability. At
selector B, if the data is identified as DOD data by the mode control,
it is output to the COMSEC unit and clocked back into the NSP after
decrypti c: .
Following detection (and decoding), the data is presented to
the frame synchronization logic for frame pattern recognition. Once frame
synchronization lock has been achieved, a lock signal is sent to the
MDM via the summary BITE circuit. Finally, the forward link function of
demultiplexing and rate buffering is performed.
Command data is checked for errors in the BCH decoder, modified
appropriately and stored in a buffer. A message--valid pulse is sent to
the MDM via the summary BITE circuit for every command word that passes
the BCH check and vehicle address check. After 10 commands have been
received, a signal is sent to the MDM indicating a data-present status.
Upon request, 32 16-bit words are sent to an associated subsystem. The
first word contains the BITE status of the NSP, the second through the
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thirty-first words contain commands, and the thirty-second word contains
a bit for each command transmitted, representing that command's validity.
The return link consists of multiplexing telemetry and voice
data. The multiplexing function is keyed to the frame synchronization
pattern included with the telemetry data. For DOD data, once the multi-
plexing function has been performance, the data is routed to the COMSEC
equipment for encryption. All data (NASA or DOD) may also be convolu-
tionally encoded, as desired. Finally, the coded or encoded data is
NRZ-to-Manchester converted prior to transmission. The return link is
provided simultaneously to the S-band and Ku-band network.
The record mode multiplexes the voice data only with the selec-
ted 128-kbps PCM data. In NASA submode 1, the 128-kbps telemetry is
multiplexed with the two dedicated voice channels. In NASA submode 2,
the 128-kbps telemetry is simply routed to the drivers for transmission
to the recorders. In the DOD mode, the recorder data is taken from the
return-link COMSEC encrypter (effectively bypassing the entire record
mode processing logic).
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C7	 S-BAND NETWORt 	 iRANSPUNDER
r A functional network transponder block diagram is shown in
Figure C.7.	 The received sigral, processed through the preamplifier
in the TDRS mode or through the transponder triplexer receive filter
(high or low) in the SGLS or STDN direct link modes, is amplified by
a low-noise S-band input amplifier prior to downconversion to approxi-
mately 240 MHz.	 A second coherent downconversion brings the signal
'. to 31 MHz where, in the TDRS mode, despreading is accomplished by the
.^
spread spectrum processor which uses a noncoherent code search loop.
The TDRS despread signal is routed to the carrier Costas loop used to
derive phase tracking information. 	 In the SGLS and STDN modes, the
Costal loop configuration is also used to track the residual carrier.
-
Demodulation of command and ranging signals is accomplished using an
' offline widebandhase detector so that the Costas loop detector
	
re-p	 p
"	
#
detection bandwidth is optimized for tracking performance.
	
Both tone
tF ranging and data outputs from the receiver are noncoherently AGC'd to
:w maintain a constant RMS signal 	 plus noise level	 to the associated
subsystems.}
All	 frequencies are derived from two switchable voltage-
controlled crystal oscillator 	 (VCXO) subassemblies and one reference,. 4
crystal oscillator.	 The reference oscillator operates at 31 MHz and
thus places the second IF at 31 MHz.	 This is sufficiently high in
frequency to provide good first IF image rejection and still	 allow
14	 .
the use of narrowband second IF filters.	 Channel
	 selection is provided
by changing the VCXO frequency.	 Each VCXO subassembly contains four
VCXOs for two-channel operation in either the SGLS or STDN/TDRS modes.
A simple unique multiplier configuration is used employing
phase-locked oscillators
	 to accomplish the X25 (second LO),
	 X14 or X15
(first LO),
	
and X15 or X16	 (transmitter drive) multiplication.
	
By
simply changing the divider feedback ratios, the multiplication factor
can be changed.	 This technique provides the wide percentage bandwidth
multiplication required for multimode operation while yielding very low
spurious products.
	
The
	 final first LO multiplication ratio	 (X6 or X7)
` is selected as a function of the mode.
The third mixer in the second LO chain offsets the second LO
r"
frequency using a 62-MHz reference signal, so that the second IF is fixed
and does not vary as a function of received frequency,	 Therefore, the
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spread spectrum processor and the Costas loop preselection filters can be
operated at very low SHR at the same center frequency regardless of input
channel selection. The drive frequencies to the third mixer are at twice
the first IF and twice the reference oscillator frequency. This eliminates
the potential problem of generating a high-level signal at the third mixer
exactly equal to the first IF frequency, which could result in a self-lock
condition.
Downlink STDN or SGLS linear modulation is accomplished at about
560 MHz and then multiplied by 4 up to S-band. An S-band solid-state power
amplifier provides a low-level (TDRS) or high-level (STDN/TDRS) output, de-
pending on mode selection.
L
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C8	 KU-BAND RECEIVING AND TRANSMITTING SUBSYSTEM
The Ku-band receiving and transmitting subsystem frequency translates
and amplifies the Orbiter Ku-band forward and return link signals. A functional
diagram of this subsystem is given in Figure C.B.
The received signal from the TDRS is split into two channels: (1) the
sum channel (E) which carries the received signal, and (2) the difference chan-
nel (o) which carries the angle information necessary to point the receiving
antenna.
These two channels are received in the forward link, amplified in
low-noise FET amplifiers, and downconverted before being delivered to the com-
munication subunit. This subunit has three major functions: (1) IF processing,
(2) spectrum despreading, and (3) acquisition and data demodulation.
The sum channel is frequency translated and bandpass filtered to drive
the PSK demodulator and the PN despreader. The PSK demodulator consists of a
Costas tracking loop and a lock detector, and provides the demodulated communi-
cation data and in-lock indication.
When the received signal is spread spectrum, it is despread in the PN
despreader which contains a tau-dither acquisition and tracking circuit and a
PN lock detector.
After the first downconvarsion, the sum and difference channels are
combined into a sum-plus-difference channel; this signal is filtered, gain con-
trolled, and envelope detected to provide the communication track information.
The transmitting system takes either the QPSK or FM modulator output
from the SPA and processes it for transmission. The SPA signal is mixed with
a signal generated by a Gunn VCO and the mixer output is filtered and amplified
by a four-stage GaAs FET limiting amplifier. The low AM/PM conversion of this
amplifier permits a significant relaxation of the TWT AM/PM conversion specifi-
cations. The TWT in the transmitter amplifies the upconverted signal and sends
it to the antenna through a circulator.
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	 APPENDIX D
USER'S GUIDELINE FOR NONSTANDARD MODULATION FORMATS INPUT
TO THE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR RECEIVER
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USER ' S GUIDELINE FOR NONSTANDARD MODULATION FORMATS
INPUT TO THE SHUTTLE PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR RECEIVER
D1	 PAYLOAD INTERROGATOR RECEIVER CAPABILITIES AND PARAMETERS
1.1
	 Type of Receiver
The Payload Interrogator (PI) utilizes a discrete carrier phase-
locked tracking loop and a single quadrature -phase (relative to the phase
of the discrete carrier component) demodulator for modulation recovery.
1.2	 Carri er-Tracking Loop Bandwidth
The minimum tracking - loop bandwidth of 1216 Hz (two-sided) is
designed to occur at a discrete carrier signal level (in the high sensi-
tivity mode) of -124 dBm. As the received signal level increases to its
maximum-allowable value, the tracking - loop bandwidth increases to 1364 Hz
(carrier loop in-lock and AGC functioning). When the carrier loop is out
of lock and prior Lo proper AGC regulation of receiver gain for maximum
signal levels, the tracking-loop bandwidth is on the order of 3800 Hz.
(This maximum-signal-level bandwidth is a function of the IF amplifier
amplitude saturation characteristics.)
1,	 1.3
	
Post- Demo dulation Lowpass Bandwidth
The post-demodulation 3-dB lowpass bandwidth is 4.5 MHz.
1.4
	
Demodulation Phase Detector Chara cteristics
A product--type (double-balanced mixer) r::,ise detector is em-
ployed for modulation recovery. (The amplitude-versus-phase character-
istic is sinusoidal in form.
1.5
	
Carrier -Swept Frequency Ac quisi tion
The PI receiver tracking-loop VCO is linearly frequency swept
at a rate of 10 kHz/s, so that the receiver searches ±75 kHz about its
nominal frequency in order to obtain carrier lock. Modulation sidebands
V	 within this frequency range must be such that receiver false-lock to
sidebands is precluded.
is
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D2	 GENERAL PAYLOAD TRANSMITTER MODULATION CRITERIA
2.1
	 Allowable Modulations
Phase modulation (PM) of the carrier is the only allowable type
of modulation. Frequency modulation (FM) and amplitude modulation (AM) of
the carrier are not permitted. Quadriphase modulation is also not allowed*.
2.2	 Maximum Carrier Suppression
The maximum allowable carrier suppression due to the composite of
all phase-modulating sources shall not exceed 10 dB.
2.3	 Subcarrier Modulation
When subcarriers are employed, they may be either phase or frequency
modulated. Amplitude-modulated subcarriers are not permitted. Restrictions
li	
on the use of subcarriers are given under sections 3.2 and 3.3.
11:1
2.4
	
Direct-Carrier Modulation by Baseband Signals
Direct-carrier modulation by analog-type baseband signals is not
allowed. Direct-carrier modulation by digital-type baseband signals is
allowed, subject to the restrictions given under section 3.4
D3	 SPECIFIC NONSTANDARD MODULATION RESTRICTIONS
3.1	 Discrete Frequency Component Sideband Levels
Carrier phase modulation by periodic signals
	 (sinusoids, square
waves, etc.) is not permitted.
	 No incidental	 and/or spurious discrete
e frequency t.rsmponent sideband levels shall be greater than -48 dBc in a
frequency range of ±100 kHz about the carrier frequency.
A possible exception to the above restriction may be allowed for
narrow-pulse, law-duty-cycle modulations, where the maximum sideband level
of the largest discrete frequency component shall not be greater than
-48 dB below the unmodulated carrier level.
	 The allowance of such modu-
lation shall	 be subject to the review and approval of the cognizant NASA
authority.
Although certain forms of quadriphase with a discrete carrier
could be acquired by the PI receiver, no provision is made in the receiver
for demodulating and outputting the in--phase component.
11
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3.2	
_Frequency-Modulated Subcarriers
B
3.2.1	 Analog Modulations
No analog signal frequency-modulated subcarrier, in a frequency
range of ±100 kHz about the carrier frequency, shall be allowed to phase
1	 modulate the carrier if the inequality
fmAf > 1.1 x 10 4
	(1)
is violated, where fm
 is the bandwidth or maximum frequency of the base-
band analog signal, and Af is the peak frequency deviation of the sub-
carrier. Provided that the inequality (1) is satisfied, the maximum-
allowable carrier phase modulation index, s, by the frequency-modulated 	 ,.
sinusoidal subcarrier is given by
J 3 (0)/JO (o) < 4.9 x 10 -7 fmaf.	 (2)
The value of 5 may be determined with the aid of Figus'? D.1.
3.2.2	 Digital Modulations
No frequency-shift-keyed (FSK) subcarrier, in a frequency r,n ;e
of ±100 ^.Hz about the carrier frequency, shall be allowed to phase modu-
late the carrier if Vie inequality
Rb
 > 6.3 x 102 	;3
is violated, where Rb
 is the data bit rate (bps). Provided that the 	 i
inequality (3) is satisfied, the maximum-allowable carrier phase modu-
lation index, ^, by the FSK-modulated sinusoidal subcarrier is given by
J l W/JO (s) < 1.4 x 10-g lib .	 (4)
The value of 6 may be determined with the aid of Figure D.1.•
. 11
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3.3	 Phase-Modulated Su bcarriers
6	 3.3.1	 Analog Modulations
Phase modulations of subcarriers by analog baseband signals is
not recommended due to inefficiency. As a result, no such modulations are
9	
expected, and no guidelines have been developed.
3.3.2	 Digital Modulations
No phase-shift-keyed (PSK) subcarrier, in a frequency range of
0	 ±100 kHz about the carrier frequency, shall be allowed to phase modulate
the carrier if the inequality
Rb > 6.3 x 102 	(5)
is violated, where R  is the data bit rate in bits per second. Provided
that the inequality (5) is satisfied, the maximum-allowable carrier phase
modulation index, $, by the PSK-modulated sinusoidal subcarrier is given
by
il (B)NO (O _ 1 x 10 -8 R b2 .	 (6)
3.4.2	 Digital Modulations
The criterion for the minimum--allowable bit rate is based upon a
carrier-tracking loop RMS phase noise component, due to modulation side-
bands tracking, of 10° or less. The allowable NR7. bit rate must therefore
satisfy the following inequality
R 	 2,24 x 104 tan g (a) ,	 (7)
4;, I
u
Ip	 _
a
f5The value of s may be determined with the aid of Figure D.T.
4P
3.4	 Direct-Carrier Modulations
3.4.1	 Analog Modulations
Direct phase modulation of the carrier by an analog baseband signal
is not recommended due to inefficiency. As no such modulations are expected,
no guidelines have been developed.
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where the numerical coefficient is based upon the carrier-tracking loop
maximum in-lock bandwidth* and a is the carrier phase deviation (0 s 71.50).
In order to keep carrier loop phase slewing to less than 150
during a string of transitionless data bits, the maximum number of such
bits shall be
Maximum number of bits 3
3 x	
-5
without transition	 g•	 10	 Rb	(8)
This transitionless period must be followed by a reasonable number of
transitions in such a pattern that the slewing error is negated within
a period of bits equal to five times the transitionless period.
To avoid the problem of bit slewing, Manchestering of the bits
is recommended. Given Manchestered bits, condition (8) is no longer appli-
cable, and the minimum bit rate allowed is the maximum of that calculated
from (9) and (10):
R 	 300 tang (g)
	
(9)
R 
	 7.1 103
 tan a
	
(10)
s
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t
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See section 1.2.
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APPENDIX A
MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORTS
Numerous small analyses performed to solve problems that occurred on
a daily basis were not documented in formal memoranda and reports but, to some
extent, appeared in monthly progress reports. Also, many of the contributions
made by Axiomatix were made at NASA and vendor meetings. The attendance at
these meetings by Axiomatix has also been documented in the monthly progress
reports. Thus, it is appropriate to include the pertinent monthly progress re-
ports in this final report for the sake of completeness.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
EXHIBIT A - Technical Monitor: Don Pusch
• Avoided Costly Ku-Band System Redesign By Determining That The
Redesign Options Could Be Circumvented By Proper TDRSS Signal Dynamic
Range
EXHIBIT B - Technical Monitor: 	 William Teasdale
® Helped Establish Flight Worthiness of TACAN Without Design Changes
By Formulating A TACAN Model To Simulate Erroneous Bearing Words
s Passing Through MOM
® Averted Costly K u-band System Redesign By Establishing TDRSS Signal
Dynamic Range Requirements To Enable Relaxation Of Specification
• Established Redesign of PI Transmitter Synthesizer Was Not Needed
By Determining The Overall System Requirements Cn Ppase Noise And
Reviewing TRW Test Data To Prove The System Requirements Were Met 	 r
With Present Design
EXHIBIT C -- Technical Monitor:	 William Teasdale	 .
• Design PN Randomizer For Spacelab Low Data Rate Chan nel To Meet
r
TDRSS User Data Transition Density Requirement
' ® Defined ICD Requirements For Spacelab High Data Rate Channel Based
4 On Ku-band System Design Changes
.0
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EXHIBIT A
Technical Monitor: Don Pusch
1.0
	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
1.1
	
STDN/TDRS Transponder Critical Desi n Review (CDR) Data
Package Evaluation {
Volume I (Analysis) of the STDN/TDRS Transponder, CDR data package
contains a series of detailed electrical design analyses performed by TRW
for Boeing that pertain to the manner in which the STDN/TDRS transponder
meets the performance specifications imposed by NASA for its use in IUS
missions.	 Many of these analyses previously appeared in the Preliminary
Design Review (PDR) data package previously delivered to Boeing on June 11, 1
1979.	 To the extent that these analyses (IUS memos) were complete at that
time, Axiomatix reviewed and critiqued their contents and reported its
findings shortly thereafter in Axiomatix Report No. R7911-5, November 30,
nj
1979.	 Also included in that report were three appendices
	 (C, E and F)
which augmented and, in some instances, corrected several of the TRW analyses.,.
Since these same IUS memos are contained in the CDR data package, <3
i Axiomatix reviewed and critiqued only those memos which were not contained
t
in the PDR package.
	
The memos that Axiomatix reviewed and critiqued are
presented in Table 1.	 Based on the evaluation of the CDR data package,
j three potential problems exist that are being analyzed by Axiomatix:
(1)	 Expected Costas loop static tracking phase errors
(2)	 Performance degradation due to Costas loop static
phase error in conjunction with phase noise from the PI.
' (3)	 STDN/TDRS transponder design for false lock avoidance
using frequency discrimination.
1.2
	 Summary of Analvsis to be Performed
In addition to the analyses described in the last section,
several other analyses are underway or are to begin in April to resolve
potential Orbiter/IUS interface problems. These analyses are concerned with:
(1) Phase noise transmitted by the IUS to the PI
(2) IUS transmitting adequate residual carrier for PI signal
acquisition and tracking
N
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Table 1. IUS Analyses Reviewed and Critiqued.
Section IUS Memo No. Title
2.	 TDRS Mode--General 125 TDRSS Lock Detector Parameters,
Structure and Performance for
IUS
3.	 TDRS--Carrier Acquisition 112 A Possible Problem in the IUS
Analysis and Experiment Code-Aided Carrier Acquisition
Approach
118 Improved Estimate of the Code-
Multiplied Spectral
	
Density
114 Instantaneous Frequency Error
of the Carrier Loop Reference
(at the Moment of Code VCXO
Disconnect)
116 Instantaneous Frequency Error
of the Carrier Loop Reference
at the Moment of Code Loop
Disconnect---Revisited
4.	 Costas Loop Performance— 115 Revision A--IUS Phase Detector
Analysis Biases Due to Hybrid and Arm
Filter Imperfections in the
Costas Loop
117 IUS Slip Time
123 Influence of Arm Filter Delay
on Tracking Performance of the
IUS Costas Loop
5.	 SSP Analysis 110 Code Tracking Lock Detector
Mean Time to Declare Out-of-Lock
6.	 STDN Dual Mode 122 STDN Dual Acquisition and
Tracking Analysis
124 Open-Loop Frequency Acquisition
7.	 STDN Only Mode 119 STDN Acquisition and Tracking
Logic
120 STDN Acquisition and Tracking
Analysis
121 IUS STDN-Only Discriminator
Analysis for False Lock Avoidance
4:
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(3) End-to-end performance of the IUS SGLS transponder com-
municating with PI at maximum range and both the IUS transponder and the
PI operating at specification
(4) Frequency stability noncompliance of IUS transponders
2.0
	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
2.1
	 Program Reviews and Conferences
During August Axiomatix personnel attended the monthly program
review on August 28th, and participated in the Tuesday conference call on
the 8th. The ferrite switch and the Watkins-Johnson amplifiers continued
to be problem areas. HAC has not solved the SRU connector problem, and it
appears that this may cause a slip in delivery of Qual hardware.
Axiomatix personnel attended the EAl critical design review
held on August 25 and 26. This review did not cover the block 3 servo, 	 h_., 1
and in fact, one of the risk items of the block 3 servo, EAi software,
has not yet been developed. Test data from the RF generator indicates
that the 1.875 GHz power level may ;)e inadequate to drive the SPA. HAC
system engineering claims that this will not be a problem and that the
output power can be made compatible with the SPA.
HAC has chosen to turn on PN despreading based on a PN lock sig-
nal from the PN lock detector, rather than the spread spectrum on/off bit
V
	
	 from the ground. This could result in spoofing the PN detector, causing
false injection of a PN despread sequence into an unspread data stream
with resultant loss of data.
Axiomatix personnel attended the SPA CDR of September 16.117,
the Radar System CDR and a mini-review on September 23,as well as the EA2
CDR of September 25-26. In addition, Axiomatix participated in "Tuesday"
conference calls on September 9, 16 and 30. Problem areas highlighted
during the mini-review and conference calls included the Watkins-Johnson
amplifier overheating, the SRU connnectors, the ferrite switch and the
1.875 GHz drive level.
While HAC is working on these prob l ems, the latter t,.o areas
of concern are worthy of comment at this point. Curiously, and with an
apparently great deal of personal initiative, a Rockwell contracts special-
ist has taken it upon himself to get involved in the technical aspects of
ID
4the ferrite switch, We hope that his unique talents will prove helpful in
solving this ongoing problem.
The 1.875 GHz drive level was discussed at the SPA CDR when
system engineering presented a graphic description of the drive level and
margins at various points in the Ku-band system. The presentation stressed
the problems of drive variability at the DA input, with the attendant
probl em of AM/PM conversion in excess of specification. However, the
problem of inadequate drive level from the EA1 was glossed over. When
specifically asked about the below-specification drive level from the EA1
LRU, the reply from HAC system engineering implied that it is not a
concern since we were not in an EA1 design review. Axiomatix feels that
this problem should be followed closeiy in order to avoid a surprise during
the system CDR.
One of the more serious concerns highlighted at the SPA CDR is
the deficiency of the return link test data. It has been demonstrated
that the return link works functionally. From the quality of the data
	 1:, ^
presented, however, it is not possible to 'all if the observed degrada-
tion in mode 2 is due to the modulator, the demodulator, or both. HAC
contends that SRU tests indicate that the return link is performing and
that the poor LRU test results were caused by the FM discriminator. Quanti-
tative verification of the return link performance will hinge on the avail-
ability of a high quality demodulator.
One of the more arcane topics covered at the EA2 CDR was the
threshold analysis. The analysis presented described how the threshold
is set to provide a 10
-7
 false alarm rate and how the resultant threshold
can be modified to provide a means of testing the false alarm rate with a
t
	
reasonable degree of confidence.
There are two controversial aspects of this analysis. One is
the series of curves which give the false alarm rate as a function of the
decision statistics and the post-detection integration (PDI) ratio. These
a
	
	
curves are the result of a HAC simulation and cannot be verified by Axiomatix.
They are bounded by analytically derived curves for Gaussian statistics
(high PDI ratio) and Rayleigh statistics (1:1 PDI ratio). With the infor-
mation available, Axiomatix is not able to derive the two bounds.
s
	
	
The second controversial area is the correlation effects of the
overlapping range bins. Axiomatix has evaluated the HAC approach of using
p =2/3 before magnitude detection and concludes that the HAC approach is
correct.
I
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Axiomatix personnel attended the Mock 3 servo PDR held
October 7-8, the quarterly review on October 28, and a splinter session
on October 9 concerning Orbiter dynamics and radar acquisition. In addi-
tion, Axiomatix participated in Tuesday conference calls on October 14
and 21.
During the block 3 PDR, a detailed description of the hard-
ware was presented; however, the software description was less definitive.
The obscuration calculation was estimated to be 90% complete; however,
during the presentation, it was revealed that the present algorithm does
not meet the specification of turn-on within 3 0 of exit from the obscura-
tion zone. Additional work needs to be done to refine the algorithm. In
particular, care must be exercised to preclude lengthening the calculation,
as there is very little (i.e., 3 ms) margin remaining.
Rockwell has supplied an obscuration profile to HAC consisting
9
	
largely of straight-line segments in roll and pitch coordinates, presumably
for simplicity. These straight-line segments, however, translate to curves
in the a and o coordinates used for the obscuration calculation. Perhaps
tome compromise could be reached to effect a simpler model of the profile.
During the quarterly review, questions were raised concerning
the ability of the system to track in closed loop. In the communications
mode, there is crosstalk between the a and R axis error signals. Until
the ability to closed-loop track is demonstrated, this will remain a con-
cern. In particular, the magnitude of 1 4 1it cycle effects should be measured.
A related concern was discussed during the October 9 splinter
session, e.g., the problem of transition from radar acquisition to track.
I i ,e HAC simulations of scan and track are being merged to provide a better
indication of the performance during transition, as well as the effect of
modifications such as using unsmoothed angle data from the EA2.
HAC requested Rockwell to provide a more specific model of
Orbiter motion dynamics, e.g., expected maximum angular accelerations and
^i	 velocities while in the various Ku--band modes.
During November there were no regularly scheduled program
reviews, but Axiomatix personnel did participate in three telephone conference
calls between NASA/JSC, HAC, Rockwell and Axiomatix on November 6th, 13th and
®	 20th.
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During December, Axiomatix personnel attended a regularly
scheduled program review at HAC on December 15th
	
and a special meeting
0 on the 16th at HAC to discuss return link performance ESTL test liens,
radar detection performance simulation results, thermal analysis results
for the DA, and results of the investigation into causes of DA gimbal lock-
up at elevated temperatures.
	 Additionally, Axiomatix participated in the
December 4th conference call between JSC, HAC and Rockwell, and the Decem-
ber 23rd conference call to discuss the ESTL liens.
During January, Axiomatix personnel participated in conference
calls with HAC, Rockwell, and NASA/JSC on January 15 and January 22.	 The
January 8 call was cancelled due to scheduling problems.
	 Axiomatix also
participated in the regularly scheduled program review at HAC on Jarivary 29.
	 i
Ku-band return link performance factors were discussed in a splinter meeting
fol',owing the monthly review. 	 The objective of the splinter meeting was
to resolve differences between the Rockwell specification and the verifica-
tion tests proposed by HAC.
During February Axiomatix personnel attended the monthly review
at HAC on February 27, and a splinter session on the 26th to discuss the
C communications track problem, deliverable test equipment rework schedules
	 E;
and block 3 servo topics.	 In addition, Axiomatix participated in conference
calls with HAC, Rockwell and NASA/JSC on February 5 and 19.
Several issues were raised during the course of the review and
	
Ps
conference calls.
	 There may be a communications track problem due to
crosstalk between the track error signals for the a and s axes, and the
track AGC is not particularly effective, giving a wide dynamic range at
the tracking loop input. 	 A meeting is scheduled early in March to discuss
this issue in greater detail.	 HAC plans to redesign the VCO in the SPA to
improve the manufacturability to the linearity specification over temperature.
The new design will incorporate a heater:
	 the problem is that a warm-up
	 ."
time of up to five minutes may be required when switching from STANDBY to ON.
The ESTL antenna is limit cycling with an amplitude of 3 0
	in a
six-second period.	 This may be due to striction; the cause and cure are
being investigated.
	 HAC is proposing to double the dither torque to 2 foot-
pounds, which implies a power consumption increase in the motor drive circuits
to 42 watts from 27 watts.
During March, Axiomatix personnel attended two design reviews,
a monthly program review, and numerous meetings at Rockwell and Hughes
IL'!I
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Aircraft Co. to discuss the communications track problem and the a/S cross-
talk problem.
	 A summary of activities is given in Table 2. 	 In addition,
Axiomatix participated in two Thursday conference calls on March 5th and
19th with NASA/JSC, HAC and Rockwell, as well as two conference calls on
March 30th and 16th dedicated to a discussion of the communications track
problem.
2.2
	 HAC Acceptable Test Procedure Review
Two acceptance test procedures (ATP) have been received from
'^	 ! HAC--the Deployed Assembly (DA) ATP and the EA2 ATP.
During prior test procedure reviews, Axiomatix constructed a
test verification matrix, assuming the baseline LRU design to be the re-
. spective Rockwell equipment specification.
	
During this preliminary ATP
.	 ! review, the procedure and its six appendices were carefully read, but a
test verification matrix was not constructed. 	 The ATP has a very low
correlation with the Rockwell specification,and generation of a verification
matrix at this time could be very time-consuming. 	 Axiomatix feels that the
DA ATP (TS32012-Q42) in its present form is adequate to demonstrate conform-
ance to the Rockwell Revision B specification and recommends that HAC either
change the ATP format to reflect a high degree of correlation with the Rock-
well
	 specification or supply a traceability document in some form to corre-
late the test procedure paragraphs with the appropriate specification para-
graphs.
In contrast to the DA ATP, the EA2 ATP appears more highly
correlated to the baseline specification. 	 Each of the major test sections
deals with a major requirement, or portion of a major requirement, within
the Rockwell
	 specification.	 Since this is a preliminary copy, some sections
have not been included, such as some environmental tests.
	
Also, certain
functional tests must be conducted before and after each environmental test,
1•
t a but these functional tests have not been outlined or discussed.
During the next month, a more detailed analysis of the ATP's
will take place with Axiomatix, Rockwell, Hughes and NASA in joint session.
!	 2.3
	 HAC ESTL and Qualification Test Plan Review
The ESTL system test plan, which will test the ESTL LRU's at
E
V0
Date
March 2
March 11
March 17 1AM)
March 17 (PM)
March 19
March 20
March 24 (AM)
March 24 (PM)
March 25 (AM)
March 25 (PM)
Location Topic Summary
HAC Cross Talk Data Presented by HAC indicating excessive a/a
crosstalk.	 Based on poorly phased DA
Rockwell Coma Track Present system not capable of Comm track under
present spec conditions
Rockwell wur, Track Flux density at Orbiter and Orbiter dynamics
revised
HAC Comm Track HAC presents alternative hardware fixes to Comm
Track problem
HAC Comm Track/ Rockwell/NASA/Axiomatix present revised specs to HAC
Costas Lock HAC reveals Costas dynamic range problem
HAC Costas Lock Costas Lock problem may be mitigated if signal
strength indicator spec relaxed
HAC MPR
HAC Special topics Discussion of Comm Track, sill simulation test,
DA problems
HAC Midbit CDR Midbit detector proceeding on schedule
HAC SPA	 Demod HAC has design for FM discriminator
Panel PDR
Table 2. Axiomatix Monthly Meeting Activity, Ku-Band Problem Resolution
W
9Hughes prior to delivery, consists of essentially the same tests used
for the ADL LRU's.	 As reported to NASA, the ADL tests were deemed
insufficient to demonstrate compliance to the Rockwell specification,
and the same comments now apply to the ESTL system test plan.
In addition, the verification test matrix listed in the test
plan uses the Hughes internal system specification, HS 237-2781, as the
baseline performance document instead of the Rockwell Revision B speci-
fication.	 Naturally, there is no 	 additional documentation relating the
Hughes and Rockwell specifications to each other.
The qualification test plan also needs modification. 	 Rockwell
lists in their specification the qualification and acceptance tests required
for each LRU and the system.
	
About one year ago, Hughes generated a document
known as "TMO1," which is the entire Ku-band system test plan. 	 Hughes
submitted TMO1	 to Rockwell, and Rockwell subsequently returned TMOI to Hughes
with changes..
	
The qualification test plan just reviewed should have been
based on the modification TMO1; however, it appears that the test plan was
written without using TMO1.	 In fact, the plan does not accurately reflect
the requirements outlined by Rockwell.
2.4
	
Deliverable System Test Equipment Sell-Off
Rockwell has distilled a technical concerns list from the inputs
of Rockwell, NASA and Axiomatix personnel, and one of the concerns is that
the DSTE sell-off was inadequate.	 Since John Griffin was assigned to investi-
gate this particular concern, he recuested substantiation from Axiomatix.
After reviewing the DSTE again, it is Axiomatix opinion that the
original eight test modules (four for communications and four for radar) which
were to be used for the DSTE sell-off would have been adequate to exercise
and demonstrate whether or not the DSTE is functioning properly.
	 However,
not all the original eight test modules were used for the sell-off; hence,
the criticism that the sell-off was inadequate.
Angle-tracking was never performed because of the servo problem,
and the forward and return link BER test modules (FILBERT and RLBERT,
respectively) were never conducted because the SPA demodulator and SPA BER
noise generator panels had design problems.
	 Therefore, the shaft-angle
encoder, SPA demodulator and SPA BER noise generator panels were never
verified during the DSTE sell--off.
Y
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Following a telephone conference, the consensus of opinion among
NASA (John Griffin), Rockwell (Pat Eblen) and Axiomatix was that future
DSTE sell-offs must include all eight test modules listed in the procedure
in order to demonstrate the DSTE hardware performance. Another consensus
was that all 32 test modules should be considered as part of the DSTE and,
therefore, each module had to be demonstrated.
There was a question concerning Hughes acceptance of this posi-
tion but, at the Ku-band quarterly review held October 28, 1980, Hughes
confirmed that all the test modules were indeed part of the DSTE.
Actual verification of all 32 test modules may never take place
because, during the quarterly review, Frank Joyce announced that an entire
new series of tests to be used for system testing is being developed, and
these tests will also be used to sell off the DSTE. These new tests will
utilize the MCP DSTE program and thus would be manual in nature as opposed
to semiautomatic, as were the old test modules. The impact of this is being
investigated by Axiomatix.
2.5
	 Management/Handover Logic
Axiomatix has submitted a memo to NASA/JSC which describes the
functional relationship between mode commands and transmitter enable bits.
The intent of the memo was to explain in words and logic equations what the
HAC documentation attempts to explain W '_) bit maps. By excluding B side,
six bit maps can be reduced to one simple logic equation which clearly
defines the input/output relationships of the management/handover logic.
There appears to be a minor discrepancy between the logic as
defined in the HAC SPA specification and the HAC preliminary system speci-
fication. The system spec states that the transmitter is inhibited in the
alternate (high gain antenna) acquisition mode unless modulation is commanded
on. However, the logic commands the transmitter on if the modulation control
switch is in either the off or on position.
HAC system engineering has acknowledged that the Axiomatix analysis
of the Management/Handover logic is correct: the alternate acquisition mode
the transmitter will be enabled with the modulation switched off. This is
not a pressing technical concern, but it does deserve correct documentation
for the customer.
It.
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2.6
	 Block 3 Servo Schedule
Axiomatix is concerned about a potential block 3 schedule slip
due to personnel problems. During the course of the January review, HAC
disclosed that Brent Duasia had left the company. Brent had intimate
knowledge of both the EA1 hardware and software. In particular, the
software impact may be critical since HAC revealed that software modifi-
cations had been made which no one currently understands.
2.7
	 CDR Test Data Evaluation
Axiomatix has been reviewing the Deplored Assembly CDR test
data. This task has been very time-consuming, especially when compared
to the EA2 and SPA CDR test data reviews, simply because the DA test
information is very fragmented. Also, the DA test procedures are written
IP	
in such a manner as to make comparisons to the Rockwell specification
extremely difficult since there is very little direct correlation between
the two documents.
To date, the DA CDR test data review has been completed and
the report is being written. The conclusions reached are that there are
a number of test omissions such as no tracking tests, no alpha/beta lobing
tests and no performance tests as a function of bus voltage. The major
conclusion, however, is that there is so little correlation between the DA ATP
and the Rockwell specification that, without an exhaustive correlation study,
it is difficult to determine exactly what has been tested. It has been recom-
mended by Axiomatix on a number of occasions that, without the TMOI test
document which Hughes should have released two years ago and without traceability
between the Hughes ATP's and the Rockwell documents, there is a significant
danger that major performance problems will not be discovered until late in
the Ku-band program.
2.8	 ESTL Test Liens
Axiomatix is currently reviewing the ESTL test lien list
presented at the HAC special meeting. At the time this list was presented,
HAC had made a unilateral estimate as to the suitability of the equipment
for delivery to ESTL with each lien. These judgements are, of course,
based on HAC's judgement as to the relative importance of each lien:
these estimates are being reviewed by Axiomatix.
:t
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As of December 23rd many of the lien items had been fixed by
HAC. However, the major item still unsolved is the encoded mode change
li
	
	 to the SPA. That is, will the system work with the EA1 incorporating
the encoded mode change and the SPA in its original state? Axiomatix is
investigating this problem.
2.9
	
Communication Track Performance
Due to sub-optimal AGC performance, the Ku-band system cannot 	
J
angle-track a forward link signal over the full range of received signal
power and Orbiter dynamic motion rates, as currently specified. In
+	 addition, successful angle-track is predicated on Costas lock, which
effects closure of the angle-track loop. With the present range of
received power, the Costas loop performance cannot be predicted until
definitive dynamic range capabilities of the Costas loop are measured
n
and analysed.
During the course of the March 10th conference call and the
March 17th meeting at HAC, HAC presented several alternative fixes to the
DA and EAl which could possibly solve the communications track problem.
r However, most fixes rely on some form of specification relief, and those
 
r	 iy	
fixes relying on moderate spec relief are prohibitive in terms of time
and cost. ^^	 a
2.10	 Costas Lock Performance
An adjunct to the tracking problem is the Costas lock problem:
the ability of the Costas loop to track a wide dynamic range signal. Costas
lock is required to close the angle tracking Ioop. As in the angle track
case, the underlying cause is sub--optimum AGC performance. At this
juncture, HAC believes more effective AGC can be easily implemented if
signal strength indicator (SSI) linearity requirements can be relaxed.
This is currently under investigation.
2.11	 Midbit Detection Critical Design Review
Axiomatix personnel attended the midbit CDR at HAC on March 25th.
1P
	
	
HAC appears to have the design of the midbit detector circuit well in hand,
and the prototype exceeds all specifications. However, Axiomatix experience
with the VCO used in this circuit indicates a high degree of output phase
noise. HAC feels that the output phase noise can be controlled with
...	 ................
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careful circuit layout and regulated power supplies but will proceed to
characterize the output. A RID has been written on this concern.
2.12	 Tracking Stability Concern Due to Crosstalk
The Ku-band autotrack servo loop, which is designated to track
along two orthogonal (a,6) axes, is being investigated with regard to its
stability in the presence of crosstalk for error angles within the
antenna's beamwidth. By modelling the system as a pair of cross-coupled
loops, it has been shown that a necessary (but not sufficient) condition
9
	
	
for tracking stability is that the product of the crosstalk gain ratios
must be less than one, independent of the order of the loops. This same
result was concluded in t1] assuming first order-loops. The remaining
criteria to guarantee loop stability are tied to the locations of the
poles for the product of the loop transfer functions. As such, they
depend heavily on the nature of the various component loops which make up
the overall loop transfer functions. Further investigation of these various
component loop models and their effect on overall loop stability is planned.
3.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS
3.1
	 S-band Antenna Design Evaluation
During August, the apparent shift in emphasis towards the switched
three beam configuration created turmoil in that the additional option requires
substantial hardware and software modifications. The preliminary results
indicated an improved coverage increase of 10% with a switched three beam.
It was pointed out that this same hardware modification could also be used
to switch four beams since one switch position was unused and thereby further
increase the coverage capabilities. However, although technically feasible,
the cost of such a program change was almost probibztively expensive, and
subsequently this proposal was de-emphasized.
The Axiomatix PDR evaluation report was distributed which attempted
to alleviate some of the specific problem areas using the physical optics/
[1] F. L. Paulsen, Tracking Stability Conditions, Hughes Interdepartmental
Correspondence HS 237-3308, January 27, 1981.
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geometric ray tracing principles.
	 Rockwell/Anaheim decided to investigate
6 these ideas using breadboard radomes since few alternative solutions are
readily available besides improving the impedance matching (tuning) and
prototype model circuit loss reductions.
As a result of the S-band antenna program difficulties during
3
September, it was proposed that Axiomatix would become more actively involved
in the antenna effort, and a special trip to Anaheim was made on September 5
to discuss the current status and the new roll plane switching concept to
replace the earlier pitch plance switching concept.
	 Analytical studies
indicated a slightly improved percentage coverage while ensuring contiguous
roll plane coverage, which the systems engineers desired.	 Various configura-
tions were studied. 	 The selected one consisted of three elements, with the a
outer two alternately phase-switched and the center one directly fed.
On September 9-10, R.
	
Iwasaki toured the JSC antenna facilities
OF
and had technical discussions with the cognizant antenna and system engineers
to attempt to resolve differences in analytical and measured results between
Rockwell Anaheim and JSC.
	
The JSC array software was utilized to verify the
proposed roll	 plane switching coverage projections, and circuit loss dis- II^. ^
crepand es were rationalized so that the final analytical results were 4
similar to those used by Rockwell.
During a teleconference call on September 12, JSC directed 4
Rockwell to use the pitch plane switched two beam configuration as the
baseline design.	 Weekly teleconference calls between JSC, Rockwell Downey,
Rockwell Anaheim, and Axiomatix were scheduled to maintain close communication
on the antenna program progress.
	 A development schedule for the November 7
f
delivery of the prototype upper and lower quad antennas to JSC for formal
evaluation was presented and approved.
The RF fence concept using a groove in the radome separating the
two dipole cavities was tested both as a dielectric mismatch and with a
copper shim. Very little difference was noted in the VSWR/return loss
® measurements so that it was concluded that mutual coupling through ducting
was not the dominant cause of the large mismatch measurements noted. This
conclusion focusses increased concern on the dipole element design itself
and the intrinsic tuning capabilities consisting of adjusting the balun
(or impedance transformer), varying the lengths of dipole radiating elements,
and trimming the dipole shorting strap. Because of the pitch plane two beam
restriction, only the dipole design can be examined further for possible
U
0
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improvements. As was mentioned previously, this procedure is very awkward
on an analytical basis since it usually involves only iterative experimental
modifications which are difficult to characterize.
The concave lens concept will be similarly tested in the near
future it time permits. The basic design, a spherical curvature of 3 inch
diameter, will be used to demonstrate the possibility of beam spreading to
redistribute the radiated power. Using the measured modified dipole antenna
patterns, the array software analysis can be used to determine the final
array patterns and, if successful, iteratively determine the final optimal
concave curvature.
The sixth Shuttle S-band antenna technical interchange meeting was
held on October 6, 1980. The main focus of the meeting was to discuss and
close out the Review Item Dispositions (RIDS) generated as a result of the
fifth technical interchange meeting held in July. Also discussed was the
revised schedule using the two beam two element baseline configuration
for the switched beam quad antennas. Weekly telecons between Rockwell/Anaheim,
Rockwell/Downey, JSC, and Axiomatix have been scheduled for Wednesday after-
noons to ensure adequate communications for the periods between the more
formal technical interhange meetings. 	 3
The primary point of interest was in response to a RID addressing
the improved coverage performance resulting from a four beam configuration
instead of the three beam scheme proposed in the July meeting. As a result
of a subsequent telephone conversation between Rockwell/Anaheim and Axiomatix,
a chance comment about the comparison between two and three element array
coverages used for two and three beam switching resulted in a candidate
	 F;
three element three and four switched beam configuration which yielded
	
;1I
4 &J coverages of 90% and 95%, respectively. Later simulations by JSC
	 !,
verified a 90% coverage for the three beam case also using the realistic
(and pessimistic) breadboard model circuit losses measured earlier at JSC.
This improved coverage figure was of particular interest since the earlier'II
two element configuration used to justify the three beam scheme was only'I
72% (at an estimated additional cost of $1.25 million) and the two beam
scheme was 63%. The two beam three element roll plane switching proposed
as a possible alternative was 72%.
Naturally this higher percentage coverage of 90% (and JSC's
verification) evoked considerable curiousity as to the validity of the
new figures. Therefore, Don Eggers of JSC and Axiomatix revisited Rockwell/
	 4
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Anaheim on October 8 to attempt to clarify the issue and understand the
underlying reasons for the increased coverage.
b The pre-prototype S-band quad antennas were delivered to JSC two
weeks ahead of schedule and acceptance tests began on October 27. 	 Swept
frequency return loss measurements were made to confirm, by comparison,
the Rockwell/Anaheim results. 	 Although the actual antenna pattern measure-
ments will continue into November, the preliminary results indicate that the
percentage coverage might be similar to that of the brassboard model if
one takes into account the poor lower quad results, which were not well
defined earlier due to anamalous RF switch behavior.	 The pre-prototype
IP
lower quad coverage at 2.106 GHz coverage percentage was calculated to be
approximately 13%, which, in reviewing the previous three beam data and
analytically extracting the center beam, appears reasonable if 0.3 dB is
added in the"S" curve to account for the absence of the RF switch during
those measurements.	 however, the final percentage coverage result,
according to Rockwell/Anaheim, should still be as indicated in the most
recently revised "S" curve projections since it included this higher loss
in the lower quad loss budget.
The asymmetry in the peak gain values of 0.5 dB less in the
kP
aft beam has been attributed to the possibility of interaction with a
prominent	 (1/16") gap which exists between the flange and the mounting
structure.	 Obviously this has affected the percentage coverage results
so that it is anticipated that additional
	 radiation distribution patterns
will be taken later with this particular problem corrected by means of RF
gasketing material and copper foil
	 if indeed the expected peak gain value
is restored.	 This precautionary measure has already been implemented for
the current upper quad measurements.
	 Earlier the RF switch was bypassed
by appropriate connecting cables to verify that it was not causing the
problem.
Another characteristic of this pre-prototype model that will be
modified in the prototype version will be the approximately 6° forward
squint or skew of both the forward and aft beams.
	 This has been attributed
by Rockwell/Anaheim to be the result of the 2° and 3.5 0 , respectively,
upward mechanical tilt of the dipole elements in the upper and lower quad
flanges.	 This also contributes to the higher cross polarization measure-
ments, according to their designer, so that actual physical changes will be
made in the final prototype version, necessitating additional antenna pattern
measurements in the near future.
lt;; ]
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The results of the tests on the pre-prototype S-band quad antennas
during November were somewhat disappointing in that the 4 d8ci percentage
0
coverages were less than anticipated. 	 The earlier brassboard model antennas
produced a percentage coverage value of approximately 66% at the few frequencies
measured.	 Those series of tests were interrupted by the inclusion of the
three beam patterns which attempted to compensate for the low coverage
percentages of the original two beam scheme.
In summary, the pre-prototype model coverage percentages ranged
from about 45% to 50%, with the lowest value, unfortunately, at 2.287 GHz,
a critical frequency.	 It was found, during the pattern measurements, that
the antenna flange of the lower quad did not fit flush into the JSC mockup
when the simulated thermal protection tiles were removed after the first
series of tests.
	
Subsequent measurements after the misalignments were cor-
rected with RF gasketing material and copper foil tape indicated higher peak
gains (0.5 to 0.9 dB) but not substantially increased coverage percentages
(e.g., only 3% increase at 2.287 GHz, which is in the measurement uncertainty
range).	 This result is puzzling in that the "S" curves project a percentage
" coverage increase of 5 to 8% if the gain increases (or loss decreases) unless
the 4 dBci beamwidth is unaffected by the mechanical misfit.
It was learned that the earlier radiation distribution patterns
using integral gain levels were "rounded off" and therefore any measurements
" between 3.6 dBci to 4.4 dBci were included in the 4 dBci contour.
	 Since
. the percentage coverage used a threshold value of 4 dBci, a correction
factor of -0.4 dBci must be incorporated into the latest Rockwell/Anaheim
"S" curves.
	 Therefore, after correcting the brassboard model percentage
' coverage measurements, these pre-prototype measurements are comparable or
0 slightly improved if the original	 63% estimate was actually 52%.
	 It must
.' be emphasized that the "S" curves should only be used for projections because
of the gain increment uncertainty of 0.4 dB and 2 0 x 2° solid angle increment
uncertainty both introduce percentage inaccuracy from the purely analytical
kiM results.	 The measured patterns, however, are digitally recorded to within
0.1 dB increments and therefore suffer from only 2° resolution angular
t
uncertainty.
The tentative conclusion, then, is that the baseline two element
.	 10 pitch plane switched two beam is inadequate according to the coverage
specifications, and that dSC will
	 have to decide if it is operationally
acceptable, taking into account possible further degradations from the
I;,
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actual curved ground plane of the Orbiter vehicle and effects of the
actual thermal protection tiles. The most logical alternative, it
appears, is the costly three element pitch plane switched four beam
configuration which analytically achieves the specifications with some
operational margin to compensate for the anomalous miscellaneous loss
budget.
The delta PDR for the S-band antennas, originally scheduled
for December, was held during the latter part of January. The antenna
pattern measurements were discussed. In general, except for the S-band
quad antennas, the antenna performances were adequate. The primary
concern was the percentage coverage of the switched two beam two element
baseline design, which was nominally 48% for the specified 4 dBci coverage
instead of the performance specification of 85%. At the time, Rockwell
indicated that the antenna performance could not be further improved
substantially and that the communications link margin be examined more
closely to determine if indeed this degraded gain coverage was unsatisfactory
from an operations viewpoint. Since funds were not available for multiple
beam development, the switched four beam three element configuration which
0'	 analytically appears to meet the coverage requirement was not considered
a viable alternative.
The explanation for the earlier optimistic percentage coverage
projections was the gain calibration values were truncated to a higher
value by the radiation distribution pattern (RDP) measuring equipment (i.e.,
3.6 dBci became 4 dBci). The more accurate pattern measurements that were
digitally recorded in 0.1 dB increments were consistently lower in percentage
coverage calculations, and these latter values were subsequently recognized
C
	
as being valid.
Since the experimental measurements show inadequate coverage,
Axiomatix introduced another concept utilizing the present dipole design to
attempt to broaden the individual dipole antenna pattern and therefore,
0
	
by pattern multiplication, the switched array pattern. Although it is
called a zoned inverted conical surface lens, a more appropriate description
might be a "diffuser" since the intent is to create geometric ray divergence
using a radome which is less than a wavelength thick. The optical equivalence
a
	
of a Fresnel lens permits focussing using a flat plate with zoned surfaces
an integral number of wavelength thick. However, in this particular concept,
the zoning surfaces are less than a wavelength thick (i.e., N =0) and the
"zoning" only compresses the inverted conical surface which causes ray
V
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P
divergence by the angular relationship defined by Snell's law of refraction.
The ultimate purpose of this modified radome configuration is similar to that
of the concave lens surface introdu^:.ed earlier --the more uniform spreading
of the radiated power by redistributing the energy in the main beam peak
gain value of over 6 dB. The resultant distorted phase front will generate
ripples from the interference patterns not unlike those due to the extended
curved ground plane. Unfortunately Rockwell has deemed this approach impractical
and no attempt to validate this concept is envisioned.
During the discussion of the fabrication techniques of the antenna,
it was noted that a tuning plate made of Kovar was used to frequency stabilize
the dipole cavity. Axiomatix initiated a RID to investigate the potential
for generating frequency intermodulation products similar to those which
plagued the Fleet Satcom program. If the concern is justified, a simple
material substitution to another alloy with low temperature expansion properties
will solve the problem. V;
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EXHIBIT B
Technical Monitor: William Teasdale
1.0
	
KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
1.I	 Return Link Performance
At the December reviews (see Exhibit A Section 2.1), Frank Joyce
of HAC presented a target test of return link quality parameters to be measured.
These parameters are to be measured in lieu of the system degradation speci-
fication contained in the Rockwell spec, which would virtually require a
complete TDRSS to measure.
There are two areas of concern associated with the HAC proposed
list of parameters. Mode I distortion is to be measured within a 225 MHz
	
!	 bandwidth defined by the 1 dB point, whereas the Rockwell spec defines the
bandwidth as 640 MHz at the 3 dB points. While these two bandwidth speci-
fications are not necessarily incompatible, HAC proposes to measure the
distortion in the I dB bandwidth rather than the 3 dB bandwidth. Since
90% of the signal energy is contained within the 225 MHz bandwidth, Axiomatix
agrees with the HAC thesis that this measurement is adequate. In addition,
the phase linearity specification (17 degrees) at the 3 dB point is not
realistic due to inherent phase shifts at band edge-
The second concern is the excessive radiated spurious emission.
HAC is currently trying to find the cause of the spurious emission with
the hope of being able to tighten up this parameter.
	
®	 1.2	 Radar Performance Simulation
a
Axiomatix has reviewed the HAC radar simulation results and con-
cluded that HAC has done a credible job of performance evaluation. However,
the margin is rather slim, and any increased degradation may resillt in unac-
ceptable performance. Certain people at Rockwell have expressed concern
j
	
	
over the use of a bivariate Gaussiar target distribution centered at the
designate, preferring use of a uniform distribution. Axiomatix believes
that the Gaussian distribution is appropriate unless specific justification
of a uniform distribution can be presented.
d/
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1.3
	 Payload Bent Pipe Bit Error Rate Degradation
The purpose of this system analysis was to determine the bit
error rate (BER) degradation for the Ku-band return link mode 2. Figure
1 illustrates the overall Ku-band return link. The typical return link
data sources are indicated in Table 3. In mode 2, there are three inputs
to the FM modulator. First, there is the bent-pipe wideband signal which
is amplitude (peak) regulated so as to provide 22 MHz peak-to-peak carrier
deviation, which is channel 3. In addition, there is channel 1, which has
operations data from the network signal processor, and channel 2, which
receives data from the payload recorder, operations recorder, payload low
data rate link or low data rate payload interrogator. Channels l and 2
together provide for a peak-to-peak FM frequency deviation of 12 MHz.
Both channels 1 and 2 are hard limited by TTL receivers (essen-
tially limiters) and QPSK modulated onto an 8.5 MHz subcarrier. This quadri- 	 k.,
phase subcarrier is added to channel 3 at baseband and frequency modulated
onto the carrier. The worst case was determined to be when the signal of
channel 1 is a 192 kbps biphase-L (Manchester) baseband data stream with-
out thermal noise corruption, channel 2 has a 2 Mbps NRZ baseband data strearl
plus thermal noise, and channel 3 is composed of two subcarriers, one at
1.024 MHz and one at 1.7 MHz, plus thermal noise.
Tables 4 and 5 present summaries of E b/No BER degradation for
channels 1 and 2, respectively. These tables do not include bit synchronizer
degradations or relay losses or take into account that the modulation BPF
centered at 8.5 MHz is not narrowband, so that additional losses may be
present. In addition, they do not include the C/NO loss out of the limiters
in channels 1 and 2. Also, numerous assumptions on SNR were made to obtain
the estimates, with most of them based on worst-case conditions. Therefore,
the two BER degradation tables represent, for- the most part, a worst-case
estimate for each entry.
Channel 3 BER degradation was found to be neglibible due to
additional thermal noise from channels 1 and 2.
1.4
	 TDRSS Angle Tracking Performance
The potential problem of the Ku-band system not being able to track
the TDRSS signal over the total dynamic range was reviewed with HAC (see
communication track performance in Exhibit A Section 29). Axiomatix reviewed
the HAC/Rockwell Ku-band specification and the Rockwell/NASA Shuttle ICD
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Source Type Rate or Bandwidth
CHANNEL 1	 (MODE 1/MODE 2)
Operations data--Network
Signal
	 Processor (1,2) Digital 192 kbps (biphase)
CHANNEL 2 (MODE 1/MODE 2)
Payload Recorder Digital 25.5 - 1024 kbps 	 (biphase)
Operations Recorder Digital 25.5 - 1024 kbps	 (biphase)
Payload Low Data Rate Digital 16 - 2000 kbps (NRZ)
16 - 1024 kbps
	
(biphase)
Payload Interrogator (1,2) Digital/ 16 - 2000 kbps (NRZ)
Low Data Rate Analog 16 - 1024 kbps	 (biphase)
1.024 MHz (PSK or FM)
CHANNEL 3 (MODE 1)
Payload MUX Digital 2 - 50 Mbps (NRZ)
CHANNEL 3 (MODE 2)
Payload Interrogator (1,2) Digital/ 16 - 4000 kbps
High Data Rate Analog 0 - 4.5 MHz
Payload Analog 0 - 4.5 MHz
Payload High Data Rate Digital 16 - 4000 kbps
Television Analog 0 - 4.5 MHz
li
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Table 3. Ku-Band Return link Data Sources
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Table 4. Channel 1 BER Degradation
24
Component
No Receiver
Filters
(dB)
Receiver
Filters
dB
I.	 Imperfect carrier reference including
crosstalk (assumes ark = 4.5° @ BER
1x10- 5 ) 0.2 0.2
2.	 Channel 3 noise interference 0.1 0.1
3.	 Harmonics of channel 3 tones 0.0 0.0
4.	 Lowpass filter losses 0.31 0.36
5.	 RF-FM modulation/demodulation losses 0.5 0.5
6.	 Matched-filter response of channel
	
1
to channel 3 tones 0.23 0.0
7.	 Channel 3 degradation due to channel 2
noise 0.1 0.1
Totals: 1.44 1.26
t
Table 5. Channel 2 BER Degradation
R
f
1P
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Component
No
Receiver
Filters
d6
Receiver
Filters
d6
1.	 Imperfect carrier reference including
crosstalk (assumes a^ = 4.5° @ BER =
1 x 10-5) 0.7 0.7
2.	 Channel 3 noise interference 0.2 0.2
3.	 Harmonics of channel 3 tones 0.0 0.0
4.	 Bandpass filter losses 0.65 0.85
5.	 RF/FM modulation/demodulation losses 0.5 0.5
6.	 Matched-filter response of channel 2 to
channel 3 tones 2.2 0.01
7.	 Channel 3 degradation due to channel 2
noise 0.1 0.1
Totals: 4.35 2.36
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to compare the requirements vis-a-vis received flux density and Orbiter
dynamics, The HAC/Rockwell specification has apparently generated some
confusion at HAC, since the minimum flux, as specified, does not correlate
with TDRS minimum specified EIRP. Maximum received flux is not specified,
per se. Since the Rockwell/NASA ICD defines EIRP radiated toward the
Orbiter, includin g
 polarization and pointing loss during acquisition and
track, Axiomatix feels that these values should form the basis of a reason-
able Ku-band requirement.
The minimum flux density at the Orbiter during acquisition based
on worst case path loss is -123.5 dBW /m2 . Once TDRS is autotracking the
Orbiter return link signal, the flux density can vary from -117.0 dBW/m 2 to
-110.5 dBW/m2 . It is during this Tatter phase of closed loop tracking
that accurate Orbiter pointing should be maintained to provide low BER
links. These values were given to NASA and Rockwell; a 2.5 dB margin was
added to the %wo lower values, and HAC will be required to acquire a -126.0
dBW/m2
 signal and accurately track a -117.5 dBW/m2 signal. Thus, HAC has
been provided a 10 dB spec relief, which precludes a major redesign of the
Ku-band system if no additional glitches surface.
Some concern has been expressed over the expansion of the dynamic
range for acquisition, which should result in a sidelobe acquisition problem.
HAC analysis of the sidelobe discrimination problem* uses a worst case polari-
zation loss estimate. In particular, HAC uses a -0.2 dB polarization loss
for the weakest main lobe and 0.0 dB loss for sidelobe. This results in a
negative margin of 0.8 dB using the new dynamic range. However, the -0.2 loss
is already included in the TDRS budget, and typically the axial ratio of an
antenna degrades monotonically off boresight. The polarization loss at the
first sidelobe could be T dB or more, which erases the worst case negative
margin for sidelobe discrimination. Also, the mainlobe flux includes a
2.5 dB margin. A definitive statement could be made if the axial ratio
were to be measured at the point of the highest sidelobe(s).
6
i
°, I
* F.L. Paulsen, "Forward Link Sidelobe Discriminator and the Costas Lock
Detection Threshold," 6 Feb. 1981 HS 237-3316
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	2.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
	
2.1
	 PI Generated Phase Noise System Assessment
During the PI CDR on June 24-26, 1980, two RID's were written
concerning BER degradation due to phase noise. The first RID was concerned
with the phase noise generated by the PI transmitter synthesizer and receiver
synthesizer. The second RID concerned the effect of the mean phase error
at the wideband phase detector (WBPD) due to misalignment of the phase
shifter used to compensate for the filter preceding the phase lock loop.
Compounding the PI generated phase noise and static phase error at the
WBPD, the payload being communicated with would turn-around PI transmitted
phase noise as well as payload generated phase noise. Axiomatix began an
overall system performance assessment to determine the BER degradation
of the payload/PI link. The initial Axiomatix assessment was that if the
PI just met the specifications on phase noise and on static prase error
at the WBPD and also if the payload turned-around or generated a phase
noise of 10° RMS, the overall BER performance degradation would be unac-
ceptable. Therefore, TRW was also given an action item to perform analysis/
tradeoffs of phase loop error and phase noise contributions to the overall
system performance degradation. Several meetings over the period of August
to January were held between Rockwell, TRW, and Axiomatix. Using analysis
Axiomatix had performed for general detached payload/Orbiter interfaces
under contract NAS 9-15240E/F/G, Axiomatix provided the basis to assess
overall system performance tradeoffs resulting from varying amounts of PI
transmitted phase noise and receiver overall demodulation static phase error.
TRW completed their analysis and agreed with the Axiomatix assessments.
The results of the analyses and meetings were to recommend
tightening the specification on PI generated phase noise to 6° RMS, add a pay-
load user specification to the ICD 2-19001 for a maximum of 5 0 RMS at the
output of the payload interrogator, and to interpret the TRW specification
of 2 dB total BER degradation to include the BER degradation due to the
combined effect of WBPD static phase error and phase noise.
To verify the accuracy of the TRW and Axiomatix analyses, a
test was proposed using the network transponder as a payload transponder.
The two-way communication link between the PI and network transponder was
t1
1
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tested to determine the BER degradation. NASA and Axiomatix proposed the
test procedure for TRW to run. The results of the tests were presented
at the February program review. The network transponder exhibited
approximately 1.2° RMS phase noise, while the PI Proto No. 1 generated
less than 3°. The phase noise generated by the network transponder
plus the amount turned-around was about 3.7 0 RMS. The overall BER
degradation of this two-way communication link was less than 0.2 dB,
which agrees quite well with the Axiomatix analysis. Also, it is important
to note that the PI generated phase noise was quite low (i.e., much less
than the 6 0
 RMS proposed as a specification).
	
2.2	 PI Spur Problems
During the period between August and March, TRW has presented at
the monthly program reviews spur problems within the PI that either cause
internal false locks or transmitted spurs to the payloads. In September,
TRW began a redesign of the PI synthesizer to eliminate the spurs. Finally,
during the February program review, the PI had only three remaining spurs:
Channel 651 had a receiver false lock at high power, Channel 781 contained
a transmitted spur at fc
 + 2.5 MHz which was 12 dB out of spec at high power,
and Channel 907 contained a transmitted spur at fc * 1.5 MHz which was 12 dB
out of spec at high power. TRW plans to continue refining the PI synthesizer
design. NASA is going to investigate the ramifications of proclaiming those
channels unusable, and Axiomatix received an action item to determine the
effects of the two transmitted spurs on payload transponders.
	
2.3
	 S-Band Network Transponder Acquisition Times with the Wide
Data Ban pass Filter and Data Off.
A problem was identified with the network transponder in the TDRS
low data mode. At high positive doppler (60 kHz carrier doppler), the
network transponder could not acquire and track both the PN code and the
carrier. At 60 kHz carrier doppler, the PN code would be acquired but,
as the Costas carrier tracking loop swept to acquire the carrier with the
60 kHz doppler, the carrier was offset so that the PN code was moved out
of the bandpass filter in the PN code tracking loop, causing it to lose
lock. Axiomatix initiated an analysis to determine whether using the wide
data bandpass filter in the PN code tracking loop with data off would allow
PN code and Costas loop acquisition within an acceptable time. The only
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available acquisition time data, however is for the high data rate mode
with the high data rate signal being received. Thus to estimate the
desired acquisition time Axiomatix computed the filtering losses that
occur in the pre-detection filters for the case of the high data rate
signal in high data rate pre-detection bandpass filters.
After the filtering losses are computed, it is then a simple I
matter to adjust the measured acquisition times by the filtering loss to 	 !
yield to the desired results.	 Based on the available data, acquisition
should occur at and above C/No = 50.5 dB-Hz.
2.4
	 Mean Time to Sweep the S-Band Shuttle PN Code Once
In order to calibrate the PN acquisition time of the S-band network
transponder for testing in ESTL, the determination of the mean and variance
of the time required to sweep one full code length of the S-band Shuttle
Orbiter PN code acquisition given that the signal is not present was needed.
This analysis was presented in the Axiomatix Report No. 88010-4 entitled
"Mean Time to Sweep the S-Band Shuttle PN Code Once with Dtta Off" by J.K.
Holmes and dated October 6, 1980.
The time required to sweep the S-band PN code when the signal
is not present is a random variable due to false alarms. The 90% probability
regions are given by
LDR: 1.83 to 2.35 seconds
HDR: 8.9 to 10.87 seconds
with the mean sweep times being
LDR: TSWP = 2.09 seconds
HDR:TSWP = 9.9 seconds
3.0
	 TACAN PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT
During March, Axiomatix was requested to help assess the TACAN
performance to determine whether a design change was required before the first
flight. The problem was erroneous range words interpreted by the MDM as valid
bearing words. The potential effect was that these pseudo-bearing words
would get into the navigation filter and the Orbiter would end up off course
during final entry. Axiomatix personnel met numerous times with NASA,
Rockwell, and Gould to determine the cause of the pseudo-bearing words. The
most common cause was for the TACAN to fall out of range lock due to rapid
0
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received signal level change. The TACAN would remain out of range lock
until the ACC could adjust to the new signal level which could take up to
2 seconds. During the time the TACAN was out of range lock, pseudo-bear-
ing words occurred at the rate of 15 per second.
Axiomatix requested test data for the AGC response times from
Gould and the time constants of the range lock detectors. Using this data,
Axiomatix developed a computer program to model the TACAN which would
produce the pseudo-bearing words. This Axiomatix computer model of the
TACAN was run with flight navigation software under several Orbiter entries.
It was found in all cases that the pseudo-bearing words did not get into
the navigation filter but were rejected by the navigation pre-filter.
Therefore, it was decided that the TACAN was acceptable for the first
Orbiter flight without design changes.
4.0	 ORBITER ANTENNA PATTERNS
It was previously suggested that the possibility exists for
JPL's DSN to assist in calibrating the STDN GDS station. This would be
accomplished by having the DSN station which is colocated with the STDN
station make an accurate gain measurement of the Shuttle antenna, sim-
ultaneous with the STDN power measurement. This could be done for as
little as one 2 1x 2° gain element. Then, by a type of gain transfer
technique, the STDN station could be accurately calibrated. Such a
technique appeared fea;:ible since the DSN is capable of making extremely
precise power measurements. However, review of the S-band frequencies
utilized by the DSN transmitters and receivers and the STDN transmitter/
receiver show that there is a frequency incompatibility. The following
table illustrates this.
DSN
64 and 26 M STDN
Transmit Frequency 2110 to 2120 MHz 2041.947 or2106.406 MHz
Receive Frequency 2290 to 2399 MHz 2250 MHz
Should pursuit of this approach be continued, a determination
of the possibility of the DSN equipment being tuned to the STDN frequencies
46 ^.^.j
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or the use of STDN transmitter and receiver equipment by the DSN should
0 be investigated. 	 Further work in the approach is being suspended pending
direction from NASA.
The suitability of maximum entropy filtering techniques for
processing the antenna measurement data was investigated. 	 This technique
9 had bee:-i suggested by John Tranter because he had used it successfully for
spectral processing with sparse data. 	 The antenna measurement data received
during flight will be sparse.
	
The investigation included developing an
understanding of what maximum entropy is, since it is a relatively new,
and somewhat obscure, technique. 	 Once an understanding of the technique
had been developed, its applicability for interpolating or extrapolating
the gain data was considered.	 The conclusion was reached that the tech-
; pique is not applicable to the antenna gain reduction, and in fact could
lead to erroneous results.	 This investigation has been documented in
Axiomatix Report No. R8009-1, "The Concept of Maximum Entropy Filtering
and Its Feasibility as a Candida^e for Shuttle Antenna Gain Processing."
Following review of this document, Axiomatix has discontinued its effort
i on this task pending NASA technical direction.
5.0	 SPACE SHUTTLE/TDRSS AND GSTDN COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
5.1	 TDRSS Antenna Scan for Shuttle Acquisition
Axiomatix was asked to review and comment on an investigation
funded by Goddard Space Flight Center concerning the feasibility of ef-
fecting a TDRS scan during Shuttle acquisition. 	 The study is in response
to a concern voiced by NASA/JSC and Axiomatix as to the ability of the
TDRS Ku-band single-access antennas to open-loop point to within 0.220
of the Shuttle.
The study explores the possibility of using externally generated
(NASA) or internally generated (TDRSS) scan patterns. 	 In the former case, a
NASA-supplied processor inputs updated state vectors to the TDRSS from
the NASA Network Control Center (NCC). 	 The disadvantage of this approach
is that the scan must be slowed to account for TDRSS/NASA propagation
delays of state vectors and signal status.
	 The latter approach uses a
TDRSS computer
 to generate a scan, which conceivably could result in a
faster scan since the NASA/TDRSS interface is eliminated.
	 Use of a At
adjustment is not considered an acceptable solution since it corrects
%., I
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on-track errors only.
Axiomatix finds no fault with the conclusions reached in the
Goddard study; however, the fundamental systems question as to how to
implement an acquisition procedure was not addressed. That is: What sig-
nal is the TDRSS supposed to find? It is unlikely that the Shuttle will
be able to open-loop point to the MRS accurately enough to provide a
r	
strong signal, and we cannot expenct both the TDRS and the Shuttle to
scan simultaneously.
5.2	 TDRSS Carrier Tracking Performance of Ku-band Return Link
f	 Signal
The Ku-band return link signal is a double unbalanced quadri-
phase-shifted-keyed (UQPSK) carrier. That is, a subcarrier is UQPSK modu-
lated with two independent data channels and this subcarrier is UQPSK
modulated with a third independent data channel onto the carrier. One
data channel on the subcarrier is the operational data of 192 kbps which
has a bi-phase-L format. The second data channel or the subcarrier is
payload data and has either a NRZ or bi-phase-L format. Likewise, the
data channel modulated onto the carrier has either a NRZ or bi-phase-L
format. The TDRSS carrier and subcarrier tracking loops are two-channel
Costas-type loops for UQPSK signals.
In a recent pair of papers [1,21, the authors investigated the
carrier-tracking performance of a two-channel Costas-type loop for unbal-
anced quadriphase (UQPSK) signals. Such a loop evolfts naturally as a closed-
loop system motivated by the maximum a posteriori (MAP) phase estimation
approach. Although	 explicitly stated, the performance results presented
:R	 in these papers pertain only to the case where both data channels have NRZ
t
formats.
In an Axiomatix report to be submitted in April, entitled "Two
Channel Costas Loop - Tracking Performance for UQPSK signals with Arbitrary
Data Formats" by M.K. Simon, the results given in [1,2] are generalized so
that they will apply to the Orbiter data formats mentioned above.
1. W. R. Braun and W. C. Lindsey, "Carrier Synchronization Techniques
for Unbalanced QPSK Signals--Part I," IEEE Transactions on Communi -
cations, Vol. COM-26, No. 9, September 1978, pp. 1325-1333.
2. W. R. Braun and W. C. Lindsey, "Carrier Synchronization Techniques for
Unbalanced QPSK Signals--Part II," ,IEEE Transactions on Communications ,
Vol. COM-26, No. 9, September 1978, pp. 1334-1341
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Specifically, the report examines the mean-squate phase jitter
performance of two-channel Costas loops with active and passive arm filters,
synchronous or asynchronous symbol clocks, and arbitrary data formats on the
two channels.
	
Also considered will be the performance of such loops with
hard limiters in the in-phase channels.	 Here again, the approach taken in
[1,2], is-followed except that the data formats on the two channels can be
arbitrary.
The theoretical and numerical results presented in this report
allow one to evaluate the tracking performance of two-channel Costas-type
carrier synchronization loops with active and passive arm filters, with
or without hard limiters, when the data formats on the two channels are
arbitrary.
	
It is also demonstrated that the design of these loops using
the channel gain ratio determined from the MAP phase estimation approach
does not necessarily lead to optimum tracking performance (minimum mean-
square tracking jitter). 	 Instead, if one chooses the channel gain ratio
that minimizes the loop "squaring loss," then one can, in some cases,
obtain significant improvement in this performance measure.
6.0	 GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM ANALYSIS
The global positioning system (GPS) analysis was begun in
September. TI briefing charts on their receiver technology were received
4P	
from Jim Palowski. A quick review of these charts indicated that their
receiver architecture is quite difference than Magnavox's. As an example,
the time shared tracking loops seem to be fast multiplexed, where the dwell
time is a few milliseconds, as compared to the Magnavox several second
0	
dwell. Furthermore, the TI charts discuss fourth order tracking loops.
Consequently, starting October, Axiomatix undertook a more comprehensive
investigation of the TI receiver in order to understand its performance
capabilities and limitations in the Shuttle environment.
The Shuttle TACAN interference to Shuttle GPS receiver problem
is being investigated again. When the original Axiomatix investigation
was peformed, the conclusions reached were based on the preamp not saturating.
NASA technical direction at the time was that if there was a saturation
problem, an operational workaround would be utilized. However, now Rockwell
(Rosen) has stated that such a workaround is not possible once the Orbiter
starts the deorbit phase. This is due to the fact that the TACAN trans-
mitter, once turned on prior to deorbit, continues to transmit pulses until
landing, i.e., no provisions exist for turning the TACAN transmitter on and
hn I
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off intermittently.
Axiamatix contacted Magnavox to see if they were aware of this
problem in any other vehicles. Their GPS program office stated that they
have just started to be concerned because they have just found out that
the F16 test aircraft will have its TACAN antenna mounted a few inches
from the GPS antenna. They are investigating the possibility of blanking
their receiver during the TACAN pulse, since their receiver has a blank-
ing provision. Axiomatix has asked Rockwell (Rosen) to investigate the
possibility of bringing out a blanking pulse from the Shuttle TACAN
transmitter.
In addition, Axiomatix contacted the GPS JPO regarding the
TACAN interference problem. They are aware of the potential for such a
problem and promised to get back to Axiomatix after looking into it further.
The RI analysis of the TACAN interference to GPS was reviewed
in October. Axiomatix is in agreement with the overall conclusion, i.e.,
no modification to the Orbiter is required. However, Axiomatix is not in
complete agreement with the results of the isolation requirements analysis
and the recommendation for a high power limiter. Preliminary analysis by
Axiomatix indicates that a preselector filter should limit the TACAN power
into the preamp active stage to below the damage threshold. However,
since the Axiomatix analysis as well as the RI analysis depend on the value
of the isolation between the TACAN and GPS antenna, Axiomatix has recom-
mended that NASA measure the isolation on a mockup containing both antennas.
Axiomatix will write test requirements for this test.
Review of the TI GPS receiver design has commenced. However, it
is very difficult to make progress because the copy of the TI viewgraphs
which contains the receiver block diagram is very poor quality and almost
impossible to read. Consequently, Axiomatix requests NASA to obtain better
copies of the block diagrams from TI.
A block diagram of a single channel, Ll/L2, sequential GPS
receiver was started in November. Completion of the diagram is pending
obtaining a PDR package for the Magnavox Manpack.
Work on understanding the TI GPS receiver concept was continued,
with the emphasis being on the code and carrier tracking algorithms. Some
insight into the code tracking algorithm has been gained, but so far the
0
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Costas algorithm that TI uses is not understood.	 Once the code tracking
algorithm operation is understood, emphasis will be shifted to the Costas
loop.
Investigation of the availability of GPS receivers for NASA lab
and field experiments was continued in December.	 This included supporting
meetings at GPS receiver vendors.
A technical memo documenting our initial understanding of the
TI code tracking algorithm was written.
	 This memo explains how the L1 and
L2 channels are multiplexed with early and late channels to form the code
tracking discriminator function.	 This approach is somewhat different from
conventional approaches.
In order to more accurately evaluate the effect of Orbiter
TACAN transmissions on the GPS receiver, it is recommended that the
coupling or power transfer function between the two antennas be measured.
This measurement should be performed on the antennas mounted in a ground
plane which most nearly simulates the Orbiter. 	 The TACAN antenna used
_ should be as close as possible in design to the actual	 flight antenna, and
;a
the GPS antenna should be the "engineering prototype" developed by Rockwell
for performance evaluation. 	 A memo stating the test requirements for the
TACAN/GPS antenna coupling test was written and submitted to NASA.
Investigation and analysis of the TI receiver continued in
' January.	 This included a trip to TI, Dallas, to review the system concept
and breadboard receiver. 	 The TI visit consisted of a technical presentation
and operational demonstration of the operating breadboard receiver.	 Our
F initial	 impressions are that the TI concept is a sound one which should
be a viable design for the Shuttle GPS NAV system.
	 however, certain
analyses, as listed below, are necessary to develop complete confidence,
" since the TI multiplexing design is different than other previously reviewed
design, concepts.
GPS Analyses Being Pursued
1.	 Multiplex Carrier Tracking Analyses
2.	 Interference Rejection of "T Code" Analysis
3.	 Frequency Plan Review
4.	 Acquisition Performance of Multiplex Receiver
5.	 Update of Code Tracking Analysis to Include Noise
6.	 Multiplex Receiver Implementation Issues
4;= J
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a. Code Multiplexing
b. Carrier Multiplexing
7.	 Summary White Paper on TI GPS Receiver Technology
(Includes discussion of tradeoffs among continuous
multichannel, sequential, and multiplexing receiver
approaches)
Analysis of the TI receiver processing concepts continued in
February. Emphasis was placed on analyzing the code tracking multiplexing
losses, analysis of the receiver frequency plan, and analysis of the
receiver processing gain. The analysis has shown that use of the slower
rate T code allows the full processing gain to be achieved even when a
leaky balanced mixer is used for PN correlation.
The test data from the TACAN/GPS antenna isolation test was
received. An analysis of the TACAN interference problem that utilizes
this data and allows for GPS preamp saturation was begun. This is expected
to be completed next month.
An analysis of the TACAN/GPS interference problem was completed
in March and Axiomatix Report No. 88103-1, entitled "TACAN/GPS Interference
Analysis for GPS-Saturated Preamplifier" by P.W. Nilsen was issued. The
recommendation not to alter the GPS system design or put limiters or power
clippers in the GPS preamp was made. This recommendation was based on the
fact that the analysis showed the interference problem not to be severe,
even considering the saturation of the preamp. This finding is consistent
with Axiomatix's previous two analyses of this problem. The memo also
included recommendations for specification of preamp parameters that ameliorate
the affects of the TACAN interference.
The analyses on the TI receiver code tracking multiplexing, receiver
frequency plan, and processing gain were also completed in March. Two memos
were published on these subjects. The first memo entitled "GPS Time-Sharing
Code Tracking Performance Losses" shows that the effect of time-sharing, for
an analog code-tracking loop under the assumption that the loop bandwidth
is much less than the time--sharing rate which in turn is much less than the
data rate, is to suffer a loss of the form
L = 10 log (d 
F )
where d  is the on-time duty factor of the cods loop. For example, when
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the loop is on one-quarter of the time, the loss is 6 dB.	 This result
also holds for other loops, such as carrier loops.
In the second memo entitled "Preservation of the Processing
Gain for the TI GPS Receiver L l /L 2 and Discussion of the Receiver Frequency
Plan",	 The Texas Instruments (TI) GPS receiver frequency plan is analyzed, {
along with their method of ensuring that the processing gain is obtained.
Based on the analysis contained in this memorandum, it is concluded that
the full processing gain of both the C/A and P codes is achieved by utilizing
the TI T code with mixers providing at least 35 dB isolation. 	 The details are
contained within.
7.0
	
TV DIGITIZER DEVELOPMENT
During August, all efforts were concentrated on completing the
wiring of the delta modulator breadboard proper and, thus, very little
activity was devoted to the design of the run--length encoder.	 Since they
demodulator is based on high-speed emitter-coupled logic, we felt that
J
the sooner we activate and start debugging this risk area, the better off
we would be on the program.	 In comparison, the run-length encoder, although
more complex in structure, can be implemented with T 2 	 chips and, thus,'
is not considered a risk area from the standpoint of technology limitations.
The specific activity during August was thus concentrated on
finishing the wiring of the control
	 signal on delta-modulator breadboards
and "buzzing through" the logic circuitry in preparation for "closing the
loop" of the delta modulator.
In September, the delta-modulation loop was finally closed and
the tracking behavior of the unit was observed using Square-wave signals
as excitation.	 The sampling rate for these first trials was set at 5 MHz to
permit waveform examination without running into the problems associated with
high frequency clocking. I
r As a result of the tests using the square wave excitation several
# logic wiring errors were detected and subsequently corrected.
	 Also, the
problems resulting from logic overflow on high levels of positive and
negative inputs was corrected by adding the appropriate circuitry.
Having corrected the logic and wiring problems, the delta-modu-
lator was used to process a video signal generated by a black and white TV
camera.	 The process signal was displayed on a TV monitor.	 The quality
of the signal was equivalent to about 200-line resolution image.	 The sampling
i
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rate was then increased to 10 MHz and considerable improvement was observed
in the quality of the picture.
The main effort during October was to improve the picture
quality of the reconstructed digitized TV picture. Picture quality was 	 `{
improved by implementing the following steps:
1. Addition of an Allen Avionics lowpass filter at the camera
n output to reduce or eliminate spectrum fold-over problems.
2.	 Optimizing the tap selected on the delay line to permit an
increase in clock frequency and therefore sampling rate.
3.	 Incorporation of an MC1058 VCO as the eventual source of
sampling clock frequency. 	 This permitted us to synchronize the sampling
clock to the horizontal sweep frequency. 	 We added circuitry to recover the
horizontal sweep frequency from the composite video output of the camera.
During the first week of December, Axiomatix demonstrated to NASA 	 {
4'I
personnel	 in Houston, Texas, the operation of the transmitter portion of the
tri-state delta modulator. 	 Furthermore, on December 5th, Axiomatix conducted
a program status review for the NASA personnel 	 involved with this digital TV
program.
Engineering efforts during the month of December consisted of
the following tasks:
. 1.	 Discovery and correction of an error in the minimum step
(2A) injection logic.	 This correction resulted in an 	 ;mproved performance
0 with respect to that demonstrated earlier to NASA,
2.	 Design of the additional 	 circuitry for multiplexing and
demultiplexing of the b o and b 1
 data stream and for synchronization of the
Y
receiver and transmitter units.
3.	 Cleanup of the analog portions of the system to improve
operation after the minimum step (2A) injection logic correction.	 This
correction clarified further solutions to some of the remaining problems
of the TDSM design.
Work on modifying the transmitter to provide all	 necessary
signals was completed in January.
This included the addition of three single shot circuits operating
from the horizontal sync detection circuit. 	 The purpose of these circuits
is to reset the registers in the transmitter (to blacker than black), hold
them static for 2psec while sending a pulse (later A code) to the receiver
to reset to the same condition.
r-la,	 .
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Power connectors, power interconnect cabling, and transmitter
to receiver signal interface cables and connectors were completed and tested.
Almost the whole month of February was spent trying to send data
successfully from the transmitter to the receiver. The first phase lock	 '!
loop circuit built up in the receiver wouldn't lock up at all.
We finally built the receiver phase lock loop circuit up on a
separate breadboard and worked with it there. The MC1658 originally used
had a great deal of gain which produced problems and too much phase noise.
We switched to an MC1648 using varicaps to tune it and got a circuit that
would lock up successfully to our test oscillator.
After we got a good phase lock loop operating in a breadboard
in March (which required the addition of a -5.2V regulator for the VCO),we
tried to lock it to 13 MHz from the transmitter. We found that the trans-
mitter VCO had excessive phase noise on it at 10 MHz. The addition of a
-5.2V regulator for the transmitter VCO reduced that to an acceptable¢^^
level.
During the process of getting the receiver to track the trans-
mitter, it became obvious that the limiting circuitry used to prevent roll-
over of the X register in the transmitter was also required in the receiver.
	 a
After adding this circuitry, the receiver was still
	 not reproducing the
picture properly.
	 Reducing the sampling rate from 13.0 MS/s to 10 MS/s
or below finally produced a reasonable picture out of the receiver.
Further investigation indicated that the arithmetic which adds/subtracts
0.5 or 1.5 AX to the value of the X register was making errors in the trans-
mitter when going from very light to very dark or vice versa. 	 Being part of
a feedback system, the transmitter would correct itself by a series of steps
that would drive the receiver to the wrong level since it did not make the
arithmetic error that the transmitter did.
^i
When we tried to lower the transmitter clock frequency even
further to take care of a few areas in the picture that still didn't reproduce
ID properly, the transmitted phase lock loop became very noisy-- almost oscillatory
and the receiver could not track it. - We therefore changed the transmitter
	
F	
r
VCO to an MC1648.
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EXHIBIT C
Technical Monitor: William Teasdale
	1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1
	 Desi n of S acelab Interface to Meet Data Transition
Requirements on the 2 Mbps Cha5ne l
The TDRSS user constraints require that data received at the
ground station bit synchronizer must contain at least one transition every
64 bits and at least 64 transitions within 512 bits. This can be easily
satisfied by using a biphase data format. Also, on the 2-50 Mbps channel
where convolutional coding is used, the Orbiter introduces alternate bit
inversion of encoded bits which guarantees that the TDRSS requirement is
met for any input data stream. However, on the 16 kbps to 2 Mpbs channel,
the Orbiter does not modify the data transitions. Therefore, the payloads
must provide enough data transitions to meet the TDRSS requirement. In
addition, the maximum data rate that the Orbiter can handle on this channel
using a biphase data format is 0.024 Mbps. Therefore, in the case of
the Spacelab which has 2 Mbps data, the transition requirement must be met
in a manner that does not increase the effective data rate. One of the
most simple techniques to guarantee the required number of transitions is
to use delay modulation (i.e., Miller code or Miller  code). However,
delay modulation requires synchronization at the decoder, and double errors
are generated for each single error in the received data stream. Doubling
the error rate by the delay modulation increases the probability of a
decoding failure in the BCH code used in the format. Therefore, schemes
producing multiple decoder errors per single discrete channel errors are
not acceptable. With this constraint, another common technique of using
a self-synchronizing encryptor to guarantee the required number of transi-
tions is also unacceptable because of the decoder error propa gation. There-
fore, Axiomatix proposed an investigation using a PN cover sequence that
could be modulo-2 added to the data stream at the output of the high rate
multiplexer (HRM) and removed at White Sands between the White Sands
data output link and the DOMSAT or NASCOM data input link. Axiomatix
studied the format to be used and investigated several PN codes as possible
candidates for the PN cover sequence, considering implementation of the
encoder and decoder.
4.A I
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Axiomatix recommended a PN sequence length, tap polynomials, and
implementation technique using either a shift register with a somewhat
complex clocking structure or a ROM containing the 3040 bit sequence to
be used with a simple count-down clock. The PN sequence recommended is from
a Mersenne prime sequence of length 213 1 = 8191. In choosing the proper
3040 bit sequence for the total 8191 bits, it is highly desirable to avoid
long strings of ones or zeros or alternating ones and zeros due to a high
probability of these strings occurring normally in the data.
A meeting was held on August 26, 1980 at George C. Marshall
Flight Center to present the recommendations for the design of the inter-
face unit to meet the TDRSS data transition requirements. Dr. Gaylord K.
Huth attended this meeting for Axiomatix and presented the Axiomatix recom-
mendations.
	
1.2	 Spacelab/Orbiter ICD Revision
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel attended
several meetings at Rockwell to address revisions to the Spacelab ICD, In
February, Axiomatix met with representatives of NASA, Rockwell and ESA to
clarify requirements for the Ku-Band high data rate digital input port.
Prior to this meeting, a Preliminary Interface Revision Notice (PIRN)
had been circulated and amended to reflect detailed requirements of the
Ku-Band SPA. These requirements are less stringent than the existing ICD
requirements; however, the multiplexer clock which interfaces with the
Ku-Band SPA has been built and tested to the original specification which
combines the effects of asymmetry and jitter, rather than the SPA specifica-
tion which separates these effects. It was agreed that the ICD remain
unchanged. Other minor detail changes were also agreed to.
	
1.3
	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication U pdate
Revision of the Axiomatix document "Users' Handbook for Payload
Shuttle Data Communication" to include changes in the interfaces due to the
results of the PI and PSP CDR's continued during the reporting period.
In some cases, the interfaces have not changed but there are RID's to the
CDR's that must be resolved. The resolution of these RID's may require
changes to the interfaces. In these cases, complete revision of the
a41
Axiomatix document is not possible until RID's are resolved. However,
Axiomatix has made the changes to all resolved RID's to date and expects
to complete the revision to include the last unresolved RID's during the
next month.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS
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EXHIBIT A - Technical Monitor: Don Pusch
0 Avoided Costly Ku-Band System Redesign By Determining That The
Redesign Options Could Be Circumvented By Proper TDRSS Signal Dynamic
-Range
EXHIBIT B - Technical Monitor:
	
William Teasdale
•	 Helped Establish Flight Worthiness of TACAN Without Design Changes
By Formulating A TACAN Model To Simulate Erroneous Bearing Words
± Passing Through MDM
0	 Averted Costly Ku-band_S_ystem_Rede_s_ign By Establishing TDRSS Signal
Dynamic Range Requirements To Enable- Relaxation Of Specification
•	 Established Redesign of PI Transmitter Synthesizer Was Not Needed
By Determining The Overall System Requirements On Phase Noise And
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Reviewing TRW Test Data To Prove The System Requirements Vere Met
. With Present Design
EXHIBIT C - Technical Monitor:
	 William Teasdale*
0 Design PN Randomizer For Spacelab Low Data Rate Channel To Meet
'TDRSS User Data Transition Density Requirement
0 Defined ICD Requirements For Spacelab High Data Rate Channel Based
On Ku-band System Design Changes
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Technical Monitor: Don Pusch
	
1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Some of the potential Orbiter/IUS interface problems outlined
in the previous monthly technical report have been analyzed and the
results transmitted to JSC.
Specifically, the questions addressed and the results are
listed below:
	
1.1	 Phase noise transmitted by the IUS to the PI
The maximum allowed phase noise from the IUS to the PI has been
determined to be 5 0
 RMS.
1.2	 IUS transmitting adequate residual carrier for PI signal acquisi-
fi-0—nand tracking'
For the 1.024 MHz subcarrier, the maximum -10 dBm carrier suppres-
sion has been calculated to result from a mod index of 1.84 rad, which
relates to the nominal 	 value of 1.7 rad + 8%.
	 The ICD spec is 1.7 rad + 15%.
The carrier suppression is -12 dB for the 1.7 rad + 15% (i.e.,
1.96 rad) case which exceeds the residual carrier level
	 requirements, while
1.7 rad -15% (i.e., 	 1.45 rad) gives a carrier suppression of -5.3 dB. There-
fore the tolerance on the mod index should be reconsidered to make it con-
sistent with the desired carrier suppression level.
On a practical basis, however, the PI Engineering Model was tested
on May 6, 1981, to determine performance with a mod index of 2 rad for BER's
ranging from 10
-3
 to 10-6 .	 No performance degradation was apparent so that
the carrier suppression at -12 dB did not appear to cause a problem.'
It should be noted that acquisition and tracking level
	 specifics-
tions remain fixed at --125 dBm and -124 dBm,
	 respectively, for the mod index
0.7 rad + 15%) case so that more transmitter power is required.
1.3	 End-to-end performance of the IUS SGLS Transponder to the PI and CIU
-
I
The signal-to-noise ratio spec at the CIU output is not available.
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2.0	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel spent several
days at Hughes discussing the deployed assembly ATP, one day attending the
deployed assembly thermal CDR, and participated in the Thursday conference
calls.
2.2
	 LRU Test Data Evaluation
The EA-2 LRU CDR test data review has been completed and sub-
mitted for typing.	 The task involved reviewing the ADL EA-2 test data
as presented by Hughes on September 25, 1980.
For the most part, the ADL EA-2 performed within specification.
The review did not uncover any new problems but did provide an opportun-
ity to more closely review the EA-2 ATP. 	 Because of the different format
used, the EA-2 ATP is much easier to correlate to the Rockwell requirements
than it is to correlate to the DA ATP,	 The EA-2 is an excellent test
procedure and, when the additional	 tests are included in the procedure
which will close some "holes" discovered during the ADL EA-2 tests, the
C
EA-2 ATP will provide a solid base on which to accept future EA-2's.
2.3	 Acceptance Test Procedure Evaluation
As mentioned in last month's progress report, in order to ensure
that all
	 four LRU's will perform adequately, someone will have to correlate
the Hughes ATP's with the Rockwell 	 requirements.	 To this end, Rockwell
initiated a two-day meeting at Hughes to discuss the DA ATP. 	 While this
meeting did not specifically address the correlation issue, the meeting's
purpose was to resolve the DA ATP issues listed by Wayne McQuerry of Rock-
well	 in a 24-page document.
	 After two days of meetings, Hughes has pub-
lished the minutes listing all 	 the agreed-upon action items, and these
minutes will	 be included in a separate Axiomatix report.
2.4
	 Angle-Track Crosstalk
The angle-track servo has been modeled as a pair of cross-coupled
second-order loops.
	 This model	 is currently being evaluated, and results
t should be available during the next reporting period.
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?.5	 Deployed Assembly Thermal Design
Due to unknown reflectance properties of the Orbiter radiators,
j
the effect of solar flux on the deployed assembly cannot be determined.
The properties of the radiator are being measured and Hughes is proposing
to conduct an investigation of the Orbiter attitude constraints based on
the measured reflectance.
	
In addition, Hughes is proposing to use a!
large thermal/vacuum chamber at JPL with a real segment of a thermal radi-
ator and a deployed assembly to conduct thermal tests.
Hughes wants to conduct the study based on NASA/Rockwell-specified
orbits and missions, thus absolving themselves of having to investigate
r all possible Orbiter attitudes. 	 However, these orbits and missions must
be carefully chosen with some a priori knowledge of potentially troublesome
i
attitudes so that problem areas are not overlooked.
It would seem more reasonable to construct a spherical	 "map"	
-K
!
of intensity versus roll and pitch relative to the sun.	 This map would
have a "cold" profile similar to the obscuration zone plus areas, or profiles,
' representing various thermal 	 intensities.	 This information,together with the
thermal time constants of the various pieces of the deployed assembly would
then provide a basis for attitude constraints applicable to any orbit or
	 +
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S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS	 ^!
3.1	 S-Band Antenna Design Eyaluation `I
' The S-band antenna program has been concerned essentially with
fabricating the S-band antennas for delivery. 	 The baseline two beam switched
quad antenna concept has been retained as the final design, even with the
lower pattern percentage coverages.	 Analysis indicate that the performance
may be marginal
	
for some future communication links, such as the TDRS, but,	 i
due to cost and schedule impacts and the satisfactory performance of the
ever lower performance W-J antennas on STS-1, it appears that further modi-
fications will
	 not be considered.	 1
The standard gain horn measurements taken at NBS to calibrate the
i
gain measurements of the switched beam quad antennas indicated that the gain
! was within * 0.2 dB of theoretical, with a measurement accuracy of + 0.1 dB.
' Therefore, the low percentage coverages measured recently would be considered
representative of the true performance of the antenna system.
	 The earlier
concerns that the gain reference values were not absolute which would result
a	 ^
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in inaccurateercenta a coverage values either higher or lowerp	 g	 g	 {	 g	 } therefore
appear to be unjustified.
Another technical review meeting is schedule for the latter part
of May or early June at Missile Space Division in Anaheim.
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EXHIBIT B
j	 Technical Monitor: William Teasdale
1.0
	 GPS TASKS
Some time was spent reviewing the Stanford Telecommunications,
Inc. document "NAVSTAR/GPS Satellite Signal Simulator and Research Receiver,"
STI-TP-8319E, 3 Feb 1981. STI sent this document to Axiomatix as a result
of our request to them for an up date on their GPS testing capability
Work continued on analyzing the TI multiplex carrier tracking
f	 loop. We are trying to determine the exact amount of time sharing loss
that the Costas loop suffers in multiplexing between Ll and L2. The
analysis has been difficult, but we know that the TI technique of sum
and difference loops avoids the usual full 3 dB loss. This analysis
should be completed during May.
2.0
	 KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
2.1
	 Angle-Track and Communication Performance Degradation due to Dither
!
	
	 Axiomatix is currently investigating the effect of dither on the
Ku-band system performance. The dither, a 17 Hz sine wave which induces
2 foot-pounds of torque at the axes of the antenna assembly, will cause a
small motion of the antenna about the nominal pointing position. This
► 	 motion will induce an amplitude modulation on the data and track channels
which may result in some performance degradation. Results of this study
will be made available in a technical memorandum during the next reporting
period.
3.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
F	 3.1	 PI Phase Noise
E
'	 The second prototype unit has exhibited excessive phase noise
► 	 during vibration tests and modifications are being implemented to attempt
to minimize it. The measured phase noise was so large that the unit was
not operational since the BER increased substantially. The cause of the
failure appears to be of mechanical origin, and therefore fixes such as
strengthening the module covers and increasing the amount of conformal
I	 coating to dampen the vibrational modes are being tried to correct the
problem. If these corrective measures do not reduce the phase noise, a
serious delivery schedule impact is anticipated since extensive redesign
.l
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might be necessary.
3.2
	 PI Engineering Data Analysis
At the request of TRW, Axiomatix evaluated the engineering test
procedure being used determine the operational performance of the PI. The
actual assessment of the test procedure was greatly complicated by the
fact that the functional tests and the acceptance test procedure (ATP)
were already in existence and were designed around test instrumentation used
specifically for the production phase of the program. Therefore, the PI
tests were not on a subsystem level where the actual performance capabilities
could be constantly monitored. Rather, the functional tests consisted of the
measurement of individual equipment specifications. Therefore a comprehensive
subsystem evaluation was not readily available.
A further requirement arose as a result of long-term degradation
effects on the S-band network transponder which were not readily apparent
during testing. Therefore it was determined that essential parameters be
monitored during fabrication and testing to indicate whether there were any
obvious patterns of parameter deviations which would indicate eventual
6	 equipment performance degradation.
Axiomatix submitted a report outlining a data analysis format
which would consolidate the important operational parameters over the
specified temperature and DC input power ranges on one page for ease of
# comparison to evaluate the overall PI performance.
	 This same format
could also be reduced, using ambient temperature and nominal DC power
input measurements, to provide a chronological record of the parametric
values for long-term evaluation of degradation effects. 	 The result of this
^ outline, then, was to reduce the existing binder full 	 of individual	 functional
tests into a concise summary of subsystem level tests.
The primary problem with the TRW procedure, besides the immense
amount of data reduction required, was the apparent confusion over the
frequencies being measured. TRW has selected certain frequencies as being
most representative of worst-case situations, but the justifications of
their choices are not readily apparent since they are not documented.
	 The
Axiomatix data analysis format is based on frequency selection; one set of
data is collected for each frequency choice so that the final chronological
record is composed of sets of these individual frequency measurements.
	 Of
4
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more than 900 frequencies, only about eight were consistently measured
to determine equipment performance. Therefore, if more (or fewer)
frequencies are required, it is a simple matter to include (or delete)
the additional frequencies in a logical manner.
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Technical Monitor: William Teasdale
	
1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
The final typed version of the Users' Handbook is being proof-
read and corrected, and after -Final revisions to reflect the latest changes,
will be delivered to JSC, probably in early Jane.
IENGINEERING EVALUATIONS AND STUDIES
0
Contract No. NAS 9-16067
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EXHIBIT A
1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
1.1	 STDN/TDRS Transponder Critical Design Review (CDR
Axiomatix attended the STDN/TDRS CDR on May 5-7, 1981. There
were 21 Action Items and 26 Review Item Dispositions (RID's). The action
items and RID's primarily concerned the lack of test data to establish
the communication performance of the transponder over the link. Tables
1 and 2 present discriptions of the key action items and RID's, respective-
ly. It should be noted that the action items and RID's correspond in
most cases to areas of analysis that Axiomatix is currently pursuing
independently. Action items that address new areas are AI-5, AI-9, AI-10,
and AI-21. Similarly, RID's that address new areas are RID-11, RID-12,
and RID-14. These new areas will be investigated by Axiomatix to determine
the impact to the overall transponder performance.
2.0
	
KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
2.1
	
Meetings and Conference
During this reporting period Axiomatix personnel attended a 	 ' }
regularly scheduled monthly program review on May 1 in the morning and
a splinter session to discuss Block III servo status in the afternoon.	
s
Axiomatix personnel also attended a program review/technical session on
May 28. A conference call with JSC was included in the morning portion
of this review. In addition to the above meetings, Axiomatix participated
in conference calls on May 14, 21, 26 and 29. The calls on May 14 and 21
were regularly scheduled conference calls to discuss Ku-band problem areas,
whereas the May 26 call addressed the radar non-compliance problems, and
the May 29 call addressed the SPA mid-bit detection acceptance test
validity.
2.2
	 Ku-Band Problem Areas
There are several areas of technical concern which Axiomatix
feels deserve special considerations. These include the thermal design/
solar effects, radar acquisition, and resolution of EA-1 software problems.
The thermal design/solar effects problem and the methodology for the problem
^i
solution will be discussed at a special meeting to be held at JSC during
WItem	 Title	 Description
AI-2	 TDRS Command Detection Test Data Command detection performance needs to
be tested over temperature.
AI-3 TDRS Acquisition and Tracking Test Data Testing of acquisition and tracking of a
TDRS signal with } 70 Hz/sec Doppler rates
with a dynamic phase error < 15° peak.
AI-4 Performance Evaluation with Integrated The test data presented at CDR did not
Tests include the SSP integrated with the receiver.
AI-5 STE Carrier Interrupt time Discrepancy The transponder as built has a 21 msec
carrier interrupt time, but the allowed
carrier drop out time is 43 msec.
AI-8 Enumeration of Performance Degradations The performance degradations due to TDRSS
user constraint noncompliance needs to be
determined.
AI-9 Down Converter No.	 l	 In-Band Spurs In-band spurs are only listed as less
than -80 dBm, but the requirement is
-100 dBm.
AI-10 Demodulator AGC Worst Case Analysis AGC gain is shown to be deficient at end-
of-life.
AI-11 Demod 2 Spurious Output The requirement for spurious output is
> 136 dBd but the capability is only >
90 dBd.	 Also, the linearity is only 13%
rather than 10%.
AI-12 RF Filter Descriptions No data is given for new preselector and
image filters.
AI--21 Decoder Activate/Deactivate Time Constant There is defined requirement for the 90%
probability decoder deactivate level.
Table 1. Key IUS TDRS/STDN Transponder CDR Action Item Descriptions
N
Item Title Description
RID-2 QPSK Modulator Data Rate The QPSK modulator must handle the 3 Mchips/
sec PN rate but the test data only shows capa-
bility for 2 Mbps.
RID-12 Carrier Suppression Discrepancy The test data shows only 27 dB carrier suppres-
sion rather than the re quired > 30 dB.
RID-I4 Transmitter Output Power Discrepancy The test data shows that the output power is
Iess than the required 2.5 watts at 160° F
RID-15 Static Phase Error Analysis shows that the static phase error may
exceed the required < ± 5° in the tracking range
of + 100 kHz.
RID-22 Telemetry Data-Clock Skew The transponder is required to handle data-
clock skew from 250 usec to 3.5 usec, but CDR
data shows only 50 usec to 1.9 usec.
RID-23 Receiver Phase Noise Discrepancy The phase noise in the data bandwidth is required
to be less than 3° RMS, but the only data is for
less than 15 0 RMS during vibration.
RID-24 Bi-O-L Waveform Symmetry Deficiency The transmitter is required to reformat the
input telemetry so that a waveform symmetry
equal to or better than 2% is achieved. 	 The
data package states that the output symmetry
will be whatever the clock input provides.
Table 2. Key IUS TDRS/STDN Transponder RID Descriptions
W
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the next reporting period.	 The Axiomatix position on this issue was
1 discussed in last month's report. 	 Essentially, we feel that the inci-
dent solar flux on the deployed assembly due to radiator focussing can
be computed and/or measured at various angles of roll and pitch relative
to the sun.	 This data will permit the calculation of attitude constraints
/ which can be applied to any hypothesized mission.
I
The radar acquisition problem is particularly troublesome: 	 the
extent and solution of the problem is not completely understood, and HAC -
manpower problems preclude a full time effort toward a solution with an
adequate number of qualified personnel.
There are numerous EA-1	 software proble,=,s, some of which can be
considered serious enough to require solution prior to delivery of the j
flight unit.	 HAC has agreed to implement dither and self test thresholds
prior to delivery of the qual	 and flight units; however, the implementa-
tion of transmit inhibit during whip-around is predicated on NASA/Rockwell
approval
	
if there is an impact on delivery schedule.
	
Axiomatix feels that
this fix is critical to preclude irradiation of the payload bay, and there
is no convenient operational work-arounds other than to severely constrain
antenna motion.
The a,a step routine problem does have a work-around, albeit
inconvenient on a routine basis. 	 This problem is a lack of master index
pulse (MZP)	 initialization upon turn-on from an unstowed position.	 The
work-around consists of slewing both in roll 	 and pitch until 	 the MIP's are
found.
	
2.3
	 EA-2 ATP Review
The task of reviewing the EA-2 ATP was completed this month, and
the results are currently being typed. The ATP was compared with the Rock-
well requirement. Generally, the HAC ATP meets the Rockwell specification
with the exception that a few tests sui.i: ac,
 clutter performance verification
and alpha/beta lobing and phase signal performance verification need to be
added to the ATP.
	
2.4
	
Ku-Band System Block Diagram
Work has started on the Ku-band system block diagram task with the
approach being to construct two block diagrams. The first block diagram
V
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will be very detailed in nature, down to the block level of filters,
oscillators and power splitters. The detailed block diagram will be
extremely useful in understanding the system signal flow.
The second block diagram, on the other hand, will be very general
only down to the block level of the Costas demodulator, for example, This
general block diagram will be very useful in understanding the overall
Ku-band system functional flow.
	
2.5
	 Angle-Track Cross Talk
The effects of crosstalk on the closed loop tracking behavior of
the Ku-band autotrack and servos in the presence of noise was considered.
Assuming second-order loops for each, the self-and cross-coupling co-
efficients were derived as functions of the loop dampings and noise band-
widths of each in the absence of crosstalk. The mean-squared tracking
degradations due to noise self-and cross-coupling have been assessed and
compared with the performance in the absence of crosstalk. Modeling each
loop as a second-order loop assumed that the transfer function of all the
various loop components (aside from the loop servo motor) was approximated
as the ratio of two first order polynominals, i.e., analogous to an imperfect
integrating loop filter in a classical servo loop. Such simplification is
justified by the fact that higher order poiynominal terms are undoubtedly
small if indeed the loops are to be themselves stable when no crosstalk is
present.
The results of this investigation are currently in typing, and the
report should be published during the next reporting period.
	
3.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS
	
3.1	 Network Transponder SSP Change
At the monthly program review, TRW announced the changes that are
to be made to the network transponder Spread Spectrum Processor (SSP) to
solve the false lock at high signal-to-noise ratio. By reviewing the test
data at Colorado Electronics and analyzing the false lock phenomenon, TRW
has decided that the false lock occurs because of a timing offset between
the acquisition channel and the reference channel is not an integer number
of PN chips. This could very well cause a false lock at high signal-to-noise
-0.
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ratio. Therefore, TRW is making these changes to all flight units.
Axiomatix has accepted an action item to review the analysis and test
data to determine if the proposed change is proper and that there is no
impact to the overall performance of the SSP.
3.2
	 PI Phase Noise
The phase noise of the PI was still excessive under vibration
even after several modifications. During the vibration tests, the
receiver phase lock loop would intermittently lose lock. Thus, the
vibration tests have identified either a design problem or a workmanship
problem that needs to be resolved. The excessive phase noise during vibra-
tion will probably require some changes to the QTP since it is very unlikely
that BER will able to be measured. Axiomatix plans to review the parameters
that could be measured during vibration to establish that the unit is function-
ing properly except for the excessive phase noise.
6
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1.0	 GPS TASKS
Axiomatix had a technical review and direction meeting with
Jim Palowski at JSC. As a result of this meeting Axiomatix agreed to
contact Magnavox and arrange for a briefing on the JPO Phase IIB test
philosophy and approach. Subsequently, Axiomatix met with the Magna-
vox GPS program manager, Bruce Jamison for 90 minutes, during which
testing was discussed. A memo documenting the testing approach has
been issued by Axiomatix.
Axiomatix attended a briefing at RI given by Andy Leuwen on
the proposed RI GPS flight experiment. At this meeting Axiomatix advised
RI against summing preamp outputs.. RI agreed to not sum the outputs.
A memo documenting the analysis of time sharing loss in a phase-
locked loop has been completed. The memo documenting the analysis of
the TI L1/L2 timesharing Costas loop is 3/4 complete. An additional
analysis conducted during May indicates the TI digital approach may
limit the maximum useable bandwidth of the Costas loop. This will be
discussed further in next month's report.
2.0
	 KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION ANALYSIS
2.1
	
Angle Track and Communications Performance Degradation Due to Dither
Work was completed and a memo [ll was published during this report-
ing period describing the effects of dither on angle track accuracy and
communications performance. The results indicate that a 17 Hz, 2 foot-pound
dither signal can induce a peak angular excursion of 0.05°. On the sum
channel, the AM ripple induced by the dither is a function of the angle
off boresight, since the slope of the antenna gain versus angle increases
rapidly off boresight. However, if the antenna is tracking near boresight,
the AM is negligible. The worst case AM at the edge of the beam is less
c1 than 0.5 dB. On the difference channel, the AM is estimated to be about
5 dB, but the ripple frequency is high enough to be effectively filtered
by the servo notch filters.
2.3
	 High Data Rate Channel Decoding Ambiguity
Axiomatix has maintained that a decoding ambiguity exists on the
high data rate link (2-50 Mbps), even though the G 2 inversion has been
[1] Axiomatix Technical Memo# M8105-1, May 11, 1981.
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implemented. This ambig ity is a consequence of the interleaving method
! and results in any one of several output data sequences from the decoder
if an input channel bit stream corresponding to the all zero data sequence
is received.	 The channel	 bit stream corresponding to the all zero data
sequence consists of a periodic sequence of 5 zeros and 5 ones, which
I can be deinterleaved in one of ten ways.
	
The problem only arises if the
decoder attempts to achieve branch synchronization on the all zero data 	 i
stream, whether by intent or by temporary loss of synchronization.
The argument describing the phenomenon had been put forth in
0 terms of decoder branch synchronization and interleaver/deinterleaver
relative phase.	 This argument relies on familarity with Viterbi decoders
and is somewhat more difficult to follow than the discussion below.
	
r
The concept of one codeword, or channel
	 bit stream, being decoded
# into one of many data sequences has a converse in that several data
sequences can be mapped into one codeword. 	 This phenomenon is rather
unique in the field of error correcting codes.
	 The periodic channel bit
stream of 5 ones and 5 zeros due to the all zero data sequence can also
result from any one of the 5 data streams given below:
2.	 ---1000010000---
3.	 ---0111101111---	 =	
k
4.	 ---1100011000-----
5.	 ---0011100111----
it is rather easy to plug any one of these data streams into the
encoder/interleaver using pencil and paper and observe the output bit pat-
tern.	 The decoder output ambiguity is a consequence of this many-to-one
input mapping of the encoder.
The problem can be resolved if users are enjoined from using the
all zero sequence to synchronize the link or if the decoder is overtly
	 !'
^ programmed to recognize the 5 zero and 5 one sequence as being a descendant
	
I'
of the all zero data stream and appropriately jam branch synchronization.
Axiomatix is attempting to ascertain the specifics of the decoder to
determine if this is currently being done, so that this matter can be
put to rest.
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3.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
3.1	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
A technical exchange meeting was held on May 12 at Rockwell
Missile and Space Division to discuss the current progress on the S-band
antennas. Axiomatix was not able to attend because of an unfortunate
attitude by Rockwell that a request must be extended by JSC to Rockwell
to have Axiomatix participate. For this same reason minutes and copies
of the viewgraph presentation were not made available, even though they were
requested three times. It is hoped that this uncooperative situation
will be clarified in the future, for Rockwell appears to overlook the
fact that Axiomatix has made positive contributions to the S-band antenna
program, especially deveioping,with the cooperation of the Rockwell design
engineers, the only configuration to presently satisfy the percentage
coverage requirement for the quad antennas, even though it is currently
not feasible because of cost and schedule impacts. It appears that the
present percentage coverage measurements of 51% are substantially below
the specified 85% 4 dBci coverage. The communication link margins analyti-
cally appear to be marginal at best, and there is a definite possibility
that the higher gains and 85% coverage of the three element four beam quad
system might be seriously considered as a future candidate for implementation.
The Axiomatix RID concerning the pla-Zed Kovar filter elements in
the antennas was closed out during the May 12 meeting. A study was made by a
Rockwell engineer which concludes that the frequency intermodulation products
which plagued the Fleet Sat Com program will not occur in this case. A copy
of this report has been requested so that Axiomatix can study the basis of
the conclusion.
The zoned radome diffuser concept which Axiomatix suggested as
a possible means of extending the current inadequate percentage coverage
t' was not accepted and the RID closed out. It appears that Rockwell has ac-
cepted the premise that the present two beam two element quad antenna per-
formance has been optimized and no further improvements can be made except
by lower loss radomes and dipole tuning, which will have slight effects.
It is Axiomatix's position that, even though the design has been
completed, other ideas might be considered which will improve the operational
t,
D10
performance of the quad antennas. These ideas would have to be within
6 the design constraints of the existing antennas, and with the noted
reluctance of Rockwell to deviate far from engineering design handbooks.
The main point is that although the percentage coverage of the existing
quad antennas is low, there is more than 2 dB of excess gain on-axis of
the main beam.	 If this radiated power could be more uniformly distributed,
then obviously the percentage coverage would increase, even with the exist-
ing two beam two element quad antenna.	 The basis for the zoned radome
diffuser and the earlier concave lens was to broaden the dipole radiation
! pattern,which then subsequently broadens the two element array pattern by
pattern multiplication.	 Although higher gains may be desirable in certain
applications, the intent of the 85% 4 dBci specification was to ensure
uniform adequate pattern coverage for all Orbiter orientations.	 Therefore,
i the redistribution of the 2 dB excess gain using a standard dipole element
requires some modifications of the basic design, which has to be minimal
to be acceptable.
I Axiomatix is currently contemplating some concepts which might
V fulfil this beam-broadening role. 	 It is somewhat disconcerting to realize
that the usual task of an antenna design engineer is to increase gain
rather than broaden the beam, and beam spoiling techniques are therefore
to be avoided.
•
One concept, for example, which will be studied is the divergent
dipole array,which will attempt to redistribute radiated power by pointing
the dipole off-axis.
	
The effect of this divergent off-axis pointing is to
alter the directional	 intensity of the dipole radiation patterns to spread
i out the energy in the main beam.	 This technique only requires the mechanical
tilting of the dipole elements,a practice that Rockwell currently employs to
correct for pattern squint.	 This divergent pattern concept can be readily
adapted to the existing Rockwell computer-aided analysis if it is deemed
feasible.
	 Again,	 the basis of this concept i,; divergent rays,
	 in this case,
arising from a physical tilting of the dipole cavities.
	 Other possible
candidates to broaden the patterns using the existing configuration will
also be considered.
11-1-1 I
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4.0
	 CENTAUR/ORBITER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ANALYSIS
i
. 4.1
	 Attached and Detached Communication Issues
Axiomatix presented the technical issues of detached and
. attached communications between the Orbiter and Centaur at the first
Space Shuttle/Centaur Communication Panel meeting on May 18, 1981.
	 To
define the technical problem areas that may be encountered, Axiomatix
. reviewed the design problems encountered in interfacing the IUS and
Orbiter attached and detached communication systems.
	 From this review,
t '.xiomatix delin.-ated the interface problem causes between any payload
_ the Orbiter.	 An initial comparison was made of the interface para-
meter^, for each Orbiter subsystem that the Centaur may need to interface
with.	 After presenting this comparison of the interface parameters at the
panel meeting, Axiomatix accepted an action item to provide Mr. Heinz
q
Wimmer, LeRC, with more detailed information defining the interface
' parameters.
^y
For detached communications, Axiomatix reviewed the Centaur/
Orbiter RF communication interface requirements.
	 A comparison was made
between the NASA standard tra p
_ponder and the IUS STDN/TDRS transponder
in terms of features that are necessary for communication with the Orbiter
	 >;
as well	 as with the TDRSS. 	 One serious deficiency of the IUS STDN/TDRSS
Q transponder is that the performance degradation due to noncompliance with
the TDRSS user constraints has not been established.
	 In either case, the
	
zi
transponders will require some modifications for Centaur applications.'.
Axiomatix is continuing to review the Centaur/Orbiter RF communication
interface requirements as well as Centaur/TDRSS requirements to better
I^
define necessary transponder modifications.
f
5.0
	 TV DIGITIZER DEVELOPMENT
r^ -
? !` In April, after changing the VCO in the transmitter to an MC1648,
we were able to transfer data successfully from transmitter to receiver.
a The pictures were not identical.
	 Most of the month was spent getting the
pictures to be identical.
	 Some problems that were discovered included
''	 ! 1) an intermittent short in the transmitter which produced arithmetic
^., errors in the least significant bit. 2) A missing ground connection to the
i
12
receiver digital-to-analog converter (DAC), which reduced its gain sig-
nificantly. Note: Several wires were replaced before we found the two
problems listed above. We couldn't verify the problem with these first
wires because they weren't the Iast problem solved.
Receiver and transmitter were working together properly by the
end of the month.
In order to improve picture quality by eliminating stray pick-
up and establishing a good ground plane, the transmit DAC was repackaged
in May. A box was built out of sheet copper, and the DAC and associated
analog circuitry was mounted in it.
After mounting this box with good ground connections,the picture
seemed to be noticeably cleaner, and the variability in picture quality
seems to have been eliminated.
Some experiments were done with the 2Ao injection algorithm to
see if the present one extends settling time unnecessarily. However, no
clear improvement was seen with the modification that was attempted.
IV
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1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 User's Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
The final revisions to reflect the latest changes to the Orbiter
payload system continued during May. Much of the final typed version has
been proofread and corrected.
i
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EXHIBIT A
	
1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1
	 STDN/TDRS Transponder Critical Design Review (CDR)
Axiomatix continued the analysis of the communication performance
of the transponder over the Orbiter/IUS link. The analyses associated with
the key action items and RID's from the CDR, as listed in the last monthly
report, were begun. At the end of the month, TRW received a stop work
order on the STDN/TDRS Transponder since the Centaur is to be used as an
upper stage for NASA missions and the NASA TDRS/GSTDN standard transponder
built by Motorola was chosen for use on the Centaur. Therefore, Axiomatix
plans to document in a technical report the status of each of the analyses
undertaken concerning the IUS STDN/TDRS transponder and to terminate any
further investigations into the implementation and performance of this
transponder.
	
1.2	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SGLS Transponder to the PI and CIU
Axiomatix is continuing an analysis of the implementation of the
SGLS transponder and the Payload Interrogator (PI) so that a signal-to--noise
specification at the Communication Interface Unit (CIU) input can be determined.
To obtain a worst case specification, it is assumed that the IUS SGLS trans-
ponder is at maximum range from the PI and that both the IUS transponder and
the PI are operating at specification.
	
1.3	 Cable Loss Degradation Between the PI and CIU
In the ICD between the Orbiter and the DOD IUS, it was found that
there is no allocation for voltage drop between the PI and the CIU. Axiomatix
has reviewed this problem with Rockwell and Boeing. Mike Zelon of Rockwell
says that if required, he believes that the signal level output of the PI
can be increased by modifying the PI. Boeing is still investigating the pos-
sibility of accommodating the lower than expected signal levels at the CIU.
t
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2.0
	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period Axiomatix personnel attended
the long awaited system Critical Design Review on June 25 and 26 at HAC.
In addition, Axiomatix participated in regular Thursday conference calls
on June 4, 11 and 18.
	
2.2	 System CDR
Axiomatix personnel attended the system CDR and reviewed the
CDR package. In reviewing the CDR package, a number of unresolved problems
were identified such as:
• No self-test verification
• Both communication and radar acquisition and track are still
unverified
• The servo performance is not verified
• The return link performance is unverified
• The new Hughes system verification test plan still refers the
verification to the Hughes internal system specification instead
of to the Rockwell requirements
Originally, Axiomatix was going to write RID's on these problem areas until
Warren Pope of Rockwell laid out the RID groundrules on only identifying new
problems. Since the aforementioned problems have previously been identified
and are well known, it was decided not to flag these problems again with RID's.
	
2.3	 System Block Diagram
During this reporting period Axiomatix completed about 25% of the
system block diagram. Recently, Hughes has distributed their version of
the block diagram. Unfortunately, the Hughes block diagram is the same one
that was distributed in 1977 and therefore, contains many inaccuracies. The
Axiomatix block diagram, on the other hand, will have been generated using
the latest schematics and will accurately reflect the Ku-band system.
	
2.4	 Angle-Track Cross-Talk
Axiomatix has analyzed the cn ,munications angle-track servo loops
using the rather benign assumption that each axis has a second order loop
(first degree polynominal). Upon plugging in the appropriate loop para-
meters gleaned from the PDR data, the first degree terms were found to
KIN
i
3cancel, implying a first order loop. The simplified expression for the
mean square pointing error is merely a function of the two cross-coupling
gains, the noise power in the two loops, and Ksc2, a variable gain in
the loop. Axiomatix is currently evaluating this expression as a function
of the cross-coupling and anticipated noise power.
	
3.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATIONS
	
3.1
	 Network Transponder SSP Change
Axiomatix continued the analysis of TRW announced changes to the
network transponder Spread Spectrum Processor (SSP). These changes are to
be made to solve the false lock at high signal-to-noise ratio. Axiomatix
has reviewed the test data from Colorado Electronics and has reviewed the
TRW analysis of the false lock phenomFnon. As a result of the review,
Axiomatix agrees with TRW that the false lock occurs because the timing
offset between the acquisition channel and the reference channel is not an
integer number of PN chips. Axiomatix is currently analyzing the sensi-
tivity to false lock as a function of the fractional PN chip time offset.
From the Axiomatix sensitivity analysis, the allowed timing offset variation
can be specified. This sensitivity analysis will be documented in a techni-
cal report next month.
7.
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EXHIBIT B
	
1.0
	 GPS TASKS
The memo documenting the TI Ll/L2 timesharing Costas loop
performance has been completed and is in typing. This memo also included
the analysis of the effects of the additional delay due to the TI time-
sharing algorithm. The analysis showed that the Ioop bandwidth would
have to be limited to less than what would normally be necessary for
satisfactory dynamic tracking. We asked TI about this and they agreed,
stating that they would solve this problem by using higher order (but
narrower )andwidth) tracking loops. Our analysis also showed that for
a 10 to 1 ratio of sum-loop to difference-loop bandwidths, the TI Ll/L2
timesharing approach suffered a 0.4 dB loss.
Analysis of the acquisition performance of a multiplex receiver,
such as the TI receiver, has begun. TI stated that they had not really
picked an acquisition strategy yet. Consequently, we have proposed several
possible strategies and are now analyzing each approach.
	
2.0	 KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION
	
2.1
	 Radar Acquisition Performance
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel attended a
special technical session called by HAC on June 4 to discuss radar acquisi-
tion problems. At this juncture, it appears that the Ku-band radar may
have serious acquisition problems. When a target is detected in the main
scan, the rate command to the servo is zeroed. This is effected in the
CA-1 some time after the detection, depending on the phase of the EA-1
interrupt cycle. The point at which the antenna eventually stops may be
several degrees away from the target, and a rapidly moving target could
outrun the miniscan.
	
2.2
	 Radar Clutter Performance
Axiomatix attended a technical session at HAC on June 23 to discuss
radar clutter performance. Dave Shingledecker of HAC presented a credible
description of the clutter performance. False alarm regions as a function
of attitude and look angles were presented graphically. There are some
regions where the radar does not meet specification, e.g., false alarms
in regions where the clutter-to-noise ratio does not exceed -10 dB.
r+
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	3.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
	
3.1
	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
Axiomatix reviewed the Rockwell viewgraph presentation on
"Breadboard S-Band Quad Antenna for the Space Shuttle Orbiter." Es-
sentially three configurations were proposed: (a) the mechanically-
switched four beam three element linear array proposed earlier by
Axiomatix, (b) an electronically phased fifteen beam eight element (4 x Z)
planar array, and (c) an electronically phased twenty beam sixteen element
(4 x 4) planar array. The purpose of this presentation was to evaluate
other possible array configurations which will exceed the 85% 4 dBci gain
coverage specification of the quad antennas, since the present mechanically
switched two beam two element linear array only provided 51% 4 dBci gain
coverage.
Although the mechanically switched four beam three element linear
array theoretically achieves this 85% 4 dBci coverage, the design change
could not be implemented due to unacceptably higher costs and schedule
delays. However, the implied change in design philosophy allowing more
than two beams generated a curiousity as to reasonable performance expecta-
tions using a planar array. By using more elements and more beams, substan-
tial percentage gain coverage over the initial specification could be attained.
The three breadboard evaluation configurations presented attempted to develop
an operational system using these concepts.
After reviewing the presentation, it became apparent that some other
alternate configurations might also be considered. The configurations proposed
had design deficiencies which impaired the operational performance and added
unnecessary complexity to the system. First, the use of PIN diode phase shift-
ers required a great deal of electrical "holding" power to remain in a switched
state, of the order of 24 to 48 watts. The presently used mechanical switches
are capable of high power latching-type operation which are bistable and re-
quire no additional current once switched. And second, it was felt that more
elements than were really required were proposed, since some were used to
only provide illumination taper. As a result, a modified planar version of
the mechanically switched four beam three element linear array was developed
using only five elements in a cross configuration, with the center element
directly fed. The illumination taper consists of the center element having
a voltage amplitude ratio of 1.0, with the four outer elements having a
F
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ratio of 0.6, as shown in Figure 1. If one mechanical switch is placed in
each feed line, with the appropriate phase shifts, four beams can be gener-
ated. By placing another mechanical switch in series with the first two
in the feed lines (and again using appropriate phase shifts), 16 beams are
possible. And finally, if a third switch is placed in series, 64 beams
can result.
The circuit losses are substantially lower (1.8 dB versus 3.6 dB) for
this mechanically switched configuration over the electronic phased array
approach so that the resultant gain is higher. All of this technology has
already been developed on the present program so that very little modifica-
tion is necessary. Even the brassboard evaluation can be adequately con-
ducted using only four variable-phase shifters for the four, eight*, 16, 32*, and
64-beam configurations instead of the more complex mechanical switching arrange-
ments with discrete phase shifts, so that the R&D program fabrication and
testing requirements are minimal. The operational performance improvement,
however, is substantial over the present two beam two element design and
therefore this mechanically-switched five element configurations should be
seriously considered to replace the existing inadequate system.
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Figure 1. Five-Element Cross Planar Array
* Note that variations of these mechanically-switched configurations are
possible (i.e., as an 8-beam system or a 32-beam system) by using one
less switch in the roll plane, since there are four separate quad
antennas in the roll plane to provide adequate overall spherical coverage.
4.O
	 CENTAUR/ORBITER COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM ANALYSIS
It
4.1
	 Centaur Signal Characteristics Required for Shuttle Communications
Axiomatix reviewed the Centaur communications requirements presented
by General Dynamics at the first Space Shuttle/Centaur Communication Panel
meeting on May 18, 1981.
	 As a result of this review, Axiomatix prepared a
6 description of the required Centaur signal characteristics for communication
with the Space Shuttle Orbiter. 	 Each attached and detached interface was
addressed in terms of the communication objectives for using the interface,
the data required to be transferred between the Centaur and the Orbiter, and
0 the issues to be considered in implementation of the interface.
	
For each
interface the signal characteristics were defined in terms of waveform draw-
ings and allowed variations.
These signal characteristics requirements were presented at the
9 second Space Shuttle/Centaur Communication Panel meeting on June 30, 1981. k,!`
4.2	 Recommended Modifications to NASA Standard Transponder
During June, The NASA TDRS/GSTDN standard transponder built by
Motorola was chosen for use on the Centaur.	 Of major concern in attempting }1
to use the NASA standard transponder to communicate with Orbiter 	 is the ;,	 t
lack of rapid resynchronization in case of signal dropouts. 	 Axiomatix
presented the link acquisition sequence that would be required in case of
signal dropout.	 Since the NASA standard transponder cannot acquire the
signal from the Orbiter with the modulation on, the payload specialist on
the Orbiter must detect loss of the link and turn the modulation off and
start the PI transmitter frequency sweeping. During the Axiomatix presenta-
tion at the Shuttle/Centaur Communication Panel meeting on June 30, 1981,
Jack Seyl of NASA JSC brought up the fact that the payload specialist may
not be able to detect forward signal dropout without being able to monitor
the quality of the telemetry from the Centaur. Therefore, in addition to
Payload Interrogator received lock light, the payload specialist must monitor
the Centaur telemetry. Because of the requirement of the payload specialist's,
time-consuming involvement in the link acquisition, Axiomatix recommended
that Motorola provide cost and schedule estimates for adding to the NASA
standard transponder: (1) internal frequency-sweep capability for automatic
reacquisition of the Orbiter signal, and (2) frequency discrimination or
antifalse-lock circuitry for automatic reacquisition of the data-modulated
10
0
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Orbiter command signal.
4.3	 Action Items and Plans for Next Month
►wring the Shuttle/Centaur Communication Panel meeting on June 30, 11
1981, Axiomatix accepted several action items.
	
The first two action items
are related to the recommendations for reacquisition capability for the jl
Centaur transponder. 	 While the acquisition sequence was described by Axio-
matix in terms of function flow, it is desired to provide a time line of
the acquisition sequence to establish an overall acquisition time,includ-
ing the time for the payload specialist to monitor the Centaur transponder
AGC and other telemetry to determine Orbiter signal lock.	 Also, to determine
the requirement for reacquisition, Axiomatix has been asked to review typical
_ mission scenarios to determine the frequency of occurrence of signal
dropouts.
	
In order to perform this task, Axiomatix will be provided
the mission scenarios to be considered and the Centaur antenna patterns.
4^y
Also, based on Axiomatix experience with the Orbiter antennas, Axiomatix
has been asked to recommend vendors to General Dynamic (GD) for the Centaur
w
antennas.
ti To further the understanding of the attached interface requirements,
Axiomatix will
	
provide details on the interface device characteristics used r,
by the IUS/CIU in the attached mode with the Orbiter. 	 Also, Axiomatix will
provide schematics of the interfaces which apply to GD so that the PSP, PDI,
etc., can be accurately simulated in the test equipment used to verify the
Centaur communication equipment performance.
Finally, Axiomatix accepted an action item along with NASA JSC
to review JPL's concerns over Ku-band radiation of the Galileo spacecraft
and instruments.
	
The results of this review will	 be to establish acceptable
levels of Ku-band radiation and to determine if the Ku-band communication
or radar systems can be used during the time before the Centaur firing.
In August, there is to be a Centaur requirements review.
	 At
l^
that time, it is desirable to have drafts of the Orbiter/Centaur Interface
Control Document (ICD) for both attached and detached communications and
the TDRSS/Centaur ICD.	 Therefore, during July, Axiomatix will review the
GD initial
	 issue of the Shuttle/Centaur Functional	 Requirements Document
for Telemetry, Tracking, and Command (TT&C) System.
	 Following the review
of the requirements document, Axiomatix will begin the drafts of the attached
and detached Orbiter/Centaur ICD's.
lr
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5.0
	 TV DIGITIZER DEVELOPMENT
A video interface level of 1.4 to 1.5 V P-P out of the DAC
was selected. Previously, 1.0 V P-P had been used. Enabling the AGC
in this camera produces swings in this neighborhood. The DAC gains
(both TX and RX) are now consistent with this swing. A lower video
input will significantly degrade the performance of the Tri-State Delta
Mod.
A circuit designed to produce symmetrical hysteresis levels
using only one potentiometer was designed, fabricated, and installed.
It permits very rapid variation in the balanced hysteresis voltage
levels so that the change in picture quality can easily be observed.
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EXHIBIT C
	1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1
	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
Revisions of the Users' Handbook to reflect the latest changes
to the Orbiter payload system continued during June.
	
1.2
	
PSP Command Data Output Waveform Definition
During dune, Axiomatix began the review of the core ICO-2-19001
in terms of the PSP command data waveform. The problem is that phase jitter
of 3% of a bit period and the data asymmetry of 2% of a bit period require-
ments seem to be incompatible with the requirement that the data waveform
shall conform to the 16 kHz subcarrier zero crossings within t 10 degrees.
Therefore, a more detailed command waveform definition relating the data
requirements and the data/subcarrier requirements is needed, possibly by
the addition of a figure to the ICD.
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EXHIBIT A
1.0
	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
1.1	 STDN/TDRS Transponder
TRW's work on this transponder was terminated when the Motorola
transponder was chosen for the NASA Centaur mission. Axiomatix continued
to document the numerous technical reviews, but the summary report still
remains to be written.
1,2	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SGLS Trans onder
E	 to the P1 and CIU
Due to the high concentration of activity on Centaur action
items, this investigation was not addressed during the reporting period.
Thus, calculation of the signal-to-noise ratio specification at the Com-
munication Interface Unit (CIU) input is still a pending item. 	 4:, .1
1.3	 Cable Loss Degradation Between the PI and CIU
This action item is a carry-over from the previous month. As
stated in the previous report, an incompatibility exists between the PI
output and the CIU input. Specifically, the PI minimum output is speci-
fied at 1.6V RMS, i.e., the same as the CIU input. But, because of the
0.5 dB cable loss, the actual level at the CIU input is 1.5V RMS.
t
	
	
Axiomatix, upon request from Rockwell, discussed this discrepancy with
Boeing personnel responsible for the CIU.
Boeing engineers stated, informally, that they do not expect
the small loss to be a problem if the CIU input receivers are designed
• properly. They, however, refrained from official agreement to a possible
CIU specification change. Instead, they suggested that the PI/CIU inter-
face be evaluated properly at ESTL and only after that, the -Final decision
should be made regarding whether to change the CIU specification or to
ar
	
increase the PI output.
1
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2.0	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
1	 2.1	 Ku-Band System Block Diagram
The Ku-band system block diagram is approximately 50% tomplete.
In order to fully understand each LRU, it has been necessary to study the
LRU schematics in detail. Since Axiomatix did not possess the DEA, EA-2
and SPA schematics, the drawings had to be requested from HAC and Rockwell.
Bill Stevens of Rockwell has supplied the SPA schematics and Hughes has
supplied the DEA documents, but the EA-2 drawings must still be requested.
	
2.2
	 Ku-Band Servo Analysis
Analysis of the Ku-band servo system has been completed. It has
I
been shown that a necessary and sufficient condition for servo system sta-
bility with two first-order loops is K 
I 
K 2 < 1, with K  and K2 as the cross-
coupling terms. Stability considerations of other types of loops will be
^a
described in a forthcoming report.
	
3.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION
	
3.1	 Network Transponder SSP Change_
Axiomatix completed the analysis of TRW-announced changes to
the network transponder Spread Spectrum Processor (SSP). These changes
are required to solve the false lock at high signal-to-noise ratios.
Axiomatix's analysis revealed that setting the tracking offset to zero
provides the best compromise between false-lock action and the allowed
circuit parameter variations. These results are in agreement with the
changes proposed by TRW. Thus, Axiomatix approves TRW's modification
which is based on zero chip time offset for PN code tracking. Axiomat W s
technical report on this subject is forthcoming.
i
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EXHIBIT BB
1.0	 GPS TASKS
The acquisition performance of the TI multiplex receiver was
investigated. Several acquisition strategies were formulated and compared.
The operation and performance of a sequential detection acquisition circuit
were reviewed so as to obtain absolute acquisition performance numbers.
A memorandum documenting the results of this investigation has been written
and is being typed.
The Shuttle/GPS link budget has been reviewed and is currently
being updated. This has resulted in two investigations. The first is a
reappraisal of the minimum required C/N 0 for the receiver. The second is
a review of the GPS antenna design and performance. Review of the RI GPS
antenna specification revealed that, although gain was specified to x-80°,
ellipticity was specified to only ±70°. Furthermore, since test data
reported to date had ellipticity to only ±60°, Axiomatix requested data
to ±80 0 . The link budget update will be finished after this data has been
obtained.
2.0
	
KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION
I` 2.1	 Ku-Band System Implementation Assessment
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel attended a
F' regularly scheduled program review at Hughes on July 30, 	 In addition,
Axiomatix participated in regularly scheduled conference calls an July 9,
16 and 23.	 The July 23 conference call
	
included a discussion of the 11
system CDR RID's closed. 	 One RID, #47, was reopened.	 This RID concerned
a discrepancy between the hardware and the requirements for LRU fastener
holes.
	
Hughes claims that the hardware meets the requirements, but the
ambiguous wording of the seller's comment on RID #47 has resulted in the
c.
RID being reopened until conformance is verified.
At the program review, it was disclosed that Rockwell has disap-
proved system tests of flight hardware and will rely on LRU acceptance
tests for selloff.
i
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43.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
3.1	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
The Rockwell antenna range in Anaheim was visited on July 20
to observe the pattern measurements being taken on the upper S-band quad
antenna. The antenna results appeared satisfactory, although the per-
centage coverage specification could not be readily ascertained because it
can be accurately determined only by the more extensive measurements and
data reduction at JSC which is scheduled to be completed at the end of
August. The peak gain might have been improved slightly (of the order of
0.2 dB) by use of low-loss quartz in the radome and the addition of mode
suppression screws added to the attachment interfaces to the stripline
circuits.
The ellipticity measurement of the GPS antenna at ±80 0 was dis-
cussed since it is required for link budget calculations. Since the antenna
itself is a new, novel design by Rockwell, it will be evaluated in order to
understand its operation, especially with regards to the reasons why the
ellipticity is higher than would be expected (although still within speci-
fications) near boresight.
4.0	 CENTAUR/ORBITER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSES
4.1	 Following Up on the Action Items
The second Space Shuttle/Centaur Communication Panel meeting
took place June 30 at NASA/JSC, with Dr. Gaylord Huth and Mr. Sergei
Udalov representing Axiomatix. As a result of this meeting, Axiomatix
took on several action items; the status of Axiomatix's response to these
items is reported below-
4.1.1
	 Centaur Transponder Reacquisition Problem
This action item involves the review of typical mission scenarios
to determine the frequency of signal dropout occurrences. Such dropouts
may result from a phase transient generated when the Centaur antennas are
switched to provide optimum gain along the Centaur/Shuttle line of sight.
As stated earlier, the standard Motorola transponder, which has been
adapted for Centaur use, has no automatic reacquisition capability and
thus requires intervention of an astronaut or a payload specialist.
0
6,
5Thus far, Axiomatix has established that the frequency of
dropouts will be determined by:
(1) Centaur rotation rate and attitude with respect to the
Shuttle
(2) Antenna directivity pattern of the Centaur transponder
(3) Magnitude of the phase transient caused by Centaur
antenna switching.
Axiomatix proceeded to obtain the necessary quantitative data
for the factors listed above. The value of the Centaur rotation rate was
found to be about 1 rpm of roll.
Ths most important restrictive factor for this action item turned
out to be the lack of a definite model of the Centaur antenna design and
corresponding directivity patterns. Conversations with General Dynamics
(GD) engineers revealed that the baseline antenna design described in GD
documents is not really a final design. Thus, Axiomatix made the decision
to limit further activity on this action item to fact-gathering only pend-
ing our receipt of more definite data on the Centaur antenna model (see
the action item on antenna recommendation).
Meanwhile, our contact with operational personnel at NASA/JSC
provided data on time estimates for autolock and manual lock for the
transponders. These estimates are 10- 17 seconds and about 30 seconds,
respectively. The impact of these times on the astronaut's workload
remains to be determined.
4.1.2	 JPL Concern with Ku-Band Radiation of Galileo
Axiomatix contacted JPL (Jay Bastow) to determine the nature of
the Ku-band radiation concern. Our findings to date indicate the follow-
ing reasons for concern:
(1) The Galileo spacecraft is vulnerable to EMI because no
'	 spec;,; precautions have been provided in the original design
(2) The Centaur launch vehicle will be in the vicinity of the
Shuttle longer than was originally planned.
This concern was apparently triggered by certain analytically
derived radiation levels which indicated that the irradiation specifica-
tions may be exceeded in certain cases. However, Axiomatix is of the
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opinion that the theoretical data may be somewhat pessimistic and the
empirical data might be more meaningful. In this respect, Axiomatix
learned that Stan Erickson of Rockwell has initiated the actual near-
field measurements task for Ku-band radiation levels. Axiomatix will
follow the development of this task and evaluate the appropriate data
®	 when it becomes available.
4.1.3	 Centaur Transponder Antenna Considerations
Since General Dynamics' antenna design has not been finalized,
Axiomatix has been asked by both GD and NASA to come up with possible al-
ternate designs for the Centaur antenna. One of the potential candidates
is the Boeing design for the IUS antenna.
	
f.
By the next Centaur panel meeting, Axiomatix intends to present
some of these alternate designs and discuss the advantages and disadvan-
tages of each.^^
4.1.4	 Additional Data for Attached Interface Requirements
Because of the concern with the action items listed earlier,
Axiomatix did not make significant progress during this month with other
action items pertaining to providing additional interface requirements
data for the attached mode. However, because of the commitment to pro-
vide Orbiter/Centaur ICD's for the attached mode, Axiomatix will emphasize
this action item during the next reporting interval.
4.1.5
	
	 Orbiter/Centaur Interface Control Document (ICD)
For the Attached Mode
Work has begun on the Orbiter/Centaur ICD draft for the attached
mode. Preparation of an ICD for the detached mode has been relegated to
'.	 NASA/JSC personnel. The appropriate NASA personnel will send Axiomatix
a copy of their ICD for review.
4.2	 Action Items and Plans for Next Month
In preparation for the next Centaur working group meeting which
is tentatively scheduled for the week of August 24, 1981, Axiomatix will
continue with the following action items:
1.1) Definition of and preliminary trade-offs between various
Centaur transponder antenna candidates
^i
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(2) Preparation of the Orbiter/Centaur ICD draft
(3) Gathering of supplementary interface equipment schematics
which may be of use in simulating interfaces with such units as the PSP,
PDI, etc.
5.0	 TV DIGITZER DEVELOPMENT
Work on the new high-speed transmitter started with the arrival
of all the wire-wrap boards and the adapters necessary to mount the Fair-
child high-speed four-bit adders. The chassis was 85% fabricated and one
of two wire-wrap boards was 90% wirewrapped. Special parts were ordered
to evaluate a "deglitched" DAC.
A minor packaging problem was discovered. Specifically, the
adapters for the Fairchild chips don't fit the Augat board (8136-ECL24-
32-2) which were specifically ordered to mount them. One of the Augat
boards (8136-ECL21-60-2TG) which was ordered for the encoder will mount
the adapters and be used in the transmittal • . We will have to order
another board for the encoder.
Plans for the next reporting period include:
(1) Complete `abrication of the high-speed transmitter and
start its evaluation
(2) Build a special test fixture to evaluate the performance
of a "deglitched" DAC versus those we have been using. If the deglitched
DAC proves out, it will probably be used in the receiver only. It actu-
ally produces glitches which are equivalent for every change of output
voltage instead of showing up for certain output voltage steps only.
4
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EXHIBIT C
	1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
	
1.1	 User's Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
D
	
	
During the month of July, revision and update work continued on
the User ' s Handbook.
	
1.2	 PSP Command Data Output Waveform Definition
1
	
Mork continued to provide a more detailed waveform definition
to clarify the relationship between the data asymmetry specification based
on bit period and a conflicting requirement restricting the data waveform
duration to ±10% of a 16 kHz subcarrier.
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EXHIBIT A
	
1.0
	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1	 STDN/TDRS Transponder
The summary report documenting Axiomatix ' s investigations,
analyses and reviews has been written and is being internally reviewed.
It is expected to be typed and published during September.
	
2.0
	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
2.1
	 System Block Diagram
Some progress was made on the system block diagram during this
period, however the effort on this tasOt was temporarily cut back due to an
increased level of effort on the Shuttle/Centaur task. The Ku-band system
block diagram is approximately 50% completed.
	
3.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION
	
3.1	 Network Transponder SSP Change
Axiomatix reviewed the July CE test results of the Spread Spectrum
Processor (SSP) with Bob Phillips of TRW. Axiomatix concluded that since
the fix to the false lock problem proposed by TRW and agreed to by Axiomatix
did not solve the problem, some further investigation is in order. To this
end, a meeting with Jack Holmes, Mar y Simon, Gaylord Huth and Peter Nilsen
has been scheduled. If no solution can be found at this meeting, it is
probable that without further hardware tests and/or analysis of the actual
circuit design, no solution will be found.
D, ^
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EXHIBIT B
0
0
	
1.0	 GPS TASKS
Axiomatix presented at JSC an interim review of the status of
its review of the TI multiplex receiver. An update of the GPS/Shuttle
link budget was also presented at that meeting. Axiomatix stated that
it did not at that time see how the 6 dB four satellite multiplex loss
was compatible with Shuttle/GPS performance.
Axiomatix contacted RI to verify the dynamics specified in the
RI procurement spec. Young Kang of RI said that the numbers were suspect
and that he would investigate their accuracy and get back to Axiomatix.
We called him two weeks later and he reported that due to STS II launch
activities he had not been able to investigate the accuracy of the dynamics
specification. The finalization of our link budget analysis is pending
verification of the dynamics numbers.
Axiomatix derived the expression for the error response of a
third order phase lock loop to a step in jerk input. This has been docu-
mented and is in typing.
We received the report documenting the "Shuttle Orbiter Hemi/GPS
and Payload Antenna Data," August 1981. Review of the GPS antenna RDP's
has prompted Axiomatix to wonder why only gain values > 0 dB are plotted
when the antenna is specified to -4 dB. Our concern for the relatively
large values of ellipticity was addressed by J.P. Porter. He stated that
some of the gain loss due to this is already accounted for in the net gain
value since the reference antenna has at-out O.5 dB ellipticity. It would
be nice to see a calculation for one of the RDP points that confirms this
value of.ellipticity.
	
2.0
	 KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION
	
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period Axiomatix personnel attended a meeting
at HAC on August 27 to discuss special topics and problem areas. It was
anticipated that HAC would be prepared to discuss communications sidelobe
acquisition during this meeting. However, this topic was not on the agenda,
but at NASA/Axiomatix request, it was put on the agenda for discussion
during the monthly progress review scheduled for August 28. Axiomatix
"P
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Personnel attended the program review.
In addition Axiomatix participated in the regularly scheduled
weekly conference calls.
2.2	 Sidelobe Acquisition
Sidelobe acquisition in the communication mode is a potential
problem with the new specification of 41".5 dBW/m2 received flux density.
HAC has indicated that with acquisition threshold set for a minimum flux
density of -126.0 dBVI/m2 , a sidelobe detection will occur at flux levels of
-114.2 dBW 
012, 
or greater. This gives an apparent negative margin of 307 dB.
However, the maximum flux level is based on the TDRS being in high power
mode. In fact, during acquisition the TDRS is limited to 49.5 dBW EIR P
which corresponds to a flux of -112.5 dBW. HAC was asked to determine
how much relief would be required at the low end to provide sidelobe
rejection. That is, if acquisition threshold were changed from -126.0 dBW/m2
to -124.3 dBW/m2
 (o = 1.7 dB), would the sidelobe threshold be moved to -112.5
	 I;; I
dBW/m2 ? An existing 2.5 dB pad at the low end could accommodate this change,
since the minimum TDRS EIRP (40.0 dBW) and maximum space loss (-103.5 dB/trig)
give a worst case flux density of -123.5 dBW/m2.
3.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
0
3.1
	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
The S-band antenna measurements are being conducted at JSC and
the data is being reduced for presentation at a Technical Exchange Meeting
to be held in Anaheim in the middle of September.
4.0	 CENTAUR/ORBITER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSES
4.1	 Shuttle/Centaur
A rough draft of the attached-mode, hardline interface control
	
'd	 document (ICD) was written and submitted to Sid Novosad of NASA-JSC prior
to the Centaur review meeting at General Dynamics-Convair (GDC) in San Diego.
Also, Sid submitted for Axiomatix review a number of GDC functional require-
	
-7	
ments documents (F'RD's) that describe a number of Centaur subsystems such
as the transponder, the 20-watt amplifier; the guidance, navigation and
control (GN&C) subsystem; and the tracking, telemetry & command (TT&C)
subsystem.
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During August 24-28, 1981, an FRD review meeting was held at
GDC, San Diego, at which time all applicable FRD's were reviewed and com-
mented upon. Because of time constraints, GDC is attempting to issue the
subsystem FRD's first, followed by the overall system FRD. It would be
advisable for NASA and/or Axiomatix to closely monitor this situation
since there is a high probability for system problems with this GDC approach.
Another major system problem is the Centaur antennas, which are
still in the design phase. Axiomatix is formulating a multiple switched
beam antenna configuration which utilizes the circular symmetry of the rota-
ting Centaur vehicle and thus avoid phase and power transients by maintaining
continuous coverage. A three element collinear biconical antenna array is
being considered in conjunction with log conical spiral antennas to achieve
full spherical overage with high gain. A preliminary report describing
the anticipated problems and the proposed configuration will be completed
in September. GDC is planning to use 2 switchable S-band hemispherical
antennas; however, the effects of phase transients on the transponder's
ability to maintain lock must be analyzed. The phase transient effects
are currently under study by Jack Holmes.
Additional information required for the second draft of the
attached-mode, hardline ICD is being gathered through meeting with Al
Warner, the Rockwell cognizant engineer. Al is being extremely helpful
by making available to Axiomatix for use on the Rockwell premises a copy
of the JSC payload core ICD.
s
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4.2	 Acitivities planned for Next Month
1. Complete the second draft of the attached-anode, hardline ICD.
2. Complete the transponder lock studies and antenna considera-
.r	
tions studies.
5.0
	 TV DIGITIZER DEVELOPMENT
a ^
	 5.1
	 Progress During August
Fabrication of the digital portion of the high speed transmitter
was completed and debugging was started. One minor design error was discovered
and corrected.
r
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5.2	 Problems
I 
Parts delivery on some components for the high speed transmitter
produced a minor delay in the checkout process. One component ordered for
the evaluation of a "deglitched" DAC had not arrived at months end.
	
5.3	 plans for the Next Reporting Period
I
	
	
1. Continue evaluation of the high speed transmitter. Move the
analog chassis from the present transmitter and start looking at pictures.
2. With the arrival of the critical component try and evaluate
a deglitched DAC.
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EXHIBIT C
1.0	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
1.1
	 User's Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
Since there have been changes in Shuttle Communication hardware
Axiomatix has engaged in a final update before issuing ti .e handbooks. A
meeting with RI has been scheduled tc get the latest update on S-band com-
munications equipment. These updates will be incorporated in the handbook
in September. The Ku-Band equipment charges have been incorporated in the
IP	 handbook and the Ku-Band link budgets are currently being revised.
1.2
	 PSP Command Data Output Waveform Definition
Work started on a report resolving the apparent discrepancy
between data output asymmetry and jitter specifications and the subcarrier
frequency-to-bit rate ratio specification. The particular issue to be
resolved is how can the data transition be specified to + 1.7 us with
respect to the 16 kHz subcarrier and yet only need to meet a ± 3.8 ms
specification in terms of jitter,
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EXHIBIT A
	
1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1
	 STDN/TDRS Transponder
As a result of the internal review of the draft copy of the
final report on this problem, the report was revised. The revised report
has been submitted for typing.
	
2.0	 Kit-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
There was no activity on this task during this reporting period.
	
3.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION
	
3.1	 Network Transponder SSP Change
The final report was written and submitted for typing. As a
result of a meeting with Jack Holmes, Marvin Simon and Peter Nilsen, it
was concluded that Axiomatix had insufficient data to determine the cause
and cure of the false-lock problem. Conversations with Bob Phillips of
TRW indicated that such data is not available. Thus, Axiomatix has noted
that, under certain conditions, there is some probability that the tran-
sponder will false lock in the TDRSS mode when operating with the MILA link.
In order to solve this problem conclusively (other than operational work-
arounds), Axiomatix believes its participation in further laboratory tests
would be required. Axiomatix has concluded its work on this problem
until further directed by NASA.
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EXHIBIT B
9
	1.0	 GPS TASKS
The acquisition time for C/A code acquisition was investigated
and a report issued (Technical Memo No. M8109-1). The analysis was done
for a single-channel receiver, a dual-channel receiver, and a four-channel
receiver. In each case, the time to acquire four satellite C/A codes was
computed. It was assumed that, for worst-cases purposes, the entire C/A
code had to be searched and a 60-ms velocity uncertainty existed. The
results indicate that approximately one minute is required for the dual-
channel receiver to acquire with probability of approximately 0.99. It
should be noted, however, that no attempt was made to optimize the sequen-
tial detector beyond that which was reported in Axiomatix Report R7901-4,
dated January 20, 1979. Axiomatix plans to take a closer look at the ac-
quisition for more specific Shuttle mission scenarios.
	
2.0	 KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION
	
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel attended the
TDRSS Ground Segment Final Design Review at TRW, September 22-24, 1981,
and the Hughes Ku-Band Monthly Program Review on September 24. In addi-
tion, Axiomatix participated in regularly scheduled Monday morning con-
ference calls.
	
2.2	 Communication Sidelobe Acquisition
During the monthly program review, HAC presented an analysis of
the communication sidelobe acquisition problem. With the current maximum
received flux density of -110.5 dBW/m 2
 reduced to -112.5 dBW/m2 , we still
have a deficit of 1.7 dB. If the sum of excess space loss, polarization
loss and TDRSS antenna pointing loss is less than 1.7 dB, there is a pos-
sibility of sidelobe acquisition; however, this acquisition is probabilis-
tic in nature. Viewgraphs have been prepared, and this topic will be
discussed during a Monday morning conference call next month.
f
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2.3	 TDRSS Ground Segment Final Design Review
Axiomatix is still concerned that the ground segment decoder
cannot achieve branch synchronization with the all-zero sequence. An
action item wis submitted at the design review which should help to re-
solve this problem.
During the design review, TRW stated that the Ku-band open-loop
pointing budget was going to be revised. A relaxation of the open-loop
pointing budget could be troublesome for Shuttle Ku-band acquisition; how-
ever, it was learned that TRW intends to tighten the open-Ioop pointing
budget. Axiomatix reviewed the current pointing budget and found no
changes over the past two years. An action item was written to prompt
TRW to update the pointing budget in light of current knowledge of system
parameters.
	
3.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
	 X, 1
	
3.1	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
The Shuttle S-band antenna meeting was held on September 15 in
Anaheim. The antenna pattern measurements were presented, except for
some data that was lost due to accidental tape erasure. Considering the
amount of effort expended to fine-tune the antenna performance, the an-
tenna pattern percentage coverages were, in general, lower than anticipa-
ted. Basically, it was determined that the present two-element, switched
two-beam antenna could not realistically be expected to have greater than
50% coverage at the 4-dBci level, rather than the 85% pattern coverage
originally specified. Since no further improvement modifications were
deemed practical, a discussion of achievable gain values at 85% coverage
was initiated so that practical antenna gains could be used to establish
link budget margins. Some patterns, besides the ones with the erased
tapes, are going to be remeasured because the percentage coverages ap-
peared to be abnormally lower than the others.
a
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4.0	 CENTAUR/ORBITER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSES
0 4.1	 Shuttle%Centaur
The entire month was devoted to the Shuttle/Centaur program. 	 }
In preparation for the Shuttle/Centaur Communications Panel meeting which
was held September 30 to October 1 at NASA-Lewis Research Center, a number
of tasks were completed. 	 The second version of the hardline ICU was com- 	 I
pleted, and the driver circuits from the Centaur to the PDT and P/L record-
er were identified for General Dynamics (GD).
A number of system problems dealing with the inability of the
0 payload specialist to identify valid Centaur telemetry and the potential
for the Centaur transponder to lose lock in the presence of both phase
transients and up to 40-ms drop-out transients were documented and sub-
; mitted to both NASA-JSC and GD.
During the Communications Panel meeting, it was decided that
valid telemetry could be determined by sending a status command to the
Centaur transponder and observing the return link telemetry.	 Also,
Motorola stated that, in the presence of 40-ms drop-out transients, the
9 transponder will, in fact, momentarily lose lock but will not start its
reacquisition sequence of sweeping the receiver.	 Motorola presented the
TDRS mode test results and will conduct STDN mode transient tests to dem-
onstrate that the reacquisition sequence does not start. 	 It is still not
clear at this time whether or not the momentary loss of telemetry is
acceptable.
The phase transient problem has assumed much smaller propor-
tions because GD now states that the Centaur roll rate is 0.1 RPM instead
e' of 1 RPM.	 Axiomatix presented an antenna concept which minimizes the
' phase transients, but the concept was rejected because of the requirement
for an antenna boom projecting past the payload. 	 GD is still investigating
alternative antenna concepts.
4.2	 Activities Planned for October 1981
Prepare a final report on the Centaur system develG,.ment, up-
dating and summarizing the activities to date, including the action items
arising from the Centaur Communications Panel meeting.
5	
5.0	 TV DIGITIZER DEVELOPMENT
	
5.1
	 Progress During September
The high-speed ADC needed to evaluate the "deglitched" DAC
has arrived.
	
5.2	 Problems
At the beginning of the month, the technician who had been work-
ing on the TV job for six months called in for a two-week leave of absence
for personal reasons. About 10 days later, he called in to say that he
needed two months to recuperate from a stomach ulcer. This problem im-
peded progress on the digital TV program. At present, the major tasks
are checkout and testing of the high-speed logic circuitry and fabrica-
tion of the analog circuitry.
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EXHIBIT C
	1.0	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
	
1.1	 User's Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
We have received the latest link budgets from NASA and are
incorporating these in the handbook. We are still trying to complete a
compilation of S-band parameter changes. The handbook is now expected to
be finalized in October.
	
1.2	 PSP Command Data Output Waveform Definition
A preliminary report was written on the output specifications
involved with data asymmetry and subcarrier phasing. Device specifications
were collected preparatory to performing a timing analysis. Axiomatix
discovered that the specification time delay values were not used in the
analysis performed by TRW. An attempt by telephone to get an explanation
of this was made but TRW has not responded to date.
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EXHIBIT A
	
1.0
	 ORBITER/IUS PROGRAM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1	 STDN/TDRSS Transponder
The Final Report was issued; no further work was performed.
	
2.0	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
2.1	 ADL Lien List
Axiomatix is reviewing the ADL lien list to verify the
acceptability/unacceptability of the ADL equipment in its present con-
figuration. The task has been initiated and should be concluded during
the next reporting period.
	
3.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION
	
3.1	 Network Transponder SSP Change
The Final Report was issued; no further work was performed.
1
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EXHIBIT B
i
	
1.0
	 GPS TASKS
The GPS annual report was written and submitted for typing.
Work on acquisition continued, with the emphasis shifting to acquiring
the GPS carrier. Evaluation of the TI receiver was concluded and sum-
marized in the annual report. Review of Collins' GPS approach was begun.
	
2.0	 KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION
	
2.1
	 Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel attended the
regularly scheduled program review on October 30, and participated in the
scheduled Monday conference calls.
	
2.2
	 Communication Sidelobe Detection
Hughes Aircraft Company (HAC) is concerned about possible side-
lobe detection on a -22 dB sidelobe. A sidelobe detection is predicated
on minimum TDRS pointing loss and space loss, and is worsened if TDRS is
in the high-power mode. During acquisition, TDRS is not supposed to be in
the high-power mode, so this factor should not be of concern. In order to
more accurately describe the probability of sidelobe detection, HAC has
agreed to measure the C/N 0 required for Pd = Iu -2 . This data, along with
a reduced maximum received acquisition flux of -112.5 dBW/m 2 , should pro--
vide adequate assurance that sidelobe detection will not be a problem.
	
2.3
	 Excessive Phase Noise
HAC has measured the phase noise of the qualification model
(SN 101) RF assembly. Based on the measured spectral density, HAC calcu-
lated the phase noise at Ku-band to be 272 0
 RMS in the band which is
I to 10 Hz from the carrier. The current specification is ;rtt 17 0 RMS in
the band from I Hz to I kHz. Axiomatix calculates the phase noise to be
120° RMS from 1 to 10 Hz based on the same data. In either case, the
ground carrier-tracking loop should be able to track out phase noise in
this band. However, the effect of data degradation with this loop stress,
3	 {
combined with other parameter degradations, has not yet been fully
investigated.	 In addition, TDRSS angle-tracking data is AM modulated on
'f
the downlink.	 The Shuttle phase noise should not affect the TDRSS angle-
track processor; however, this should be verified.
i
u 3.0	 S-BAND CQMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
. 3.1	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
The 4-dBci gain percentage coverage measurements at 2.217 GHz
were repeated and verified to be 38%. 	 Since the production flight model
antennas are to be identically fabricated without any provisions for
electronic tuning, there was definite concern that future antennas would
exhibit this anomalous frequency behavior.	 The reproducibility of antenna
measurement data was questioned, but the main point was that the gain per-
	
4`.
"• centage coverage was inadequate and a lower gain figure must be determined
for acceptance test purposes which would reflect practical requirements.
Although there is still little interest in proposed modifications
to improve system performance, some effort is being expended to increase
the beamwidth of the existing crossed-dipole elements with minimal design
change.	 A wedge-dipole design is being studied as a means of physically
redistributing the antenna pattern by imposing a three-dimensional angular.
= relationship on the dipoles, thereby spreading out the radiation in a 	 f
desirable manner.
4.0	 CENTAUR/ORBITER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSES
4.1	 Shuttle/Centaur
	
.	 The beginning of the month was devoted to addressing Axiomatix
f
	
'	 action items generated at the Shuttle/Centaur communications panel meeting
	
*^ N	 held at NASA-Lewis, September 30 to October 1, 1981. The actions included
	
F	 completing the hardline ICD, analyzing the Motorola transponder test data
	
s;	 and supplying General Dynamics (GD) with specific PI and PSP parameters
and currently available data on 20-to-100 W S-band amplifiers. To date,
	
0	 all Axiomatix comments have been incorporated by Rockwell into the hard-
line ICD and all requested information except the amplifier data has been
gathered.
1
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Since the FY 1982 NASA budget is currently in the process of
being reviewed again, John MacLeod felt that Axioamtix should expend only
minimal effort on the Centaur task. Therefore, the latter portion of the
month has been devoted to writing the Final Report.
4.2	 Activities Planned for November
IP
Complete the Centaur Final Report.
5.0	 TV DIGITIZER DEVELOPMENT
!	 5.1	 Progress During October
Checkout of the digital portion of the high-speed transmitter 	 I
continued. Proper operation of the arithmetic section was verified by
single stepping the clock and checking the contents of the x and ax reg-
isters. The analog circuitry previously used in the old transmitter was
hooked into the new transmitter and pictures were digitized at a rate of
5 Mbps.
	 -
A job-shop technician was brought in to work on the project
during the third week in October. A technician who is a potential per-
manent hire has also been identified.
5.2	 Problems	 c
The process of locating a satisfactory job-shop technician took
longer than expected and this has delayed the recovery process somewhat.
By bringing in still another technician, it should be possible to catch
up on the fabrication and checkout work waiting to be performed.
5.3	 Plans for the Next Reporting Period
(1) Hire one extra technician in order to make up lost time
(2) Combine the digital and analog sections and start looking
at picture quality a higher sampling rates.
E),
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EXHIBIT C
	1.0	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
	
1.1
	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
The handbook has been submitted for typing. Because of extensive
editing and style changes, this is expected to be a lengthy process.
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EXHIBIT A
	
1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1
	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SGLS Transponder
to the PI and CIU
1
Axiomatix continues to analyze the SGLS transponder and Payload
Interrogator (PI) implmentation in order to determine a signal-to-noise
specification at the Communication Interface unit (CIU) input. To obtain
a worst-case specification, it is assumed that the IUS SGLS transponder is
at maximum range from the PI and that both the IUS transponder and the PI
are operating at specification.
	
1.2	 Cable Loss Degradation Between the PI and CIU,
ip
	
	 An incompatibility exists between the PI output and the CIUI
input. Specifically, the PI minimum output is specified at 1.6 V RMS,
i.e., the same as the CIU input. R , ,t, because of the 0.5 dB cable loss,
the actual level at the CIU input is 1.5V RMS. Boeing-engineers stated,
informally, that they do not expect the small loss to be a problem if
the CIU input receivers are designed properly. However, they refrained
from official agreement on a possible CIU specification change. Instead,
they suggested that the PI/CIU interface bt evaluated properly at ESTL.
and SAIL. Only after that evaluation should the final decision be made
regarding whether to change the CIU specification or increase the PI
output. Axiomatix is awaiting the ESTL and SAIL test results to complete
the interface analysis and determine any required interface changes.
	
2.0
	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
2.1
	 ADL Lien List
Review of the ADL lien list is still in progress. Items which
Axiomatix believes require attention have been tagged, and a memo describ-
ing the required fixes will be forthcoming in the December-January time
frame.
JLA.
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EXHIBIT B
1.0	 GPS TASKS
The GPS Annual Report was typed and mailed to JSC. A memo
documenting the Fokker-Plank analysis of receiver RFC acquisition was
written and submitted for typing.
2.0
	
KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION
!	 2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel participated
in the regularly scheduled Monday conference calls. No program review
was scheduled for November; a review is scheduled for early December.
2.2
	 Communicat ions Sidelobe Detection
The communications sidelobe acquisition problem is still not
fully resolved. HAC has not measured the C/N O
 required for Pd =10-2
This data, at the very least, 's needed to quantify the probability of
sidelobe acquisition; however, with TORS restricted to acquisition power,
sidelobe acquisition should not be a problem. Axiomdtix has calculated
the probability distribution function of the received flux density, and
this can be used to calculate the probability of sidelobe acquisition
if and when the additional C/N O measurement is made.
2.3	 Excessive Phase Noise
Axiomatix has contacted Goddard Space Flight Center personnel
to advise them of the HAC desire to relax or eliminate the phase noise
requirement in the 1--to-10-Hz band. The intent is to have Goddard simulate
i	 the system performan-e degradation due to excessive phase noise.
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3.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
	
3.1	 S-Band Antenna performance Analysis
A program status review meeting was held on November 19, 1981
in Anaheim to discuss the corrective action taken on the shorting strap
of the crossed-dipole antennas and the ramifications of the poor gain per-
centage coverage performance of the prototype quad antennas, especially
since the flight models do not have provisions for mechanical tuning ad-
justments. The anomalous 38% 4-dBci gain coverage at 2.217 0Hz was re-
verified, although there was concern about measurement reproducibility.
The flight antenna delivery schedules were adjusted to accommodate early
testing of the lower quad antenna to check the performance at 2.217 CHz.
Further discussion involved the acceptance test criteria that could be
realistically assessed by Rockwell before the antennas could be shipped
to JSC for detailed measurements.
A subsequent meeting was held in Anaheim on November 24, 1981
to establish an R&D modification effort, funded internally by Rockwell,
to improve the gain percentage coverage performance. After some lengthy
discussions, a protruding wedge-dipole configuation was proposed in an
attempt to increase the beamwidth of the array pattern by redistributing
the excess radiation of the 6.5-dBci peak gain. Elimination of the Orbiter
envelope restriction allowed the antenna to extend past the thermal tile
interface but, because of the radome thickness, this radical departure
from the present design will not be necessary. However, the wedge-dipole
design will allow the radiating currents to extend past the iris aperture
into the radome.
A further improvement in the shorting strap design was also
suggested. The present design has a "stepped" shorting strap located
above the plane of the dipoles. Although a strap behaves as an electrical
connection, it also carries high current density and is therefore part of
the radiating dipole. If the connection to the shorting strap was indented,
the radiating currents and, therefore, the dipole, will then be planar.
The Dredge-dipole design can be similarly modified to accommodate the ang-
ular relationships required. Although this design change is relatively
minor, such flaws can cause anomalous behavior and should be avoided.
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4.0	 CENTAUR/ORBITER COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSES
	
4.1	 Shuttle/Centaur
This month was devoted to completing the final report on the
Centaur systems analysis and preparing for the Centaur systems require-
ments review to be held at General Dynamics, San Diego, which was sub-
sequently cancelled.
	
5.0
	 TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM
	
5.1	 Progress_During „November
One additional technician was hired so that a total of three
technicians were working on the TV program during the month of November.
Two were part-time and worked four days a week. One was a job-shop tech-
nician who worked 35 hours a week.
The high-speed transmitter was completely assembled, and test-
ing and modification began. Performance of the system seemed to be opti-
mum at a sampling rate near 20 ms/s. The major factor preventing sampling
at 20 to 30 ms/s seemed to be the glitch produced by the DAC in the middle
of the range when switching from 01111111 to 10000000. This glitch is
apparently wide enough to produce an incorrect step command when the sam-
pling frequency is too high. This incorrect sample then causes the loop
to reverse its direction until the glitch settles down. The loop then
advances again and, if the glitch produced this time is large enough,
will once again reverse itself. It may therefore chatter when its tries
to cross the region where the MSB of the DAC input switches.
During November, the receiver used in the past with the old
transmitter was modified to operate with the high-speed transmitter in a
manner which would permit continuous variation of the sampling rate. A
phase-lock-loop was previously used to operate the receiver clock. This
loop tracked the transmitter clock which was an input to the receiver.
A countdown chain in the phase-lock-loop produced the various clock sig-
nals necessary to demultiplex the data stream and duplicate the calcula-
tions performed in the transmitter.
This phase-locked-loop had a limited capture range. In order
to vary the clock over a 2:1 frequency range, the modified receiver will
be supplied with both the sample clock and a "high-speed clock" which is
0
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four times the sample clock frequency. This extra signal from the
transmitter eliminates the requirement for a phase-lock-loop and there-
fore permits the receiver to function independently of the sample clock
rate to the limitations imposed by circuit delays.
5.2	 Problems
The impact of the loss of technician support in September has
not yet been completely overcome.
The high-speed ADC purchased to permit evaluation of the de-
giitched DAC failed during the testing process before evaluation had
really started.	 It apparently will take several weeks to get it
repaired.
5.3	 Plans for the Next Reporting Period
(1) Attempt to raise the sampling frequency up to 25 ms/s by
reducing the effect of the glitch on system performance
(2) Test the modified receiver with the high-speed transmitter
(3) Complete the paper design of the run-length encoder and
start fabrication
: (4) Start the design of the color system component splitter
and vertical synchronization detection circuitry.
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EXHIBIT C
	
1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
	
1.1
	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
The edited and revised draft is still being typed. Due to the
heavy typing load and extensive changes, typing of this document is ex-
pected to continue to be a lengthy process.
	
1.2	 Performance Considerations for Payloads When Contem latin
the Use of Direct Carrier Modulation
A review of the completed analysis was made. A summary of the
data rate constraints will be added. The report will be published next
month.
- -------- -
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EXHIBIT A
	
1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SGLS Transponder
to the PI and CIU
Axiomatix continues to analyze the SGLS transponder and Payload
Interrogator (PI) implementation in order to determine a signal-to-noise
specification at the Communication Interface Unit (CIU) input. To obtain
a worst-case specification, it is assumed that the IUS SGLS transponder
is at maximum range from the PI and that both the IUS transponder and the
PI are operating at specification.
	
1.2	 Cable Loss Degradation Between the PI and CIU
Axiomatix is continuing to analyze the incompatibility between
the PI output and the CIU input. Specifically, the PI minimum output is
specified at 1.6 U RMS, i.e., the same as the CIU input. But, because of
the 0.5 dB cable loss, the actual level at the CIU input is 1.5U RMS.
When the PI and CIU were tested together at ESTL, a buffer amplifier was
required between the PI output and the CIU to obtain expected performance.
Axiomatix is planning to discuss this problem with the ESTL test personnel
to determine the absolute requirement for the buffer amplifier.
	
1.3	 IUS Receiver Frequency Acquisition
The evaluation of receiver frequency acquisition has resulted
in the generation of a computer simulation of an AFC loop to verify the
Fokker-Planck results. The simulation written to date utilizes fixed
digital delays in the I and Q paths. This simulation works quite well;
however, it has been decided to simulate the AFC loop which utilizes
single-pole filters to create the I and Q path delays. This simulation
is being debugged.
	
2.0	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
It
Axiomatix participated in the regularly scheduled Monday con-
ference calls.
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	2.2
	 ADL Lien List
Axiomatix participated in a conference call with NASA/JSC and
NASA/KSC personnel to discuss the suitability of the ADL Ku-band equip-
ment at CITE and SRIF. Axiomatix discussed those ADL liens which should
be corrected for the proposed use of the equipment. Axiomatix is also
examining the ESTL lien list, which is more current, to determine which
deficiencies, if any, found in the ESTL unit would require correction on
the ADL unit. A memorandum detailing these corrections will be submitted
early in January.
	
3.0
	
S-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
3.1	 S-Band Forward Link Doppler Rate
The impact of the increased S-band forward link doppler rate
was evaluated. Analysis of the Costas loop threshold, code loop thresh-
old, data detection performance, and code acquisition performance were
performed. Negligible degradation (< 0.1 dB) is caused by the increased
doppler rate. A memorandum documenting the analyses and conclusions was
submitted for typing.
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EXHIBIT B
	1.0
	 KU-BAND RADAR/COMMUNICATION
	
1.1
	 Mode 2 Channel 2 Interference
Due to the inclusion of a suboptimum lowpass filter in the
mode 2 channel 3 port, certain types of channel 3 data can degrade chan-
nel 2 performance. The lowpass filter in the ADL and ESTL units has a
3-dB cutoff at 7 MHz, rather than the desired 5.5 MHz. Simulation results
show a 1-dB degradation in channel 2 data with random data in channel 3,
and a 2-dB degradation with a 2-MHz square wave in channel 3. ESTL mea-
sured degradation at 2.7 dB. The flight units have slightly better fil-
ters, with a 3-dB cutoff at 6.5 MHz; however, anticipating that a 2-MHz
square wave might not be worst case, HAC has stated that the channel 2
degradation may be as high as 4 dB. This is unsubstantiated, and HAC is
proceeding to simulate performance with the flight filters.
Although this link would still have a positive margin, the
actual degradation should be determined.
	
2.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
	
2.1
	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
The gain percentage coverages of the lower S-band quad flight
antennas were unacceptably low, indicating a serious design and production
problem. The antenna performance has degraded from 50% 4 dBci gain per-
centage coverage during the prototype phase to 0% for the two higher fre-
quencies for the latest set of flight model antennas. Although the per-
formance is inadequate, present plans call for its installation on the
Orbiter and anticipate a retrofit of an improved system at a later time.
Further tests will be conducted at the vendor in an attempt to
determine the cause of the problem, and the brassboard model is to be sent
to JSC for evaluation. The present vendor approach of ascribing the de-
graded performance to lossy individual components is not a fair represen-
tation of an antenna design whose peak gain was reduced from 6.5 dBci to
less than 4 dBci, which is a 2.5 dB degradation. It is more likely that
such a large insertion loss is due to an impedance mismatch resulting
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from VSWR accumulation effects on the overall system since this appears
to be a frequency-dependent problem.
Since the vendor is concentrating on rectifying the immediate
problem and is not considering any further design improvement programs
for evaluation, a study was completed on large switched-beam arrays us-
ing the present switched-beam technology. Multiple-beam high-gain-array
configurations were described which had low losses and were capable of
handling the high power levels used in the Shuttle Orbiter. The main
disadvantage of this proposal is the large number of electromechanical
switches required; therefore, a study on alternative switching techniques
has been initiated to investigate other methods to implement the switched-
beam approach with less hardware complexity.
	
3.0	 TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM
	
3.1	 Progress During December
The system was extensively tested, and data on picture quality
versus sampling rate, hysteresis level and values of 20 0 were gathered.
The high-speed transmitter had been designed to permit values of 2a 0 be-
tween two and 15 steps to be injected. Testing showed that large values
of 200 tended to degrade picture quality by increasing the background
noise level at the same time that it tended to reduce edge busyness.
Attempts to raise the sampling frequency centered on the DAC
performance. Four DAC's (same type, different units) were tested in a
fixture that simulated the actual transmitter layout. They all performed
about the same.
The paper design of the run-length encoder was completed far
enough that fabrication could begin. Perhaps 15% to 20% of the design
remained to be completed. The circuitry discussed generates 0e coded
format but does not provide the buffer memory.
Work on the color system component splitter and vertical syn-
chronization detection circuitry got under way.
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3.2	 Problems
While we have gathered data on DAC performance, we don't have
a solution to the glitch problem yet. At the present time, we are think-
ing of gating off the system clock for a cycle or two every time the most
significant bit of the DAC drive changes state. This should eliminate the
tendency to chatter at the expense of reduced frequency response for sig-
nals near the midpoint of the DAC range.
Shipping and vacation problems in December have delayed the
process of repairing the high-speed ADC.
	
3.3	 Plans for the Next Reporting Period
	 ;{
(1) Get the run-length encoder running (without buffer memory)
and start gathering statistics on different pictures
(2) Test the modified receiver with the high-speed transmitter
(3) Start design of the low-speed tri-state delta modulator.
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EXHIBIT C
1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSIS
1.1	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communication Update
F
	
	 The edited and revised draft is still being typed. Due to the
heavy typing load and extensive changes, typing of this document is expec-
t	 ted to continue to be a lengthy process.
1.2	 Performance Considerations for Payloads
When Contemplating_ th_eUse of Direct Carrier Modulation
It has been decided to combine the publication of the evaluation
on the analysis of performance considerations for payloads contemplating
using direct modulation of carrier with an updated analysis of PI false-
lock problems and revision of the nonstandard payload ICD.
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EXHIBIT A
#
1.0
	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
1.1	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SGLS Transponder
to the PI and CIU
#
	
	 Axiomatix continues to analyze the SGLS transponder and Payload
Interrogator (PI) implementation in order to determine a signal-to-noise speci-
fication at the Communication Interface Unit (CILI) input. To obtain a worst-
case specification, it is assumed that the IUS SGLS transponder is at maximum
!	 range from the PI and that both the IUS transponder and the PI are operating
at specification.
Axiomatix contacted Dean Cubley to discuss the ESTL and joint ESTL/
SAIL test of the end-to-end link. Dean has promised to forward the test re-
!	 port to Axiomatix so that we could evaluate the analytical results for the
same conditions tested at ESTL.
1.2
	 IUS Receiver Frequency Acquisition
IF
	
	 Simulation of the AFC loop which utilizes single-pole filters in the
I and Q paths was completed and successfully run. However, it was found that
a much higher effective sample rate is required for this implementation than
for the loop with the digital delays in the I and Q paths. A simulation mea-
surement of tracking variance agreed with the analytical results over a limited
range of C/N 0* Formulation of the noise in the analysis will be reexamined.
The technical memorandum documenting the analysis was released.
!	 2.0	 Kit-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
Axiomatix personnel attended a meeting at Rockwell on January 28 to
40	
discuss target effects on radar performance. In addition, Axiomatix personnel
participated in the regularly scheduled conference calls on January 4, 11 and
19, 1982.
2.2
	 Radar Target Effects
Axiomatix met with Rockwell and NASA personnel at Rockwell to dis-
cuss radar target effects. Our concern is that the target model used by HAC
consists of a single reflector which will probably not be accurate for close-in
0
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targets. Typical rendezvous profiles were presented by NASA which reinforced
our belief that a more accurate radar analysis should be developed to predict
close-in performance. Our concern is that the radar may wander over a multiple- 	 •I
reflector target and eventually wander off.
2.3	 ADL Lien List
Axiomatix has reexamined the ADL lien list and added additional items
from the latest ESTL lien list which may require fixing prior to use at KSC.
A memorandum [1] describing the suggested fixes has been submitted to NASA.
One additional item has surfaced since this memorandum was submitted: the 	 'I
Ku-band system will not transmit unless the antenna is fully deployed. This
implies either an additional modification to the EA-2, or a dummy DA, or a
real DA, perhaps without a reflector. These matters willl be discussed with s
NASA in more detail next month.
3.0
	 S-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
3.1
	 S-Band Forward Link Doppler Rate
The report documenting the impact of the increased S-band forward
_
	
	 link doppler rate was released. Analysis of the Costas loop threshold, code
loop threshold, data detection performance and code acquisition performance
showed that negligible degradation (< 0.1 dB) is caused by the increased dop-
pier rate.
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1.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
1.1
	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
The poor gain percentage coverage of the flight model S-band
switched-beam quad antennas is being analyzed by the vendor.	 Preliminary in-
dications are that the interconnnecting RF cables are responsible for the ad-
ditional losses measured, although other aspects of the antennas are being
investigated.	 A misalignment in the placement of the striplines in the hybrid
power splitters, for example, was another possible contributor to the perfor-
mance degradation. 	 Further analysis is being conducted.
2.0
	 TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM
2.1	 Progress During January
The run-length encoder was checked out under DC conditions, i.e., it
was stepped through all appropriate input sample sequences to verify that it
produced the proper output sequences.
Work on the two bench-mounted racks (each less than three feet tall)
which will hold the transmitter and receiver systems was begun.
	 The racks were
purchased, the power supply chassis were mechanically fabricated and wiring was
® started.	 System interconnect diagrams were drawn so that interfaces between
the various modules in the two racks would permit the maximum amount of func-
tional bypassing.
	
This permits the two outside ends of the link to be tested
by themselves by feeding signals directly between them.
	 As the rest of the
system is built, it can be tested by working inward from both ends of the
system.
An assembler was added to the staff of technicians alreaO-.i working
on fabrication and testing of the system in an attempt to make up iowic of the
lost time.
2.2	 Problems
The run-length encoder picture statistics test was postponed until
Marc h
 This was due in part to some design errors which had been corrected by
the end of January. The unavailability of appropriate peripheral testing cir-
cuitry did not permit counting of the number of data bits in a full picture
scan. This peripheral circuitry has yet to be designed.
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Testing of the modified receiver was begun, but some wiring errors
need to be corrected. These errors are in the process of being corrected.
Design of the low-speed tri-state delta modulation has been deferred
to February.
Serge! Udalov will be gone for about three weeks for medical tests
and, consequently, design of the analog portions of the system has to be de-
layed until his return.
2.3	 Plans for the Next Reporting Period
(1) Use the run-length encoder to gather picture statistics
(2) Test all three of the receivers, one high-speed and two low-
speed, with the high-speed transmitter
(3) Start design of the low-speed tri-state delta modulator
(4) Assemble a chassis containing all three receivers
(5) When the high-speed ADC comes back, evaluate the deglitched
DAC for use in the receiver
(6) Order a new, supposedly higher speed, DAC for evaluation in
the high-speed transmitter.
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EXHIBIT C
	
1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communications Update
The edited and revised draft is still being typed. Due to the heavy
typing load and extensive changes, typing of this document is expected to con-
tinue to be a lengthy process.
	
1.2	 Performance Considerations for Payload When Contemplating
the Use of Direct Carrier Modulation
An extensive analysis of PI false-lock phenomena with both direct and
subcarrier modulation of the carrier has been completed. Suitable constraints
for several types of modulation and data have been generated. Before Axiomatix
recommends a revision to the nonstandard payload ICD, however, we would like to
have NASA review our results.
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EXHIBIT A
1
1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
1.1	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SGLS Transponder
Axiomatix continues to analyze the SGLS transponder and Payload
Interrogator (PI) implementation in order to determine a signal-to-noise speci-
fication at the Communication Interface Unit (CIU) input. To obtain a worst-
case specification, it is assumed that the IUS SGLS transponder is at maximum
range from the PI and that both the IUS transponder and the PI are operating
at specification.
Axiomatix has not yet received the ESTL and joint ESTL/SAIL test of
the end-to-end link test report from Dean Cubley. This report is very germane
to our effort on this issue.
1.2	 IUS Receiver Frequency Acquisition
Simulation of the AFC loop which utilizes single-pole filters in the
I and Q paths was completed and successfully run. However, it was found that
a much higher effective sample rate is required for this implementation than
for the 'loop with the digital delays in the I and Q paths. A simulation mea-
surement of tracking variance agreed with the analytical results over a limited
range of C/N 0' We have made further simulation runs and reviewed some of Cahn's
published work in an effort to understand the difference between the analysis
and the simulation.
2.0
	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
During
 this reporting period, Axiomatix personnnel attended the
monthly program review at HAC on February 23, and participated in regularly
scheduled conference calls on February 1, 8 and 18, 1982.
2.2
	
ADL Lien List
Axiomatix was scheduled to discuss the proposed ADL fixes with NASA
J0
during ois reporting
	 p	  period. However, it was not possible to arrange a mutu-
ally convenient time for the discussion, which has been postponed until the
next reporting period.
2EXHIBIT B
1.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
1.1	 S-Band Antenna Performance Anal.vsis
A meeting was held at JSC on February 5, 1982 to discuss alternate
techniques to increase the gain coverage of the S-band quad antennas using
the brassboard model antennas. The fact that the crossed-dipole antennas are
flush mounted appears to limit the options available. JSC is investigating
the use of planar Archimedes spiral antennas to replace the crossed-dipole an-
tennas. It appears, however, that a "protruding" antenna which will extend
past the Orbiter vehicle envelope is necessary to correct the low off-axis
axial ratio, so the wedge-shaped-dipole concept was introduced in an attempt
	 ,;I
to create a larger normal (to the Orbiter ground plane) component of electric
	 max'
field for grazing angles of incidence.
Also discussed was the use of an air line to vary the phase shift
between the two crossed-dipole elements to determine if the orientations of
the two switched beams optimized the percentage gain coverage for the lossy
case.
A technical meeting was held in Anaheim on February 24, 1982 to 	 ti
discuss the results of the flight model performance degradation evaluation.
Rockwell/Anaheim did an exhaustive study of the quad antennas and discovered
that the flight model interconnecting RF cables were lossy. The substitution
of another type of cable decreased the overall antenna loss by 1 dB, and it
was felt that, once this cabin was qualified for use in space, it would solve
the poor gain percentage coverage anomaly.
2.0.	 TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM
2.1	 Meetings and Technical Conferences
Steve Schadelbauer stopped by Axiomatix on February 12 and viewed
the tri-state delta modulator picture quality. He was given two preliminary
interchassis cabling diagrams--one for the transmitter rack and one for the
receiver rack. Steve pointed out that NASA needs complete documentation with
our breadboard system when it is delivered. This means that, while special
formats are not required, legible schematics are needed for all modules, and
the interconnections between the modules must be documented.
i
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Steve also mentioned that, in general, his group is more concerned
with proving the feasibility of a concept than with size and power require-
ments.	 He did not give us specific technical directions to drop all final
'f
subsystem size and power concerns, but did say that, if we could save devel-
opment time or cost in a specific area by ignoring size and/or power, we
should consider it.
2.2	 Progress During February
Another technician was added so that we now have four people work-
ing on fabrication and testing.	 One of them works part-time, while the others
essentially work full-time.
Fabrication and wiring of the two power supply chassis were comple-
ted.	 Fabrication of the other chassis got under way, with mechanical work
begun on over half of the chassis.
	
Mechanical fabrication on the run-length all
encoder chassis was completed.'ta.
Electrical fabrication of the two "slow-speed" receiver ECL logic
-	 a
boards was essentially completed. 	 Some modifications designed to reduce ring-
ing on some lines still remain to be performed at the end of February. 	 The
new DAC's were received by the end of February, but have not yet been evaluated. +^	 ^	 1
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2.3
	 problems
ti
The process of getting all three receivers working from the high-
speed transmitter was not completed by the end of the month.
	
Both the "high-
speed" receiver and the two "slow-speed" receivers were partially operational
by the end of February.
The problems that were solved during this month -included:
(1)	 Establishing the proper polarity of a number of interface signals
between the transmitter and the receiver. 	 Since these signals are run over dif-
ferential ECL signals, the polarity reversal merely means interchanging two wires.
(2)	 A design problem in the 2A O injection logic in the receiver.
This logic had to be modified to agree with the high-speed transmitter 2AO
injection logic and there was an error in the modifications.
(3)	 A couple of pins had short-Rd together in the transmitter. 	 This
11 short changed the computations performed in the transmitter but, since the change
took place in a closed-loop system,it was still possible for the transmitter feed-
back signal to follow the analog input signal.
	 Incidentally, this short may well
have been present in the transmitter when Steve Schadelbaur visited Axiomatix.
HIV
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(4) A design problem in the transmitter permitted the 
ax 
register
to assume a nonzero value during the period when the horizontal reset pulse was
i3	 holding b0
 in the receiver at zero. Thus, the transmitter and receiver could
start out, when the horizontal synchronization pulse terminated, with differ- 	 '!
ent values in the ox register, or equivalent, which would produce an offset in
their output voltages. These offsets, which might or might not occur, would
produce streaked receiver pictures.
The result of correcting the problems discovered during February
plus the normal wiring errors have gotten us to the point where the receiver 	 i
will, under certain conditions, copy the transmitter. These conditions include
a fairly low sampling rate of approximately 12 Msymbois/s and certain values of
2A0 injection. For other values of 2A0 injection, the transmitter and receiver
do not track at any sampling rate.
The repaired ADC was received during the reporting period. Investi-
gations revealed that it would not function properly with our video input. We 	 x;
discovered that Analog Devices sent us a 0-to-10 V ADC instead of the ±0.5V
range that we wanted. We have returned the ADC to Analog Devices to be modi-
fied into a ±0.5 V unit.
2.4	 Plans for the Next Reporting Period
(1) Resolve the problem between the high-speed transmitter and the 	 E
receiver
t
(2) Following the completion of (1) above, continue running the s
picture statistics
(3) Modify a board schematic for the high-speed transmitter so that
we can test the new DAC in the system
(4) Complete assembly of the low-speed receiver chassis.
N 'I
5EXHIBIT C
	
1.0	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communications Update
The edited and revised draft is still being typed. Due to the heavy
typing load and extensive changes, typing of this document is expected to con-
tinue to be a lengthy process.
	
1.2	 Performance Considerations for Payloadsoads When Contemplating
the Use of Direct Carrier Modulation
A revision of the extensive analysis of PI false-lock phenomena with
both direct and subcarrier modulation of the carrier has been undertaken. Some
of the constraints for several types of modulation and data are being reexamined.
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1.0
	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1
	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SGLS Transponder
to the PI and CIU
Axiomatix continues to analyze the SGLS transponder and Payload
Interrogator (PI) implementation in order to determine a signal-to-noise speci-
fication at the Communication Interface Unit ( CIU) input. To obtain a worst-
case specification, it is assumed that the IUS SGLS transponder is at maximum
range from the PI and that both the IUS transponder and the PI are operating
at specification.
Axiomatix has not yet received the ESTL and joint ESTL/SAIL test of
the end-to -end link test report from Dean Cubley. This report is very germane
to our effort on this issue. Axiomatix contacted Dean Cubley to find out if
the report was available yet. Dean stated that it was not, but that Axiomatix
was on the distribution and he expected the report to be released soon. No
work will be done on this until the report has been received.
	
1.2	 IUS Receiver Frequent Acquisition
The AFC simulation was modified to include software needed to gather
statistics on the loop acquisition time as a function of offset and C/N 0* It
was found, however, that a better lock detector is required than one that just
declares lock when the frequency error is less than B L . We are currently exam-
ining sev,ral alternative lock detectors.
	
2.0
	
KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel participated in
regularly scheduled conference calls on March 1, 8 and 15.
	
2.2	 AOL Lien List
The conference call to discuss the ADL lien list has been postponed
again. It is anticipated that this call will take place next month since any
continued delay in resolving the lien could jeopardize the timely availability
of the ADL unit at KSC.
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2.3	 Bode I Channel I Return Link Performance
In response to a NASA request, Axiomatix examined the performance of
channel I in the absence of data from channels 2 and 3. The concern was that
f
the tracking loops might misbehave due to lack of data transition. The 8.5-MHz
subcarrier loop should experience no difficulty in tracking, with or without
channel 2 data. The channel 3 link is specified to operate with all-zero input
due *) the inclusion of G 2
 inversion. The channel 3 regenerated clock will
idle at the low end of the range, and alternating groups of five ones and zeros
will be modulated on the channel 3 link; however, the input to channels 2 and
3 should be terminated to provide noise immunity.
s
3EXHIBIT B
1.0
	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
1.1
	 S-Band Antenna performance Analysis
While awaiting the results of the modification program to replace the
lossy RF cables, the overall JSC flight model antenna measurement results were
reviewed. It is difficult to assess any meaningful conclusions due to the degra-
ded performance of the antenna.
A technical meeting presenting the results of the upgraded flight model
antennas will be held in the latter part of April after testing at JSC.
2.0
	
TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM
0
	
2.1	 Meetings/Technical Conferences
Don Roberts visited JSC March 10-11, 1982. On March 10, he and Steve
Schadelbauer reviewed details of the schematics of the high-speed transmitter and
the run-length encoder. A video cassette recording was delivered to NASA. This
0
	
	
recording demonstrated the quality of digitized monochrome pictures for various
sampling rates.
On March 11, a meeting was held at JSC to review the status of the
programs; attendees included:
01	 J. Buntyn
	
D. Roberts
R. Linney	 S. Schadelbauer
J. McLeod	 V. Studer
D. Noble
	 H. Vang
0
9
s
K. Vorhaben
This meeting reviewed the current technical approaches and anticipated schedule.
The Axiomatix recommendation that the I and Q channels be implemented
without run-length encoding prompted Harold Vang to suggest that the I and Q
delta modulators be designed so that they could be used in the bistate mode as
well as in the tri-state mode. If picture quality is not adversely affected by
using bistate delta modulation on the chrominance signals, the data rate required
can be minimized by requiring only one bit per sample. Since we are planning to
implement the low-speed tri-state delta modulators with all-digital circuitry
(including the comparators) by using an A/D converter, the capability to vary the
hysteresis down to zero must be kept in mind during the design process.
9
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Several other questions arose from the March 11 discussion, including
including:
(1) Why was our (Axiomatix) particular run-length-encoding algorithm
chosen?
(2) Why isn't a 32-bit-long codeword adequate? Why do we have to
increase the length to 64 bits?
(3) What constraints are imposed on the downlink multiplier by the
TV digitizer circuitry?
(4) What are the design options in connection with the downlink MUX?
(5) Is it a complete test of the system concept to build a system
that doesn't multiplex in the voice channel with the digital video data?
2.2	 Progress During March
A significant improvement in performance was achieved in transmitter
operation becuase of attempts to improve receiver operation. For some time,
the operation of the older design receivers, when driven by the high-speed
transmitter, has been a problem. Even after correcting mistakes in the imple-
mentation of the algorithm, the receivers would not operate properly. The pic-
ture reproduced by the receiver would appear to have streaks in it which were
not present in the picture reproduced by the transmitter.
After several receiver boards were built and tested, they demonstra-
ted the same problem. This fact indicated that the problem might actually be
in the transmitter. Under the condition that the receiver and transmitter
arithmetic sections operate identically, the receiver output should exactly
duplicate the transmitter feedback signal under laboratory conditions. Since
they didn't, it meant that the two arithmetic sections must have been perform-
ing different calculations under what should be almost identical conditions.
Since the receiver is supplied with reclocked versions of the B vector, it is
hard to imagine its arithmetic section making an error at suitably slow sample
rates. The transmitter, however, is using the direct output of two comparators
to make arithmetic decisions.
In order to eliminate the possibility that the transmitter arithmetic
9	 section was receiving incorrect commands during times when the B vector was
changing, the decoding was changed to a Gray code from the previous code which
K *k^_
u ^
4
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had been chosen to permit the simplest decoding logic.
	 The term Gray code, as
b used here, simply means that the bits b0 and b 1 which define the three-state B
vector, are redesignated so that any transition in the B vector will require the
change of only one bit.	 That is, b0 and b 1 will never have to change from 00
to 11 to signify the change from B =0 to B= -1, as did the old code.
After the change was made in the transmitter, its performance seemed
to be significantly improved. 	 In particular, the system now reproduces an NTSC
color signal accurately enough at sampling rates significantly below 20 Ms/s
that a color monitor recognizes it as a color signal.
	 With the previous decod-
ing approach, a color monitor would not respond to a color signal which had
been digitized until the sampling rate was very near 20 Ms/s.
Color reproduction at a sampling rate of 15 Ms/s is not satisfactory
in the sense that colors are not properly reproduced, but some colors do pretty
well	 (blue, for example) and others do rather poorly.
As a result of this improved transmitter performance, the receiver
chassis logic is being modified in order to be compatible with the transmitter.
A video tape of the performance of the system driven by a composite color sig-
nal at various sampling rates was mailed to Steve Schadelbauer.
Near the end of March, the eight-bit high-speed A/D module was re-
0
ceived from Analog Devices.
	
This module works properly on video signals, and
evaluation of different DAC's for use in the receiver has begun. 	 Preliminary t
results indicate that the Analog Devices Model MDD-0820-A deglitched DAC does",
a better job of reproducing a picture than the Model MDS-E-0815. 	 Testing is
not complete yet, however, so this conclusion may be modified by further work.
2.3	 Problems
The principal problem is the effort which has been expended to get the
transmitter and receiver working together properly.	 While some very positive
results are being obtained, the amount of time taken hFs exceeded expectations
and this has delayed work on the run-length encoder.
2.4	 Plans for Next Month
(1)	 Finish modifying the receiver boards and start running pictures
through a tri-state delta modulator
(2)	 Complete testing of the various DAC's to determine the effect
of output glitches on picture quality
(3)	 Fire up the run-length encoder and gather some picture statistics.
i
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EXHIBIT C
1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
1.1	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communications Update
6 The edited and revised draft is still being typed. Due to the heavy
typing load and extensive changes, typing of this document is expected to con-
tinue to be a lengthy process.
1.2	 Performance Considerations for Payloads When Contemplating
®	 the Use of Direct Carrier Modulation
A revision of the extensive analysis of PI false-lock phenomena with
both direct and subcarrier modulation of the carrier has been undertaken. Some
	
al
of the constraints for several types of modulation and data have been reexamined.
V	
The report is now being typed. 	 ni
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aEXHIBIT A
1.0
	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
1.1	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SGLS Transponder
To the PI and CIU
Axiomatix continues to analyze the SGLS transponder and Payload
Interrogator (PI) implementation in order to determine a signal-to-noise speci-
fication at the Communication Interface Unit (CIU) input. To obtain a worst-
case specification, it is assumed that the IUS SGLS transponder is at maximum
range from the PI and that both the IUS transponder and the PI are operating
at specification.
Axiomatix has not yet received the ESTL and joint ESTL/SAIL test of
the end-to-end link test report from Dean Cubley. This report is very germane
to our effort on this issue. Axiomatix contacted Dean Cubley to find out if
the report was available yet. Dean stated that it was not, but that Axiomatix
was on the distribution and he expected the report to be released soon. No
work will be done on this until the report has been received.
1.2	 IUS Receiver Frequency Acquisition
A "sliding window" averager was implemented as a lock detector.
However, it still is felt that this is not the best approach for frequency lock
detection for the AFC. Consequently, an approach suggested by Cahn, followed
by a single-pole filter, will be tried next.
2.0
	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
'	 2.1
	 Meetincs and Conferences
}	 During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel participated in
' regularly scheduled conferences on April 13, 19 and 26. In addition, Axiomatix
participated in a conference call on April 8 to discuss the ADL lien list. This
latter call involved KSC and Air Force personnel as well as Rockwell and JSC.
tl
2.2	 ADL Lien List
The liens relevant to use of the ADL unit at KSC were discussed during
a conference call with NASA and Air Force personnel on April 8. Axiomatix and
Rockwell independently generated a list of items from the ADL and ESTL lien
. ,:
0
1lists which contains those deficiencies requiring attention prior to use of the
ADL unit at KSC. Axiomatix has not yet examined the Rockwell list, but discus-
sion during the conference call indicated that the two lists were in substantial
agreement, One item not covered on either list is the question of how to enable
the transmitter without a DMA connected to the EA-1. The concern is that the 	 j
EA-1 will inhibit the transmitter without master index pulses (MIP's) generated
by the DMA.
	 j
2.3
	 Mode 2 Channel 2 Performance
HAC has measured mode 2 channel 2 degradation of 3 dB due to data in
channel 3. This i s measured as an increase in Eb/NO to maintain a 10
-5
 BER. A
prior Axiomatix study [1] of channel 2 performance indicates that the degradation
should be less than I dB. We suspect that a test equipment problem may be con-
tributing to this excessive degradation and will continue to investigate the
problem.
2.4	 Ku-Band Performance Assessment
Axiomatix has reexamined the forward and return link performance char-
	
.,;_,..,'
acteristics of the Ku -band communication system, taking into account the revised 	 E :
values of certain Ku-band parameters. In particular, forward link flux density
at the Orbiter has been refined to include updated knowledge of TDRS EIRP. The
Ku--band subsystem forward link implementation losses have been increased from
3.0 to 3.5 dB. The return link distortions have been revised to incorporate the
current characteristics. These results will be detailed in a forthcoming
document.
[1]"Ku-Band Bent -Pipe Mode 2 BER Performance Degradation," Axiomatix Report
No. R8102-4, February 13, 1981.
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0	 EXHIBIT B
1.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
1.1
	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
Preliminary analysis of the antenna pattern measurements at JSC
indicate that the performance of the demonstration set of S-band quad antennas
appears to have corrected the degraded results of the first flight model quad
antennas.	 For example, the peak gain values were comparable to the prototype 	 i
model that gave 51% 4 dBci coverage. 	 This improvement is attributed primarily
to the use of microporous coaxial cables and more extensive tuning.
	 However,
it is not expected that further performance improvements are possible with this
two-element/two-beam configuration.
The technical evaluation review to be held at JSC has been postponed
from the latter part of April to the first part of May.
2.0
	 TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
2.1
	
Progress
Two of the three receiver boards which were built were modified to
the new B vector decoding scheme and tested with the high-speed transmitter.
W They produced good pictures, equivalent to those produced by the transmitter
feedback at sampling rates of greater than 14 Ms/s.
	
Above 15 Ms/s, however,
more and more streaks appear in the picture at the receiver output that are not
present in the transmitter feedback signal.
Testing on four different DAC's was completed in April, and the re-
sults were rather interesting.
	 Even though these DAC's were used in an open-
loop-system, where their output was applied directly to the video monitor and
did not interact with any other electronics, three of the DAC's were good if
properly implemented.
	 The presence of glitches in the remaining DAC output
was clearly visible.
The fixture used for this test contains an A/D converter (Analog
Devices #MATV-0820) which can sample the analog input voltage at up to 20 Ms/s.
Its output is an eight-bit parallel word at TTL levels.
	
This output was ap-
lied directly to the "deglitched DAC" (Analog Devices #MDD-0820), along with a
V.6
1
clock O gnal to strobe the internal register in the DAC. This DAC performed
1	 as advertised by producing a picture on the monitor which was essentially in-
distinguishable from that produced by the original analog signal.
The remaining three DAC's tested required ECL input levels, so the
tester used converter chips to convert to ECL from the TTL output of the ADC,
0
	
	 When first tested, the two DAC's which dial not have internal storage registers
plainly showed the effects of glitches in their output. The picture on the
monitor appeared to be very noisy at a particular grey level. The effects of
the glitches seemed more noticeable in a black and white picture than in a
color picture.
Because the differential signal delays in the TTL-to-ECL converters
might produce significant skewing in the DAC drive signals, a register of ECL
flip-flops was added to reclock the converted A/D output. The picture quality
*	 was then examined again. Under these conditions, the MDSE-0815E DAC produced
acceptable picture quality. Without the buffer register, it produced a noisy
r,
picture due to the glitches on its output at midrange.
The HDS-0810E DAC displayed a visible glitch problem even with the
ECL register driving it. This was somewhat worse without the ECL register in
the signal path.
The fastest DAC (HDG-0805) had an internal register to deskew its
inputs, so the external ECL register did not affect its performance. The pic-
ture produced by this DAC did not show the noise caused by the midrange glitch
visible with some other DAC types, but did produce a picture somewhat different
from the other three DAC types. At first glance, it appeared to be somewhat
noisier for all values of the grey scale. This was probably due to its faster
response time, which produced better resolution and sharper intensity steps
and gave the effect of a noisy picture.
During April, the process of demodulating and remodulating NTSC
format signals got under way with the design and test of color component matrix
combiner circuitry and the ordering of commercial equipment which demodulates
NTSC-to-RGB formats and also converts RGB formats back to NTSC.
The run-length encoder was tested under actual operating conditions
and seems to work past 14 Ms/s. Work on a high-speed receiver has begun.
PP
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2.2	 Problems
The receiver orginally built to operate with the old 11 Ms/s transmitter
has been able to operate with the high-speed transmitter only up to 14 - 15 Ms/s.
Attempts to improve its performance have added perhaps l MHz to its sampling
rate, but have not provided a receiver capable of the desired 20 to 25 Ms/s.
In order to eliminate the receiver speed problem, a new high-speed receiver is
being built based on the technique used to build the high-speed transmitter.
The present design of the run-length encoder has a similar speed prob-
lem which limits its operation to somewhere around the 15 Ms/s sample rate; how-
ever the process of improving its operating speed is being initiated by splitting
up heavily loaded signal lines into two groups, This speed improvement effort
has delayed the gathering of picture statistics.
The commercial equipment needed for the NTSC-to-RGB demodulation and
remodulation suffers from some intermittent connector contact problem and RFI
susceptibility to signals radiated from our digital circuitry. This RFI prob-
lem was greatly reduced or eliminated by hard wiring a synchronizing signal
between the demodulator and remodulator chassis. The connector problem can be
cured, when it occurs, by unplugging and plugging in the modules in the demodu-
lator chassis and bq cycling power,
	
2.3
	 Plans For Next Month
(1) Complete fabrication of the high-speed receiver and begin
checkout
(2) Tie the complete system together by using the high-speed trans-
mitter and one receiver for the Y channel and feeding I and Q directly from
the transmitter rack to the receiver rack to determine picture quality
(3) Modify the run-length encoder to increase its operating speed
and gather picture statistics
(4) Package the two slow-speed receivers in a common chassis
(5) Mount the NTSC to the Y, I and Q demodulator and remodulator
circuitry in the transmit and receive racks and start system checkout.
9
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EXHIBIT C
	
1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communications Update
The edited and revised draft is still being typed. Due to the heavy
typing load and extensive changes, typing of this document is expected to con-
tinue to be a lengthy process. However, we are getting close to completing
the typing.
	
1.2	 Performance Considerations for Payloads When Contemplating
the Use of Direct Carrier Modulation
A revision of the extensive analysis of PI false-lock phenomena with
both direct and subcarrier modulation of the carrier was completed, This anal-
ysis has shown that some modulation modes at subcarrier frequencies less than
250 kHz are usable. A revision to the ICD is being written .
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EXHIBIT A
	1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1
	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SCLS Transponder
to the PI an	 I
Axiomatix has received the report "System Verification Test Data
Package for SSO/Shuttle Pallet Satellites-01 Transponder Tests" and begun to
review it. Receipt of this report has been the pacing item in continuing the
analysis. At present, however, the major emphasis is to solve the PSP bit syn-
chronization false-lock problem.
	
1.2	 IUS Receiver Frequency Acquisition
The AFC lock detector sugggested by Cahn was implemented in the simu-
lation and found to perform satisfactorily. Its expected performance was anal-
yzed and it was found that the simulation results agreed quite well with the
analytical results. This effort has been put "on hold" until the PSP bit syn-
chronization false-lock has been solved.
	
2.0
	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	
2.1	 Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel participated in
regularly scheduled conference calls on May 3, 10, 17 and 24. No monthly pro-
gram review was scheduled.
	
2.2
	 ADL Lien List
®
	
	
Axiomatix expressed a concern, covered in the last monthly report,
that the Ku-band transmitter would be inhibited without a DMA to provide MIP's.
This implies that special provisions must be made, in either EA-1 software or
external hardware, to enable the transmitter. A closer examination indicated
that the obscuration override bit from the MDM can be used to enable the trans-
mitter in the absence of MIP's, thus obviating the need for modifications to
the system.
10
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22.3	 Mode 2 Channel 2 Performance
Axiomatix has reexamined the mode 2 channel 2 performance with data
in channel 3 and again concluded that channel 2 degradation should not exceed
1 dB. Hughes has rerun the test and concluded that the prior test setup was
incorrect; the measured degradation is now 0.6 dB.
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EXHIBIT B
	
1.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
	
1.1	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
The demonstration model Shuttle Orbiter S-band quad antenna pattern
measurements were reviewed at the Shuttle Antenna Program Review held at JSC on
May 13, 1982. Basically, the modifications, which included replacing the lossy
RF interconnect cables, restored the same performance as the earlier prototype
model which achieved approximately 50% 4-dBci and 80% 2-dBci percentage gain
coverages. Rockwell argued that, because the installed Orbiter RF cable losses
were 2 dB lower than budgeted, the effective percentage gain coverage specifi-
cation will be met without im posing the high-percentage gain coverage specifi-
cation on the quad antennas.
JSC discussed its breadboard high-gain phase-array program using 16
microstrip radiating elements with PIN diode phase shifters. Rockwell similarly
proposed an improved antenna system using a medium-gain/three- and five-element
"cross" switched-beam configuration, which was described earlier in Axiomatix
Report No. R8106-4, that utilized existing flight hardware and, thus, imposed
minimal implementation difficulties. The number of switched beams is directly
related to the number of switches used, as is the percentage gain coverage.
While Rockwell proposes three-element/four-beam systems and five-element/eight-
beam systems, it should be remembered that the number of beans can be doubled
by the simple addition of another switch in series, which adds only 0.2 dB more
loss. This increased number of beams can readily compensate for any roll pat-
tern coverage anomalies arising from the complex Orbiter curved surfaces, which
has contributed significantly to the degraded performance.
	
1.2	 Payload Signal Processor Bit Synchronization False Lock
During ESTL tests, it was found that the TRW PSP bit synchronizer
would false lock under conditions of high SNR. Axiomatix has started an effort
to understand the cause of this problem and to solve it with minimal impact.
As v rt o 'his ^'fort, Axiomatix has attended meetings/demonstrations at TRW
and RI and has had extensive communication with Bret Parrish of JSC. Axiomatix
has analyzed the presummer saturation and started review and analysis of the
algorithms. Critical parameters within the algorithms are being analyzed for
suitability and optimality.
n
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42.0	 TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
2.1	 Progress
2.1.1	 Analog/Interface Circuitry
A major accomplishment for this reporting interval was the completion
®
	
	 and successful testing of the two signal conversion matrices (RGB-to-YIQ and
YIQ-to-RGB). One of the matrices (RGB/YIQ) converts the RGB signals provided
by the Lenco Model DCD-363 chroma demodulator into the YIQ signals required
by the three-channel TSDM. The second matrix (YIQ/RGB) converts the YIQ sig-
nals output by the TSMD into the RGB formats required by the Lenco Model CCE-
850 encoder. Thus, when the two matrices are back to back between the demod-
ulator and encoder, the NTSC signal at the input of the demodulator can be
processed in the YIQ format prior to reappearing at the output of the encoder
as the NTSC signal.
When the two matrices were properly adjusted, the quality and color
balance of the color signal appearing at the TV monitor was essentially the
same as that of the signal processed by the demodulator/encoder combinat7on
alone.
Availability of the RGB/YIQ and YIQ/RGB matrices permitted Axiomatix
to test a high-speed TSDM transmitter in the luminescence channel. For these 	 {zT
tests, the I and Q signals were applied directly to the color encoder (pending	 '.
completion of the I and Q delta modems) while the high-speed delta modem was
included in the Y channel (i.e., the luminescence channel). The reconstructed
signal quality was far superior to that obtained by direct delta modulation/
demodulation of the composite NTSC color format signal.
2.1.2	 Digital Circuitry	 I
Fabrication of the high-speed receiver boards was completed; work on
the chassis for them was 80% completed.
i 	 The run-length encoder was modified and speed performance improved.
r
	
	
Run-length encoder picture statistics were run at rates of 5 Ms/s to 15 Ms/s,
and the results seem to fit expectations fairly well. The efficiency, as mea-
sured in bits per sample, improves as the sampling rate increases. Changing
the sampling rate from 10 Ms/s to 15 Ms/s produced a drop in the bits per sam-
ple value of 16 -22%, depending on the picture being scanned.
iL
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The hysteresis has a major impact upon the number of bits per sample.
m
	
	
As the hysteresis is reduced, the TSDM turns into a bistate system which will
have a coding efficiency of two bits per sample. Our encoding scheme is de-
signed to make use of the sequences of zeros in the delta modulator output.
When they are eliminated by zeroing hysteresis, the encoding algorithm produces
two bits for every sample since both +1 and -1 samples are represented by two
bits in the output data stream.
In a similar fashion, if the TSDM is improperly biased so that it
clips much of the time, the run-length encoder efficiency will approach two
bits per sample because, when the TSDM is "against the stops," it outputs solid
+1 or -1 S-vector values.
With these general conclusions as a background, some preliminary
efficiency numbers may be stated. A picture of a human face had bits per sam-
ple numbers varying from 0.587 up to 1.01 for usable values of hysteresis.
Naturally, as the encoding efficiency is improved by increasing hysteresis, the
picture quality eventually starts to degrade as "contouring" or "plateauing"
appears in the reconstructed picture. We intend to evaluate these trade-offs.
2.2	 Problems
The run-length encoder speed needs to be increased. This will be ac-
complished by reducing the loading of certain critical chips. The reduced load-
ing will allow us to approach the designed speed potential of the chip-time delay
specifications.
2.3	 P'i ans for Next Month
(1) Complete the checkout of the two low-speed transmitters and
receivers
(2) Complete the checkout of the high-speed receiver
(3) Modify the run-length encoder to further increase its operating
speed
(4) Design, fabricate and check out the buffer memory used in con-
junction with the run-length encoder and decoder.
(5) Design and fabricate the run-length decoder
(6) Complete the design of the horizontal and vertical synchroniza-
tion and encoding/decoding circuits
(7) Commence final
	
system integration and test.#
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EXHIBIT C
	
1.0	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 lasers' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communications Update
Typing of the revised draft has been completed and its review and
proofreading are currently underway.
	
1.2	 Performance Considerations
The report documenting the analysis for nonstandard payload modula-
tion, along with our recommendations, has been released. Feedback from JSC
would be appreciated. The ICD revision is being prepared.
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EXHIBIT A
^ 1
1.0 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
1.1 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SOLS Transponder
to the	 a n
No progress has been made on this task due to the concentration of
effort on the PSP bit synchronizer false-lock problem.
1.2 IUS Receiver Frequency Acquisition
No progress has been made on this task due to the concentration of
effort on the PSP bit synchronizer false-lock problem,
i
2.0 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
2.1 Meetings and Conferences
kk"
,`r5
During this reporting period, Axiomatix personnel participated in a
regularly scheduled Monday conference call on June 21. No additional	 work was
done on this portion of the contract during June.
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EXHIBIT B
1.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
1.1	 Payload Signal Processor Bit Synchronication False Lock
Two technical memoranda were written in June which summarized
Axiomatix's work on this problem. The first, "PSP Bit Synchronizer NRZ False-
Lock Status Interim Report," summarized Axiomatix's preliminary appraisal of
the problem. The second, "PSP NRZ Lock Detector and Loop Control Signal Phase
Error Range of Operation at High SNR--Interim Report," documented the analyses
and conclusions made by Axiomatix concerning the problem. This report conclu-
ded that, at high SNR, the lock detector constant of 6.5 is too small and
should be increased. Further analysis to determine an optimum value of this
constant is continuing.
2.0	 TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
2.1	 Meetings/Technical Conferences
No meetings or conferences were held during this reporting period.
2.2	 Progress
2.2.1	 Analog/ Interface Circuitry
The main activity during this month was the design of the horizontal
and vertical synchronization and encoding/decoding circuitry. This design is
based on the utilization of Fairchild's model 32626 and 3262A TV synchronization
generator chips. The 3262E is used in the transmitter to develop the frame and
horizontal line synchronization pulses. These pulses are then applied to the
delta modulator's run-length encoder as "tags" used to identify the start of
the frame as well as the start and end of each horizontal line. At the receiv-
er, the frame and horizontal line synchronization pulses are detected and ap-
plied to the 3262A chip, which then regenerates the composite synchronization
signal used to synchronize the TV display scan at the receive site. Prelimi-
nary estimates indicate that the clock (black and white or color) frequency
stability is not critical at the receive site, provided it is not drastically
pcor, because of the "reset on each horizontal line" capability of the 3262A
chip. Such resetability minimizes the effect of oscillator drift (at the
receive site) on the frame-to-frame synchronization.
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2.2.2	 Digital Circuitry
The checkout of two "low-speed" transmitters has been completed.
These transmitters are to be used to delta modulate the I and Q channels.
Because of the relatively narrow bandwidths of these channels, i.e., 1.5 MHz
and 0.5 MHz, respectively, the sampling capability of these transmitters does
not have to be in excess of about 10 Msps. Thus, in order to expedite the de-
velopment effort, the design architecture of the first delta-modulated trans-
mitter built by Axiomatix is utilized in these two transmitters.
The two transmitters were utilized in the I and Q channels and the
resulting picture quality was evaluated subjectively. The Y-channel video was
not delta modulation processed for these tests, but was applied directly to the
YIQ/RGB matrix where it was combined with the delta-modulated video signal of
the I and Q channels. The quality of the resulting color picture was excel-
lent and it was difficult to tell that the I and Q channels were processed by
a delta modulator. A problem of excessive edge busyness was encountered only
when the sampling rates of the two channels got close to the Nyquist rate of
I and Q channel filters.
Another accomplishment during this period was the completion of the
buffer memory design which is to be used with the run-length (R/L) encoder and
decoder. The RA decoder design has also been initiated.
2.3
	 Problems
Increasing the operational speed of the present R/L encoder still
remains to be implemented. Means for accomplishing this are being actively
investigated. Also, checkout of the high-speed receiver Y-channel delta demod-
ulator has not yet been initiated due to the concentration of effort in the R/L
encoder/decoder area.
2.4
	 Plans for Next Month
(1) Complete the checkout of the two low-speed receivers
(2) Initiate the checkout of the high-speed receiver
(3) Modify the R/L encoder to further increase its operating speed
(4) Fabricate and check out the buffer memory used in conjunction
with the R/L encoder and decoder
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(5) Fabricate the R/L decoder
(6) Complete the testing of the horizontal and vertical synchroni-
zation and encoding/decoding circuitry
(7) Continue with final system integration and test.
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EXHIBIT C
	
1.0	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 Users` Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communications update
Final proofreading of the retyped, revised draft is in process.
	
1.2	 Performance Considerations
No work on the ICD revision was performed for nonstandard payload
modulation due to the commitment to solve the PSP false-lock problem.
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2EXHIBIT B
	
1.0	 S-SAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
	
1.1	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
The Rockwell proposal to develop an improved S-band quad antenna
using the Axiomatix "cross" five-element configuration prompted a more detailed
evaluation of the design. As a result, the switched-beam phase relationships
were reexamined and a significantly better scheme evolved, one which was not
immediately obvious. Since a similar switched-beam scheme has also been pro-
posed for the Centaur'vehic l e, documenting the results here was considered to
be appropriate.
This modified configuration avoids the "double-angle broadside gap"
described earlier in Axiomatix Report No. R8112-4, where the two adjacent near-
broadside beams were pointed ±0 for an angular separation of 20. In order to
avoid this problem, it was suggested that the one-beam position be sacrificed
while having a redundant broadside beam. With this improved phase relationship
scheme, the beams are equispaced and separated by the same angle, 0' = 20/3,
without losing a beam position. Note that the near-broadside beams are now
±0/3. The only design criteria is then the selection of the number of beams
in each plane and, therefore, the number of switches required.
In order to dramatically demonstrate the desirability of adding
another switch in series, which doubles the number of beam positions at the
cost of only 0.2 dB additional loss, the phase relationships for the two-,
three- and four-switch configurations are shown in Figures 1 -3 for four,
eight and 16 beams in each plane, respectively. It should be noted that a sim-
ilar switching arrangement exists in the orthogonal plane so that various com-
binations of beam positions, up to a maximum of 256, are possible for four
switches in each plane for each of the four quad antennas. Although this
might be considered "overkill," the points to be emphasized are that the sim-
ple addition of another switch in each circuit greatly increases the potential
advantages of switched-beam technology by doubling the number of beams, and the
resultant availability of a large number of beam positions easily compensates
for the unpredictable performance which has plagued the quad antenna program
due to the curved Orbiter shape.
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1.2	 Payload Signal Processor Bit Synchronization False Lock
Analysis of the lock detector continued, with the effects of noise
being added to the analysis. This part of the analysis proved to be more dif-
ficult than originally contemplated and several approaches were tried before a
tractable analytical technique was developed. The purpose of this analysis is
to determine optimum filter and threshold parameter values.
A technical memorandum, "Recommendations on PSP Bit Synchronizer De-
sign Change," was also issued. Axiomatix also supported the July 27 TRW pro-
gram review meeting in which the PSP problems were extensively discussed.
Axiomatix continued to coordinate and consult closely with b)th TRW and NASA
regarding the ASP problems.
2.0
	
TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
2.1	 Meetings/Technical Conferences
A meeting was held on July 26 between Axiomatix and NASA personnel,
with John MacLeod and Jack Johnson representing NASA. U.S. Air Force repre-
sentatives were expected at this meeting but, due to other commitments, they
could not attend. The purpose of the meeting was to review.the status of the
TV digitizer program and discuss the anticipated schedule modifications.
2.2	 Progress
2.2.1
	 Analog/Interface Circuitry
Successful synchronization of the 3262A chip by means of the frame
and horizontal line synchronization pulses derived from a 3262B chip was demon-
strated during the reporting period. The frame synchronization pulse was sin-
gled out during the odd field retrace by special timing circuitry at the Tx end
of the system. The horizontal reset pulses were derived by coincidence gating
of composite synchronization and horizontal blanking pulses generated by the
N	 3262B chip. The frame synchronization pulse and the M-synchronization pulse
train were then used to synchronize the 3262A chip. The composite synchroni-
zation signal of the latter chip was thus in synchronism with the composite
synchronization of the 32628 chip. This test indicated that the synchronization
method proposed can indeed achieve its purpose.
"I i
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72.2.2	 Digital Circuitry
•	 Testing of the two slow-speed delta modulation receivers was
initiated; these receivers are for the I and Q channels
•	 The run-length encoder memories were fabricated and mounted
0	 onto the appropriate chassis
•	 The ^un-length decoder- design was completed
•	 The system was evaluated using all the transmitting (Y, I and
.	 Q) delta modulators.
The resulting quality of a color video picture was very good as judged by sub-
jective observations of such pictures.
IP	
2.3	 Plans for Next Month
(1) Complete the checkout of the two low-speed receivers
	 ^y
(2) Complete the checkout of the high-speed receiver
(3) Modify the run-length encoder to further increase its operating
W	
speed
(4) Check out the buffer memory used in conjunction with the run-
length encoder and decoder
(5) Test the run-length decoder
(6) Complete the fabrication of the horizontal and vertical syn-
chronization and encoding/decoding circuits
(7) Continue fic J system integration and test.
to
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8EXHIBIT C
	1.0
	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communications Update
Final proofreading of the retyped, revised draft is almost finished
and release is expected in September.
	1.2	 Performance Considerations
Axiomatix attended the TDAS review meeting at Goddard Space Flight
Center on July 15, 1952. This was to support NASA JSC's assessment and evalu-
ation of the TDAS impact on the Space Shuttle.
No work on the ICD revision was performed for nonstandard payload
modulation due to the commitment to solve the PSP false-lock problem.
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EXHIBIT A
	
1.0	 ORBITER/IUS PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
	
1.1	 End-to-End Performance of the IUS SOL_S Transponder
to the PI and CIU
1
	
	
No further work has been performed on this task due to the concentra-
tion of effort on the PSP bit synchronizer false-lock problem.
	
1.2	 IUS Receiver Frequency Acquisition
1
	
	
No further work has been performed on this task due to the concentra-
tion of effort on the PSP bit synchronizer false-lock problem.
	
2.0	 KU-BAND PROBLEM RESOLUTION
	2.1
	
Meetings and Conferences
During this reporting period, Axiomatix participated in joint NASA/
HAC/Rockwell/Axiomatix conference calls on August 9, 24 and 30, 1982.
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EXHIBIT B
a
1.0	 S-BAND COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS
1.1
	 S-Band Antenna Performance Analysis
Further progress in the switched-beam-array technology has resulted
i
	
	 in the conceptual development of a variable-gain antenna which can be adjusted
for particular mission requirements. For example, on the Centaur biconical
array, there may be occasions when medium gain is not necessary for a nearby
target and it is desirable to have a wider beamwidth to simplify tracking. In
0	 this case, a scheme to switch out the two outer elements has been developed
using the same double-pole/double-throw electromechanical latching switches, as
shown in Figure 1. Further, if five biconical elements are used instead of three,
extension of the technique applies for the high-gain array. Thus, by adding two
10
	
	 switches, it is possible to have low-, medium- and high-gain capabilities with the
same array, with very little additional insertion loss (i.e., 0.2 dB per switch).
For the improved version of the Shuttle Orbiter S-band quad antennas,
this technique can similarly be used for variable-gain capabilities in both di-
mensions, as shown in Figure 2. Thus, it is possible to alter the pattern to
a desirable shape, such as using high gain in one dimension and low gain in the
other in order to form an elongated beam that accommodates a moving target and
therefore satisfies the tracking function without any antenna switching.
1.2	 Payload Signal Processor Bit Synchronization False Lock
The noise analysis of the lock detector performance for NRZ data was
completed. This analysis was used to determine more optimum parameters for the
! lock detector. As a result, new values of the recursive L parameter of the re-
spective one-pole in-phase and midphase filters were recommended. The purpose
of these changes is to decrease the probability of the lock detector declaring
that a signal is present when it is not.
A noise analysis of the Manchester data case was begun. This task
should be completed in early September in order to allow for recommended changes
to the same parameters when in the Manchester data mode.
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2.0	 TV DIGITIZER PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
2.1	 Meetings/Technical Conferences
No formal meetings were held during this reporting period.
2.2	 Progress
2.2.1
	 Analog/Interface Circuitry
The circuits used for synchronizer separation at the transmitter (Tx)
and synchronizer regeneration at the receiver (Rx) were completed and tested.
Successful synchronization between Tx and Rx units was thus verified again.
The remaining task in this area is to verify the Tx/Rx synchronization by means
of the horizontal and vertical pulses encoded and decoded by the circuitry asso-
ciated with the operation of the run-length (R/L) encoding/decoding equipment.
During testing of the I and Q channels, a question arose in regards
to the range of signal levels handled by these channels. It was noticed that
pictures generated by the color camera pointed at typical subjects (i.e.,
peoples` faces, landscapes, etc.) resulted in very low I and Q signal levels.
This fact prevented us from deciding on the proper settings for the I and Q
channels. We therefore decided to rent an NTSC color bar generator and a
vectorscope.
With this equipment, we proceeded to adjust the Lenco equipment and
our matrices which perform the RGB/YIQ and YIQ/RGB conversions. The rented
equipment was extremely helpful; for the first time, we were able to adjust our
equipment so that virtually no difference was observed when displaying color
bar test patterns under the following circumstances: (1) directly from the
generator, (2) through Lenco equipment back to back (matrices out), and (3)
through Lenco equipment working through our two matrices. At this point, it
is important to emphasize that using the color bar generator and vectorscope
proved to be extremely helpful in properly adjusting the trim pots for the cir-
cuitry. The only problem remaining is a slight lack of orthogonality of the I
and Q vectors delivered by the Lenco decoder. This may require some additional
careful adjustment, but this aberration does not appear to have a major impact
on system performance.
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2.2.2	 Digital Circuitry
In the area of digital circuitry, both progress and delays were
encountered. First-in/first-out (FIFO) buffer memory boards were also com-
pleted and tested individually and with the R/L decoder. For these tests,
special 16-bit-word patterns were generated by an SYM-1 microcomputer and loaded
into FIFO boards. The output of these FIFO boards was then read out by the de-
coder. Synchronization word recognition was thus simulated and verified during
these tests. The remaining test is for the FIFO/run-length encoder combination
at the higher speeds commensurate with the actual TV picture-encoding process.
1
	
	 Debugging of the two slow-speed receivers for the I and Q channel
delta demodulation continued, but the TV pictures showed streaking of undeter-
mined origin. A wiring error is suspected in this case and a careful reexami-
nation of the boards, including single stepping, is planned.
1 The high-speed receiver was checked out and satisfactory performance
was obtained at rates up to 21 Msps. Circuit layout will have to be rechecked
to determine the reasons for the speed limitation. The goal is to operate the
receiver up to 25 Mbps.
Problems were encountered when operating our tri-state high-speed
transmitter in a bistate mode, using a digitally implemented code converter.
We thus intend to implement the bistate mode by collapsing the biases developed
for tri-state operation, i.e., we will remove the "dead-zone" bias when switch-
1	 ing to the bistate mode. This change will require a modification of our present
`
	
	
A/D, D/A board, but this modification is not expected to cause a major impact 	
..
on our progress.
R/L encoder waveforms were investigated in detail to determine the
1
	
	
cause of the present speed limitation of 16 Msps. Because no obvious electri-
cal problems were encountered, we suspect that the actual layout of the wires
and terminations (it is an ECL circuit) may be responsible.
i
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2.3	 Plans for Neat Month
(1) Examine the R/L encoder and modify where appropriate
(2) Complete testing of the R/L decoder and FIFO boards at high speeds
1	
(3) Complete debugging of the two slow-speed receivers
(4) Increase the operating sample rate of the high-speed receiver to
about 25 Msps
(5) Continue system integration and test.
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7EXHIBIT C
	
1.0	 PAYLOAD INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY ANALYSES
	
1.1	 Users' Handbook for Payload Shuttle Data Communications Update
Final proofreading of the retyped, revised draft is almost finished
and release is expected in September.
	
1.2	 Performance Considerations
No work on the ICD revision was performed for nonstandard payload
modulation due to the commitment to solve the PSP false-lock problem.
